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Abstract

Background: Electronic medical records (EMRs) contain large amounts of rich clinical information. Developing EMR-based case definitions, also known as EMR phenotyping, is an active area of research that has implications for epidemiology, clinical care, and health services research.

Objective: This review aims to describe and assess the present landscape of EMR-based case phenotyping for the Charlson conditions.

Methods: A scoping review of EMR-based algorithms for defining the Charlson comorbidity index conditions was completed. This study covered articles published between January 2000 and April 2020, both inclusive. Embase (Excerpta Medica database) and MEDLINE (Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval System Online) were searched using keywords developed in the following 3 domains: terms related to EMR, terms related to case finding, and disease-specific terms. The manuscript follows the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-analyses extension for Scoping Reviews (PRISMA) guidelines.

Results: A total of 274 articles representing 299 algorithms were assessed and summarized. Most studies were undertaken in the United States (181/299, 60.5%), followed by the United Kingdom (42/299, 14.0%) and Canada (15/299, 5.0%). These algorithms were mostly developed either in primary care (103/299, 34.4%) or inpatient (168/299, 56.2%) settings. Diabetes, congestive heart failure, myocardial infarction, and rheumatology had the highest number of developed algorithms. Data-driven and clinical rule–based approaches have been identified. EMR-based phenotype and algorithm development reflect the data access allowed by respective health systems, and algorithms vary in their performance.

Conclusions: Recognizing similarities and differences in health systems, data collection strategies, extraction, data release protocols, and existing clinical pathways is critical to algorithm development strategies. Several strategies to assist with phenotype-based case definitions have been proposed.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(2):e23934) doi:10.2196/23934
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Introduction

Background

Recent advances in computational power, increased adoption of electronic medical records (EMRs), and the subsequent rise of big data analytics in health care have opened the door to precision medicine [1]. EMRs are systemized collections of patient health information and documentation, collected in real time and stored in a digital format. EMRs were originally designed to facilitate communication in support of clinical decision-making for individual patients and to improve the quality of care. Canada and other countries have heavily promoted EMR adoption [2,3]. Globally, EMR data have been used widely for secondary purposes, such as research.

Developing case definitions, a process known as phenotyping, has become an active area of research associated with EMRs. Establishing EMR data–based phenotyping is essential for setting up the operational framework toward pursuing precision medicine, which aims to tailor medical decisions and treatments to each patient in a timely manner. EMR phenotyping allows identification and surveillance of health conditions in a timely manner and can be integrated into existing clinical flows and infrastructure. Phenotyping comorbidities using EMR data have important implications on disease management. Comorbidity is a medical condition existing simultaneously with but independently from another condition in a patient. These diseases may be related to each other by some shared association [4]. The Charlson comorbidity index [4-6] is a measure that predicts 1-year mortality based on the presence or absence of specific chronic conditions. Typically, each condition is identified through the presence of specific International Classification of Diseases (ICD) codes and assigned a score depending on the risk of death. Scores are summed for each patient to provide a total score to predict mortality [7,8]. The Charlson [5] comorbidity algorithm is the most widely used comorbidity index at present and has demonstrated the importance of classifying conditions using health data [6,7], including risk adjustment analysis, developing patient safety indicators, and identifying specific disease cohorts for research and public health applications.

Objectives

Few reviews [9-12] have been published on developing EMR case definitions or phenotyping algorithms for selected chronic conditions, but none specifically cover all of the Charlson comorbidities. Furthermore, these articles narrowed their scope to specific perspectives [10] or specific settings (eg, inpatient or primary care only) [9,11]. These reviews report few studies utilizing natural language processing (NLP) or machine learning (ML), which emphasizes the importance of data science techniques (eg, deep learning) in the present health research. The primary objective of this study is to provide an overview of EMR-based phenotyping algorithms for the Charlson conditions. The secondary objective is to provide recommendations for health systems considering the adoption of EMR-based case phenotyping.

Methods

Article Screening

The methodology follows the guidelines recommended by the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analysis Extension Protocols for Scoping Reviews (PRISMA-ScR) [13]. The Excerpta Medica database (Embase), and Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval System Online (MEDLINE) databases were searched from January 2000 to April 2020 to identify peer-reviewed papers. The search strategy covered the following 3 domains: (1) terms related to EMRs, (2) terms related to case finding, and (3) disease-specific terms. We initially used validated clinical text descriptions from ICD-10 to derive search terms for selected conditions (Multimedia Appendix 1). Boolean algorithms were developed for each specific condition using the domain keywords (Multimedia Appendix 2). The cancer categories of metastatic cancer and malignant cancer were excluded, as there is already an existing review on this topic [11].

Manual screening was performed according to the following established study guidelines. Peer-reviewed journal papers were included if they were published between January 2000 and April 2020, written in English, involved human subjects and EMR, and were retrieved by the Boolean search algorithm for at least one Charlson condition. This review study focused only on case phenotyping using EMR data, and therefore, papers were excluded if they only involved administrative databases. Administrative data studies that linked EMR data were included. The presence of the Charlson conditions in each study, if reported, was defined by the presence of ICD-9 or ICD-10 codes stated in the manuscript. The full PRISMA flow diagram was created (Multimedia Appendix 3). The final search results were exported to a reference software (EndNote, Clarivate Inc) [14], and duplicates were removed.

Characterizing the Identified Literature

A data extraction form was developed. The extracted data components included article characteristics (year and country), health care type (eg, inpatient, outpatient, and emergency), specific name of the data source, whether diagnostic codes (eg, ICD) were used, types of EMR data (eg, structured, unstructured, or imaging), techniques (eg, epidemiology/biostatistics, ML, or NLP), and whether a validation methodology was employed. The extracted data types (categorical) were recoded as binary variables to indicate whether they were employed in the algorithm. The frequencies of the algorithms, EMR settings, and countries were calculated. The identified algorithms were stratified into the following 7 types in this review based on the types of data used: (1) diagnostic codes only; (2) codes and structured data (demographics, labs, and medications); (3) diagnostic codes and free-text data; (4) diagnostic codes, structured, and free-text data; (5) structured data only; (6)
free-text data only; and (7) free-text and structured data. The detailed operational definitions of case definitions used in the identified studies were also extracted. The extracted data were summarized using frequencies and graphs where applicable. STATA 14 software (StataCorp LLC) [15] was used for statistical analysis. We further summarized the used data elements, disease context, data linkage, and validation of phenotyping algorithms using the extracted tables.

**Results**

**Article Screening**

After 1097 duplicates were removed, a total of 3691 abstracts were identified from the electronic databases. A total of 3402 abstracts were excluded based on the title and abstract screening, resulting in 289 full-text articles for full article review. Of these, 39 articles were excluded because they did not include any Charlson conditions, and 22 articles could not be retrieved, leading to the exclusion of 61 articles. The remaining 228 articles were considered eligible for this review and analyzed. References of eligible full articles were screened, and additional articles were identified for inclusion (n=46), leading to a total of 274 articles for qualitative synthesis. Articles covering multiple disease phenotypes were counted once per phenotype, leading to a total of 299 disease phenotyping algorithms. The PRISMA diagram depicting this process is shown in Multimedia Appendix 3.

**Characteristics of the Identified Literature**

The frequencies of the algorithms, EMR settings, and countries are shown in Table 1. The complete data extraction table is presented in Multimedia Appendix 4 [16-285]. A total of 274 articles representing 299 algorithms from 22 countries were identified in this review. The majority of this work was undertaken in the United States (181/299, 60.5%), followed by the United Kingdom (42/299, 14.0%) and Canada (15/299, 5.0%). Algorithm development has steadily increased over the years, with the majority of work published after 2016. The distributions of these algorithms by the year of publication and by country are shown in Figure 1. The breakdown of the disease areas of these algorithms is shown in Figure 2.

Table 2 provides a summary of the algorithm types used for each Charlson condition. The most common algorithm types were diagnostic codes and structured data (167/299, 55.9%), followed by diagnostic codes, structured and free-text data (51/299, 17.1%), and diagnostic codes only (40/299, 13.4%). Variations in the data sources used were observed based on disease context and data availability.

These algorithms were mostly developed either in primary care (103/299, 34.4%) or inpatient (168/299, 56.2%) settings. A total of 23 algorithms (23/299, 7.7%) used data sources from inpatient and outpatient EMR. This trend was consistent across the conditions assessed in this review. The United States had the highest algorithm count across most of the assessed conditions, followed by the United Kingdom, Canada, and other nations. Detailed information about the distribution of algorithms by disease, EMR setting, and country is shown in Table 1.

We abstracted study objectives and classified different purposes for which algorithms were developed for, as well as the setting of each study (Multimedia Appendix 4). Phenotyping algorithm development was not always the primary objective for the identified studies; sometimes, it was part of a larger process. The most commonly occurring objectives of the algorithms were (1) phenotyping algorithm development (193/299, 64.5%), (2) epidemiological analysis (70/299, 23.4%), and (3) predictive modeling (19/299, 6.4%). Other objectives included designing clinical decision support and implementation tools, genome analysis, and registry development. These objectives reflect the health system delivery and clinical practice contexts in which the studies were situated.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>Algorithm count</th>
<th>EMR® settings</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Inpatient</td>
<td>Inpatient and outpatient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myocardial infarction [16-38]</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congestive heart failure [19,39-75]</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral vascular disease [19,76-89]</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebrovascular disease [19,47,78,83,90-107]</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemiplegia and paraplegia</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dementia [19,84,108-130]</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic pulmonary disease [129,131-160]</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rheumatologic disease [161-185]</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peptic ulcer disease [186-189]</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes [19,28,34,47,48,84,128,129,140,150,166,190-234]</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes, with complications [57,235-242]</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renal disease [47,57,243-262]</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild liver disease [189,263-276]</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate/severe liver disease [244,275-280]</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease</td>
<td>Algorithm count</td>
<td>EMR&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; settings</td>
<td>Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV [137,281-285]</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4 Inpatient</td>
<td>6 United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 Inpatient and outpatient</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0 Outpatient</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0 Other</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>EMR: electronic medical record.

**Figure 1.** Distribution of published articles by country between January 2000 and April 2020.

**Figure 2.** Distribution of electronic medical record data–based algorithms by Charlson disease area.

- Congestive heart failure
- Cerebrovascular
- Chronic pulmonary
- Dementia
- Diabetes
- Diabetes with complications
- Human immunodeficiency virus
- Myocardial infarction
- Mild liver
- Moderate liver
- Peptic ulcer
- Peripheral vascular
- Renal
- Rheumatologic
Table 2. The Charlson algorithm types identified in this scoping review.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Charlson condition</th>
<th>Algorithm type</th>
<th>Codes only</th>
<th>Codes and free-text data</th>
<th>Codes and structured data</th>
<th>Codes, structured, and free-text data</th>
<th>Structured data only</th>
<th>Free-text data only</th>
<th>Free-text and structured data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Myocardial infarction (n=23, 7.7%)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congestive heart failure (n=38, 12.7%)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral vascular disease (n=15, 5.0%)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebrovascular disease (n=23, 7.7%)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dementia (n=25, 8.4%)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic pulmonary disease (n=31, 10.4%)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rheumatologic disease (n=25, 8.4%)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peptic ulcer disease (n=4, 1.3%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes (n=56, 18.7%)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes with complications (n=9, 3.0%)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renal disease (n=22, 7.4%)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild liver disease (n=15, 5.0%)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate/severe liver disease (n=7, 2.3%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV (n=6, 2.0%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined (n=299, 100.0%)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Elements: Structured Versus Unstructured

With regard to the EMR algorithms identified in this study, structured data most commonly consisted of demographics, diagnoses, procedures, vital signs, laboratory results, and medications. Structured data elements were the most common type of data employed by clinical rule–based algorithms and included basic demographics (eg, sex and age), medications, laboratory data, and diagnostic codes. A total of 233 out of 299 (77.9%) algorithms employed key laboratory diagnostic tests based on the present clinical practice.

These structured EMR components are typically available across EMR systems. Algorithms based on diagnostic codes and structured data were used primarily (213/299, 71.2%) for chronic conditions such as diabetes, where laboratory tests and medication may be necessary and sufficient for clinical decision-making. The use of diagnostic codes depended on the EMR setting (ie, outpatient or inpatient) and the health services jurisdiction (eg, United Kingdom vs United States vs Canada) where the work took place (Multimedia Appendix 4). Types of diagnostic codes identified included ICD-9, ICD-10, Read, Oxford Medical Information System, and International Classification of Primary Care (ICPC). ICD codes were used predominantly within inpatient settings (148/168, 88.1%). These basic structured data-based definitions were enhanced by incorporating unstructured data such as free text and imaging for designing classification algorithms (Table 2) for complicated chronic conditions. In summary, the disease context determined the data elements that were used.

Unstructured free-text data (eg, discharge summaries, consult notes, and nursing notes) were incorporated in approximately 86 out of 299 (28.8%) case phenotyping algorithms. NLP techniques were used to analyze such unstructured free-text data. Many studies used controlled medical terminologies, such as the Unified Medical Language System [286] and the Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms [287], in the processing of clinical notes. Both terminologies can be used by medical researchers. Many studies also employed custom vocabularies developed in consultation with clinicians or had clinicians manually annotate the free-text data to obtain the reference standard. Variations in the processing of the unstructured data were also noted. NLP processing programs such as clinical Text Analysis and Knowledge Extraction System [288], MedTagger [289], or in-house programs were employed using one of the terminologies mentioned above. This data processing converted unstructured free-text data into structured data. The converted data are often combined with existing structured data for phenotyping and disease prediction using a wide range of techniques in epidemiology, statistics, and ML. Cox regression modeling was used for survival analysis, along with incidence and prevalence in epidemiological studies. Supervised learning classification algorithms such as Naive Bayes, support vector machines, logistic regression, and neural networks are commonly used in the ML studies. The manually annotated notes or reference standard obtained from the chart review provided labels for supervised ML.

Disease Context

Case phenotyping algorithms exhibited 2 distinct types of approaches: clinician-derived rule-based (ie, expert-driven) and data-driven approaches. Clinician-derived rule-based approaches for defining cases were based on clinical criteria dictated by guidelines or clinical practice. These rule-based methods are
generally easy to interpret and are accepted as clinically relevant. However, criteria were inconsistent within and across multiple diseases even for the clinical rule-based case phenotyping, implying that the interpretation of algorithm results may depend on choices made during the algorithm development process [290]. Despite these variations, common structured data elements were identified in each disease discipline within each context of patient care. In contrast, data-driven approaches to defining cases use information extracted from available data to determine the disease status of the patient, often with improved performance (eg, sensitivity, positive predictive value [PPV], and F1 score) compared with baseline rule-based algorithms. For example, feeding all available free-text and laboratory data for congestive heart failure (CHF) into a prediction model can classify the CHF status [73]. One study employed principal component analysis [34]. However, the association between the predictor variables and outcomes is often difficult to ascertain, and the model may be difficult to interpret.

The algorithms used various EMR data elements depending on the clinical disease context. For each disease area, unique diagnostic methods or clinical data elements were observed. Diabetes was the most commonly identified disease in our literature search (56/299, 18.7%) and will be used as an example. Case phenotyping for diabetes had fewer data element variations compared with other diseases, and algorithms involved hemoglobin A1C (HbA1C), glucose levels, and fasting glucose as key laboratory tests and antidiabetic medications. Most diabetes algorithms did not define the severity of the disease but classified the conditions in terms of the presence or absence of type 1 or type 2 diabetes. Diabetes phenotyping studies designed patient cohort selection taking this into consideration. Developing phenotypes for identifying severe complications of diabetes did require additional data (ie, clinical narratives) and advanced methodological approaches (eg, NLP and ML), as structured data alone would not readily identify these unless diagnostic codes were included for such complications. EMR phenotypes for disease severity were sometimes developed, in the case of chronic conditions that have a widely accepted clinical severity definition. Using chronic kidney disease as an example, severity was defined according to the Kidney Disease Improving Global Outcomes [291] and the National Kidney Foundation [292] guidelines based on estimated glomerular filtration rate.

**Data Linkage**

A subset of phenotyping algorithms (30/299, 10.0%) linked EMR data to disease registries or genomics data. A total of 24 out of 299 (8.0%) algorithms linked clinical and health administrative databases. All data linkage occurred in studies that used diagnostic codes. The most commonly occurring diagnostic codes were ICD-9 and ICD-10, with some regional or national diagnostic codes (eg, Read codes among UK studies). The EMR administrative data linkage context appeared mostly within primary care data-based algorithms (14/24). The UK Clinical Practice Research Datalink was linked with Hospital Episode Statistics and other administrative data to primary care EMR. The most commonly linked inpatient care data came from the Electronic Medical Records and Genomics (eMERGE) consortium [293], which provided additional validation between clinical documentation and scientific (ie, genomic) observation. These data linkage studies were employed for epidemiological analyses (improved accuracy of incidence and prevalence estimates) of diseases at the population level [83,96,212].

**Validity of Phenotyping Algorithms**

Studies varied in their reporting metrics for the validity of case definition algorithms. Commonly reported metrics were sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, accuracy, and F1 score. A total of 185 algorithms (185/299, 62.1%) employed chart review as the reference standard to calculate some of the aforementioned validation metrics. Of these 185 algorithms, 9 employed ML, 39 employed NLP, and 17 employed both ML and NLP. Of the 114 algorithms that did not conduct a chart review, 17 incorporated ML, 14 incorporated NLP, and 7 employed both ML and NLP techniques. Including free-text data as a data source in phenotyping algorithms tended to yield higher performance, with an average sensitivity of 0.906 (SD 0.110) and PPV of 0.913 (SD 0.120) when compared with studies that did not use free-text or ML (average sensitivity of 0.825 (SD 0.214) and average PPV of 0.853 (SD 0.174)). Incorporation of ML as part of the data-driven phenotyping also led to similar performance in sensitivity but weaker PPV, with an average sensitivity of 0.832 (SD 0.095) and average PPV of 0.633 (SD 0.358). In total, 59 out of 166 (35.5%) inpatient algorithms employed NLP, whereas 10 out of 93 (10.8%) primary care algorithms employed NLP. Among the works that used NLP, terminology standards were based on either Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine - Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT) or Unified Medical Language System (UMLS), although many developed their own in-house keywords. Coding standards within inpatients were based on either ICD-9 or ICD-10 depending on the timing of the study and the jurisdictions where each study took place. Similarly, primary care code standards also varied. For example, mostly Read or ICPC codes were used in the United Kingdom, whereas ICD codes were used in North America (United States and Canada). The additional data provide a specific list of ML techniques that were used in each study, if employed (Multimedia Appendix 4).

**Discussion**

**EMR Phenotyping and Precision Medicine**

Achieving precision medicine requires the right information to be delivered to the right personnel at the right time. Developing EMR data–based phenotypes and integrating them into existing health information systems is a pivotal step for building a learning health system. EMR phenotypes allow rapid detection of diseases and accelerate the delivery of information to clinicians who may need it to make informed clinical decisions, policymakers who may use them to obtain population information for making public health decisions, and health services organizations that may need such information for planning clinical operations or developing risk adjustment models for patient safety programs. The purposes of the case definitions identified in this review were largely achieving one of the stated objectives above.
EMR-based phenotype and algorithm development reflected the structure and data available within respective health systems. Diagnostic codes, such as ICD and present procedural terminology codes, are often used for billing purposes within inpatient and outpatient (ie, primary care) settings in certain countries (eg, the United States). These codes were also built into EMR systems (eg, problem lists). Consequently, these diagnostic codes were used extensively in algorithm development with the assumption that billing and problem list practices accurately reflect the provided care. In jurisdictional settings where ICD-based billing was not recorded directly in the EMR system during patient care (eg, inpatient care in Alberta), such assumptions could not be made and influenced the algorithm development process. Recognizing similarities and differences in data collection strategies, extraction, data release protocols, and existing clinical pathways is critical and will inform algorithm development strategies. ML and NLP techniques are increasingly being adopted in phenotyping algorithms. This is a testament to the fact that detailed records, available from free-text data, can assist with building high-performance classification algorithms.

Data Extraction, Validity, and Quality
Developing data-driven case finding algorithms is not feasible without electronic data [294]. However, EMR data are not always easy to work with [295], as they are primarily intended to support clinical practice rather than research. EMR settings influence data collection and extraction strategies. Inpatient facilities often set up electronic data warehouses where EMR data are collected into centralized repositories, including free-text data. Primary care settings, in contrast, have variations in their systems, and studies based on primary care data often only use more common data elements such as laboratory data and demographics for multisite studies. Free-text data are less available when compared with inpatient facilities. Primary care clinics, including specialist clinics, are privately operated in many jurisdictions, whereas inpatient care may be publicly or privately operated. These different entities may not always be required to share health data or may have different data management protocols. These considerations influenced the algorithm development process, and a stark contrast in the used data elements can be observed between algorithms developed in outpatient and inpatient settings. To mitigate some of these issues, researchers conducted data linkage between data sources to expand the scope of the available data.

In addition, significant changes in the terminology and coding standards and practices in EMRs have occurred and are actively occurring. This often makes it difficult or impossible to compare or share algorithms developed for different EMR systems using different coding standards (eg, ICD-9, ICD-10, Read, SNOMED RT, SNOMED CT, and MEDCIN for diagnostic codes). Furthermore, many investigators noted that their studies were required to share health data or may have different data collection strategies, extraction, data and demographics for multisite studies. Free-text data are less available when compared with inpatient facilities. Primary care clinics, including specialist clinics, are privately operated in many jurisdictions, whereas inpatient care may be publicly or privately operated. These different entities may not always be required to share health data or may have different data management protocols. These considerations influenced the algorithm development process, and a stark contrast in the used data elements can be observed between algorithms developed in outpatient and inpatient settings. To mitigate some of these issues, researchers conducted data linkage between data sources to expand the scope of the available data.

Variation in reported metrics (eg, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, area under the receiver-operator characteristic curve, and F1 score) was observed in the identified literature. Standardized metrics used in health care should be reported, including sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value. As there is a trade-off between sensitivity and positive predictive value and both are important, it is also useful to report the F1 score, which is the harmonic mean of these 2 quantities. In addition, as class imbalance is frequently a problem in the context of disease classification, with positive instances far less common than negative instances, studies are encouraged to report metrics that account for this, such as area under the precision-recall curve [296]. At present, there are no universally accepted EMR data quality assessment metrics available, although there are various proposed data quality assessment frameworks [297]. Data quality must be assessed based on the suitability of the data to achieve a specific research objective or downstream task. We discuss this later in the recommendations.

Limitations
This study is not without limitations. First, it is possible that our search did not encompass all qualifying articles in the field. However, our search strategy was refined and improved by systematic review search experts and librarians, and we believe our search successfully captured a broad spectrum of articles on the Charlson conditions. Second, manual screening was carried out by one individual. The objectivity of the review may have been increased by including a second reviewer. Finally, our review did not discuss methods employed for assessing EMR data quality, which depends on the context and clinical application, and is a difficult concept to measure in general. To date, there is no universally accepted data quality metric developed for EMR data, and few of the papers in this review discuss whether or how data quality was assessed in their study. Further research is required to establish the scope of practice for EMR data quality assessment.

Recommendations on the Basis of Findings
Our review identified that case phenotyping algorithms depend on the health delivery system and disease context. We present a few observed strategies to assist with refining phenotype case definitions using the following key strategies: (1) understanding the health system structure and setting (eg, outpatient vs inpatient, coding practice) will provide a general sense of the type of EMR data that may be available; (2) considering data linkage can increase the scope of data available for algorithm development, it is important to recognize that data may not be standardized or comparable between different data sources. Additional data processing such as data recoding or data imputation may be needed; (3) identifying the relevant clinical and/or health services pathway and involving respective specialty physicians and other stakeholders as part of the algorithm development process can assist with knowledge translation; 4) employing a common data model (eg,
observational medical outcomes partnership [298]) and using commonly available data elements to the possible extent can encourage widespread deployment and external validation. A common data model may differ between disease disciplines and health system areas; and (5) considering how to customize the algorithm to the needs of the end user. The needs are largely divided into clinical decision support through risk adjustment analysis, population-scale disease identification for public health initiatives, or developing methodologies to improve algorithm performance.

Health care is a unique environment, and a one-size-fits-all approach may not be appropriate. This review identified variations in EMR phenotyping, which were heavily influenced by the health care delivery setting and the disease context. To optimize performance, researchers should develop tailored algorithms that focus on the specific population of interest and the particular structure of the health system (eg, developing a primary care diabetes definition), while accounting for data issues such as variations in coding systems, clinical practice guidelines, and data quality. Once a locally developed algorithm is in place, health systems may consider implementing their case finding algorithms on standardized data models. This review identified several studies that either validated previously validated case definitions in a new setting or were refined to appropriately identify disease patients within a new setting. Having locally developed algorithms converted to standard data models will facilitate external validation and implementation, which can otherwise be a critical roadblock to the adoption of these algorithms, allowing for improved algorithm interoperability between health care systems.

The interoperability of algorithms across systems facilitates implementation within existing real-time clinical decision support systems. Easy access to developed code is also critical in validating and replicating published algorithms, after their computability has been confirmed. Analytical code and resources could be shared publicly (eg, on GitHub) to allow access for validation and implementation. The eMERGE consortium [293], CALIBER [299], and Canadian Primary Care Sentinel Surveillance Network [300], for example, have made their algorithms publicly available and have been widely adopted.

**Conclusions**

We assessed EMR-based phenotyping of the Charlson conditions in health care settings. The phenotyping algorithms were locally developed and tailored to the needs and objectives of the individual studies. The health system structure and disease context determined data availability and type. The disease context dictated the common data types used for algorithm development. NLP with free-text data was employed for complex diseases that were difficult to identify with algorithms using readily available structured data. Supervised ML was employed in phenotyping algorithms, where applicable, which worked with reference standards obtained from medical chart review. Studies are encouraged to report standard health system metrics and metrics that account for class imbalance. Locally developed algorithms were validated or refined for adoption in the new setting. Locally developed disease- and setting-specific algorithms could be translated into a common data model for easier interoperability of algorithms across systems. Integrating EMR phenotyping algorithms within a health system could lead to the development of a clinical decision support system that makes use of refined existing risk adjustment scoring for risk stratification in clinical point-of-care and inform the public health and health system decision-making process, thus, leading to learning health systems.
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Automated Identification of Common Disease-Specific Outcomes for Comparative Effectiveness Research Using ClinicalTrials.gov: Algorithm Development and Validation Study
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Abstract

Background: Common disease-specific outcomes are vital for ensuring comparability of clinical trial data and enabling meta analyses and interstudy comparisons. Traditionally, the process of deciding which outcomes should be recommended as common for a particular disease relied on assembling and surveying panels of subject-matter experts. This is usually a time-consuming and laborious process.

Objective: The objectives of this work were to develop and evaluate a generalized pipeline that can automatically identify common outcomes specific to any given disease by finding, downloading, and analyzing data of previous clinical trials relevant to that disease.

Methods: An automated pipeline to interface with ClinicalTrials.gov’s application programming interface and download the relevant trials for the input condition was designed. The primary and secondary outcomes of those trials were parsed and grouped based on text similarity and ranked based on frequency. The quality and usefulness of the pipeline’s output were assessed by comparing the top outcomes identified by it for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) to a list of 80 outcomes manually abstracted from the most frequently cited and comprehensive reviews delineating clinical outcomes for COPD.

Results: The common disease-specific outcome pipeline successfully downloaded and processed 3876 studies related to COPD. Manual verification indicated that the pipeline was downloading and processing the same number of trials as were obtained from the self-service ClinicalTrials.gov portal. Evaluating the automatically identified outcomes against the manually abstracted ones showed that the pipeline achieved a recall of 92% and precision of 79%. The precision number indicated that the pipeline was identifying many outcomes that were not covered in the literature reviews. Assessment of those outcomes indicated that they are relevant to COPD and could be considered in future research.

Conclusions: An automated evidence-based pipeline can identify common clinical trial outcomes of comparable breadth and quality as the outcomes identified in comprehensive literature reviews. Moreover, such an approach can highlight relevant outcomes for further consideration.
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synthesis of evidence that compares the benefits and harms of alternative methods to prevent, diagnose, treat, and monitor a clinical condition or to improve the delivery of care. The purpose of comparative effectiveness research is to assist consumers, clinicians, purchasers, and policy makers to make informed decisions that will improve health care at both the individual and population levels” [2]. Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) are considered the gold standard for clinical effectiveness research [3].

RCTs are conducted to determine whether an intervention is effective by comparing outcomes between different arms of a study that are chosen to reflect beneficial and harmful effects [4]. Results of outcome comparison are used by decision makers to make evidence-based health care choices [5]. Thus, it is critical that study outcomes used in RCTs are relevant for the decision makers and allow cross-trial comparison especially when used to assess the same condition [6]. Recent studies demonstrated inconsistencies in choices of RCT outcomes, which limit potential cross-trial comparison and affect the reproducibility and overall usefulness of RCTs [7]. For example, a comprehensive review of oncology research found that more than 25,000 outcomes were reported only once or twice in oncology trials [8]. Differences in outcome definitions and measurements make it difficult or even impossible to synthesize results of different RCTs [9]. An analysis of missing data in systematic clinical trial reviews found that 71% of reviews could not obtain relevant key outcomes from the included trials [10]. Significant variation in outcome reporting has been noted by a recent systematic review of 109 RCTs assessing interventions for genitourinary symptoms associated with menopause [11].

Misalignment in clinical trial reporting could be addressed by the introduction of an agreed upon collection of common data elements (CDEs) [12]. The importance of developing CDEs for clinical trials, including common disease-specific trial outcomes, has been emphasized by researchers in various fields of medicine and public health [13-16]. Common trial outcomes can help researchers conduct cross-study aggregations and comparisons, facilitate meta-analyses, and increase reproducibility and efficiency. Sheehan et al [15] emphasized the importance of developing CDEs for clinical research generally and noted the current absence of “formal international specifications governing the construction or use of Common Data Elements.” Thurmond et al [13] discussed a multiagency scientific initiative to develop CDEs for traumatic brain injury and psychological health and noted that the “use of different measures to assess similar study variables and/or assess outcomes may limit important advances in (...) research. Without a set of common data elements (CDEs; to include variable definitions and recommended measures for the purpose of this discussion), comparison of findings across studies is challenging.”

With regard to clinical outcomes specifically (as the primary class of CDEs clinical trials are concerned with), a lot of emphasis has been placed on developing standardization approaches and addressing potential gaps. Ioannidis et al [17] examined the gaps in outcomes reported by clinical trials. In their survey of 174 systematic reviews with 1041 trials on preterm infants, they found that most trials were missing information on serious common outcomes for this population, and concluded by recommending the “use of standardized clinical outcomes that would have to be collected and reported by default in all trials in a given specialty.”

The traditional approach for the development of common outcomes for a particular field involves assembling panels of subject matter experts, who will then embark on an iterative multiphased deliberation process to identify the set of outcomes and agree on definitions and time frames. Redeker et al [16] offer a window into this, describing a process that involves “convening a working group, subdividing the working group based on areas of need, holding an introductory meeting, developing CDEs for assigned areas by subgroups, reviewing the work of all the subgroups, revising the CDEs based on feedback, obtaining public review of the identified CDEs, revising the CDEs based on feedback, and posting the first versions of the CDEs on the website.” Typically, this time-consuming and labor-intensive process does not employ automated or data-driven methods to systematically utilize information from ClinicalTrials.gov on the thousands of clinical trials relevant to the conditions under consideration.

ClinicalTrials.gov is the most comprehensive international clinical trial registry that contains over 350,000 research studies from 216 countries [18]. Registration with ClinicalTrials.gov includes submission of verified, detailed, and structured information pertinent to clinical trial design, study timeline, inclusion/exclusion criteria, primary and secondary outcomes, subject follow-up, and trial results. Data from ClinicalTrials.gov have found a variety of innovative uses in biomedical informatics research. For example, Huser and Cinimon have worked to link ClinicalTrials.gov to PubMed to analyze the proportion of trials that reported results through publication [19] and to understand the quality and completeness of the links [20]. Anderson et al [21] used ClinicalTrials.gov data to study level of compliance with result reporting requirements. Bourgeois et al [22] used ClinicalTrials.gov data to compare industry-funded trials to nonindustry-funded trials in terms of the likelihood of reporting positive outcomes, while Hartung et al [23] investigated the discrepancies between results submitted to ClinicalTrials.gov’s results database and those published in peer-reviewed journals.

ClinicalTrials.gov data mining has been used to analyze the characteristics of oncology clinical trials [8], trends in clinical trials for stroke treatment [24], disparities in racial and ethnic representation in stem cell clinical trials [25], nonpublication rates of registered digital health trials [26], and relationships between mutations and phenotypes [27]. With regard to outcomes and other CDEs, Huser et al [19,20] examined the use of CDEs in real data sets and showed how the CDEs identified change by changing the threshold of commonness. Vodicka et al [28] analyzed the proportion and characteristics of ClinicalTrials.gov trials that included patient-reported outcomes. Luo et al [29] proposed a semiautomatic approach for identifying inclusion criteria CDEs. Mayer et al [30] collected variables from 15 HIV clinical trial dictionaries and clustered them using the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS). These efforts demonstrate the power of automated evidence-based approaches. However, the potential of ClinicalTrials.gov data to inform the development of clinical
trial outcomes has received very little attention in the biomedical informatics literature.

Our aim in this work was to address the lack of automated evidence-based tools in the development of clinical outcomes by introducing our outcome identification pipeline and evaluating the technical correctness of its operations, as well as the quality and relevance of the clinical outcomes identified.

**Methods**

**Data Source: ClinicalTrials.gov**

The Food and Drug Administration Amendments Act of 2007 (FDAAA) (Section 801 of Public Law 110-85) requires an entity or individual who is responsible for an applicable clinical trial to submit the clinical trial information to the Clinical Trial Registry Data Bank (CTRDB). For the purposes of the FDAAA, ClinicalTrials.gov plays the role of the CTRDB maintained by the National Library of Medicine. ClinicalTrials.gov serves as a mandatory repository for clinical trials conducted under US regulatory oversight. Registration in ClinicalTrials.gov or a similar registry is a prerequisite for publishing clinical trial results in the majority of peer-reviewed journals.

The ClinicalTrials.gov portal supports self-service queries of registered clinical trials through a user interface at the website’s main page. The interface allows the user to search for a particular condition or disease by inputting its name into the “condition or disease” field or into the “other terms” field. In the former case, only trials that focus on the condition are returned. In the latter case, more results are returned, but they may not all be relevant to the condition. In parallel to the website, ClinicalTrials.gov offers a RESTful application programming interface (API) that allows automated submission of search queries (e.g., from a computer program) and returns results in a computation-friendly format (e.g., XML) for further processing.

We implemented the ClinicalTrials.gov query pipeline using Python 3.7 with libraries **URLlib.request**, **Pandas**, and **Xml.etree**. In what follows, we provide a technical description of the components of the pipeline, representing the logical steps from the input query to the final output, and the list of collated and ranked clinical outcomes. A visual summary of the workflow is provided in Figure 1.

**Figure 1. Pipeline workflow.**
Step 1: Interfacing With the ClinicalTrials.gov API Search Endpoint

The input term, representing a condition such as “chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)”, is embedded into a URL that is used by the URLlib.request module to interface ClinicalTrials.gov’s RESTful API at https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results/download_fields?cond=COPD.

Other parameters of the API call include the following: the number of results to be returned per call (down_chunk), the results page (if the total number of matching results exceeds the number of results per page, the results will be broken into several chunks, and each must be accessed with a separate API call that references that page’s number), and the format of the results table (down_fmt, which can be specified as XML, CSV, PDF, etc).

This call mimics the search for the term using the “condition or disease” field on the user interface. By substituting “term” for “cond” in the URL, the call would return the same results obtained by querying for the term using the “other terms” field on the web page.

In our implementation, we set the number of down_count to 10,000 (the maximum that ClinicalTrials.gov’s API allows) and down_chunk to 1, which guarantees that most queries will return results contained in one chunk. For the few queries that yield over 10,000 matching trials (eg, “cardiovascular diseases” yields 39,704 results), the pipeline continues incrementing the down_chunk parameter and generating a new API call with the updated chunk number until the results are exhausted.

Each call returns a table of results in CSV format. Python’s Pandas library is used to parse the table into a Data Frame object. The output from this component is a list of Data Frames, with one for each chunk of each term’s results.

Step 2: Aggregating and Deduplicating the Results

The output of the interface with the search endpoint is a list of Data Frames (tables). Each table stores the details about the trials that match the input condition, and those details include the National Clinical Trial (NCT) number of each trial. The NCT number functions as a unique identifier for a registered study and can be used to download the full record of that study.

In the case of multiple tables (due to multiple input terms or multiple pages of results returned by the API), it is necessary to aggregate the NCT numbers from all the tables and remove duplicate NCT numbers if they occur (this happens when the input terms are related, eg, “emphysema” and “COPD,” as many trials match both conditions). The output of this step is a list of unique NCT numbers that identify the trials matching the input conditions.

Step 3: Interfacing With ClinicalTrials.gov to Download the Trial Records

Having arrived at the list of NCT numbers for all the trials in the results, the next step involves interfacing with ClinicalTrials.gov again to download each result in XML. ClinicalTrials.gov allows obtaining a single record in XML by calling ClinicalTrials.gov again to download each result in XML. The results, the next step involves interfacing with ClinicalTrials.gov again to download each result in XML.

Having downloaded the XML records for the trials that match the input terms, the next step is to parse the clinical outcome names, descriptions, and time frames from the XML.

Our implementation uses Python’s built-in xml.etree module to parse the XML string into a tree. Then, the iter() function is called on the name of the nodes whose values will be extracted (primary_outcome, secondary_outcome, and other_outcome). Each node has further children that record the name of the outcome (measure), description, and time frames. The pipeline parses out those elements and stores them along with the NCT number.

Step 4: Parsing the XML for Primary, Secondary, and Other Outcomes and Time Frames

Having downloaded the XML records for the trials that match the input terms, the next step is to parse the clinical outcome names, descriptions, and time frames from the XML.

Step 5: Normalizing Outcome Texts and Building a Frequency Table

Following the parsing of outcomes in the previous step, the next step in the pipeline is to normalize those texts of those outcomes, group them, and rank them by frequency. The text normalization step is needed to handle the numerous heterogeneous ways for writing the same outcome name. Given an outcome string, the pipeline applies the following transformations:

1. If the outcome string ends with an abbreviation (letters between parentheses matching the initials of the words, eg, “Quality of life [QoL]”), remove the abbreviation.
2. Change the string to all lower case.
3. Replace all punctuation marks with a space.
4. Replace every occurrence of two or more consecutive space marks with one space mark, and strip the spaces from both ends of the string.

Then, the normalized form of the outcome text is stored in a hash table that maps each outcome string to the list of trials in which it is used. After all the outcome strings are normalized, the table is sorted by frequency of occurrences.

Step 6: Generating an Output Spreadsheet

In the final step, the pipeline uses the constructed frequency tables to generate a readable CSV spreadsheet of the clinical outcomes for the input condition. The spreadsheet consists of the following three columns: outcome name, number of trials in which it is used, and the NCT IDs of those trials (allowing the user to further explore trials).

Evaluation Methods

Our evaluation of the pipeline consisted of the following two parts: (1) a technical evaluation that compares the pipeline’s output to the data accessible through ClinicalTrials.gov’s XML is a widely used markup format that most programming languages can work with and parse. Obtaining the trial data in XML sidesteps the challenges of parsing the exact text from a web page. Instead, the XML tree can be searched for the nodes with certain labels (eg, “primary_outcome” and “secondary_outcome”), and the values of those nodes are then immediately accessible in a structured manner. For each NCT number in our aggregated set of results, a URL call is made and the XML record of that study is saved for parsing in the next step.
Evaluating the Technical Correctness of the Download and Parsing Processes

We verified the technical correctness of the implementation by comparing the trials downloaded via the API to the trials that can be obtained from the ClinicalTrials.gov website’s self-service query interface. This involved verifying that for each query condition, the pipeline was downloading the number of trials as the number that appeared on the website when manually searching for that condition.

In addition, we verified that the XML parsing and collating were correct by sampling pairs of outcomes and NCT identifiers from the resulting spreadsheet, accessing the ClinicalTrials.gov webpages of those trials, and verifying that all the outcomes listed in the output are present on that page. We similarly evaluated the completeness of the pipeline’s output relative to the website by sampling in the other direction. Starting from the results obtainable from the website for a given condition, we sampled various trials and verified that each trial in the sample appeared in the output of the pipeline along with all the outcomes listed for it.

Evaluating the Quality of Pipeline-Identified Clinical Outcomes

To assess the quality and usefulness of the clinical outcomes that can be automatically identified by the pipeline, we selected COPD as a testing use case. COPD was chosen because of the availability of several frequently cited expert reviews delineating COPD-specific clinical outcomes for clinical research, which could serve as a gold standard for assessing the relevance of clinical outcomes generated by the automated pipeline from ClinicalTrials.gov data.

Clinical outcomes from four published systematic reviews [32-35] were manually abstracted by the authors, resulting in a total of 80 outcomes for COPD clinical trials. These four reviews represent the most widely cited publications systematically analyzing outcome measures in COPD trials during the last 15 years. These reviews were conducted manually by internationally recognized expert teams, and they were based on overall 389 articles referenced in these publications. The automated pipeline used four query terms related to the condition (COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, emphysema, and chronic bronchitis) to generate pipeline-identified outcomes that were compared to the outcomes manually abstracted from the expert reviews.

Evaluation Metrics

The quality of the automated ClinicalTrials.gov pipeline for clinical outcome generation was assessed using recall and precision. Treating the literature review outcomes as the gold standard, every pipeline-identified outcome that appeared in the gold-standard set was a “true positive” (TP) prediction, every pipeline-identified outcome not appearing in the gold standard set was a “false positive” (FP) prediction, and every outcome from the literature reviews not identified by the pipeline was a “false negative” (FN) prediction for the pipeline. Recall was considered the ratio of TP to (TP + FN), while precision was the ratio of TP to (TP + FP). Intuitively, recall measures the coverage of our pipeline relative to the benchmark, and a low recall would mean the pipeline is failing to identify many benchmark outcomes. Precision, on the other hand, measures how many of the pipeline outcomes are the same as the benchmark outcomes, and a low precision indicates that the pipeline is identifying many outcomes that do not appear in the benchmark set.

Results

Correctness of the Data Downloading and Parsing

In evaluating the technical correctness of the output, we employed a number of testing conditions and terms, and compared the result count from both the pipeline and the website. There was a perfect match between the two in all cases, indicating no loss of data that the pipeline is obtaining from the API as compared to the website. Our evaluation of samples of the outcomes and trials similarly indicated a perfect match between the data obtained from the website and the output of the pipeline, with the only difference being the intentional normalization by the pipeline of the outcome texts described in step 5 of the pipeline operation.

Table 1 provides general statistics related to our application of the pipeline for COPD-related terms. The number of trials collected for each term was the same as can be seen on the ClinicalTrials.gov website on January 22, 2020 (number of trials for a given condition can increase over time as new studies are registered). As can be seen in Table 1, the number of trials generated by querying the “other terms” field was higher than that generated by querying the “condition” field, as the former includes a search of additional fields.
Table 1. General statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Querying using the “condition” field</th>
<th>Querying using the “other terms” field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of trials downloaded using the query term “COPD”</td>
<td>3596</td>
<td>4201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of trials downloaded using the query term “chronic obstructive pulmonary disease”</td>
<td>2993</td>
<td>3341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of trials downloaded using the query term “emphysema”</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of trials downloaded using the query term “chronic bronchitis”</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of unique trials (after removing duplicates)</td>
<td>3876</td>
<td>4450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of unique trials with outcomes listed</td>
<td>3734</td>
<td>4299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of trials listing outcomes</td>
<td>96.3%</td>
<td>96.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of primary outcomes parsed</td>
<td>5856</td>
<td>7033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of secondary/other outcomes parsed</td>
<td>16,016</td>
<td>18,872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time required by the pipeline to download and parse the trials</td>
<td>10 minutes</td>
<td>13 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>34 seconds</td>
<td>35 seconds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparing the Automatically Identified Clinical Outcomes to Published Reviews

On comparing the outcomes identified automatically by the pipeline to the 80 outcomes abstracted from four widely cited reviews [32-35], we found matches for 74 of the 80 manually abstracted ones, giving the pipeline an overall recall of 92%.

Tables 2 and 3 list the top primary and secondary pipeline outcomes, while Table 4 lists the four reviews’ outcomes that appeared in more than two reviews. Multimedia Appendix 1 shows the full mapping of the reviews’ outcomes to the automatically identified ones.

Table 2. Top 15 primary outcomes identified by the pipeline for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary outcome</th>
<th>Occurrences as primary, n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mortality</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEV1&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of life</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forced vital capacity</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise capacity</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adverse events</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyspnea</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung function</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPD&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; assessment test</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endurance time</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional capacity</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen saturation</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six-minute walk test</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum plasma concentration</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>FEV1: forced expiratory volume in 1 second.

<sup>b</sup>COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
Table 3. Top 15 secondary outcomes identified by the pipeline, excluding outcomes occurring frequently as primary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Secondary outcomes</th>
<th>Occurrences as secondary, n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heart rate</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of hospital stay</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. George’s Respiratory Questionnaire</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood pressure</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspiratory capacity</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body composition</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to first COPD exacerbation</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician’s global evaluation</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital anxiety and depression scale</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient satisfaction</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of rescue medication</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost-effectiveness</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.*

Table 4. Top outcomes abstracted from published reviews.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Source (references)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline Dyspnea Index</td>
<td>[32-35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition Dyspnea Index</td>
<td>[32-35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borg Dyspnea Scale</td>
<td>[32-35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Research Council Dyspnea Scale</td>
<td>[32-35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic Respiratory Disease Questionnaire</td>
<td>[32-35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. George’s Respiratory Questionnaire</td>
<td>[32-35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index, airflow obstruction, dyspnea, and exercise capacity</td>
<td>[32-34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six-minute walk test</td>
<td>[32-35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incremental shuttle walk test</td>
<td>[32-35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpO$_2$: peripheral oxygen saturation</td>
<td>[32-34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1)</td>
<td>[32-35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forced vital capacity (FVC)</td>
<td>[32-35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEV1/FVC</td>
<td>[32-35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static lung volumes</td>
<td>[33-35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of exacerbations</td>
<td>[33-35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortality</td>
<td>[33-35]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Outcomes that appear in three or more reviews are shown. The full list of 80 outcomes and their equivalent from the pipeline can be seen in Multimedia Appendix 1.

While calculating the pipeline recall of the pipeline’s output, we searched for the 80 outcomes abstracted from the expert reviews and found 74 of them among the automatically generated outcomes, thus yielding recall of 92%. For calculating the pipeline precision as described in the methods section, the entire pipeline output required manual review of all automatically generated outcomes since many of them represented the same concept but were phrased differently and used a different abbreviation or spelling. To streamline this part of the assessment, only outcomes used in four or more clinical trials were considered for grouping, which eventually yielded a total of 96 pipeline outcomes. We evaluated each of those to
see if they had an equivalent among the 80 outcomes abstracted from the expert reviews. Overall, 76 of the grouped outcomes had equivalent counterparts among the outcomes abstracted from the expert reviews, yielding a precision of 79%.

Examining the Differences Between Pipeline Outcomes and Review Outcomes

To better understand the quality of the pipeline’s output, we looked at the difference in results between what the pipeline generated and the outcomes from the literature. Textbox 1 lists the review outcomes that had no equivalent in the pipeline output, while Table 5 lists the top pipeline outcomes that had no equivalent in the abstracted reviews.

Textbox 1. Top false negatives (outcomes from the abstracted reviews with no match among pipeline-identified outcomes).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nottingham Health Profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Outcomes Study 6-Item General Health Survey (MOS-6A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptom Severity Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-minute step-in-place test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time spent in weight-bearing activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sputum visual analog scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester Respiratory Activities of Daily Living Questionnaire</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Top false positives (outcomes generated by the pipeline but not appearing in any of the abstracted reviews).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sleep quality</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacokinetics</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berg balance scale</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum plasma concentration</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of mechanical ventilation</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary vascular resistance</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diaphragmatic function</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive function</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timed up and go</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient activation</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neural respiratory drive</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handgrip strength</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short physical performance battery</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe Respiratory Insufficiency Questionnaire</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

Principal Findings

We have introduced a general automated pipeline for evidence-based generation of clinical outcomes using data from ClinicalTrials.gov. We evaluated the quality of the generated outcomes for COPD by comparing to a list of outcomes collected from four comprehensive reviews. We found great overlap between the autoidentified outcomes and the manually abstracted ones. Treating the review outcomes as the gold standard, the pipeline results achieve 0.92 recall overall and 0.79 precision for the top outcomes (used in more than three studies).

In investigating the cause for lower precision relative to recall, we examined the FPs (those outcomes that are identified by the pipeline but are not part of the benchmark set). Table 5 lists the most frequent pipeline FPs. We find that most of these FPs appear relevant to the underlying condition (COPD) yet have not been covered in any of the four reviews we considered. This argues that the relatively low precision is not due to the pipeline generating irrelevant outcomes, but rather the pipeline identifying outcomes not included in the benchmark set. This points to the potential of this automated evidence-based
approach to highlight measures and domains that might be underused in the literature.

Limitations
While the results are encouraging, there are two main limitations to the data-driven evidence-based approach. First, there is a great deal of fragmentation in how the same outcome could be described when the data are entered into the trial registry, which leads to a large number of overlapping outcomes being identified. While the text normalization module can handle surface-level variations, some of the variations will require specialized ontologies (eg, to recognize that “spirometry” and “FEV1” are related outcomes). Some variations will still require some human judgment (eg, should “number of readmissions” and “number of hospitalizations” be grouped together for more compactness of the results or is the semantic difference sufficient to warrant keeping them distinct?).

The second limitation is that while the pipeline can be very useful in giving a data-backed view of the most frequent outcomes, it cannot replace the traditional role of experts in providing guidelines for which outcomes are suitable to use in a given situation. Combining the proposed evidence-based pipeline with expert analysis has the potential to greatly facilitate traditional workflow for CDE development. Recent publication evaluating methodology for the development of clinical outcome sets expressed concerns that the currently accepted methodology relies entirely on agreement and lacks alternatives [36,37]. Methods used in the selection of instruments for outcomes included in trial outcome sets can be improved by including automated means for identifying common disease-specific outcomes used in registered clinical trials [38,39].

There are many studies that used ClinicalTrials.gov data for systematic analysis. However, most of those studies focused on analyzing the quality and compliance of the data on ClinicalTrials.gov. For example, Huser and Cimino linked records of interventional studies to PubMed publications and showed that a large segment of trial sponsors failed to meet their mandate in publishing trial results [20]. Compliance with result reporting obligations was also the focus of the work by Anderson et al [21]. Other studies have also utilized ClinicalTrials.gov data to cluster clinical trials with similar eligibility criteria features [40], to characterize semantic heterogeneity of data elements [41], and to analyze nonpublication rates of registered clinical trials [26].

With respect to CDEs, there have been very few efforts to make use of ClinicalTrials.gov’s data. Kentgen et al [42] collected data from patient care forms related to acute coronary syndrome and then used the UMLS to semantically annotate and generate a list of the most common data elements. As in our study, the authors noted a lack of standardized and semantically enriched documentation for clinical outcomes. In another study, Holz et al [43] used UMLS to identify and harmonize a semantic core of CDEs for acute myeloid leukemia. However, neither of these studies used data from ClinicalTrials.gov. Among the few works that made use of trial registry data for CDE identification, Luo et al [29] proposed a semiautomatic approach for identifying disease-specific eligibility criteria. They used UMLS semantic types to parse CDEs from inclusion criteria free text. Their results showed that an automated approach can achieve very good performance compared with human annotators. The main difference between their work and ours is that they focused on eligibility criteria CDEs while we focused on clinical outcomes.

Vodicka et al [28] analyzed the proportion of trials that used patient-reported outcomes. While their work similarly includes parsing of ClinicalTrials.gov data, the focus of their analysis was characterizing the temporal trends of the usage of a predefined class of outcomes and the variation by sponsor type. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report that focuses on the automated identification of clinical outcomes and evaluates the coverage of the identified outcomes by comparing to comprehensive and widely cited reviews.

Future Directions
For future work, we plan to address the fragmentation issue by using the UMLS [44] in conjunction with the MetaMap API [45] and ontologies on BioPortal [46] to cluster related outcomes and allow the user to explore them by outcome domain or measure. According to Huser et al [47], optimal analyses of CDEs require engagement of multiple data sources and biomedical ontologies as well as real-world research use cases.

Furthermore, we believe that there is a lot of potential in the other data elements that ClinicalTrials.gov provides. This includes time frames of the outcomes as well as the Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) terms. For the time frames, the pipeline is currently parsing them along with the outlines, and the next step would be to fine tune the parsing and aggregation of time frames to include them in the output of the pipeline. MeSH terms are potentially very useful in aiding the classification and navigation of the variety of extracted outcomes. Since those MeSH terms typically include information about additional conditions, inclusion criteria, and intervention types, grouping the outcomes by the associated MeSH terms can offer the user of the data a way to zoom in and zoom out as needed.

Conclusions
ClinicalTrials.gov offers a wealth of data that has not been fully utilized. An automated pipeline that leverages these data to identify relevant clinical outcomes for any given condition can greatly aid the traditional processes around clinical outcome selection and facilitate clinical trial fidelity and comparability.
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Abstract

Background: Myocardial infarction (MI; location and extent of infarction) can be determined by late enhancement cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging, which requires the injection of a potentially harmful gadolinium-based contrast agent (GBCA). Alternatively, emerging research in the area of myocardial strain has shown potential to identify MI using strain values.

Objective: This study aims to identify the location of MI by developing an applied algorithmic method of circumferential strain (CS) values, which are derived through a novel hierarchical template matching (HTM) method.

Methods: HTM-based CS H-spread from end-diastole to end-systole was used to develop an applied method. Grid-tagging magnetic resonance imaging was used to calculate strain values in the left ventricular (LV) myocardium, followed by the 16-segment American Heart Association model. The data set was used with k-fold cross-validation to estimate the percentage reduction of H-spread among infarcted and noninfarcted LV segments. A total of 43 participants (38 MI and 5 healthy) who underwent CMR imaging were retrospectively selected. Infarcted segments detected by using this method were validated by comparison with late enhancement CMR, and the diagnostic performance of the applied algorithmic method was evaluated with a receiver operating characteristic curve test.

Results: The H-spread of the CS was reduced in infarcted segments compared with noninfarcted segments of the LV. The reductions were 30% in basal segments, 30% in midventricular segments, and 20% in apical LV segments. The diagnostic accuracy of detection, using the reported method, was represented by area under the curve values, which were 0.85, 0.82, and 0.87 for basal, midventricular, and apical slices, respectively, demonstrating good agreement with the late-gadolinium enhancement–based detections.

Conclusions: The proposed applied algorithmic method has the potential to accurately identify the location of infarcted LV segments without the administration of late-gadolinium enhancement. Such an approach adds the potential to safely identify MI, potentially reduce patient scanning time, and extend the utility of CMR in patients who are contraindicated for the use of GBCA.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(2):e22164) doi:10.2196/22164
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Introduction

Background
Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) account for 31% of global deaths [1]. Among CVDs, myocardial infarction (MI) can result from chronic progressive coronary atheromatous disease, with subsequent plaque rupture and thrombosis. Depending on the extent of infarction, there is potential for adverse myocardial remodeling, and subsequently, heart failure [2]. If a patient has MI, with either reduced left ventricular (LV) function or ongoing chest pain, clinicians need to evaluate ischemia and myocardial viability to determine whether there is a potential benefit to be derived from revascularization with either coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) or percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) [2]. Ischemia can be demonstrated using cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging by assessing the first-pass perfusion, following the use of a vasodilator stress agent such as adenosine [3]. As a part of the myocardial viability test, it is crucial to show the location and extent of the infarcted myocardium [3].

Clinical Practice and Literature Review
The current gold standard [3] for determining the location and extent of infarcted myocardium is late gadolinium enhancement (LGE), which acquires delayed CMR images following gadolinium-based contrast agent (GBCA) administration. A GBCA shows the infarcted myocardium with brighter image intensity compared with a noninfarcted myocardium [3]. However, GBCA-administered LGE has the following limitations: (1) the risk of nephrogenic systemic sclerosis in patients with advanced renal impairement [4], (2) concerns of gadolinium accumulation in tissues in normal renal patients [4], and (3) prolonged scan time resulting in adverse situations, such as panic attacks, especially in claustrophobic patients [5]. Therefore, a method that allows infarction detection, without the need for GBCA administration, has the potential to reduce patient scanning time and extend the use of CMR imaging in a wider patient population.

Strain-based techniques, such as speckle tracking and CMR-feature tracking (CMR-FT), have been previously reported to identify infarction [6-8]. Strain-based techniques do not require the use of GBCA. Hence, the aforementioned limitations of LGE could be avoided. Speckle tracking has limited accuracy [7] and CMR-FT is prone to endocardium and epicardium definition because it only uses vessel boundaries and does not include accurate details of structural deformation within the myocardium as grid-tagging magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) does [7]. The LV myocardium has a helical structure of muscles and different mechanics throughout the myocardium [9]. Therefore, the proposed method uses a novel algorithmic hierarchical template matching (HTM)-based diagnosis method [10,11], which calculates myocardium strain values by considering the details of structural deformation within the myocardium for infarction detection. The HTM method provides higher accuracy in calculating two-dimensional (2D) CMR tagging LV strain when compared with the benchmark nonrigid registration using the free-form deformation algorithm, which has been reported to be the most accurate in comparison with other state-of-the-art methods, including optical flow, harmonic phase, and B-snake grid [12,13].

Aim of the Study
The aim of this study aims to develop an applied algorithmic method to identify MI using HTM-based circumferential strain (HTM-CS) values. The purpose of this work is to show the performance of HTM-CS-based infarction detection with respect to the gold-standard LGE-based detections.

Methods

Data Collection and Preparation
A data set of 38 patients with MI and 5 healthy volunteers was collected from the CMR unit of the Royal Brompton and Harefield National Health Service (NHS) Trust (RBHT) through SB. Ethical approval for retrospective data collection was obtained from the NHS (IRAS project ID: 211977). Additionally, Biomedical and Scientific Research Ethics Committee (BSREC) approval (REGO 2016–1865) was obtained from the University of Warwick to process the anonymized data.

All participants were selected retrospectively. Patients with an MI identified on CMR imaging were determined from the referral details and scan reports. The inclusion criteria were as follows: (1) a patient with a known history of infarcted myocardium, or (2) a patient referred for a clinically indicated CMR imaging scan, on the basis of symptoms suggestive of myocardial ischemia, with or without an elevation in serum troponin levels and with a confirmed myocardial infarct on the subsequent CMR imaging. Initially, 55 patients were screened for the study. Among them, 38 patients with MI were included. From the CMR referral details, these 38 patients with MI had clinical conditions such as heavy chest pain, high troponin findings, previous history of known infarction, or intervention history of CABG or PCI. Patients with nonischemic cardiomyopathy or normal findings without infarction were excluded. The characteristic details of these 38 patients with MI are summarized in Table 1. The included patients underwent a standard departmental CMR using either a vasodilator stress perfusion protocol or a viability protocol, both of which included comprehensive late gadolinium enhancement imaging. All participants with MI had anonymized images of LGE imaging and grid-tagging MRI. The images were acquired with three different 1.5T Siemens MRI scanners with ECG triggering. LGE images were acquired with sequences that allowed normal breathing of the patient and had infarcted myocardium with high-intensity values due to postgadolinium enhancement. Grid-tagging MRI was acquired with breath-holds, using a grid structure of myocardial tagging lines with a spacing of 6 mm. LGE images were not available for healthy participants.
In all the data subjects, images from 3 short-axis (SAX) planes of the LV were processed: basal, midventricular, and apical SAX planes of LV. Basal refers to the LV slice near the mitral valve and before the beginning of the papillary muscle, midventricular refers to the LV slice at the approximate middle of papillary muscle length, and apical refers to the LV slice towards the apex but above the apex. This definition is based on the literature [14,15]. The MRI SAX plane covers many anatomical details of the chest. Therefore, to efficiently process data, the LV area of each image was cropped using ImageJ [16] software. When cropping the images, we ensured that all images for a participant were coregistered well with each other and had the same image dimensions. The cropped images were processed to have normalized (zero-mean unit-variance) intensity values. The images were noise-free, that is, they did not contain imaging artifacts or motion blur artifacts.

In patients with MI, the findings of LGE imaging were used as a ground truth to differentiate between the infarcted and normal (or healthy) myocardium when an area of hyperintensity was present. LV segments were defined according to the American Heart Association (AHA) [14]. In healthy participants, all LV segments were considered healthy. The total number of infarcted segments in 38 patients with MI was 109 (basal: 38, midventricular: 44, apical: 27). The total number of healthy segments was 579 (basal: 220, midventricular: 214, apical: 145), which included 499 segments from patients with MI and 80 segments from healthy participants.

**Model of Applied HTM Method**

The flowchart of the model is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Flowchart of the proposed applied method to identify infarcted LV segments using circumferential strain values. Here, \(H_{\text{healthy},\text{same}}\) could be \(H_{\text{healthy},\text{basal}}\) or \(H_{\text{healthy},\text{mid}}\) or \(H_{\text{healthy},\text{apical}}\). HA: American Heart Association; CS: circumferential strain; \(ES_{\text{calculated}}\): median of calculated circumferential strain values at the end-systolic frame; \(ES_{\text{literature}}\): median of literature referred circumferential strain values at the end-systolic frame; LV: left ventricular or left ventricle.

Step 1—Segmentation of LV Myocardium
The LV myocardium was manually segmented using ImageJ [16] at the end-diastolic frames of the basal, midventricular, and apical SAX planes. The segmentation was verified by a clinical expert.

Step 2—Myocardial Image Registration
Myocardial image registration was performed using the HTM [10] method to perform myocardial tracking and strain calculation. As shown in Figure 2, HTM takes a stack of MRI with segmented myocardium as inputs. The image textures in all the images from end-diastole to end-systole were tracked.
using HTM. The tracking provided the position of each myocardial point during a cardiac cycle. The tracking was formulated by calculating a difference vector, \( V(x, y) \), between the initial position, \( P_{\text{end - diastole}}(x_1, y_1) \), and current position, \( P_{\text{current - frame}}(x_2, y_2) \), of a myocardial point (Equation 1). The displacement gradient at the end-systolic frame was calculated using the spatial positions at end-diastole and end-systole (Equation 2). \( \nabla V \) refers to the displacement gradient.

\[
V(x, y) = P_{\text{end - diastole}}(x_1, y_1) - P_{\text{current - frame}}(x_2, y_2)
\]  

\[
\nabla V = \begin{bmatrix}
V_{xx} \\
V_{xy}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

**Figure 2.** (a) MRI scans of a cardiac cycle at three LV levels: Basal, Mid-ventricular, and Apical. (b) HTM method to calculate strain values at each muscle point. \( V \) is mentioned in (Equation 2). (c) LV strain values, which are analyzed using the 16-segment AHA model. AHA: American heart association; HTM: hierarchical template matching; LV: left ventricle.

**Step 3—Myocardial Strain Calculation**

Equation 3 and Equation 4 show the deformation gradient \( D \) and myocardial strain (Green-Lagrange strain [17]) \( E \), with respect to the end-diastolic frame, respectively, where \( I \) is the identity matrix.

\[
D = (I - \nabla V)^{-1}
\]  

\[
E = 1/2 \left( D^T D - I \right)
\]

Strain values at each myocardial point were calculated using a local coordinate system [18]. Only CS was used for analysis, as discussed in the Discussion section. The positive direction of CS is in the short-axis plane and counterclockwise when observed from the base. It is parallel to the surface of the epicardium and perpendicular to the long axis of the LV.

**Step 4—Classification of LV into 16-Segments**

The LV myocardium was divided into 16 segments according to the 16-segment AHA model [14]. The basal, midventricular, and apical slices were divided into six, six, and four segments, respectively. Thereafter, the CS in each segment was used during Step 5 to separate healthy and infarcted segments.

**Step 5—Detection of Infarcted Segments**

**Initial Detection Using End-Systolic HTM-CS**

The median end-systolic strain in each of the AHA LV segments was calculated as \( ES_{\text{calculated}} = \text{Med}(CS_{\text{end-systole}}) \). Here, a median of strain values was used to avoid the influence of any large outliers. Subsequently, the calculated median strain was compared with the literature benchmark CS values (\( ES_{\text{literature}} \)) for healthy segments of LV, as mentioned in the literature [18] (Table 2). If the \( \text{Med}(CS_{\text{end-systole}}) \) value was less than the benchmark CS values of the healthy myocardium, the segment was considered as a “potentially infarcted” segment (Figure 1).
Table 2. End-systolic circumferential strain in healthy left ventricular myocardium from literature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Left ventricular slice</th>
<th>Anteroseptal strain, mean (SD)</th>
<th>Inferoseptal strain, mean (SD)</th>
<th>Anterior strain, mean (SD)</th>
<th>Anterolateral strain, mean (SD)</th>
<th>Inferolateral strain, mean (SD)</th>
<th>Inferior strain, mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basal</td>
<td>−0.17 (0.03)</td>
<td>−0.17 (0.03)</td>
<td>−0.20 (0.03)</td>
<td>−0.21 (0.03)</td>
<td>−0.21 (0.03)</td>
<td>−0.16 (0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midventricular</td>
<td>−0.16 (0.03)</td>
<td>−0.16 (0.03)</td>
<td>−0.23 (0.04)</td>
<td>−0.22 (0.03)</td>
<td>−0.22 (0.03)</td>
<td>−0.16 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apical</td>
<td>−0.18 (0.03)</td>
<td>−0.18 (0.03)</td>
<td>−0.24 (0.06)</td>
<td>−0.24 (0.04)</td>
<td>−0.24 (0.04)</td>
<td>−0.23 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Final Detection Using H-spread of HTM-CS**

Infarcted myocardium does not contract or lengthen like healthy muscles because of the presence of fibrosis [19]. This property was quantified by the H-spread of the HTM-CS distribution.

H-Spread of the HTM-CS values in each AHA segment was calculated by the union of median strain values in each frame from end-diastole to end-systole. For example, the H-spread of an infarcted segment (Figure 3; Equation 5) was calculated by the union of values p1,p2,…,p8 (Figure 3). Similarly, the H-spread of the healthy segment was calculated by the union of values q1,q2,…,q8 (Figure 3). The MATLAB function iqr() was used to calculate the H-spread [20].

where ES = end-systolic frame, ED = end-diastolic frame, and $S_i = Med(CS_{end-systole})$ at the $i$th frame.

**Figure 3.** Representation of an infarcted and a healthy segment using circumferential strain. (a) End-systolic strain in a healthy segment (q8) and an infarcted segment (p8). (b) $p_i$ and $q_i$ represent median strain values at the $i$th frame of a cardiac cycle. (c) Strain HSpread is calculated using (Equation 5).

After calculating the H-spread of “potentially infarcted” segments, “Infarction Condition” was checked to decide whether the “potentially infarcted” segment was actually an infarcted segment; during this step, the H-spread values were also calculated, as described in Equation 6.

$$H_{infarcted} = HSpread_{LV - segment}$$

$$H_{healthy, basal} = \mu_{basal}(HSpread_{LV - segment})$$

$$H_{healthy, mid} = \mu_{mid}(HSpread_{LV - segment})$$

$$H_{healthy, apical} = \mu_{apical}(HSpread_{LV - segment})$$

$$H_{healthy, all} = H_{basal-mid-apical}(HSpread_{LV - segment})$$

$$H_{healthy} = H_{healthy, basal} OR H_{healthy, mid} OR H_{healthy, apical} OR H_{healthy, all}$$ (6)

**Infarction Condition**

A potentially infarcted segment has at least $\alpha\%$ reduced strain H-spread compared to the mean H-spread of remaining LV segments of the same LV slice. If all segments of a slice are infarcted, then healthy segments of the whole LV are considered instead of only considering the same slice. $\alpha$ could be any value greater than 0 and less than 100. For example, assume that segments 1 and 2 of a basal slice are “potentially infarcted” segments. These segments will be considered as actually infarcted if $HSpread_{LV - segment}$ is at least $\alpha\%$ reduced compared with the mean H-spread of other segments in the basal slice ($H_{healthy, basal}$), which includes segments 3, 4, 5, and 6. When all segments of a slice were “potentially infarcted,” healthy segments of basal, midventricular, and apical slices were used to calculate ($H_{healthy, all}$). For example, if segments 13, 14, 15, and 16 of an apical slice were “potentially infarcted,” the healthy segments of basal and midventricular slices were considered together during H-spread comparison of the “Infarction Condition.”

In this work, the following values of $\alpha$ were considered (Equation 7) to determine the most appropriate $\alpha_{correct}$ value, and it was assumed that the values within this range of $\alpha$ values would not change the results considerably.

$$\alpha = \{10, 20, 30, \ldots, 100\}$$ (7)
The detection accuracy using different $\alpha$ values is discussed in the Results section. The $\alpha$ value corresponding to the highest accuracy was called $\alpha_{\text{correct}}$ which was then used to detect the MI. Tests were performed using k-fold cross-validation [21,22].

K-Fold Cross-Validation for Model Training and Testing

In each patient, infarcted segments (AHA segments) were identified using LGE CMR imaging by a cardiothoracic consultant and surgeon who had more than 10 years of experience. These infarcted LV segments were used as the ground truth to validate the proposed HTM-CS–based predictions. Therefore, the validation hypothesis for the statistical analysis was that the infarcted LV myocardial AHA segments which were identified using HTM-CS would be the same as the ground truth of LGE. This section explains k-fold cross-validation [22] using the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve test [23,24], which was used in this study to validate the proposed method.

The area under the curve (AUC) of the true negative rate (sensitivity) and the false-positive rate (1-specificity) were calculated from ROC curve tests [23,24], as prediction performance criteria, where AUC 1.0 is the highest accuracy and AUC 0.5 is the lowest accuracy. ROC tests were performed using the MATLAB function perfcurve() [25]. The ROC tests had a 95% CI. Data were prepared by dividing each LV into 16 AHA segments, and the segments were arranged as per basal, midventricular, and apical slices. The total number of basal segments was 258 (258 = 43 $\times$ 6), the total number of midventricular segments was 258 (258 = 43 $\times$ 6), and the total number of apical segments was 172 (172 = 43 $\times$ 4). Each segment was assigned a label, as infarcted or healthy, according to the LGE ground truth. Then, HTM-CS H-spread reduction was assigned to each “potentially infarcted” segment (healthy segments were considered with 0% H-spread reduction).

During the k-fold tests, “Infarction Condition” was evaluated using each $\alpha$ value of Equation 7. Each test assigned a score to each segment as infarcted or healthy. For example, an evaluation test with $\alpha=10$ scored a potentially infarcted LV segment as infarcted if it satisfied the “Infarction Condition;” otherwise, it was scored as healthy. These scores and the ground truth labels of each segment were given as input to the ROC test, as mentioned previously. The $\alpha$ value was selected as $\alpha_{\text{correct}}$ if the corresponding ROC test had the highest AUC. This $\alpha_{\text{correct}}$ value was used with the test data set during the k-fold test to calculate the final accuracy.

The training data set and test data set were split as per k-fold cross-validation tests. Initially, $k=5$ and $k=10$ were considered, as suggested in the literature [22]. After that, k-fold tests were performed with $k=10$. When the experiments were performed with the test data set using $k=10$, we noted that the results were less realistic in the case of $k=10$. For example, for $k=10$ using test data, the ROC tests had an AUC of 1.0 (ie, 100% accuracy) in 3 tests (1 out of 10 in each of basal, midventricular, and apical LV slices) and AUC of 0.5 (ie, 0% accuracy) in 1 test (1 out of 10 in apical slices). However, an AUC of 1.0 and 0.5 were not found in the case of $k=5$. Therefore, we used $k=5$, and the k-fold tests were repeated 10 times in each basal, midventricular, and apical LV slice with a random selection of data. Figure 4 shows the analysis with $k=5$.

Figure 4. Overall results of 10 k-fold cross-validation tests. Overall AUC values using each $\alpha$ are shown in (a) basal, (b) mid-ventricular, and (c) apical slices. Red circles denote $\alpha_{\text{correct}}$ corresponding to the maximum AUC for the respective slice. Examples of ROC test results for (d) basal, (e) mid-ventricular, and (f) apical slices, respectively. AUC: area under the curve; ROC: receiver operating characteristic.
Using the test data set, true positives (infarcted segments detected as infarcted), true negatives (noninfarcted segments detected as noninfarcted), false positives (noninfarcted segments detected as infarcted), and false negatives (infarcted segments detected as noninfarcted) were calculated. Additionally, the sensitivity (true positive rate) and 1-specificity (false negative rate) of the detection of infarcted segments are provided.

**Results**

**Primary Analysis of the Model Using Training Data**

To find $\alpha_{\text{correct}}$ among $\alpha$ values, a training data set of k-fold cross-validation test was used. Figure 4 presents the AUC values in each ROC test for the basal, midventricular, and apical slices using the training data set. $\alpha_{\text{correct}}$ was selected from the ROC test, corresponding to the maximum AUC. Accordingly, $\alpha_{\text{correct-basal}}$, $\alpha_{\text{correct-midventricular}}$, and $\alpha_{\text{correct-apical}}$ were found. Figure 4 shows the maximum AUC at $\alpha=30$, midventricular at $\alpha=30$, and apical at $\alpha=20$. Therefore, $\alpha_{\text{correct-basal}}=30$, $\alpha_{\text{correct-midventricular}}=30$, and $\alpha_{\text{correct-apical}}=20$. Further, k-fold cross-validation tests were performed with test data and $\alpha_{\text{correct}}$ values.

**Accuracy Analysis of HTM-CS-Based Model Using Test Data**

To analyze the performance of the HTM-CS-based method, the test data set was used. Each -fold cross-validation test used a random 5% sample as test data. $\alpha_{\text{correct-basal}}=30$, $\alpha_{\text{correct-midventricular}}=30$, and $\alpha_{\text{correct-apical}}=20$ were considered with “Infarction Condition” to predict each segment as healthy or infarcted. The results are plotted in Figure 5. In Figure 5, the results of the ROC tests were derived using the MATLAB function perfcurve() [25]. The basal, midventricular, and apical areas had AUC values of 0.85, 0.82, and 0.87, respectively. Table 3 shows an example of a detection.

![Figure 5](image_url)

**Table 3.** Analysis of a myocardial infarction patient. Truth and Detected show the results of late gadolinium enhancement and the proposed method, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient number</th>
<th>Truth</th>
<th>Detected</th>
<th>Infarcted?</th>
<th>Which segment?</th>
<th>Infarcted?</th>
<th>Which segment?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient number D9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basal</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1,2</td>
<td>1,2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midventricular</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>7,8</td>
<td>7,8,12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apical</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>13,14</td>
<td>13,14,15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“Truth” shows infarcted segments using LGE and “Detected” shows infarcted segments using the proposed method. The best case would be to have the same “Truth” and “Detected” segments in all three slices. Table 4 summarizes the detections in test patients.

The higher true-positive rate and the lower false-positive rate together determine the best result. For detections in a patient with MI, the best case should have true-positive rate=1 and false-positive rate=0, and in a healthy participant, false-positive rate=0 should be the best case.

**Figure 6** shows an example of detecting infarcted LV segments using the proposed algorithmic method compared with the LGE method. As shown in the LGE images, the white area of the LV myocardium (due to gadolinium deposition) highlights...
Infarction. In strain analysis, red color shows healthy LV segments and white color shows infarcted LV segments. Some of the segments are both red and white. All segments were characterized as healthy or infarcted by considering the H-spread as mentioned in the “Infarction Condition” of the Methods section.

Table 4. Results of detecting infarcted left ventricular segments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient number</th>
<th>Total LV(^a) segments</th>
<th>Infarcted segments</th>
<th>TP(^b)</th>
<th>TN(^c)</th>
<th>FP(^d)</th>
<th>FN(^e)</th>
<th>Sensitivity (TPR)(^f) = TP/(TP + FN)</th>
<th>1-Specificity (FPR)(^g) = FP/(TN + FP)(^h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D1(^i)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1(^i)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>NaN(^k)</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>NaN(^k)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)LV: left ventricular.
\(^b\)TP: true positives.
\(^c\)TN: true negatives.
\(^d\)FP: false positives.
\(^e\)FN: false negatives.
\(^f\)TPR: true-positive rate (sensitivity).
\(^g\)FPR: false-positive rate (1-specificity).
\(^h\)The higher sensitivity and the lower (1-specificity) together determines the best result (eg, D7, D9, and H2).
\(^i\)D: diseased.
\(^j\)H: healthy.
\(^k\)NaN: not a number.
Discussion

Principal Findings
This paper elaborates an applied HTM-CS–based infarction detection method, which does not require GBCA administration for conventional late gadolinium CMR imaging. The results demonstrated the promising accuracy of the proposed method, which was compared with the gold-standard method of infarction detection, that is, LGE.

Data Set
The data set used in this study is a grid-tagging short-axis MRI because the scope of the article is to show that the CS-based applied method can identify MI. This CS can be calculated using grid-tagged CMR images, as reported in the literature [26].

Model of the Applied HTM Method
In the proposed algorithmic model, the HTM method is used for myocardial tracking. HTM uses normalized cross-correlation in a hierarchical manner to establish point correlations. In this hierarchical matching process, as defined in the article [10], the larger features of images (ie, templates) can correlate well with larger areas of images; however, they are not efficient in matching smaller areas of images. Therefore, HTM has also used smaller image features (ie, segments, chunks, and windows [10]) to correlate smaller areas of images and provide a dense set of correlated points among images. This hierarchical matching is ultimately helpful for myocardial tracking, which is also effective in smaller areas of LV images.

We used CS because HTM uses grid-tagged CMR images in an image texture tracking-based method, and a sequence of grid-tagged CMR images can show better circumferential movement compared with radial movement. A similar observation is reported in the literature [26], with a potential solution to merge cine CMR images with grid-tagged CMR images to capture and use radial movement more efficiently. However, the scope of this paper is limited to showing the applicability of CS; therefore, we have used only CS.

In Step 5a, the benchmark strain values of Table 2 were obtained from the literature [18]. Table 2 reported strain values for LV septal and lateral areas without subdividing it into inferoseptal, anteroseptal, inferolateral, and anterolateral segments. Therefore, to be able to use literature-referred values, we used the same strain values for both anterolateral and inferolateral segments, and similarly, the same strain values for the anteroseptal and inferoseptal segments.

During Step 5b, the “Infarction Condition” is evaluated, which compares the strain H-spread among the segments of the same LV slice, and in specific conditions, when all segments of an LV slice are infarcted, the healthy segments of other slices are used for H-spread comparison. The clarification is that, in all 43 participants, the overall mean of only healthy basal segments ($\mu(H_{healthy\_basal})$), an overall mean of only midventricular healthy segments ($\mu(H_{healthy\_mid})$), and an overall mean of only apical healthy segments ($\mu(H_{healthy\_apical})$) were mean 0.0772 (SD 0.0372), 0.0862 (SD 0.0366), and 0.0992 (SD 0.0491), respectively. Moreover, the mean H-spread of all healthy segments from all slices together ($\mu(H_{healthy\_all})$) was 0.0851 (SD 0.0271). Here, we performed a paired-sample t-test, which hypothesized that the distribution of differences between each pair of $H_{healthy\_al}$ and $H_{healthy\_apical}$ (or $H_{healthy\_basal}$ or $H_{healthy\_mid}$) is a normal distribution with mean zero and unknown variance. The test does not reject our hypothesis for $P=.04$. Therefore,
we assumed that such differences among them will not change the accuracy of the method considerably, and therefore, for specific conditions when all segments of a slice are infarcted, we have used $H_{\text{healthy, all}}$ during comparison, instead of using only $H_{\text{healthy, basal}}$, $H_{\text{healthy, mid}}$, or $H_{\text{healthy, apical}}$.

In k-fold cross-validation, the results are derived using $k=5$ because $k=10$ has reported a high variance in the prediction (some of the tests have 100% prediction accuracy and some of them have approximately 50%). Therefore, $k=5$ was used for consistent prediction, as suggested in the literature [22].

**Validation Method**

Validation was performed using LGE CMR images, which is a clinical gold standard method for identifying infarction using CMR imaging [3].

**Accuracy of the Applied HTM Method**

The infarcted myocardium does not shorten or lengthen the healthy myocardium due to replacement fibrosis, and the average shortening of healthy basal muscles in the circumferential direction is 20% [18,27]. Moreover, due to nonuniform cardiac LV mechanics, basal, midventricular, and apical slices have different average end-systolic shortening of 18.5%, 19.25%, and 22.25%, respectively [18]. Therefore, the proposed method has analyzed detections separately in basal, midventricular, and apical slices to find separate $\alpha_{\text{correct-basal}}$, $\alpha_{\text{correct-midventricular}}$, and $\alpha_{\text{correct-apical}}$. $\alpha_{\text{correct-basal}}=30$ and $\alpha_{\text{correct-midventricular}}=30$ show that the infarcted LV segments have at least 30% reduced strain H-spread compared with the healthy LV segments in basal and midventricular slices, respectively. Similarly, $\alpha_{\text{correct-apical}}=20$ shows that the infarcted LV segments in apical slices have at least 20% reduced strain H-spread compared with healthy LV segments. This difference is due to partially infarcted LV segments. Figure 5 shows different accuracies at different LV levels. Moreover, Table 4 shows that some of the infarcted segments were detected as healthy (false negatives). A possible reason is that the proposed method is fundamentally based on image texture tracking and is sensitive to image quality. LV slices suffer from texture fading due to breathing or blood flow, and motion artifacts due to patient movement. Consequently, the method could not track muscles, which cause an error in strain calculation and ultimately result in incorrect detection. Table 4 shows the results of randomly selected 9 patients with MI and 2 healthy participants. Healthy volunteers do not have infarcted segments. Therefore, true positive and false negative detections were zero, and the true-positive rate was not a number. However, there were false detections in healthy participants, which resulted in a false-positive rate. False positives were due to reduced CS values.

**Clinical Impact**

The proposed method could detect infarcted LV segments without using GBCA, which can extend the utility of CMR in conditions such as chronic kidney disease stage 4 or 5 patients (glomerular filtration rate <30 ml/min/1.73 m² [28]). These patients have a contraindication to the use of GBCA due to the risk of nephrogenic systemic fibrosis. Moreover, the concerns of gadolinium accumulation in normal renal patients can be avoided with the proposed method. The method could potentially reduce scanning time, as it identifies infarction by postimage analysis, and a patient is not required to be inside the scanner for an additional LGE scan, which in most instances requires at least 5 to 10 min extra scanning time following GBCA administration. A study reported that patients who undergo MRI often have claustrophobia, anxiety, and panic attacks (approximately 13%) [5]. Therefore, an overall reduced scanning time may help improve patient care. Moreover, GBCA usage costs an additional €50 (US $61.39) to a patient [29]. Hence, HTM-CS–based analysis could be more economical.

**Future Work and Limitations**

The proposed algorithmic method used three 2D slices and a 16-segment AHA model. However, the methodology could adapt to a different number of segments. A higher number of slices could be included after a rigorous literature review to obtain generalized strain values. Hypokinetic segments could be detected as infarcted using the proposed method. The proposed method can locate infarcted LV segments, and further investigations are required to determine the extent of infarction (transmurality). A possible reason is the lower resolution of grid-tagging MRI and faded endocardium and epicardium borders. However, the method could be improved by combining multiple CMR imaging modalities for higher accuracy. The method is not fully automatic; therefore, evaluation at the scanner is not possible at this stage. As the method is semiautomatic and requires image cropping, manual segmentation, and nonrigid image registration, the evaluation time is subjective, such as 5 to 6 hours for a patient. Moreover, images with artifacts due to breath-holding, blood flow, or motion could affect the accuracy of our method.

**Conclusions**

In this paper, an applied method for detecting MI based on CS analysis is proposed. The results are compared with the clinical gold-standard (LGE) in detecting MI, and it is observed that the proposed HTM-CS–based approach can provide accurate detections. Moreover, the proposed method avoids the use of GBCA, leading to reduced material cost and scanning time, which may be of particular benefit in individuals with claustrophobia.
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Abstract

Background: Existing bacterial culture test results for infectious diseases are written in unrefined text, resulting in many problems, including typographical errors and stop words. Effective spelling correction processes are needed to ensure the accuracy and reliability of data for the study of infectious diseases, including medical terminology extraction. If a dictionary is established, spelling algorithms using edit distance are efficient. However, in the absence of a dictionary, traditional spelling correction algorithms that utilize only edit distances have limitations.

Objective: In this research, we proposed a similarity-based spelling correction algorithm using pretrained word embedding with the BioWordVec technique. This method uses a character-level N-grams–based distributed representation through unsupervised learning rather than the existing rule-based method. In other words, we propose a framework that detects and corrects typographical errors when a dictionary is not in place.

Methods: For detected typographical errors not mapped to Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine (SNOMED) clinical terms, a correction candidate group with high similarity considering the edit distance was generated using pretrained word embedding from the clinical database. From the embedding matrix in which the vocabulary is arranged in descending order according to frequency, a grid search was used to search for candidate groups of similar words. Thereafter, the correction candidate words were ranked in consideration of the frequency of the words, and the typographical errors were finally corrected according to the ranking.

Results: Bacterial identification words were extracted from 27,544 bacterial culture and antimicrobial susceptibility reports, and 16 types of spelling errors and 914 misspelled words were found. The similarity-based spelling correction algorithm using BioWordVec proposed in this research corrected 12 types of typographical errors and showed very high performance in correcting 97.48\% (based on F1 score) of all spelling errors.

Conclusions: This tool corrected spelling errors effectively in the absence of a dictionary based on bacterial identification words in bacterial culture and antimicrobial susceptibility reports. This method will help build a high-quality refined database of vast text data for electronic health records.

\textit{(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(2):e25530)} doi:10.2196/25530
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Introduction

Background
Among various industries, the medical industry produces many unstructured forms of examination reports. It is very important to establish a structured form of accurate medical documentation to provide accurate diagnoses and treatments to patients [1]. False medical information because of spelling errors can lead to medical and/or treatment errors, resulting in serious risks for patients. For example, errors in the spelling of organism names or drugs with similar spelling in bacterial culture tests have negative effects on not only the diagnosis and treatment of patients, but also the management of infectious diseases and nosocomial infections in hospitals.

While many patient electronic health records are documented in a structured form, the bacterial culture report is still stored as images or as an unrefined text data form in most hospitals. Mapping terms for bacterial identification are necessary to proceed with medical data studies, such as detection and diffusion path studies of infectious diseases. However, since large-scale clinical text data are mostly written by doctors or semiautomatic systems, there can be problems with data consistency, typographical errors, and stop words [2].

In clinical text data, the extraction-transformation-load (ETL) process for medical terms is typically performed through exact string matching of words that appear in the dictionary. However, words not present in the dictionary or severely misspelled words have difficulty matching to terms. Because medical terms are complex and field specific, this problem makes it difficult to apply the same general data refining methods [3]. Rule-based spelling correction algorithms cannot ensure the accuracy and reliability of the data because of incorrect data preprocessing. This method also has to check all test results and find the errors directly, resulting in a considerable cost problem.

Related Work

Spelling Correction in the Medical Domain
It is very difficult to construct dictionaries for all medical terms and abbreviations. A related study of spelling correction algorithms specialized in medical record text data was conducted. Lai et al [4] proposed a noisy channel-based spelling check algorithm for medical text. Named entity recognition (NER) was used to achieve an error detection performance of up to 94.4% with a spelling correction accuracy of up to 88.2%, producing high performance spelling correction results in various clinical documents. Fivez et al [5,6] proposed a spelling check algorithm for clinical free text using fastText of the N-gram embedding technique. After generating misspelled words in MIMIC-III [7] to measure similarity with the candidate group that fits the context, the similarity was ranked using the Damerau-Levenshtein distance. This method suggested a way to solve the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) problem in clinical data.

Subword-Level Word Vector Representation
Traditional spelling correction algorithms using edit distance or pronunciation algorithms have limitations in correcting word-level issues that fit the context. There are subword-level embedding methods for learning concurrent word information to consider context understanding. FastText [8] expresses a word by the sum of the N-gram vector of the character level. The embedding method at the subword level solves the disadvantages that involve difficulty in application to languages with varying morphological changes or low frequency. This method was strong at solving the OOV problem, and accuracy was high for rare words in the word set. BioWordVec [9] learns clinical record data from PubMed and MIMIC-III clinical databases using fastText. Based on 28,714,373 PubMed documents and 2,083,180 MIMIC-III clinical database documents, the entire corpus was built. The Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) term graph was organized to create a heading sequence and to carry out word embedding based on a sequence combining MeSH and PubMed. BioWordVec provided a 200-dimensional pretrained word embedding matrix.

Limitations With Existing Approaches
The method proposed by Lai et al [4] has a limitation in that spelling corrections are not made in the absence of a dictionary. The method proposed by Fivez et al [5,6] solves the OOV problem, but has a similar limitation in that spelling corrections are not made in the absence of a dictionary.

Our Approach
This paper proposes a similarity-based spelling correction algorithm through pretrained word embedding in medical field data. Using the BioWordVec model of the character level, which has pretrained clinical record data from the MIMIC-III clinical database, the model progresses learning on spelling corrections end-to-end. The proposed model has the advantage of being able to make spelling corrections in the absence of a dictionary. In addition, it is effective against new types of typographical errors that may occur in the future, and it is highly utilized in the field because it uses unsupervised learning that does not require direct label assignment. We aimed to use this model to develop a spelling correction system suitable for various types of medical text data.

Methods

Data Set

Bacterial Culture and Antimicrobial Susceptibility Reports
In this study, the bacterial culture and antimicrobial susceptibility reports from Korea University Anam Hospital, Korea University Guro Hospital, and Korea University Ansan Hospital were used. The bacterial culture and antimicrobial susceptibility report data were collected for 17 years (from 2002 to 2018), and in each year, reports for 1 month were used for the experiment. In total, 180,000 items were retrieved, with
27,544 having meaningful test results. Using the self-developed rule-based ETL algorithm [10], unstructured bacterial culture and antimicrobial susceptibility reports were converted into structured text data. After preprocessing through lexical processing, such as sentence segmentation, tokenization, and stemming using regular expressions, there were 320 types of bacterial identification words in the report. Among the extracted bacterial identification words, 16 types of spelling errors and 914 misspelled words were found. Table 1 presents the typographical errors based on their occurrence.

Table 1. Misspelling frequency table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Misspelling</th>
<th>Occurrence, n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>staphylococcus</td>
<td>827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>streptococcus</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adecarboxylate</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parpinfluenzae</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>papatyphi</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pseudodiphtericum</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>urealyticm</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chromogens</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flavbacterium</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ferentum</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koneensis</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ochrobacterium</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oryihabitans</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shingobacterium</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stacherbrandfii</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perosis</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Methodology

Misspelling Detection

Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine (SNOMED) clinical terms (CT) [11] is a set of systematically structured medical terms used in medical clinical documents and reports. It is the world’s largest multilingual clinical terminology system. In the corpus constructed by tokenizing the bacterial identification result reports, words that were not mapped to SNOMED CT were defined and detected as typographical errors [12].

Candidate Generation

Using the fastText [8] technique, prelearned word embedding was used to generate a group of corrected word candidates with high similarity considering the edit distance. In this study, the BioWordVec [9] model that was prelearned from the clinical database was used.

The number of words that were most similar, cosine similarity, and edit distance were set as hyperparameters for generating a correction candidate group. In addition, constraints for candidate words were used based on the dictionary constructed for the existing general terms, the length of the word, and the frequency of the word. In this study, the number of most similar words was set to 30, cosine was set to 0.80, and edit distance was set to 3 as hyperparameters.

Candidate Ranking

The final correction word is suggested by ranking the correction candidate groups. The pretrained word embedding was learned by the fastText technique, and the vocabulary was sorted in descending order according to frequency. The methodology proposed in this study has two assumptions. First, in clinical databases, correctly spelled words may appear relatively more frequently than misspelled words [15]. Second, the larger the corpus used for learning, the greater the frequency of correctly spelled words [15]. The BioWordVec [9] model used in this research can sufficiently satisfy the above two assumptions. The model proposed in this research limited the search for the range of the most similar words. Through a grid search, a similarity-based candidate group that considers the frequency of words was proposed [16]. After sorting the ranking of the generated correction candidate words based on similarity, typographical errors can be corrected.
Overall Architecture

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the spelling correction algorithm proposed in this paper.

Figure 1. Similarity-based unsupervised spelling correction architecture. SNOMED: Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine.

Results

Experiments

A typographical error that appears in bacterial culture and antimicrobial susceptibility reports is a word that can be corrected within three edit distances, as shown in Table 2. Most typographical errors have a correctly spelled word within one edit distance. Therefore, in the model proposed in this study, the critical value of the editing distance for generating the correction candidate group was set to 3 or less.

Table 2. Correction table using edit distance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correction</th>
<th>Edit distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>staphylococcus to staphylococcus</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>streptococcus to streptococcus</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adecarboxylate to adecarboxylata</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parinfluenzae to parainfluenzae</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>papatyphi to paratyphi</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pseudodiphtericum to pseudodiphtheriticum</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>urealyticum to urealyticum</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chromogens to chromogenes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flavbacterium to flavobacterium</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ferentum to fermentum</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koreensis to koreensis</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ochrobacterium to ochrobactrum</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oryizhabitans to oryizhabitans</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shingobacterium to sphingobacterium</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stacherbrandfii to stackebrandtii</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perosis to peroris</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Comparison of Pretrained Embeddings

All of the pretrained word embeddings used in this study were learned based on the fastText methodology, and the corpus was constructed without distinction between spelling errors and correct spelling during learning. To compare the performance of the BioWordVec model introduced in the previous study, four pretrained embeddings provided by Facebook were used.

The following are the five pretrained embeddings: (1) BioWordVec, 200-dimensional embedding vectors learned using fastText for PubMed and MIMIC-III; (2) English word vectors, 300-dimensional embedding vectors learned using fastText for general text and from Wikipedia; (3) Crawled English subword vectors, 300-dimensional embedding vectors learned using fastText for the 2,000,000 lower words that appear in English word documents; (4) Wiki word vectors, 300-dimensional embedding vectors learned using fastText in Wikipedia; (5) Simple Wiki word vectors, 300-dimensional embedding vectors learned using fastText in Simple Wikipedia.

The cosine similarity of all models was set to 0.80 or higher, the editing distance threshold was set to 3 or less, and the most similar words were tested under the same conditions with 30 words. The evaluation index is the exact spelling of the total 16 typographical errors that appear in the bacterial assimilation report with correction rate. Table 3 shows the rate of correction for typographical errors according to pretrained embeddings.

The spelling correction algorithm using BioWordVec showed very high performance compared to the performance of the other pretrained word embedding models. The methodology proposed in this study has the advantage of being used even in the absence of a dictionary. However, it was confirmed that pretrained word embedding based on the clinical database is necessary to correct errors in the bacterial identification report.

Table 3. Comparison of pretrained embedding.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pretrained embedding model</th>
<th>Correction rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BioWordVec</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English word vectors</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crawled English subword vectors</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiki word vectors</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple Wiki word vectors</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evaluation

Through a comparative experiment as shown in Table 3, it is possible to correct typographical errors using pretrained word embedding without building a dictionary. To evaluate the performance of the model proposed in this study, its performance was compared with a rule-based spelling correction algorithm [17] using a dictionary and a situation without spelling correction. SymSpell [18] was used as a spelling correction algorithm based on the edit distance rule.

SymSpell [18] can correct typographical errors 1 million times faster than rule-based spelling correction [17] and can use existing dictionaries through a symmetric deletion spelling correction algorithm. SymSpell uses the Damerau-Levenshtein edit distance [14], which was set to 3 for the experiment under the same conditions as the model proposed in this study. SCOWL [19] and Dorland medical dictionary [20,21] were used as dictionaries for SymSpell, and a total of 100,000 correct word dictionaries were constructed.

Table 4 shows the evaluation results through the NER task that extracts the bacterial identification words. In the table, accuracy is the number of words corrected for all misspellings. Precision is the proportion of corrected words that the actual corrections match exactly. Recall is the proportion of correct corrected words among actual typographical errors. F1 score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. SUSC (similarity-based unsupervised spelling correction) in Table 4 is the model proposed in this study.

In this study, the similarity-based spell checking algorithm SUSC using BioWordVec corrected 12 types of typographical errors and showed very high performance in correcting 97.48% (based on F1 score) of all spelling errors. Both models were able to correct frequent typographical errors, so the overall correction rate was high. However, since SymSpell only corrects certain words, the F1 score showed little difference compared with the nonspelling situation. The Dorland medical dictionary was not able to fully understand bacterial identification names for infectious diseases, and the rule-based spell checking algorithms using edit distance did not work well according to the established dictionaries. Constructing an accurate dictionary that can be used in a rule-based spell checking algorithm is very expensive and time consuming.

Table 4. Model performance using BioWordVec.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1 score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No spelling correction</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SymSpell</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUSC (BioWordVec)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*SUSC: similarity-based unsupervised spelling correction.*
Comparison of Similarity

Using the SUCS model proposed in this study, the degree of similarity of words depending on correction was examined. Table 5 shows the similarity of words according to whether they are corrected.

As shown in Table 5, typographical errors that were not corrected with the correct spelling have low cosine similarity with the correctly spelled word as a whole. In the case of nonword errors, which involve words that do not actually exist, most of the words were corrected accurately. Miscorrected typographical errors included real-word errors where the word actually exists but is not appropriate for grammar or context. Since real-word errors are determined to be similar in meaning to words that do not fit the situation, the cosine similarity is relatively low for the word vector to be corrected. The model proposed in this study has the advantage of quantitatively expressing the relative distance between typographical errors and correctly spelled words by utilizing the similarity between words. Through the proposed model, it is possible to compare and determine whether the error detected with the framework is actually a typographical error that can occur often.

Table 5. Comparison of similarity according to correction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Correction</th>
<th>Similarity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>adecarboxylate to adecarboxylata</td>
<td>Corrected</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flavbacterium to flavobacterium</td>
<td>Corrected</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koneensis to koreensis</td>
<td>Corrected</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ochrobacterium to ochrobactrum</td>
<td>Corrected</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orythihabitanes to oryzihabitanes</td>
<td>Corrected</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>papatypii to paratypii</td>
<td>Corrected</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parpinfluenzae to parainfluenzae</td>
<td>Corrected</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pseudodipthericum to pseudodiptheriticum</td>
<td>Corrected</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shingobacterium to sphenobacterium</td>
<td>Corrected</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sttreptococcus to streptococcus</td>
<td>Corrected</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>staphylococcus to staphylococcus</td>
<td>Corrected</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>urealyticm to urealyticum</td>
<td>Corrected</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chromogens to chromogenes</td>
<td>Not corrected</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ferentum to fermentum</td>
<td>Not corrected</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perosis to peroris</td>
<td>Not corrected</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stacherbrandfii to stackebrandtii</td>
<td>Not corrected</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

It is difficult to compare our results with previous results because the system implementation and data set used in the related work are not publicly available. The model proposed in this research was capable of spelling correction through unsupervised learning, but it lacked the performance required for infrequent typographical errors and real-word errors. In addition, there was a problem of randomly setting the reference values for cosine similarity and edit distance when creating a correction candidate group. Methods should be devised to establish appropriate thresholds for hyperparameters through experiments.

This research proposes a similarity-based spelling correction algorithm using pretrained word embedding to extract correct medical terminology from unstructured text data related to infectious diseases. The suggested algorithm has the advantage of being able to check spelling and make corrections in the absence of a correct spelling dictionary. In addition, it solves the OOV problem and can modify words based on context.

As a result of the experiments conducted in this research, we were able to detect and correct spelling errors in the absence of a dictionary for bacterial terms appearing in bacterial culture and antimicrobial susceptibility reports. Our model efficiently refined and processed large medical text data. It has been proven experimentally that it is a method suitable for processing natural language involving high expertise and complexity, such as medical terminology. Ideally, the results of this research will serve as a foundation to build vast amounts of text data in electronic health records into high-quality databases.
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Abstract

Background: Cardiac dysrhythmia is currently an extremely common disease. Severe arrhythmias often cause a series of complications, including congestive heart failure, fainting or syncope, stroke, and sudden death.

Objective: The aim of this study was to predict incident arrhythmia prospectively within a 1-year period to provide early warning of impending arrhythmia.
Methods: Retrospective (1,033,856 individuals enrolled between October 1, 2016, and October 1, 2017) and prospective (1,040,767 individuals enrolled between October 1, 2017, and October 1, 2018) cohorts were constructed from integrated electronic health records in Maine, United States. An ensemble learning workflow was built through multiple machine learning algorithms. Differentiating features, including acute and chronic diseases, procedures, health status, laboratory tests, prescriptions, clinical utilization indicators, and socioeconomic determinants, were compiled for incident arrhythmia assessment. The predictive model was retrospectively trained and calibrated using an isotonic regression method and was prospectively validated. Model performance was evaluated using the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC).

Results: The cardiac dysrhythmia case-finding algorithm (retrospective: AUROC 0.854; prospective: AUROC 0.827) stratified the population into 5 risk groups: 53.35% (555,233/1,040,767), 44.83% (466,594/1,040,767), 1.76% (18,290/1,040,767), 0.06% (623/1,040,767), and 0.003% (27/1,040,767) were in the very low-risk, low-risk, medium-risk, high-risk, and very high-risk groups, respectively; 51.85% (14/27) patients in the very high-risk subgroup were confirmed to have incident cardiac dysrhythmia within the subsequent 1 year.

Conclusions: Our case-finding algorithm is promising for prospectively predicting 1-year incident cardiac dysrhythmias in a general population, and we believe that our case-finding algorithm can serve as an early warning system to allow statewide population-level screening and surveillance to improve cardiac dysrhythmia care.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(2):e23606) doi:10.2196/23606

KEYWORDS
cardiac dysrhythmia; prospective case finding; risk stratification; electronic health records

Introduction

Cardiac dysrhythmia is a series of conditions in which the heartbeat is irregular, too fast, or too slow. There are many types of dysrhythmias, and most are mild; however, some severe arrhythmias increase the risk of serious or even life-threatening complications, such as congestive heart failure, syncope, stroke, and sudden death. More than 850,000 people are hospitalized for arrhythmias each year in the United States. Sudden cardiac death is the cause of approximately half of the deaths due to cardiovascular disease and approximately 15% of all deaths globally. Approximately 80% of sudden cardiac deaths are caused by ventricular arrhythmias. If the risk and severity of cardiac arrhythmias can be accurately predicted, actionable medical treatments can be applied to proactively reduce incidence and prevent disease deterioration.

A few arrhythmia risk prediction tools have been applied in programs for screening, prevention of life-threatening arrhythmias, and selection of therapy and intervention. Most models were developed for specific populations or special conditions: a prediction model was developed in a consecutive cohort of 1138 patients who underwent carotid endarterectomy with a C statistic of 0.69 (0.64-0.73); a ¹²³I-metiodobenzylguanidine single photon emission computed tomography model had an area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) of 0.76; and a cardiac magnetic resonance imaging with late gadolinium enhancement model, with AUROC values ranging from 0.721 to 0.812 for different scar characteristics, relied on specially captured information that was not available for risk prediction in a large-population cohort. The main limitations of these models included small sample sizes from a single source of data, lack of consideration of the interactions among multiple risk factors, and insufficient real-time monitoring of predictor changes.

To date, no well-performing and widely recognized risk assessment model has been implemented for clinical application in a large general population.

With the widespread use of electronic health records (EHRs) in hospitals and clinics, an individual's physical and mental condition can be assessed to potentially improve the effectiveness of health management. Individuals' comprehensive clinical histories have been used to build risk models with various risk factors. The multidimensional clinical data elements and the generality of the EHR-based data sets are promising to extract more comprehensive risk patterns. Empowered by statewide health information exchange platforms, we applied advanced machine learning including deep learning analytics to deliver actionable information that can help health care organizations identify high-risk individuals, which could improve patients' health and lower costs.

The purpose of this study was to retrospectively develop and prospectively validate our case-finding algorithm for patients at risk of 1-year incident cardiac dysrhythmia in Maine, United States.

Methods

Ethics Statement

Protected personal health information was deidentified for model development. Due to the nature of the development with deidentified data, this study was exempted from ethics review by the Stanford University Institutional Review Board (October 16, 2017).

Experimental Design and Workflow

A complete workflow (data collection, exclusion, and application) is presented in Figure 1. Figure 2 illustrates the detailed modeling process with an ensemble learning method.
Figure 1. A workflow diagram that describes data collection, data classification, model building, and model evaluation. AUC: area under the curve; EHR: electronic health record; HIE: health information exchange; PPV: positive predictive value.
Data Sources
Nearly 95% of the population in Maine was included in the study. Clinical variables were collected, including demographic information, socioeconomic status, laboratory, and radiographic tests coded according to Logical Observation Identifier Names and Codes, outpatient medication prescriptions coded according to the National Drug Code, and primary and secondary diagnoses and procedures, which were coded using International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-10-CM).

Definition of Cardiac Dysrhythmia
Cardiac dysrhythmia was defined according to ICD-10-CM, including paroxysmal supraventricular tachycardia, paroxysmal ventricular tachycardia, atrial fibrillation, atrial flutter, premature beats, sinoatrial node dysfunction, and other cardiac dysrhythmias (ICD-10-CM diagnosis codes from I47 to I49).

Study Population
The individuals included in this study were patients who visited any medical institutions in the Maine health information exchange network from October 1, 2015, to October 1, 2018. The retrospective timeframe was from October 1, 2016, to October 1, 2017. The prospective timeframe was from October 1, 2017, to October 1, 2018. Individuals were excluded if they died during the study period or were diagnosed with cardiac dysrhythmia before October 1, 2016, for the retrospective analysis and before October 1, 2017, for the prospective analysis.

Features
Information regarding the medical history, diagnoses, medications, treatment plans, immunization dates, allergies, radiology images, and laboratory test results were extracted from EHRs. Relevant socioeconomic variables were extracted from the US Census and US Department of Agriculture websites [15,16] (see Multimedia Appendix 1). Individuals were aggregated into several age categories. Socioeconomic age-related features such as work or retirement status and conditions about insurance and pension status were structured and standardized as socioeconomic features.

Missing values in the data matrix for machine learning most likely arise due to the lack of the order of the tests or lack of coding for the absence of relevant comorbidity. The data matrix was constructed with all the entries to document the binary outcome (0 or 1) or the counts of the utilization. Therefore, missing entries caused by the data matrix consolidation were filled as 0 outcome or 0 count. Given the confounding effects of stratification factors among various features in the large number of samples, the Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test was applied to analyze the relationship between the features and corresponding outcome under age-group strata [17]. A total of 658 features were screened out of the original 17,865 features for the subsequent modeling analytics.

Multihypothesis test correction was conducted to ensure the false discovery rate of the remaining features was in an acceptable range [18].

Correlation Networks
To investigate associations between feature categories, we built correlation networks among the features based on Spearman correlations. In these networks, vertices correspond to features, and an edge existed between 2 vertices if and only if a correlation (absolute value of the Spearman coefficient) >0.1 between 2 features was observed. In real clinical settings, these features are most likely not independent of each other, and more complicated causative or associative relationships may exist among these significant feature categories.

Model Building
The retrospective cohort was divided into 2 parts: two-thirds of the data in the retrospective cohort were used for training, and
the remaining one-third was used for model calibration. For training, multiple algorithms were applied, including least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) [19], feed-forward neural network [20], random forest [21], boosting [22], extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) [23,24], naïve Bayes [25], and k-nearest neighbor [26]. Bayesian probabilistic ensemble setting was adopted to integrate various model results for better performance [27]. The hypothesis defines a conditional probability distribution of

\[ h(x) = P(f(x) = y | x, h) \] (1)

where \( x \) is a given data point. The ensemble method in which the ensemble consists of all of the hypotheses in \( H \) each weighted by its posterior probability \( P(h | x) \), which we used as the positive predictive value (PPV) for each individual model, can be expressed as:

\[
\text{in which each hypothesis is also multiplied by the prior probability of that hypothesis and where } Y \text{ is the integrated predicted class, } C \text{ is the set of all possible classes in the training space predicted label, and } c \text{ indicates a specific class in each classifier } f(x) = y | x.
\]

The isotonic regression method was used to calibrate the model [28], producing a calibrated value \( y' \). The \( y' \) estimates of the calibration subset were calculated and mapped to PPVs. The PPV for a certain \( y' \) was the corresponding proportion of incident arrhythmia events in the cohort having predictive estimates equal to or larger than this \( y' \). Therefore, our risk scores, quantifying the probability of an incident arrhythmia event within the subsequent 1 year, can be interpreted by the PPVs.

**Model Evaluations**

To find individuals at different risk levels, 5 risk groups were created and assigned to bins: very low-risk, low-risk, medium-risk, high-risk, and very high-risk bins. The model performance was evaluated through sensitivity, specificity, and PPV. The AUROC values were utilized to illustrate the relationship between sensitivity and specificity by composition. Survival analysis was applied to track the timing of arrhythmia diagnosis in different risk bins. Kaplan-Meier curves were plotted for different risk levels to stratify the time to events of new incidences. The Cox proportional hazards regression method was used for multivariate analysis.

**Results**

**Baseline Characteristics**

The cohort baseline characteristics are shown in Table 1. There was no obvious difference in demographic and clinical patterns between the retrospective and prospective cohorts.
Table 1. Baseline characteristics of the retrospective and prospective cohorts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Retrospective (n=1,033,856), n (%)</th>
<th>Prospective (n=1,040,767), n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;35</td>
<td>391,613 (37.90)</td>
<td>399,545 (38.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-50</td>
<td>178,348 (17.20)</td>
<td>176,995 (17.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-65</td>
<td>245,580 (23.80)</td>
<td>243,161 (23.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65-75</td>
<td>132,444 (12.80)</td>
<td>135,600 (13.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;75</td>
<td>85,871 (8.30)</td>
<td>85,466 (8.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>464,796 (45.00)</td>
<td>571,821 (54.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>569,060 (55.00)</td>
<td>468,946 (45.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic disease</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular disease(^a)</td>
<td>215,059 (20.80)</td>
<td>228,757 (22.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease</td>
<td>38,029 (3.70)</td>
<td>42,778 (4.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic kidney disease</td>
<td>21,277 (2.10)</td>
<td>23,653 (2.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 2 diabetes</td>
<td>83,387 (8.10)</td>
<td>84,649 (8.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disorder of metabolism</td>
<td>214,606 (20.80)</td>
<td>221,168 (21.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothyroidism</td>
<td>73,319 (7.10)</td>
<td>74,495 (7.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute disease</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain in throat and chest</td>
<td>48,507 (4.69)</td>
<td>55,368 (5.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anemia</td>
<td>10,921 (1.06)</td>
<td>11,099 (1.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edema</td>
<td>17,096 (1.65)</td>
<td>17,768 (1.70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syncope and collapse</td>
<td>10,662 (1.03)</td>
<td>11,855 (1.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaise and fatigue</td>
<td>47,793 (4.62)</td>
<td>46,834 (4.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long term (current) drug therapy</td>
<td>86,501 (8.40)</td>
<td>107,834 (10.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal history of other diseases and conditions</td>
<td>104,282 (10.10)</td>
<td>130,955 (12.60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI&gt;33.0</td>
<td>3055 (0.30)</td>
<td>3842 (0.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glomerular filtration rate</td>
<td>391,613 (37.90)</td>
<td>16,726 (1.60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coagulation assay</td>
<td>12,197 (1.20)</td>
<td>9616 (0.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carboxyhemoglobin in blood</td>
<td>35,773 (3.50)</td>
<td>20,850 (2.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta-adrenergic blocker</td>
<td>66,750 (6.50)</td>
<td>69,572 (6.70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proton pump inhibitor</td>
<td>68,123 (6.60)</td>
<td>69,278 (6.70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin K antagonist</td>
<td>6858 (0.70)</td>
<td>5541 (0.50)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Cardiovascular diseases included heart failure, rheumatic mitral valve diseases, atrioventricular and left bundle-branch block, cardiomyopathy, nonrheumatic aortic, tricuspid and mitral valve disorders, atherosclerosis, and other disorders of arteries and arterioles.

**Feature Community Structure and Correlation Networks**

The original features (n=17,865) were extracted from the EHRs and socioeconomic databases. The model building process identified 307 features with contributing weights, including 2 demographic features, 18 socioeconomic characteristics, 101 chronic disease diagnostics, 147 confirmed acute disease and disease events, 7 procedures, 5 utilization variables, 9 factors of the health status, 9 medication prescriptions, and 9 laboratory tests. The top 60 important features and their odds ratios in the model are tabulated in Multimedia Appendix 2.

We built correlation networks among these 307 features based on Spearman correlations. The integral correlation networks contain 307 vertices and 325 edges. The majority of edges
involved diagnostic diseases (n=206) and demographic features (n=34), with an additional 28 edges involving clinical medications, 27 involving laboratory tests, 18 involving health status, 15 involving procedures, and 10 involving socioeconomic characteristics, as well as all the utilization variables. The community structure of the 153 impactful features in different types and their correlation networks containing 127 edges, as an example, is shown in Figure 3. The important network structure of the predictive diagnostic features is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3. The community structure of the 153 impactful features and their correlation networks (absolute value of the correlation coefficient >0.1).

Arrhythmia is an important group of cardiovascular diseases and is associated with other cardiovascular diseases. Heart disease–related features were revealed in our community structures and correlational networks, including acute myocardial infarction, aortic dissection, chronic ischemic heart disease, cardiomyopathy, and atherosclerosis caused by chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. These features imply a potential causative relationship with arrhythmia. Electrolyte imbalance, heart enlargement, heart failure, and myocardial ischemia may be related to the pathogenesis of arrhythmia and may be complications of chronic kidney disease, metabolic syndrome (type 2 diabetes), and hypertension. The associative relationship between arrhythmia and these chronic diseases is shown in Figure 4. Chronic kidney disease patients in later stages can have comorbidity with oliguria, anuria, or uremic cardiomyopathy, leading to uremic toxin accumulation in the body, and imbalance of homeostasis, leading to arrhythmia attack. Diabetes can cause microvascular and macrovascular complications with different pathological mechanisms, such as diabetic cardiomyopathy and diabetic kidney disease. Hypertension and chronic kidney disease are closely interlinked pathophysiologic states. Anemia is common in patients with
heart disease. It was present in approximately one-third of patients with congestive heart failure and 10% to 20% of patients with coronary heart disease. These diseases can lead to cardiac dysfunction, inducing malignant arrhythmia.

Figure 4. The important network structure of the predictive diagnostic features.

Model Performance

**AUROC**

The AUROC results from our predictive methods, including LASSO, feed-forward neural network, random forest, boosting, XGBoost, naïve Bayes, k-nearest neighbor, and ensemble learning, were compared to demonstrate the effectiveness of the cardiac dysrhythmia risk prediction (Table 2 and Multimedia Appendix 3). An ensemble learning method was applied to harmonize and vote (the results of multiple algorithms) for the best modeling method in this study (Multimedia Appendix 4: AUROC 0.827). In addition, the prediction AUROC (0.819) calculated by LASSO was comparable to that calculated by the ensemble learning method. The following analysis was based on LASSO model predictions.

Table 2. Model performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>AUROC (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ensemble learning</td>
<td>0.827 (0.824-0.830)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Least absolute shrinkage and selection operator</td>
<td>0.819 (0.816-0.822)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extreme gradient boosting</td>
<td>0.808 (0.805-0.811)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feed-forward neural network</td>
<td>0.807 (0.804-0.810)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boosting</td>
<td>0.775 (0.771-0.778)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random forest</td>
<td>0.695 (0.691-0.699)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-Nearest neighbor</td>
<td>0.631 (0.627-0.635)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naïve Bayes</td>
<td>0.611 (0.607-0.614)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**AUROC:** area under the receiver operating characteristic curve.

**The Risk Score Metric**

Patients in the prospective cohort were divided into 5 risk categories (very low, low, medium, high, and very high; Figure 5) based on the predictive scores. Over 90% of the prospective patients (1,021,827/1,040,767) were categorized into the very low-risk or low-risk categories, while 0.063% (650/1,040,767) were classified as high-risk or very high-risk; 51.85% of patients (14/27) in the very high-risk group had confirmative diagnosis of arrhythmia in the subsequent year (Multimedia Appendix 5).

Survival curve analysis was applied to quantify the effectiveness of the 5-risk bin stratification for future cardiac dysrhythmia events within 1 year (Figure 6). Survival curves with different risk levels were distinguished with hazard ratios varying from 8.04 to 202.13 at different risk bins. Sensitivities, specificities, and PPVs in the 5 risk groups were documented (Multimedia Appendix 5): 0.34% (1,873/555,233) and 51.85% (14/27) of the patients were stratified as very low-risk and very high-risk, respectively, for arrhythmia in the subsequent 1 year.
Figure 5. The proportion of patients and their positive predictive values with different prediction scores on the prospective cohort.

Figure 6. Survival curves of the 5 risk groups. HR: hazard ratio.
Characterization of the Predictive Clinical Parameters

Age distributions at 5 different risk levels are shown in Multimedia Appendix 6. Young individuals (<35 years) were enriched in the low-risk or very low-risk bins, while older individuals were enriched in the high-risk or very high-risk bins: 68.46% of patients (380,112/555,233) in the very low-risk group were young individuals. The majority of the patients (397,164/466,594, 85.12%) in the low-risk group were older than 50 years. In the medium-, high-, and very high-risk groups, patients aged 65 years or older were the majority (medium: 16,194/18,290, 88.54%; high: 576/623, 92.46%; very high: 27/27, 100%; see Multimedia Appendix 7). There were more male patients than female patients in the medium-risk (10,308/18,290, 56.36%), high-risk (381/623, 61.16%), and very high-risk groups (14/27, 51.85%).

Many patients in the high-risk and the very high-risk groups had comorbidity with chronic (cardiovascular disease: 436/650, 67.07%; metabolism disorder: 304/650, 46.77%; type 2 diabetes: 183/650, 28.15%; chronic obstructive pulmonary disease: 159/650, 24.46%; chronic kidney disease: 146/650, 22.46%) or acute diseases (cardiovascular disease: 220/650, 33.85%; syncope and collapse: 28/650, 4.31%; dizziness and giddiness: 47/650, 7.23%; pain in throat and chest: 81/650, 12.46%; breathing abnormalities: 151/650, 23.23%; Multimedia Appendix 7). Time-to-event analysis was applied to these disease groups (Multimedia Appendix 8). There were apparent differences in time-to-event patterns between patients with low risk and those with high risk. Furthermore, in the high-risk and very high-risk bins, different disease groups demonstrated different patterns. Patients with construction disorders had less probability of experiencing arrhythmia than those with other chronic diseases. Patients with dizziness and giddiness had higher chance of experiencing arrhythmia in a certain time period than those with other acute diseases.

Multimedia Appendix 9 shows the 9 health status features used in the model: (1) long-term (current) drug therapy, (2) personal history of certain other diseases, (3) personal history of other diseases and conditions, (4) BMI >33 kg/m² (overweight), (5) encounter for supervision of normal pregnancy, (6) presence of cardiac and vascular implant and graft, (7) acquired absence of organs, (8) encounter for follow-up examination after completed treatment for conditions other than malignant neoplasm, and (9) presence of other functional implants; 57.85% of patients (376/650) in the high-risk and very high-risk bins had at least 1 abnormal health status feature, in contrast to 23.35% (238,612/1,021,827) in the low-risk and very low-risk bins.

Multimedia Appendix 9 summarizes the 9 laboratory test predictors used in the model: (1) coagulation assay, (2) glomerular filtration rate, (3) carboxyhemoglobin in blood, (4) cardiac troponin T antibodies in blood, (5) blood glucose, (6) creatine kinase, (7) reticulocytes in blood, (8) n-terminal prohormone B-type natriuretic peptide in serum or plasma, and (9) estimated average glucose level. Having abnormal results of the coagulation assay had the highest weight in the model, and 34.62% of patients (225/650) in the high-risk and very high-risk bins had at least 1 abnormal result among the 9 laboratory tests, in contrast to only 5.81% (59,367/1,021,827) in the low-risk and very low-risk bins. Multimedia Appendix 9 also shows the 9 prescriptions used as predictors in the model: (1) beta-adrenergic blocker, (2) 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl coenzyme A reductase inhibitor, (3) loop diuretic, (4) calcium channel blocker, (5) proton pump inhibitor, (6) vitamin K antagonist, (7) dihydropyridine calcium channel blocker, (8) angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor, and (9) factor Xa inhibitor. All drugs, except proton pump inhibitors, were mainly used to treat cardiovascular diseases such as hypertension, congestive heart failure, coronary artery disease, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, deep vein thrombosis, and acute pulmonary embolism; 90% of individuals (585/650) in the high-risk and very high-risk bins had medication histories with at least 1 drug, in contrast to 16.67% (170,317/1,021,827) of individuals in the low-risk and very low-risk bins.

Socioeconomic features reflected the social disparities of individuals’ living environments and living conditions. The Spearman rank method was used to study the correlation between socioeconomic factors and arrhythmia (Multimedia Appendix 10). Our analysis revealed a high enrichment of higher education (ρ = -0.0036), high-income families (ρ = -0.0218), and people with employer-based insurance (ρ = -0.0114) in the low-risk bins. Individuals with high income, high education, and private insurance accounted for 26.62% (173/650), 14.00% (91/650), and 41.38% (269/650), respectively, in the high-risk and very high-risk categories.

Discussion

Summary of Main Findings

In this study, we developed a case-finding tool to identify general population individuals at risk of future cardiac dysrhythmia events within 1 year using Maine statewide health information exchange aggregated EHR data sets. The predictive model was trained retrospectively (AUROC 0.854) and validated prospectively (AUROC 0.827). Our model was capable of prospectively stratifying the general population into 5 risk bins (very low, low, medium, high, and very high) of incident arrhythmia. It will support targeted care plans to manage patients in different risk categories.

Comparison With Prior Work

Our case-finding tool is different from previous efforts in terms of the targeted population and predictive timeframe. Other models [29,30] applied the logistic regression method, focusing on individuals with symptoms of syncope; the AUROC values of these models ranged from 0.44-0.81. Given that our method is be applicable to the general population, with a 1-year prospective timeframe, our case-finding tool has additional translational advantages.

Model Risk Predictors and Their Implications for Preventive Care and Early Intervention

The high-risk or very high-risk bin individuals in a prospective cohort are likely to have higher disease burdens, given the confirmative diagnosis of multiple chronic diseases or acute disease events as well as other major medical histories (Figure
Cardiovascular disease, one of the top predictors of our model, was found to be associated with heart failure, cardiomyopathy, and some valve problems [7]. Another important predictor of the model—chronic kidney disease—was also related to a few acute or chronic diseases that caused severe outcomes. A bidirectional causative relationship may exist between atrial fibrillation and chronic kidney disease [31], and coexistence of atrial fibrillation and chronic kidney disease greatly increased morbidity and mortality. Patients with chronic kidney disease may have a higher risk of death when implantable cardioverter defibrillators are used to treat ventricular arrhythmias [32]. Studies have shown that conditions with asymptomatic and persistent hypoglycemia increased the risk of arrhythmia [33]. Therefore, patients with chronic diabetes (including Type 1 and 2) often have varying degrees of arrhythmia risk. The direct effect of low glucose levels, hypokalemia, and catecholamine release can prolong cardiac repolarization, increasing the risk of early afterdepolarization and ventricular arrhythmias [33].

Figure 7. Patients’ average clinical costs in the past 12 months with respect to the average number of chronic diseases; 17 common diseases are presented in the low- and very low–risk group (green) and the high- and very high–risk group (red). CKD: chronic kidney disease; COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; CVD: cardiovascular disease.

Studies have shown that certain social factors were indirect causes of arrhythmia. The predisposing factors of arrhythmia may involve various aspects of the psychosocial environment related to social status [34]. Social and psychosocial factors may influence the risk of arrhythmia through behavioral risk factors for smoking, exercise, and diet [35]. According to a survey study [36], the level of education and social status (occupational and occupational income) were inversely related to the incidence of cardiovascular disease. These observations are in line with the findings for socioeconomic factors included in our model: education, income, insurance type, regional features (towns, villages), and ethnic groups. We found that individuals with low incomes, low education levels, and nonprivate insurance groups had a higher probability of having arrhythmias (Multimedia Appendix 10).

Practical Application of the Risk Model

Our study established a model for predicting the probability of arrhythmia disease within 1 subsequent year. By continuously tracking the influencing factors, the accuracy and applicability of the prediction results could be further improved. The predictive weight of different kinds of factors can provide insight into the formation mechanism of arrhythmia, the analysis of predisposing factors, and the research of preventive measures. Our model will benefit physicians and health care organizations as well as patients. Model prediction and risk score results can be used as an auxiliary tool for physicians to diagnose and provide a reference for treatment planning. The stratification of the risk of the patient population also contributes to medical budget planning and target intervention. In the very high-risk category, 29.63% patients (8/27) would have been diagnosed with arrhythmia within the first 4 months of the subsequent year, which would then have gradually increased to 51.85% (14/27) within 1 year. Therefore, for those in the very high-risk group, it is necessary to formulate appropriate personalized intervention programs according to medical history, health status, living environment, and other conditions to prevent or delay the development of arrhythmia.

Given that our study showed that individuals at high risk of developing arrhythmias often have multiple chronic conditions, such as cardiovascular disease, metabolism disorders, type 2 diabetes, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and chronic kidney disease, aggressive interventions, including early routine testing and treatment of related chronic diseases, are needed for those patients. Arrhythmias after surgery are common and can lead to serious complications [37]. Therefore, for patients undergoing surgeries, especially chest and heart surgeries, it is necessary to take some preventive measures and conduct...
continuous electrocardiogram monitoring. This measure helps identify this high-risk population and avoids an increased risk of cardiovascular events and death [37]. Our model found that people with employer insurance, higher education, or higher incomes have a lower probability of experiencing arrhythmia. We speculate that these people tend to pay more attention to their physical condition and exercise more often to maintain health. Targeted early intervention reduces the number of arrhythmia patients and arrhythmia conditions, which is a rational and effective allocation of health care resources.

**Limitations**

Our research has some limitations that could be further improved. First, some information was missing from our data set. Lifestyle information (such as eating habits and amount of daily exercise) was not fully documented in the EHR data. Second, when there are too many missing variables, there may be some bias in data preprocessing with the k-nearest neighbor method, resulting in inaccurate estimation results. Third, arrhythmia is a very common symptom that can be triggered in many cases, and some occurrences are not dangerous. Although arrhythmia was defined in detail in our model, it was only stratified by the probability of its occurrence, not by its severity. If the patient population based on the severity of the arrhythmia can be further subdivided, more accurate reference information for arrhythmia diagnosis and intervention will be provided.

**Conclusions**

A risk prediction model of 1-year incidence of cardiac dysrhythmia was developed and prospectively validated using EHR data from 1.5 million people in Maine. The model was able to classify patients according to the predicted scores. The model had a good predictive performance (AUROC 0.827) in a prospective test. Age, gender, cardiovascular disease, chronic kidney disease, chest pain, pleural effusion, and socioeconomic factors were found to be related to new arrhythmia. For patients at high risk, early intervention should be carried out in a timely manner. Patients with low and moderate risk should maintain good living and eating habits, pay more attention to their physical condition, and exercise more often to avoid the occurrence of serious arrhythmias. This prediction model and analysis will ultimately benefit patient families, clinicians, and social health care institutions.
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Abstract

Background: Outdated gender, sex, and sexual orientation (GSSO) information practices in health care contribute to health inequities for sexual and gender minorities (SGMs). Governments, statistics agencies, and health care organizations are developing and implementing modernized practices that support health equity for SGMs. Extending our work, we conducted a rapid review of grey literature to explore information practices that support quality health care for SGMs.

Objective: The aim of this rapid review of grey literature was to elucidate modern GSSO information practices from leading agencies for adaptation, adoption, and application by health care providers and organizations seeking to modernize outdated GSSO information practices that contribute to health inequities among SGMs.

Methods: We searched MEDLINE and Google from 2015 to 2020 with terms related to gender, sex, sexual orientation, and electronic health/medical records for English-language grey literature resources including government and nongovernment organization publications, whitepapers, data standards, toolkits, health care organization and health quality practice and policy guides, conference proceedings, unpublished academic work, and statistical papers. Peer-reviewed journal articles were excluded, as were resources irrelevant to information practices. We also screened the reference sections of included articles for additional resources, and canvassed a working group of international topic experts for additional relevant resources. Duplicates were eliminated. ATLAS.ti was used to support analysis. Themes and codes were developed through an iterative process of writing and discussion with the research team.

Results: Twenty-six grey literature resources met the inclusion criteria. The overarching themes that emerged from the literature were the interrelated behaviors, attitudes, and policies that constitute SGM cultural competence as follows: shared language with unambiguous definitions of GSSO concepts; welcoming and inclusive care environments and affirming practices to reduce barriers to access; health care policy that supports competent health care; and adoption of modernized GSSO information practices and electronic health record design requirements that address invisibility in health data.

Conclusions: Health equity for SGMs requires systemic change. Binary representation of sex and gender in electronic health records (EHRs) obfuscates natural and cultural diversity and, in the context of health care, places SGM patients at risk of clinical harm because it leads to clinical assumptions. Agencies and agents in health care need to be equipped with the knowledge and tools needed to cultivate modern attitudes, policies, and practices that enable health equity for SGMs. Adopting small but important changes in the language and terminology used in technical and social health care systems is essential for institutionalizing SGM competency. Modern GSSO information practices depend on and reinforce SGM competency in health care.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(2):e25467) doi:10.2196/25467)}
Introduction

Background

Sexual and gender minorities (SGMs) face health inequities related to social and institutionalized prejudice [1-5]. Discrimination of SGMs should not happen in Canadian health care, where the ability of individuals to freely express their gender identity is a human right [4-6]. Yet, in its current state, each encounter with the health care system is fraught with the risks of emotional, psychological, and even physical harm to SGMs [1,3-5,7]. Recognition of the impact of outdated gender, sex, and sexual orientation (GSSO) information practices is growing [1-3,8-9], but information practices have changed little in recent decades [2], and are built on outdated, poorly defined, and highly constrained conceptualizations of sex, gender, and sexual orientation [1,2]. Current GSSO information practices are largely outdated and are not reflective of the progress that Canadian society has made in terms of being inclusive of SGMs and defending the human rights of SGMs [4,6].

The aim of this rapid review of grey literature was to elucidate GSSO information practices for SGMs from leading agencies for adaptation, adoption, and application to health care providers and organizations seeking to modernize outdated GSSO information practices that contribute to SGM health inequities. This research extends recent work done by our research team that explored peer-reviewed academic literature [1,2]. What is clear from our previous research is that throughout the Canadian eHealth landscape, GSSO data elements lack useful definitions; fundamentally confute administrative, clinical, biological, and social concepts; and are structured around cis/heteronormative binary constructs of sex and/or gender terms and codes [2-5] that are neither affirmative nor inclusive of SGMs and do not include Indigenous GSSO concepts [2].

Definitions

GSSO information practices include the definition, collection, use, and sharing of GSSO information. The term definition refers to the meaning of the concepts used by humans to communicate and the corresponding concepts and codes used to represent this meaning in electronic health records (EHRs). Collection and use include clinical documentation, coding, and administrative input of health information into EHR systems to support direct clinical care and communication (primary uses) and organizational needs such as analytics and research (secondary uses). Sharing includes standardized protocols for the exchange of health information between health care providers and information systems for primary and secondary uses along a connected care continuum such as messaging standards. The term providers refers to regulated and unregulated health care staff and professionals (people employed to provide care). Unless specifically mentioned, we use the term EHRs in its broadest sense—health information systems that contain digital collections of a person’s health history and care records.

Methods

Review Questions

Our central question for this rapid review of grey literature was “What are modern and emerging GSSO information practices that reduce barriers to access and to delivery of safe and quality health care for SGMs?” The objectives of this review include the discovery, review, synthesis, and description of SGM equity-oriented GSSO information practices in EHRs from leading experts and organizations.

Study Selection and Synthesis

The rapid review method was chosen because rapid reviews have gained recognition in health care research as a suitable method for fast exploration of rapidly evolving topics [10] and because this work is a natural extension of and complement to our research team’s recent rapid exploration of peer-reviewed academic literature [1] and EHR systems in Canada [2]. This work expands the domain of inquiry to the body of grey literature that houses key institutional, professional, and technical knowledge of safe, quality, and inclusive health care for SGMs.

The search strategy (Multimedia Appendix 1) for this review was developed with the input of a subject matter university librarian and specifies the search terms, including Medical Subject Heading terms, repositories, inclusion and exclusion criteria, and the codebook (Multimedia Appendix 2) developed to guide our analysis. The initial phase of this work involved a search using MEDLINE for English language government reports and documents, white papers, theses, care guidelines, and literature published in a 6-year period between January 2015 and July 2020. The second phase involved a Google search. Search terms for the first two phases included “sex,” “gender,” “sexual orientation,” and “electronic health/medical records.” MEDLINE search results were screened by title, abstract, or description and full-text review for relevance to the topic; peer-reviewed journal papers were excluded. Results from the Google search were screened by hand by reviewing the name of the page and the title of the linked PDF file for relevance. Close screening and selection of GSSO information practice-related resources from the references of each of the included resources were also conducted. Finally, we canvassed an international working group of SGM health experts and organizations for grey literature resources. Duplicates were eliminated. ATLAS.ti was used to support coding and analysis. Researchers met weekly to compare data extraction, ensure consistency of coding, and resolve disagreements through consensus building. Themes were developed through an iterative process of writing and research team discussions. Figure 1 shows a PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) [11] flow diagram of the article selection process.
Results

Characteristics of Included Articles
The following 26 documents were identified for inclusion: one Canadian parliamentary standing committee on health report [3], two toolkits [4,5], one policy guide [12], seven quality practice documents [7-9,13-16], one presentation on GSSO information best practices [17], six government documents related to changing vital statistics information [18-23], six white papers or data collection standards papers [6,24-28], one doctoral thesis [29], and one statistical guidance paper [30]. Grey literature resources produced by the strategy are summarized in Multimedia Appendix 3.

Summary of Themes
The primary threads that emerged from the review of grey literature included institutional policies, care practices, social attitudes, and GSSO information practices required to provide safe and quality health care for SGMs. These threads define SGM cultural competence; they naturally and logically constitute the narrative themes that emerged from the literature produced by the organizations addressing SGM barriers to health care through modern GSSO information practices. Cultural competence “…is a set of congruent behaviors, attitudes, and policies that come together in a system, agency, or amongst professionals and enables that system, agency, or those professionals to work effectively in cross-cultural situations” [31]. SGM-competent GSSO information practices are therefore modern GSSO information practices. Modern GSSO information practices emerge from and reinforce the delivery of culturally competent care for SGM. Themes that emerged included (1) essential competency through shared language, terms, and clear definitions of GSSO concepts; (2) the central importance of welcoming and inclusive care environments and inclusive practices for reducing barriers to accessing health care; (3) health care policy that supports competent SGM health care; and (4) modernized GSSO information practices and EHR design requirements that support SGM competence.

Developing Competency Through Shared Language and Definitions
Gender, sex, and sexual orientation are very different and unambiguous concepts that relate to one another in complex ways for all people [1,4,6,9,16,29]. SGM-competent GSSO information practices are rooted in the language and terminology used to communicate with, for, and about SGMs in health care [4,9]. Standardized definitions and routine use of GSSO data in EHRs support SGM-competent practice by reducing ambiguity, normalizing diversity and inclusion, and affirming
SGM human rights. In this section, we provide working definitions of core GSSO concepts.

**Sex**

Sex is a complex biological concept that includes anatomy, physiology, genes, and hormones [4,6,15,26]. Biological sex is based on the physical presence of sex organs (physical or phenotypic sex) [15], sex chromosomes (chromosomal or genotypic sex) [15], and hormone levels (hormonal sex) [6].

**Clinical Sex or Sex for Clinical Use**

Clinical sex or sex for clinical use may include some or all the specific concepts of chromosomal sex, hormonal sex, or phenotypic sex, and is applicable to all people. Chromosomal sex does not change, but physical and hormonal sex characteristics can and do change for a wide variety of possible reasons besides hormone therapy (ie, aging and disease) [6]. Sex characteristics may change for a variety of reasons not related to gender transitions, and changes in physical sex characteristics for any patient may therefore warrant procedure-specific adaptations in clinical practice. The screening protocol for imaging [2] may change following a radical hysterectomy related to cancer treatment, as one possible example.

**Intersex People**

Intersex people are born with a range of sex organ characteristics that do not fully conform to traditional assumptions of male or female anatomy [4,15,16]. A binary characterization of sex does not fully represent the natural spectrum of chromosomal, hormonal, and anatomical variation [16]. Labeling intersex people (those people who identify as intersex) with terms, words, or concepts that are not intersex, such as *transsexual, undifferentiated, unknown, ambiguous, male, female, and other*, in their health information may be stigmatizing.

**Sex Assigned at Birth**

When a person is born, the current practice is that they are assigned a sex based on their external anatomy [4,6,15]. The newborn’s sex information is documented in care records and is also submitted to vital statistics (ie, birth certificates). The external genitalia of some people are altered at or around birth via “normalization” procedures [3]. We put the term normalization in quotes because naming such surgeries in this manner may be considered a tangible example of cisgenderism, where binary male and female anatomies are considered normal and anatomies that do not fit within the traditional binary assumptions for anatomy are not normal, with these procedures being undertaken to correct the abnormality. There are growing calls to end these practices unless they are absolutely necessary, and practitioners would ideally wait until the person has appropriately matured and informed consent can be fully supported [3].

**Gender**

Gender is a complex human psychological and sociocultural concept that can impact sex characteristics [15,17,26]. Like sex, gender is often erroneously conceptualized and represented as a binary construct (ie. man/woman), but there is considerably more variation than this in reality [4,6,17]. Gender concepts should not be conflated with sex concepts, but very frequently they are. Gender is both expressed and felt as a part of a person’s identity. As such, the concept of gender and gender-related labels are frequently inappropriately applied to patients by external agents and then used inappropriately in clinical practice.

**Gender Expression**

Gender expression is the way people outwardly display their gender [1,4,17,26,30]. There is no single or correct way to express gender; gender expression is dynamic, situational, and individual. People may express different gender identities at different times and in different situations. Only about half of all transgender people live in their felt gender full-time [6], which means that lived gender (or gender expression) may change across different encounters with health care. Lived gender is the gender they express outwardly the majority of the time [30]; lived gender is a person’s typical gender presentation. It should therefore not be assumed that gender presentation is congruent with lived gender or gender identity.

**Gender Identity**

Gender identity is a person’s inner sense or felt gender [1,4,6,8,17,26,30]. Gender identity is different from lived gender because a person may not feel comfortable living/presenting outwardly in their felt gender.

**Names, Pronouns, and Honorifics**

Names, pronouns, and honorifics are central to a person’s gender identity and are expressions of gender identity for all people [4]. Utilizing chosen names and pronouns is particularly important in the competent care of transgender people because they are affirming of one’s gender [4,13,16,29]. *Legal name* is the name that appears on official government identification documents (ID) and is typically the name that was recorded into government and health records at birth. *Chosen name* or name used is the name that people choose to use in interactions. Chosen name may or may not be reflected in government records [4]. *Pronouns* can be gendered (he/him/his and she/her/hers) or gender neutral (them/they/their) [4,5]. *Honorifics* are often gendered and include Mr, Mrs, Ms, Ma’am, and Sir [4,5].

**Cisgender, Transgender, and Nonbinary Gender Identities**

A cisgender person’s felt gender identity matches their sex assigned at birth; a transgender person’s gender identity does not [4,15,26,30]. Some people whose felt gender is not a match with their sex assigned at birth may identify with a binary option as their felt gender [4-6]. People with binary gender identities identify as either a man or a woman. People with nonbinary gender identities do not identify within the man/woman binary [15] and may identify as nonbinary, enby, genderfluid, genderqueer, agender, and bigender [4,5,13,25].

**Transition**

Transition is the term used by transgender people to encompass the complex dynamic social, public, and sometimes medical process of changing one’s gender expression to match their felt gender [4]. Transition can involve changes to chosen names and pronouns used [4,5], clothing and jewelry worn, voice,
vocabulary, mannerisms, anatomy, and physiology [4,16]. Transition may also involve changing legal records to reflect lived gender or gender identity, such as changing one’s name [4] or legal gender [5,22]. People who transition may or may not identify using a binary gender term during or following transition.

Sexual Orientation

Sexual orientation is a term that broadly describes how a person characterizes their emotional and sexual attraction to others [4,12,13,26] and is a complex facet of human sexuality.

Human sexuality is dynamic and multidimensional, and includes a constellation of interrelated concepts such as sexual identity, sexual attraction, and sexual behavior [8,26]. For some people, these concepts align with monogamous heterosexuality. For others, there are important differences. Sexual identity depicts how a person self identifies (eg, lesbian, gay, bisexual, pansexual, and asexual) [4,7,26], and includes both how a person views themselves and what groups they consider themselves to be part of. Sexual attraction describes what gender group or groups one is or is not attracted to [4,7,26]. Sexual behavior refers to the sex acts that one engages in and may be periodic (eg, 1 year) [4,7,26]. Sexual behaviors may occur within one’s sexual and/or romantic partners, but also may occur outside of relationships, in groups, or with oneself [26]. Sexual orientation does not strictly determine sexual behaviors [4], and assumptions about sexual behavior should not be made based on sexual orientation.

Health assessments should include information about sexual behaviors and context for all people, regardless of sexual orientation [8], because behavior and context are important factors in the characterization of risk and in the subsequent formulation of relevant preventative teaching and interventions.

Two-Spirit

The Indigenous concept of Two-Spirit pre-dates Western colonial frameworks for sexual and gender diversity [8]. Ongoing colonial forces include the structural imposition of belief systems that condemn sexual and gender diversity and enshrine cisheteronormative binary constructs. This fuels transphobia and homophobia, resulting in Indigenous SGMs sometimes being forced from their home communities [5]. The English language term Two-Spirit was adopted by Indigenous SGMs for Indigenous SGMs in 1990 at the third gathering of Gay and Lesbian First Nation People in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada; the term Two-Spirit can encompass gender, sex, culture, sexuality, and spiritual identities [3-5,15,32]. Not all Indigenous people who are SGMs are Two-Spirit [5]. Adopting a stance of cultural humility and including Indigenous GSSO concepts is essential for culturally safe and SGM-competent health care for Indigenous people [9]. Work in this space must center around, be led by, and involve earnest partnership with Indigenous Two-Spirit people and engage with ongoing processes of decolonization and anti-Indigenous racism.

Addressing Barriers With Welcoming Health Care Settings and Affirming Practices

In addition to a shared understanding of language and terminology, enabling safe, quality, and inclusive care for all people requires welcoming care environments [4,5,7]. EHRs that support expanded GSSO concepts, and psychologically safe and meaningful care interactions between patients and health care staff are essential structures that drive and support modern practices [7]. Modern GSSO information practices are free of assumption and stereotype, and meaningfully address psychological safety of care environments, administrative interactions, care interactions, and other barriers to access. Administrative databases, anatomic inventories, and special considerations for the challenges faced by transgender, Indigenous, older, and newcomer SGM people are core foci for health equity.

Welcoming Care Environments

Health care ought to be affirming and welcoming; a place where patients can feel accepted, safe, and cared for [4,5]. All health care staff are ambassadors of the health care system and should therefore receive SGM-competency training [15]. Affirming health care environments address a key barrier to access for SGMs (pervasive cisheteronormativity) [4,5]. Symbols of diversity and inclusion, such as rainbow flags, affirming images, posters that signal respect and inclusion, and nongendered bathrooms [4,5,8,12,13,15,16,29], send the message that health care is safe and welcoming of diversity. The use of culturally competent language and terms [9,13,15]; careful respect of patient privacy and confidentiality [4,8,30]; and avoidance of assumptions about patient names, pronouns, honorifics, gender identity, sex at birth, and sexuality are essential because assumptions can lead to negative experiences for both patients and staff [16]. Every interaction with health care should not be discounted in terms of its overall importance to ensuring equity. Competencies of services and providers within them are assessed by each patient at each interaction, and decisions about accessing health care or recommending care to others are made. As a logical consequence of experiencing stigma and discrimination, SGMs may not feel comfortable disclosing details about their sexual orientation, sexual behaviors, or gender identity [4,12,29]. Patients should not be made to feel forced to disclose GSSO information.

Modernized GSSO Information Practices

SGM-competent practices avoid assumptions, misgendering, outing, and deadnaming, protect patient privacy and confidentiality [4], and ensure that current GSSO information is collected and documented into EHR systems to maximize the safety and quality of primary and secondary uses [17]. Modern GSSO information practices are expanded to be inclusive and support affirming care by ensuring that name, gender identity, and pronouns used are meaningfully integrated into technical, social, and organizational layers of health care systems [24]. Routine collection of GSSO information is important for measuring, monitoring, and improving population health [8].
**Patient Registration**

Patient registration involves gathering key administrative and demographic information from patients and entering that information into an electronic or paper patient record. Registration should be done in a private nonintrusive manner for all people [7,15,16], and in addition to being staff facilitated, it can be done through transcription of a paper form [7], direct patient entry self-interviews via a patient portal [7,16], a self-serve kiosk [16], or a mobile device [7]. When summoning patients to a registration desk is necessary, calling them by their last name without the use of gendered honorifics, pronouns, or legal names is a useful practice for avoiding negative experiences until preferred names, pronouns, and honorifics are confirmed by the patients and their consent to share that information with the care team is obtained. Patients may be more comfortable sharing GSSO information using self-interviews [12]. The dynamic nature of gender identity should be considered in patient intake and registration workflows, and GSSO information should be confirmed regularly [4,7,8,16]. Consistent and appropriate gender identification and use of appropriate names and correct pronouns for patients are simple yet important actions for providing affirming health care [4,5,8,13] at and beyond registration, and they demonstrate organizational and professional commitment to an inclusive and affirmative health care culture.

**Patient Identification**

Governments are beginning to modernize vital statistics to be more SGM inclusive. At the federal level in Canada, citizens who do not identify with binary sex or gender designations can have an “X” printed on their passport, travel document, citizenship certificate, or permanent resident card [4,19,20]. Provinces, including Ontario, British Columbia, and Manitoba, are also aligning their systems to enable more diverse gender or sex designations on government-issued IDs through a similar mechanism [21-23].

Government-issued IDs are considered trusted sources for identifying patients for health care purposes [15]; however, there is a high degree of conflation of the two concepts within jurisdictional information systems [2] and subsequent variation in how administrative sex and gender data are labeled and presented on IDs from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. Administrative sex and/or gender on government IDs may not match with the gender identity (or felt gender), gender expression (or lived gender), or sex assigned at birth; administrative gender may even be labeled as sex on government IDs [22]. Use of administrative sex or gender for clinical care can lead to substantial confusion in information systems and clinical care and can increase the risk to patient safety.

A two-step approach that includes sex assigned at birth and gender identity is considered the best practice for collecting gender and sex information by leading organizations [6-8,13,15,24] because it eliminates conflation between administrative and clinical sex and/or gender concepts and reduces conflation-related risks. However, health organizations must respect the patient’s choice to not provide this information, and staff are strongly cautioned to avoid making assumptions about patient identity or applying labels to patients that patients themselves may not identify with (ie, transgender) based on this information. Administrative sex and/or gender should not be labeled or documented as anything but administrative sex and/or gender to avoid conflation with clinical concepts. Nonbinary people may not wish to have gender markers on their documents [21]. Personal health numbers can, and should, be used for positive identification in the case of mismatches in administrative sex and/or gender information.

**Clinical Encounters**

Thorough assessment and documentation of medical and surgical history in postregistration encounters can help ensure that opportunities for appropriate screening are not missed [4,13]. Preferred names and pronouns should be collected in the first visit [8]. Staff can positively identify their own names and pronouns when first meeting with a patient to build trust and a sense of safety [4,16]. Providers should ask about sexual orientation, sexual behavior, and gender identity using open-ended questions [8,12], and should confirm names and pronouns used with the patient so that they can correct any incorrect GSSO information that has been erroneously documented in the patient chart and minimize the possibility of it being used in subsequent clinical encounters. If affirming approaches are unsuccessful, GSSO information may be collected as part of a more formal and more focused sexual health assessment [12]. Clinicians who ensure that documentation is complete, accurate, and up to date with current GSSO information reduce the chances for negative experiences for both patients and providers in subsequent care interactions [24].

GSSO information should be collected without the presence of parents for youth aged 13 years or above, but parents should be involved in the conversation for children aged 12 years or below [7].

**Addressing Health Inequities**

Gaps in preventative screening for SGMs exist because outdated GSSO information practices and binary administrative sex and/or gender data constructs interfere with appropriate matching of SGM patients’ preventive screening and health care needs [4]. Anatomic inventories enable transparent and assumption-free therapeutic relationships between patients and providers. Safe therapeutic relationships lead to increased opportunities for prudent screening and prevention [1,2,4,5,9].

**Anatomic Inventories**

Anatomic inventories are objective catalogues of anatomical parts that allow assumption-free unambiguous representation of diverse bodies to support appropriate screening, treatment, and referral decisions matched to biological needs [1]. If a person has a particular body part or organ and otherwise meets criteria for screening based on risk factors or symptoms, screening can and should proceed regardless of hormone use [13] or other sex and/or gender characteristics or identities. Anatomic inventories ought to be evaluated as the best practice for all people given that they eliminate unconscious profiling based on sex assigned at birth or administrative gender. Providers are encouraged to maintain a current anatomic/organ
inventory in their patients’ charts to guide quality care planning [13].

Screening Considerations

SGMs are diverse [16] and face specific barriers to health care and associated health risks [2,4,13] that necessitate differential screening [1,8]. SGMs are at higher risk of depression, suicidal ideation and attempts, substance use, chronic disease, sexually transmitted and blood-borne infections/illnesses, homelessness (especially youth), and food insecurity [3], and should be routinely and competently screened [13]. Long waitlists and overly complex assessments and referral processes, often from clinicians in private practice (eg, psychologists, psychiatrists, and social workers), for gender-affirming surgeries are possible barriers to access [3], and sex designation on government IDs and health documentation may affect billing and eligibility for sex-specific diagnostics or procedures [29].

Transgender SGMs

Transgender people are made particularly vulnerable by health care that is not SGM competent. An estimated 30% of transgender people do not engage with emergency services when needed because of the perceived risk of being stigmatized, and half of those who do engage with health care report negative experiences [3]. It is important to note here that gender dysphoria is felt differently by different people regarding different aspects of their bodies, gender role, or assigned sex [5]. Not all transgender people seek intervention or support with transition beyond those necessary to affirm their own gender identity [4,13]. However, limited access to gender-affirming surgeries is associated with high-risk behaviors seeking to address intense gender dysphoria such as self-injection of silicone obtained from illicit sources without medical guidance, supervision, or follow-up [13]. Trans Care BC and Alberta Health Services are health organizations that have both released toolkits to support gender-affirming care practice in Canada [4,5].

Indigenous SGMs

Two-Spirit and Indigenous SGMs face discrimination and stigma because of their sexual orientation, their gender identity, and, in some cases, their HIV or hepatitis C virus (HCV) status [3]. Culturally safe and SGM-competent care practice for Two-Spirit is critical for reducing barriers to access and for improving health outcomes for Indigenous SGMs [3-5].

Older SGM Adults

Older SGM adults are at risk of social isolation and limited social support due to historic criminalization and ongoing stigma. In the absence of SGM-competent programs along the continuum of care (ie, SGM retirement homes), older SGM adults may face the decision to recloset in order to avoid the trauma of being stigmatized by other patients and staff in unfriendly and unwelcoming care environments [3].

Newcomers

SGMs who immigrate face additional barriers that should be considered by clinicians providing care [3,9]. Cultural ways of expressing gender, sex, and sexual orientation in language, behavior, and appearance may vastly differ from practices in mainstream Canada. Furthermore, the intensity of stigma, trauma, and persecution that people may have faced before immigrating is an essential consideration in the care of newcomer SGMs. Cultural competency (ethnic) is central to cultivating health equity for culturally diverse people [14]. Providers should consider the following when providing care for newcomer SGMs:

- The immigration process in Canada can be stressful and costly and can involve psychiatric and other assessments [3]; newcomers may become aware of their HIV or HCV status through the process and should be offered appropriate counseling and support.
- Gender-positive messaging in languages other than official languages can help reduce language as a barrier to accessing health care, and anonymous and confidential access to sexual health services can increase opportunities for screening, prevention, referral, and treatment [3].
- Expanded gender identifiers can enable less stigmatizing immigration processes [19,20].

SGM-Competent Health Care Policy

In 2017, the Canadian Human Rights Act was amended to include gender identity and gender expression as prohibited grounds for discrimination [4,6]. All Canadians have the fundamental right to identify and express gender in a manner that is consistent with their identity [4]. The requirement for mandatory ongoing training for all staff in health care (physicians, nurses, social workers, clerks, administrative staff, and others) is aligned with the objective of improving knowledge and changing attitudes toward SGMs in support of these rights [3,4,27,29]. Health care policies and procedures should be evaluated for diversity, equity, and inclusion.

Training and Education

Health care providers have the responsibility to ensure respectful, compassionate, and equitable interactions with patients [16]. Since cultural competency requires changes in the attitudes and beliefs of the people who provide health care, both clinical and nonclinical staff require regular SGM-competency training [13,15] and evaluation. Educating staff about modern GSSO information practices is an essential step toward SGM-competent care [4,14,17]. SGM competency training reduces the knowledge gap and increases opportunities for psychologically safe therapeutic conversations between patients and providers. In turn, this can improve access to care [27] by reducing the barrier of stigma and the burden of education that many SGMs feel [3-5,29]. It is not uncommon for SGMs, especially transgender people, to have to educate their providers about their own care [29]. Providers should be receptive to this as a form of patient self-advocacy and engage in their own professional development [14]. Learning about the factors that impact SGM health may mean having to reflect on personal bias [4] and obtaining a nuanced understanding of GSSO.

Staff should be trained in small groups to support psychological safety. Health information technology staff should begin training early [8] because inclusive data structures support affirmative competent clinical practice and organizational culture [7]. Staff
from EHR vendors and insurance companies also need to be educated on the health needs of SGMs [7]. Enthusiastic champions should be used to lead culture change in these organizations [8]. Digital solutions for training can be offered and completed remotely and are one option for addressing disparities in urban-rural service offerings [5,8].

Policies for Discrepancies in GSSO Information

EHRs facilitate instantaneous communication of accurate and inaccurate information among the care team. Policies and procedures for correcting inaccurate GSSO information at registration are required to avoid downstream confusion of terms [15] and risks to patient safety. Inclusion of expanded unambiguous GSSO concepts in EHRs provides appropriate space for GSSO information and is necessary to eliminate health data invisibility and to support SGM-competent care [7]. Where discrepancies exist between labels, codes, and data elements, labels and data dictionaries should be corrected quickly to avoid harm to patients resulting from their use in clinical care.

Laboratory Policies

Clear organizational support and guidance for GSSO laboratory information practices is required to ensure patient safety [15] because laboratory results frequently inform clinical interventions such as the appropriate dosage of medications. Changes to administrative gender codes by jurisdictions may impact downstream laboratory and EHR systems [15]; implementation requires planning, particularly as it relates to the gender or sex value “X” [4,8]. Incongruencies in sex, gender, and name listed on samples should be confirmed, rather than discarded [16]. Clear labeling on screening samples is required to ensure that samples are processed correctly, despite the possibility of gender marker incongruence between EHRs and laboratory information systems [13,16]. Sex assigned at birth, legal sex, and gender identity data elements provide necessary information for interpretation [15], and incongruence between gender elements and sex at birth can guide safe laboratory interpretation and reporting practices [16] provided that staff have the required competency. Making both male and female reference ranges available to clinicians can improve safety for SGMs [8]. Hormone levels for nonbinary people may intentionally be in between typical male and female levels [13].

Privacy and Confidentiality

Policies governing privacy and confidentiality are a cornerstone of SGM-competent health care. It is quite logical that SGM patients may be reluctant to share information about themselves, particularly in the context of open waiting rooms or areas where privacy cannot be assured [12] given the risk of stigma-related trauma. Privacy is very important to SGMs, especially transgender people [30] and people who have experienced harm via public acts of being misgendered, outed, or deadnamed in previous health care experiences. Organizations that collect GSSO information must ensure that the privacy and confidentiality of patients is maintained [4,7]. Technical safeguards must be in place to ensure privacy and confidentiality of the EHRs and data within them [12], and patients can be informed about these safeguards. SGM-competent health care, with modern GSSO information practices, addresses risks related to breaches in privacy and confidentiality for SGM patients [4].

Information Sharing

EHRs enable the instantaneous sharing of health information. While sharing of limited patient information between providers is sanctioned so long as it is limited to authorized purposes (ie, continuity of care) and follows specific security protocols [9], providers should still obtain consent to document GSSO information in patient charts. Patients can be assured that their health information will be kept confidential [12] according to health privacy legislation [4] and will not be shared unnecessarily.

Informed Consent

Informed consent is an important patient right and, where applicable, should include reproductive and fertility considerations [13] for the wide range of gender-affirming hormonal therapies and surgical procedures that are available [4]. Transgender people, for example, have the same range of reproductive desires as nontransgender people; reproductive goals for gender-affirming procedures should be considered before they are undertaken. Gonadectomies, for instance, will have clear impacts on fertility that should be discussed [13].

Insurance Coverage

Costs for medically necessary procedures are a barrier to health care and should not be borne by patients alone. Reimbursement policies should recognize the unique health needs of SGMs [3,7], and insurance companies should support gender-affirming surgeries that are deemed medically necessary [3]. Binary administrative sex and/or gender structures that govern coverage eligibility for certain procedures are commonly cited as problematic barriers to access and to health equity for transgender people [29].

Conversion Therapy

Conversion therapy is a broad term that encompasses health care practices intended to change an individual’s sexual orientation or gender identity. Conversion therapy is considered to have negative effects on the mental health of SGM patients, and there have been calls to ban such practices in progressive jurisdictions [3].

Modern GSSO Information Practices and SGM Competency Within EHRs

EHRs support clinical practice and are an extension of clinical culture. Adoption of modern GSSO information practices in EHRs addresses the invisibility of SGMs on user interfaces, in data repositories, in health terminology, in classification and coding schemes, and in messaging and exchange standards. EHRs designed to support modern GSSO information practices improve outcomes by supporting SGM-competent health care.

Standardized GSSO Data Collection

Data invisibility and institutional erasure of SGMs are increasingly recognized as structural problems contributing to poor outcomes for SGMs [3,6,7,16]. The passive erasure of gender and sexual diversity in EHR code systems has led to inaccurate documentation, unsafe care, invisibility of SGMs in
health data [16], and inaccurate information for health care providers, health information professionals, and researchers [7,33]. Addressing the erasure of SGMs in the data means developing and implementing unambiguous data standards as well as methods for analytics and statistics that are inclusive of SGMs. Policies and practices that support routine collection of expanded GSSO information are essential.

Routine Collection and Use of Standardized Expanded GSSO Concepts

EHRs must include expanded GSSO concepts [7,16,17] or else they risk acting as barriers to quality care [29]. The use of expanded GSSO data elements (beyond the binary) enables culturally competent and clinically safe care and provides a richness of discrete variables for clinical care and analytic uses that does not currently exist in most EHRs [1,6,15-17,29]. Routine standardized collection of GSSO information that includes expanded GSSO concepts is recommended by health care quality organizations as best practice and as a foundational step to understanding and addressing inequities for SGMs [7,14].

Not Using “Other” as a Code

Use of other as a sex or gender code is a common and outdated information practice in EHRs [2] and statistical surveys [18,26]. It is often done with the intent of capturing sex and gender data that are not binary male/female or man/woman, but has the effect of normalizing binary elements and obfuscating the range of possible nonbinary elements. This practice creates ambiguity in code sets and data sets and can be stigmatizing for SGMs, particularly in the context of patient-user interfaces where a person may be forced to “other” themself via a health care artefact. Please specify is one option [18] that can provide space for entering correct information where correct options do not exist. However, a full complement of discrete expanded GSSO terms is preferable because discrete elements can support logic-based rules, decisions, algorithms, and artificial intelligence.

Health Analytics and Statistics

SGM health information facilitates improved knowledge about their health and liberates evidence that can be applied for quality improvement [7,26]. Gender-based analysis is important for statistical comparisons [30]. National [3] and international [30] efforts to address data invisibility for SGMs are now underway by national statistics organizations [6,26]. Due to the small proportion of people with diverse gender identities, special statistical considerations are required to prevent breaches of confidentiality on result maps and to ensure inclusiveness in mathematical and statistical modeling [2,30]. In order to harmonize and strengthen the measurement of health inequalities in Canada, the Canadian Institute for Health Information has proposed Canadian equity stratifiers (standard data elements) that support quality health information for improving outcomes [6].

Administrative and Legal GSSO Concepts

Administrative or legal GSSO concepts are found in jurisdictional repositories and are used by governments for administrative reasons as minimum data elements collected and used for vital statistics, by insurance agencies for billing, and by health care organizations for patient registration [1,2,15,19-21,23,28]. Administrative GSSO concepts include legal name, administrative gender, administrative sex, and sex assigned at birth, amongst others. Many jurisdictional repositories represent sex and gender concepts as a single data element using a male/female binary supplemented by a category of other, unknown, or undifferentiated [1,2]. The integration of administrative and health care information systems must be done carefully such that administrative and clinical GSSO data elements are appropriately sequestered. Clinical data elements must be clearly labeled and easily differentiated from administrative sex and/or gender data elements in order to support safe and SGM-competent clinical care.

Discussion

SGM-Competent GSSO Information Practices as an Equity-Oriented Intervention

Health equity is the absence of unfair differences in access to quality health care or health outcomes [6,16], and is supported by modern GSSO information practices that aim to reduce barriers to access and provision of safe and quality health care to SGMs. Equitable access to quality health care is a right for all Canadians and should be a right for all people including SGMs.

Beyond the Binary

Binary representation of sex and gender in EHRs obfuscates natural and cultural diversity and, in the context of health care, places SGM patients at risk of clinical harm because it leads to clinical assumptions. Outdated GSSO information practices render SGMs invisible in therapeutic interactions, data sets, and bias analytics, and ensures that researchers have little quality SGM data with which to improve health care for SGMs.

Clinical Care That Affirms Gender Identity

Knowledge and use of inclusive and gender-affirming language in clinical interactions in the context of welcoming care environments with SGM-competent staff and EHRs that include and display unambiguous GSSO information are all key elements of modern GSSO information practices. Modern GSSO practices are assumption free, unambiguous, and antistigma, and are necessary to support the psychological safety of SGM patients in health care spaces. Modern GSSO information practices support quality therapeutic relationships that, in turn, enable thorough and appropriate screening, care, and referral of SGM patients.

Moving Forward

Health care system performance may continue to improve as new and innovative technologies are implemented, but if GSSO information practices are not modernized, the health inequities of SGMs are likely to persist or worsen [6]. Further research is needed to improve primary care for transgender people [29], to development specific laboratory guidelines and reference ranges for the gender diverse community [15], and to improve the accuracy of hormone therapy [16]. SGM-inclusive analytics and outcome measures need to be developed, and future research projects should consider using an intersectional lens to gain
further insight into structural factors such as institutionalized prejudice faced by SGMs. Anatomic inventories are a core tool that should be evaluated as the best practice for modern GSSO information practices in health care for all people. Both private and public sector health technology regulations ought to include specifications for interoperable SGM-competent system design, including the use of expanded GSSO concepts and definitions in EHRs.

Institutionalizing SGM Competency

Health equity for SGMs requires systemic change. Agencies and agents in health care need to be equipped with the knowledge and tools needed to cultivate modern attitudes, policies, and practices that enable health equity for SGMs. Adopting small but important changes in the language and terminology used in technical and social health care systems is essential for institutionalizing SGM competency. Modern GSSO information practices depend on and reinforce SGM competency in health care.

Limitations

The primary limitations of this review include language and timeframe. Only English-language documents published in the past 6 years and indexed within a single database (MEDLINE) were included. The authors are not bilingual. Publication year range was limited for expediency and for recency. Relevant documents from outside of the time frame or published in other languages or databases may have been missed. All included articles were from Western countries and cultures, limiting generalizability to other settings and creating a bias for Western ideals and strategies. Efforts to mitigate these limitations included seeking resources from an international group of experts and stakeholders that represented non-Western countries and non–English-speaking persons.
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Leadership Perspectives on Implementing Health Information Exchange: Qualitative Study in a Tertiary Veterans Affairs Medical Center

Abstract

Background: The US Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) seeks to achieve interoperability with other organizations, including non-VA community and regional health information exchanges (HIEs).

Objective: This study aims to understand the perspectives of leaders involved in implementing information exchange between VA and non-VA providers via a community HIE.

Methods: We interviewed operational, clinical, and information technology leaders at one VA facility and its community HIE partner. Respondents discussed their experiences with VA-HIE, including barriers and facilitators to implementation, and the associated impact on health care providers. Transcribed interviews were coded and analyzed using immersion-crystallization methods.

Results: VA and community HIE leaders found training to be a key factor when implementing VA-HIE and worked cooperatively to provide several styles and locations of training. During recruitment, a high-touch approach was successfully used to enroll patients and overcome their resistance to opting in. Discussion with leaders revealed the high levels of complexity navigated by VA providers and staff to send and retrieve information. Part of the complexity stemmed from the interconnected web of information systems and human teams necessary to implement VA-HIE information sharing. These interrelationships must be effectively managed to guide organizational decision making.

Conclusions: Organizational leaders perceived information sharing to be of essential value in delivering high-quality, coordinated health care. The VA continues to increase access to outside care through the VA Maintaining Internal Systems and Strengthening Integrated Outside Networks (MISSION) Act. Along with this increase in non-VA medical care, there is a need for greater information sharing between VA and non-VA health care organizations. Insights by leaders into barriers and facilitators to VA-HIE can be applied by other national and regional networks that seek to achieve interoperability across health care delivery systems.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(2):e19249) doi:10.2196/19249
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Introduction

Background

Health information exchange (HIE) is the electronic transfer of data or information between health care organizations [1], although the format and context of the information may vary. For example, patient information might be used directly in clinical care, or it might inform the management of populations, such as patients attending a clinic for diabetes care [2]. Among US hospitals, 55% reported participating in an organized HIE network that facilitates data sharing [3]. Nonhospital adoption is lower, as 38% of US physicians report sharing information electronically [4].

In 2009, the US Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) launched an interoperability program called Virtual Lifetime Electronic Record Health, which has subsequently been rebranded as the Veterans Health Information Exchange (VHIE) program [5]. The program sought to create a comprehensive, dynamic medical record for each veteran, which is accessible to all VA organizations, regardless of location. Outside the VA, many health care providers are connected to networks that operate within specific geographical regions to exchange health information. To share information, the VA joins with non-VA regional exchanges using the nationwide eHealth Exchange platform [6]. In this paper, HIE efforts between VA and non-VA organizations will be called VA-HIE.

Previous research regarding the VA-HIE program has examined the technical infrastructure necessary to enable system interoperability [7-11], the informational value of enabling access to non-VA data [12], the adoption of HIE by patients [13], the impact of HIE on short-term medical costs [14], and the early experiences of clinicians and patients using VA-HIE systems [15]. These studies, like those of the broader US health system, found overall low adoption rates of HIE by both patients and providers. For successful scale-up to a national delivery system that integrates both regional HIE and VA systems, we must identify the implementation practices required for interoperability. Recently, the VA increased its efforts to expand information sharing between its VA medical centers and non-VA community or regional HIEs.

Objectives

To gain insight into successful interoperability practices, we interviewed organizational leaders associated with a tertiary VA facility following a VA-HIE implementation. The perspectives of VA leaders in information technology, operations, and clinical care and those of community HIE partners were sought to understand the facilitators and barriers to HIE implementation. Insights from leaders within and outside the VA can guide future implementation of HIE in multiple contexts.

Methods

Study Design

To understand the factors that serve as facilitators or barriers to interoperability, we conducted semistructured interviews with key leaders associated with VA-HIE implementation at the Richard L. Roudebush Veterans Affairs Medical Center (VAMC) in Indianapolis, Indiana.

Organizational Setting and Implementation Details

The Indianapolis VA was the organizational setting in which the study was conducted, and the Indiana Health Information Exchange (IHIE) was the community-based HIE network [16] with which VA partnered. Further details of the organizational setting and implementation timeline can be found in Multimedia Appendix 1 [16].

Participants and Recruitment

We used a purposeful sampling approach to recruit leaders in information technology, operational, and clinical roles within Roudebush VAMC and IHIE. All participants were involved with, or impacted by, VA-HIE implementation. Out of 16 invitations, a total of 12 (75%) leaders responded. In total, 9 individuals from the VA and 3 from the IHIE constituted these organizational categories: information technology (4), operations (6), and clinical care (2).

Specific roles in the information technology category included the VA’s Chief Health Informatics Officer and systems engineers from the HIE community partner and the VA. Operations roles included the VA’s Release of Information (ROI) Officer, Community Coordinator, Director of the Virtual Lifetime Electronic Records Program Office and the CEO of the community HIE partner, and the community partner’s client services representative for the VA. Clinical roles consisted of the VA Chief of Pharmacy and the VA Chief of Ambulatory Services. Informed consent to participate in the study was obtained in writing from all participants.

Data Collection

Interviews were conducted in person or by phone during the period of June 2014 to August 2016 by investigators DH and BD. Interviews lasted about 45 min (range of 22-62 min) and followed a semistructured format. The interview guide was developed by members of the research team, drawing upon knowledge of HIE, clinical practice, and implementation science.

Interviewers posed 3 main categories of questions regarding VA-HIE implementation: (1) how the informant was involved; (2) what the perceived value of the informant’s organization was; and (3) what barriers and facilitators the informant perceived. (The interview guide, including specific questions and probes, is included in Multimedia Appendix 2.) After listening to initial responses, interviewers probed using open-ended questions and asked for specific examples. The Institutional Review Board at Indiana University and the VA Human Subjects Committee at Roudebush VAMC approved the project.

Data Analysis

Interviews were audio recorded, transcribed verbatim, deidentified, and checked for accuracy. All investigators independently read each transcript and initially used open coding [17] to capture the essence of the interview. We developed a preliminary coding dictionary using language derived from the
data [18]. The dictionary subsequently expanded when new ideas were discovered or when previous codes required finer levels of distinction. Each transcript was coded by at least two investigators.

All investigators, along with a research assistant, met regularly to compare coding and discuss emerging topics. We approached the data inductively using the immersion-crystallization approach to understand each participant’s unique perspective. Immersion-crystallization refers to investigators immersing themselves into the experiences described in the interview transcripts. Crystallization is the emergence of cohesive insights that capture the ideas expressed by multiple transcripts [19]. Data were managed using QSR NVivo 10 software. Analysis was conducted concurrently with data collection, as specified by grounded theory [20], and to gauge when data saturation had been reached.

Results
Overview
Overall, we found that leaders from every organizational area were enthusiastic about HIEs and that they were confident that the VA would eventually get it right. Given the changes in VA procedures to implement requirements in the Veterans Access, Choice and Accountability Act of 2014, all interviewees imagined a future when the sharing of medical records would be commonplace, accurate, and secure. Many were proud of the VA’s long history of secure information sharing between VA health care organizations across the country. All leaders, including our community HIE partner, imagined that the need for interoperability between information systems (ISs) would continue to increase in the future. From among the leader interview responses, we describe observations across several phases of HIE adoption: recruitment and consent, training, organizational memory, implementation, and sustainability.

Recruitment and Consent
Recruitment and consent were far the most frequently discussed topics in our interviews at the VA. Clinical nurses and medical assistants made early efforts at recruitment; however, they had little time to offer detailed explanations of the program to veterans. According to operations leaders, veterans were concerned with how their records would be used, by whom they would be used, and if they would be secure. Eventually, clinical personnel redirected veterans to the ROI office, a division of Health Information Management (HIM) at the VAMC, to learn more about the program. Although clinical staff were relieved of the burden to explain information sharing, recruitment activities increased the administrative load for HIM staff.

All VA leaders with whom we spoke were sensitive to the burden placed on staff by the recruiting and consenting process. Clinical leaders, in particular, noted the impact upon workflow as potentially disruptive to normal clinical activities and described clinical personnel as already facing many demands on their time. Likewise, all VA leaders were cognizant of the need for veterans to opt in to release their medical information for VA-HIE sharing. In our interviews, operations leaders were aware that the most successful information sharing systems outside of the VA used an opt-out approach, where medical patients were automatically enrolled unless they specifically opted out, and thus, veterans were required to expressly ask to join (opt in) the VA-HIE project and agree to the release of their medical records. Operations leaders agreed that the opt-in approach was restrictive but that it would take an act of congress (literally) to change. One HIM (operations) leader recalled that opting in was a multistep process that was unexpectedly time intensive. One full-time clerk was hired to process consent documents, which on a peak day could exceed 60 documents.

Several operations leaders also described a successful strategy wherein veterans recruited other veterans; specifically, one lead employee in the ROI office was himself or herself a veteran. This employee, called by leaders a super recruiter, interacted with veterans as a peer, understanding and addressing their concerns and quelling their suspicions about the use of their medical data. A leader in operations described the consistent success of veterans recruiting veterans:

...I think being a Veteran and telling them that you’re using [the VA-HIE system], I heard this chimed out through the other pilot sites; when some of the Veterans did the recruiting, there’s like a camaraderie.

As the enrollment and consent processes were time intensive, HIM (operations) leaders directed recruiting efforts toward patients who had been seen by outside physicians and were most likely to see the benefit of VA-HIE information sharing. One HIM leader put it this way:

We knew who we should target, who were going to have upcoming appointments, who were going to be seen with the non-VA care providers, so that we could...get the biggest bang for our buck.

HIM (operations) leaders reported that their recruitment rate was among the highest in the country. They attributed this success to finding a process for enrollment that did not burden frontline clinical staff. In addition, allowing a super recruiter to establish a personal connection with each veteran was considered to be essential to the program’s success by these leaders. The high-touch approach provided greater ease for veterans and thus higher enrollment.

Training
Training for the launch of the VA-HIE was handled cooperatively by the community HIE and VA trainers:

- The HIE community partner taught group classes to introduce medical assistants, nurses, and physicians to the VA-HIE program. These personnel were shown how to access non-VA data from the VA’s electronic health record (EHR) system. Community HIE operations leaders were pleased with the willingness of nurses, technicians, and
assistants to receive the training, which was offered in a classroom setting.

- The VA Community Coordinator (operations) provided one-on-one instruction to a number of staff members who were viewed by their peers as informal leaders. These leaders would help their groups adopt the VA-HIE program to access non-VA information during clinical visits.

- The VA information technology team members gave demonstrations and answered questions in the clinics and at service-level meetings. They created VA-specific brochures and posters to be displayed in the facility.

The intention, according to one clinical leader, was to reach a critical mass of trained users. When that mass was reached and personnel began to incorporate data retrieval into their workflows, then training would emerge organically. He said:

> Often, [training] is between personnel in the clinic. So, once you get enough people, some of it will spread, hopefully.

Although staff members were enthusiastic about the training, HIM (operations) leaders described some physicians, advanced practice nurses, and other clinical VA personnel as reluctant to participate in the training and to use the product. VA operations leaders did not aggressively promote training or push product use. They believed that the user interface and information retrieval processes were still rough. Leaders thought that promoting a rough product would lead to user disappointment. An operations leader described the concern this way:

> If you get a system that doesn’t work well...if the system doesn’t work the first time, the doctors aren’t gonna mess with it again. They might have their assistant do it, they might tell somebody to do it, but the doctors for the main part are not gonna take the time if it doesn’t work right away....So, we were fairly hesitant to go and really push with the doctors.

### Organizational Memory

Operations leaders described some pessimistic responses of clinical staff to the product launch. These leaders speculated that pessimism resulted from disappointing past experiences with other initiatives. They reported that when several software or web-based projects had been launched in the past few years, the promotion of those launches created high expectations. The projects then disappointed early adopters who found them not to be fully developed. One leader told us:

> One of the things I have to say, feedback-wise...well, you’re advertising something but it’s not really going to work until about five years from now. I heard that like a broken record, that “we’ve been through this before” and it was hard to get people to help launch and use the product.

The VA has launched many new information technologies and has also been a national leader in quality improvement. Nonetheless, health care providers had mixed experiences with previous roll-outs of health information technology, including early implementation of the personal health record. We found that recent experiences of individuals or even organizational memory were influential on the implementation of the VA-HIE program.

### Implementation and Adoption

From the beginning of the VA-HIE project, leaders were aware that many groups, internal and external to the VAMC, were affected by its implementation. The integration of 2 EHR systems was a complex organizational task. At least two categories of implementation challenges arose: (1) technical (eg, interoperability) and (2) human (eg, coordination among multiple VA groups in different organizational units) challenges.

### Technical Challenges

Information technology leaders reported that no technical challenges arose that required significant effort or delayed the deployment schedule. One operations leader attributed the success of the technical integration to the experience level of the IHIE, stating:

> [The IHIE] was so advanced, and had years of experience doing health exchange—we were really just another on-boarding process for them...

Community HIE leaders also reported a favorable integration process. They described a strong and collegial relationship with VA personnel. Furthermore, because of the success of the technical integration, several community coordinators from other VA sites around the country visited Indianapolis to learn best practices for working with an HIE community partner.

VA operations leaders noted that new personnel championed the adoption of the VA-HIE project. Specifically, those who drove the initiative forward had 5 years or less experience at the VA. New personnel, especially nurses, showed enthusiasm about the project and sought ways to incorporate both recruiting and data extraction activities into their tasks. One leader told us:

> It was kind of the younger ones trying to initiate things and push it forward, believing that it was something of value.

Operations leaders noted that nurses and pharmacists were the clinical staff members who most often accessed the VA-HIE system and performed data extraction. However, VA informatics (information technology) leaders reported some challenges with retrieving data following implementation. In most clinics, plans had not been made to incorporate VA-HIE information retrieval into routine care. Personnel were unsure how to proceed. Many physicians were reluctant to change the clinical workflow. One operations leader recounted a session where he assisted a clinician with data retrieval:

> We’d go on [the system] and do a query and if [the system] sat there, we waited for it. [The clinician said], “I like the system, but I’m not going to sit here for five minutes. It didn’t work once. It didn’t work twice. I’ve got to go take care of patients.”

As a result of these early challenges, some HIM operations leaders thought that physicians might underestimate the power and features of the fully functional VA-HIE system. They further
speculated that physician adoption might have been higher had the system been fully operational and user friendly when it was launched.

**Human Challenges**

Leaders described clinician uneasiness about relying upon records that were created elsewhere for the purposes of medical decision making. Unknown errors or omissions seemed possible within those outside records. As information sharing between VA and non-VA HIE systems was a relatively new practice, clinical leaders surmised that VA clinicians were concerned about their own liability if medical errors were introduced by inaccurate outside information.

Leaders affirmed the organizational complexity of implementing the VA health care system. They described several different organizational units, system levels, and procedures that were involved in the adoption of VA-HIE information sharing. Interviewees from different departments and settings provided details about their unique perspectives on the implementation process.

In the HIM department, we observed that the process of obtaining patient consent impacted workflows. In addition to explaining the program and answering questions, staff were required to scan the consent forms into the EHR. Medical record staff then recorded the consent in a second system, referred to as the Veteran Authorization Preference system, as well as in a local registry that tracked the number of consents at the facility. Reminders were established in the local registry to re-enroll patients when their current consents expired.

In ambulatory clinics, clinical leaders noted that recruitment tasks competed with existing clinical activities for clinic staff’s time, including physicians, nurses, and practice managers. To streamline the workflow, frontline clinical staff members offered VA-HIE information exchange as a service to the veterans who were seen in the clinic. To retrieve medical records, nurses who had received training would use the VA-HIE system with support from the information technology group.

In the ROI office, veterans who visited were asked by operations staff if they wished to enroll in VA-HIE. The Community Coordinator, in concert with health informatics leadership, used several strategies to obtain the consent of veterans for HIE. Oftentimes, these approaches were opportunistic, such as approaching patients who were waiting in line to pick up prescriptions or receive a flu shot. Veterans could also access their records through the MyHealtheVet (MHV) patient portal and give consent through MHV.

From our observations, we derived a novel organizational framework (Figure 1). The figure captures the interconnected web of ISs and human teams and the range of staff, provider, and patient stakeholders who were necessary to integrate 2 robust enterprise health ISs. Although the precise configuration of data systems and teams may vary by project, the framework visualizes key groups that were necessary to successfully implement one VA-HIE partnership. This underlying structure can be applied by other national and regional networks that seek to achieve interoperability across health care delivery systems.
In brief, our framework (Figure 1) places consumers of information and the HIM and clinical staff who were in direct contact with the data on the lower level. Information sharing (whether importing patients’ records from outside the VA system or allowing them to be exported from the VA system) was mediated by the facility-based groups in the next layer. (This layer also includes the national offices of the Veteran’s Health Administration who oversaw the VA-HIE demonstration project.) The top level consists of 2 regional systems that exchanged health care information: the VA facility and its community HIE partner. A detailed discussion of the framework is provided in Multimedia Appendix 3. This framework can help identify key organizational units likely to be involved in successful HIE implementation.

**Sustainability**

The biggest sustainability challenge from the perspective of community HIE leaders was how to fund the continued integration of the VA and HIE systems. Most community HIEs charge membership fees to participating health organizations. The VA-HIE demonstration project was, by design, a time-limited initiative wherein community HIE fees were no longer supported by the VA after 2 years. Since then, VA leaders have permitted local HIE subscribers to continue to access VA medical records.

Despite financial concerns, community HIE leaders were in agreement about the value of maintaining interoperability between VA and non-VA ISs. They noted a strong, positive response by non-VA organizations to the availability of the VA medical records. One HIE operations leader told us:
I think that even just the mention of the VA to our customers gets their attention—it’s a source of data that people are interested in....So for us, it’s a selling point of our HIE that we have that data....We are glad to have it and we want to continue it.

Sustainability was perceived by VA clinical leaders to rest upon the added value of exchanged information in the clinic and upon the reliability of the information sharing process. In short, the VA-HIE product must perform in the way that it is intended and provide usable results. One operations leader stated:

We need to have a product that’s prime time ready. It’s not because the information isn’t there [now]. It is there but we need to have something that’s clinical, that’s usable in a clinical environment that’s fast, that’s structured appropriately.

A VA information technology leader concurred:

Obviously, it takes a long time—years, decades—whatever, to get to a point that...the system is mature enough to be able to make it work well across all the different data systems.

Discussion

Principal Findings

Overall, VA and community HIE leaders believed in the promise of HIE to facilitate high-quality, coordinated care delivery but nonetheless identified several facilitators and barriers to HIE that will need to be addressed for successful, sustainable interoperability between VA and non-VA providers. Increases in veterans’ access to non-VA medical care create a clear need for greater information sharing among VA and non-VA providers. Overall, leaders perceived a strong rationale for integration with non-VA providers to support care coordination and policies that encourage HIE. Organizational leaders also perceived a number of human factors issues that make VA-HIE implementation and workflow challenging from the perspective of frontline providers and staff. These findings provide lessons for other VA sites and other HIE programs throughout the United States and globally.

Comparison With Previous Work

We observed significant support for the notion by VA and community HIE leaders that VA-HIE, again, is critical to delivering high-quality, coordinated care to veterans. Their support is similar to the findings of Byrne et al [15] who conducted health care provider interviews at other VA-HIE demonstration sites. In this previous study, 96% of veterans felt that VA-HIE would benefit veterans, whereas 71% of VA care providers who used VA-HIE reported positive changes in the care of their patients. Broad support for HIE is likely influenced by policies that create additional incentives to adopt VA-HIE. Community HIE leaders noted that the Veteran’s Choice Act of 2014, which expanded access to non-VA medical care for veterans [21], brought greater demand from non-VA providers to access VA records for veteran patients that may be seen in their practice. Similarly, VA operations leaders noted that demand was also increasing in the other direction, that is, VA providers needed information from non-VA medical records to deliver comprehensive care.

Broader access to non-VA providers will likely increase the chance for fragmentation of care [22] and strengthen the need for VA-HIE [23]. As fragmentation increases in health care delivery, both providers and patients may need to change their mental models from an ownership view of health data to a perspective view that emphasizes continuity of care [24]. To successfully integrate new external health information into clinical work practices, health care providers will need to recognize the potential value of health information from outside their own practice [25,26]. Future research should examine the impact of these policy changes, enabling access to non-VA care for veterans, on the use of VA-HIE and measurable impacts on veterans’ health outcomes.

The original VA policy of intentional consent (opt in) was designed to protect patients and preserve the confidentiality of their records. In contrast, most state and regional health organizations assume patient consent; those patients must opt out to restrict sharing. Knowing this, the majority of leaders whom we interviewed believed that the requirement for veterans to explicitly opt in created the single biggest obstacle to patient adoption of the VA-HIE program. The merits and limitations of opting in versus opting out have been discussed extensively [27]. Previous studies have found that patients are concerned about the possible loss of privacy or misuse of their health data [28,29]. Moreover, patients are concerned about losing control over their health records when HIE systems are implemented [30]. Only a narrow majority (58%) of patients believe that the benefits of sharing health information outweigh the risks [31]. Although these trends are changing in the public sector [32], future research should investigate more fully the veteran response to interoperability.

According to leaders, disappointments around past VA information technology initiatives had a meaningful impact on this demonstration project. In the past, providers may have felt that new information technologies had imposed additional time burdens and were imperfectly executed. Although subjective emotional responses may not be foremost in the planning of informatics product releases, our findings reinforce that such considerations may be very important. Many investigators have described the importance of nontechnological elements in evaluating HIE adoption [33-36]. IS literature suggests that individuals’ feelings about information technology impact their adoption decisions [37]. Furthermore, researchers have suggested that organizational culture may substantially influence both the implementation of new technologies and the continuance of old systems [38]. Health care workflow often is not driven by efficiency alone but by other considerations, such as individual preferences, or organizational and cultural factors that are important to individuals [39,40].

Clinicians were uneasy and concerned about their own liability if medical decisions were based on inaccurate non-VA information. Questions about the medical liability introduced by shared records have been widely discussed [41] and have highlighted the need for accurate matching of patient identities with patient records across systems. Although many of these
liability concerns have since been addressed (eg, Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology data brief) [32], new issues have emerged. Local laws continue to create many barriers to information exchange [23]. In 2018, more than 2300 state statutes and regulations were associated with electronic health information and its sharing [42], and these laws have introduced many different barriers to the efficient sharing of health information.

In the VA, federal regulations supportive of interoperability have accompanied expansions in veteran access to community care; however, assembling a critical mass of veterans’ non-VA health records has remained a formidable challenge. Physicians have had little information available about care received outside the VA because the reach of HIE among veterans has been low (4% have consented to data sharing in 2018). Thus, more than 90% of requests from community HIE partners for veteran health data are rejected because of lack of consent on files [26]. Low adoption of HIE is not unique to the VA; recent reviews show that HIEs remain underutilized, integration between systems is not fully developed, and many barriers remain [43-45].

**Current Developments at VA**

Our data were collected during a VA-HIE demonstration project, which was implemented at 9 different VA sites and ended after 2 years. The Department of VA continues to make changes that impact information sharing. The Veteran’s Choice Program was replaced in June 2019 by the Veterans Community Care Program, which is similar to Veteran’s Choice but is attached to the VA Maintaining Internal Systems and Strengthening Interoperability and HIM personnel will be critical not only for the success of HIE within the VA but also for the success of its new EHR platform.

**Limitations**

We note a few limitations to our study. First, some readers may consider the use of qualitative methods to be a limitation. However, one benefit of a qualitative approach is the real-time capture of dynamic conversations. Interviewers covered a range of topics and were able to dig deeply when warranted. Such fluid revelations of information cannot be achieved when using a static questionnaire. Second, the study was conducted with leaders at one VAMC and its HIE community partner. The IHIE is well established and robust, and thus, the experiences of other VA and HIE leaders may not replicate the partnership described here. Third, each medical center has its own history and culture. VA leaders in our study noted that experience with past VA initiatives might have influenced participation in the VA-HIE project. Other medical centers, having their own history, may respond differently.

**Conclusions**

The VA-HIE demonstration project showed how the integration of data across complex networks could be implemented. Leaders at one VAMC and its community partner HIE described the importance of information sharing and its value in providing high-quality patient care. Further discussion with them revealed the daunting levels of complexity VA personnel navigated to send and retrieve information. These VA and HIE leaders discussed the time-intensive process of asking patients to share their medical records. This VA found success in having veterans speak to other veterans, yielding the highest recruitment levels in the country.

Our interviews revealed that the technical compatibility between the 2 systems is not necessarily the major management challenge; rather, it is the coordination of the complex interrelationships among entities within the local and national VA. The synthesis of the observations from organizational leadership responsible for HIE implementation and stakeholders impacted by HIE adoption led us to create a new organizational framework to describe and visualize those relationships. The lessons learned advance implementation science and can be applied by other national and regional networks that seek to achieve interoperability goals across health care delivery systems.
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Abstract

**Background:** Postoperative length of stay is a key indicator in the management of medical resources and an indirect predictor of the incidence of surgical complications and the degree of recovery of the patient after cancer surgery. Recently, machine learning has been used to predict complex medical outcomes, such as prolonged length of hospital stay, using extensive medical information.

**Objective:** The objective of this study was to develop a prediction model for prolonged length of stay after cancer surgery using a machine learning approach.

**Methods:** In our retrospective study, electronic health records (EHRs) from 42,751 patients who underwent primary surgery for 17 types of cancer between January 1, 2000, and December 31, 2017, were sourced from a single cancer center. The EHRs included numerous variables such as surgical factors, cancer factors, underlying diseases, functional laboratory assessments, general assessments, medications, and social factors. To predict prolonged length of stay after cancer surgery, we employed extreme gradient boosting classifier, multilayer perceptron, and logistic regression models. Prolonged postoperative length of stay for cancer was defined as bed-days of the group of patients who accounted for the top 50% of the distribution of bed-days by cancer type.

**Results:** In the prediction of prolonged length of stay after cancer surgery, extreme gradient boosting classifier models demonstrated excellent performance for kidney and bladder cancer surgeries (area under the receiver operating characteristic curve [AUC] >0.85). A moderate performance (AUC 0.70-0.85) was observed for stomach, breast, colon, thyroid, and lung cancers, with more than 4000 cases each, the extreme gradient boosting classifier model showed slightly better performance than the logistic regression model, although the logistic regression model also performed adequately. We identified risk variables for the prediction of prolonged postoperative length of stay for each type of cancer, and the importance of the variables differed depending on the cancer type. After we added operative time to the models trained on preoperative factors, the models generally outperformed the corresponding models using only preoperative variables.

**Conclusions:** A machine learning approach using EHRs may improve the prediction of prolonged length of hospital stay after primary cancer surgery. This algorithm may help to provide a more effective allocation of medical resources in cancer surgery.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(2):e23147) doi:10.2196/23147
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Introduction
Cancer is a major burden on public health worldwide [1], and the amount of health care resources associated with its treatment is constantly increasing [2]. The major strategies of cancer treatment include surgery, chemotherapy, and radiation therapy, with surgery being the most common treatment approach. Compared with other cancer-related management strategies, cancer surgery requires greater use of health care resources and, consequently, greater medical costs [3]. Postoperative length of stay (POLOS) in the hospital is one of the reasons for the cost increase. As patients with cancer are discharged after full recovery from surgery, POLOS is also an indirect indicator of surgical recovery and postoperative complications in patients with cancer. That is, a prolonged POLOS (PPOLOS) indicates a delayed recovery after cancer surgery.

In previous literature, factors associated with PPOLOS have been evaluated for several cancer surgeries [4-8], and risk factors such as age, malnutrition, underlying diseases (including diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, renal dysfunction, and respiratory disease), and common blood count results (such as neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio, albumin, and hemoglobin) have been reported. However, the majority of studies have used a small number of subjects and have not evaluated a wide variety of clinical factors. Thus, there are many limitations to clinical application of the results of those studies.

Currently, most medical institutions store electronic health records (EHRs) and use them to improve the quality and efficiency of hospitals [9,10]. Many recent studies using EHRs have reported that machine learning–based models outperform statistical models in predicting outcomes and adverse events [11,12].

In this study, we assessed whether PPOLOS of patients with cancer can be predicted with machine learning approaches using EHR data and evaluated the effect of preoperative factors on the prediction of PPOLOS for each type of cancer.

Methods
Data Source and Subjects
Our retrospective study was conducted using EHR data from the Korea Cancer Big Data Platform (K-CBP), which was constructed in the National Cancer Center, Goyang, Republic of Korea. Details of the K-CBP have been described elsewhere [13]. Briefly, the K-CBP is a multidatabase framework that contains various medical information including clinical and genomic data and medical images. In this study, de-identified clinical data obtained from patients with cancer who visited the National Cancer Center were used. We extracted data from the K-CBP from 61,743 subjects with 19 cancer types who underwent primary cancer surgery between January 1, 2000, and December 31, 2017. The inclusion criteria for patients were as follows: (1) age ≥18 years, (2) surgery performed with general anesthesia, and (3) first instance of surgery for primary cancer. We excluded subjects who had emergency cancer surgery, cancer removal with local anesthesia, surgery for multiple primary cancers, or missing or typo-filled records for surgery, pathology, and hospitalization. Cancer types with fewer than 100 total cases were also excluded. Finally, we retrieved data from 42,751 subjects with 17 cancer types, including lip, oral cavity, and pharynx (oral); International Classification of Diseases codes C00-C14; esophagus (C15); stomach (C16); colon and rectum (colon; C18-C20); liver (C22); gallbladder and biliary tract (gallbladder; C23 and C24); pancreas (C25); larynx (C32); lung (C33 and C34); breast (C50); cervix uteri (C53); corpus uteri (C54); ovary (C56); prostate (C61); kidney (C64); bladder (C67); and thyroid (C73).

Variables from EHRs
We examined several variables from diverse categories within EHRs, such as records of surgeries, blood tests, and medications, as well as pathologic reports and nursing charts. We only used medical data recorded within 6 months prior to surgery. For data on underlying diseases, only preoperative evaluation data were used. In the case of repeated data such as blood and biochemical tests, only the data recorded just before surgery was used in the analysis. For simplicity of interpretation, we reorganized variables into five major categories as follows: (1) surgical and cancer factors, (2) underlying diseases and functional laboratory assessments, (3) general assessments, (4) medications, and (5) social factors. Each major category consisted of one to five subcategories. Details of variables are described in Table 1. There were two types of missing values in our variables: missing numeric values were replaced by the middle value, and missing categorical values were replaced with “value unknown.” We conducted the min-max normalization for obtained whole variables. It should be noted that we basically used preoperative variables for the prediction of PPOLOS. However, tumor staging represented by T/N stage—based on the TNM staging system of the American Joint Committee on Cancer [14,15]—was extracted from pathologic reports because of the lack of structured T/N stage information in preoperative images. In addition, we obtained the operative time as a typical intraoperative factor and analyzed its effect on the prediction of PPOLOS.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major category and subcategory</th>
<th>Variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Surgical and cancer factors</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Surgery                         | • Types of surgery  
|                                 | • Co-operations  
|                                 | • Surgeons  
| Cancer stage                    | • T/N stages  
| **Underlying diseases and functional laboratory assessments** | |
| Underlying diseases and related laboratory parameters | • Liver diseases (history of liver disease, hepatitis viral tests, aspartate aminotransferase, alanine aminotransferase, bilirubin, alkaline phosphatase, gamma-glutamyl transferase)  
|                                 | • Diabetes mellitus (history of diabetes, HbA1c, glucose, urine glucose)  
|                                 | • Renal disease (history of renal disease, BUN, creatinine)  
|                                 | • Cardiac disease (history of cardiac disease)  
|                                 | • Hypertension (history of hypertension)  
|                                 | • Allergic disease (history of allergic disease)  
|                                 | • Tuberculosis (history of tuberculosis)  
|                                 | • Cancer (history of cancer)  
|                                 | • Mental disorder (history of mental disorder)  
| Cardiopulmonary functions       | • Pulmonary function (FVC, FEV1)  
|                                 | • Cardiac function (EF, E/A, RVSP)  
| Nutritional factors             | • Degree of appetite  
|                                 | • Albumin, globulin, A/G, ratio, protein  
|                                 | • Cholesterol (total, LDL, HDL, triglyceride)  
|                                 | • Lymphocyte count  
| Inflammatory factors            | • hs-CRP, ESR, fibrinogen  
| Initial laboratory parameters   | • Blood count (except lymphocyte count)  
|                                 | • Electrolytes, chemistry tests  
|                                 | • Urinalysis  
|                                 | • Coagulation tests  
|                                 | • Hormone tests  
|                                 | • ABO blood type  
| **General assessments**         | |
| Demographic characteristics and anthropometric factors | • Age  
|                                 | • Sex  
|                                 | • Height, weight, BMI  
|                                 | • Ambulation, ECOG performance  
|                                 | • Type of admission  
|                                 | • History of previous operation  
|                                 | • Family history of diseases  
|                                 | • Degree of diseases insight  
| Vital signs                     | • Blood pressure (systolic, diastolic)  
|                                 | • Body temperature  
|                                 | • Breath rate  
|                                 | • Pulse rate  
| Substance exposure              | • Alcohol  
|                                 | • Smoking  
|                                 | • Alternative therapy  
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Variables

Major category and subcategory

- Gastroenteric, cardiovascular, respiratory, neurologic, dermatologic, and urinary symptoms
- Sleep and fatigue
- Mood
- Pain

Medications

- Medications

Social factors

- Marriage, child, cohabitation
- Level of education
- Type of religion
- Type of job

Definition of PPOLOS

In the literature, PPOLOS is defined in a variety of ways [7,8,16,17]. This study focused on predicting which patients with cancer will use a significant amount of hospital resources. Therefore, the PPOLOS study group was defined as the subset of patients who used 50% of the total ward after surgery. Specifically, we calculated the total number of postoperative bed-days by considering the respective length of stay between surgery and discharge for patients with each type of cancer. Next, we arranged the patients by POLOS from shortest to longest. Then, we defined the long-term hospitalized patient group, which occupied half of the total hospital bed-days, as the PPOLOS group.

Models

To predict PPOLOS, we employed three models: (1) extreme gradient boosting (XGB) classifier [18], (2) multilayer perceptron (MLP) [19], and (3) logistic regression (LR). XGB classifier is one of the most widely used machine learning algorithms. It is a high-performance classifier based on gradient boosting that trains decision trees in succession such that residuals of earlier trees are corrected by later ones. MLP is a type of feed-forward neural network in which all computation is directed from the input layer to the output layer. The model is built on the architecture of at least three layers, with one input layer, variable hidden layers, and one output layer. Backpropagation is used to find optimal layer weights for the model [20]. LR is a commonly used classification algorithm to assign observations to a discrete set of classes. Unlike the majority of LR algorithms yielding continuous values, its outputs are converted by the sigmoid function into probabilities mapped to the classes. These models have been utilized in numerous medical and clinical studies to analyze EHRs, vital signals, and images, as well as to support medical decisions [21-24]. In our study, the MLP model consisted of a self-dot attention layer and two fully connected layers. We evaluated the performance of the model using 5-fold cross-validation. In each fold, training and test sets were divided in an 8:2 ratio.

Results

Ethics Statement

The research protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the National Cancer Center (IRB No. NCC2018-0113). All data used in this retrospective study were de-identified.

Characteristics of the Subjects

Multimedia Appendix 1 shows the characteristics of each cancer population. Stomach cancer surgery (n=8929) was the most
common surgery in this study, followed by breast (n=8918), colon (n=7449), thyroid (n=5071), lung (n=4455), and liver (n=1342) cancer surgeries. The average age of the patients was 56.6 years, and women accounted for 55.75% (23,835/42,751) of the total cancer cases. Oral (mean 22.2 days, SD 22.3 days, median 16.9 days), esophageal (mean 22.1 days, SD 22.5 days, median 15.8 days), gallbladder (mean 20.7 days, SD 14.8 days, median 16.9 days), and pancreatic (mean 21.0 days, SD 15.1 days, median 16.9 days) cancers were associated with relatively long POLOS, whereas thyroid (mean 3.3 days, SD 2.2 days, median 3.0 days) and breast (mean 5.4 days, SD 6.5 days, median 4.1 days) cancers were associated with relatively short POLOS. The respective PPOLOS thresholds and proportions of patients with PPOLOS for each cancer type were as follows: stomach (10 days; 2481/8929, 27.80%), breast (6 days; 2354/8918, 26.40%), colon (11 days; 2143/7449, 28.77%), thyroid (4 days; 781/5071, 15.40%), lung (12 days; 1195/4455, 26.28%), liver (15 days; 320/1342, 25.34%), prostate (9 days; 312/1054, 29.60%), ovary (18 days; 266/1016, 26.18%), kidney (9 days; 162/761, 21.12%), esophageal (24 days; 184/761, 24.18%), cervix uteri (16 days; 150/706, 21.25%), corpus uteri (12 days; 120/535, 22.43%), oral (27 days; 113/528, 21.40%), gallbladder (25 days; 127/499, 25.45%), pancreatic (23 days; 99/365, 27.12%), bladder (11 days; 35/233, 15.02%), and larynx (31 days; 24/123, 19.51%).

Figure 1. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves of all models for major cancers. For each subfigure, a legend shows the average area under the ROCs with their standard deviations on 5-fold cross-validations for the models. Solid lines represent the plots of the average area under the ROCs, covering the plots of all area under the ROCs by its shaded regions. MLPAtt: multilayer perceptron with attention mechanism; XGB: extreme gradient boosting.

**Risk Factors of PPOLOS**

We identified the most important variables for each model by examining the respective coefficient or attention score.

**Prediction Performance**

Multimedia Appendix 2 shows the performance of our models in predicting PPOLOS with four metrics: accuracy, specificity, sensitivity, and area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC). When evaluating the AUC metrics for our XGB classifiers, the models performed excellently for kidney and bladder cancers (AUC >0.85). A moderate performance (AUC 0.70-0.85) was observed for stomach (AUC 0.83), breast (AUC 0.83), colon (AUC 0.71), thyroid (AUC 0.79), prostate (AUC 0.78), cervix uteri (AUC 0.78), corpus uteri (AUC 0.79), and oral (AUC 0.79) cancers. In contrast, the models had relatively low performance for lung, liver, ovary, esophageal, gallbladder, pancreatic, and larynx cancers (AUC <0.7).

Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves of major cancers are shown in Figure 1. For cancers with fewer than 4000 cases, we found that classification performance did not vary significantly between the different models. However, for cancers with more than 4000 cases (stomach, breast, colon, thyroid, and lung cancers), the performance of XGB classifiers was superior to that of the other models. For the metric of sensitivity, which represents the prediction of cases with PPOLOS, MLP showed better performance than the other methods.

Multimedia Appendix 3 shows the top 10 important variables from the models of the five cancers with the highest number of patients (stomach, breast, colon, thyroid, and lung cancers).
For each type of cancer, various risk factors were identified in the three models. The top 10 risk factors identified in the five cancers in the XGB classifier model were as follows:

- **stomach cancer**: albumin and globulin, urinary symptoms, surgeries (total gastrectomy and laparoscopy-assisted distal gastrectomy), forced expiratory volume in the first second of expiration, absolute neutrophil count, zolpidem use, and N stage;
- **breast cancer**: urinary symptoms, surgeries (modified radical mastectomy and breast-conserving surgery), surgeon, globulin, famotidine use, N stage, marriage, and metoclopramide use;
- **colon cancer**: surgeon, co-operation, albumin, surgeries (abdominoperineal resection and laparoscopic anterior resection), urinary symptoms, marriage, N stage, and urine white blood cell count;
- **thyroid cancer**: N stage, urinary symptoms, surgery (total thyroidectomy), albumin and globulin, ejection fraction, surgeon, drinking, and marriage; and
- **lung cancer**: albumin and globulin, sex, nonsmoker, absolute neutrophil count, theophylline use, route of admission, marriage, and hemoglobin.

No universal set of risk factors was present in subjects with PPOLOS, as the importance of a given variable was dependent on both the type of cancer and the model used.

**Contribution of the Variable Group to the PPOLOS Prediction**

We plotted all variable scores derived from XGB classifier for nine types of cancer with the largest subject populations in Figure 2. In this figure, a bar represents the cumulative scores in a major category divided into colors corresponding to subcategories, with the sum of their cumulative scores equal to 1. We found that various variables contribute to the prediction of PPOLOS, which are different for each type of cancer.

![Figure 2](https://medinform.jmir.org/2021/2/e23147)

We note that variables in major category A (ie, surgical and cancer factors) that occupy more than 20% of the total proportion influence the prediction of PPOLOS for the top four cancers of the patient population (ie, stomach, breast, colon, and thyroid) more than for the other five cancers. Major category B (ie, underlying diseases and functional laboratory assessments) contains the most influential factors for all nine cancers.

**Impact of the Operative Time**

To evaluate the impact of intraoperative factors on the PPOLOS prediction, we incorporated operative time, a representative indicator of surgery quality, to the models trained on preoperative factors. We evaluated changes in the classification performance of PPOLOS in the model including the operative time. The average AUC increased from 0.74 to 0.76 for all models. Figure 3 shows the prediction performance of XGB.
classifiers. The yellow bar shows the AUC of the XGB classifier trained with only preoperative variables and the blue bar shows the AUC of the model trained with the operative time in addition to preoperative variables. The model trained with preoperative variables and operative time generally outperformed the models trained without operative time. For bladder and larynx cancer, adding operative time to the models had no benefit in predicting PPOLOS.

**Figure 3.** Performance of the extreme gradient boosting (XGB) classifier model for the prediction of prolonged postoperative length of stay by cancer type. The yellow bar indicates the model trained only using preoperative variables and the blue bar represents the model trained with operative time in addition to preoperative variables. AUC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve.

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

In cancer surgery, POLOS is both an important indicator for hospital resource use and an indirect predictor of the incidence of surgical complications and recovery of systemic conditions [25,26]. To allocate resources related to cancer surgery properly and predict the time required for recovery after surgery, an evaluation of whether POLOS can be predicted using preoperative data must be performed. Previous statistical studies have focused on identifying risk factors of PPOLOS from among the main variables. However, to develop an application that works on EHRs, an engineering approach is needed. To predict complex outcomes such as PPOLOS, data containing as many variables as possible must be used and data processing must be limited to the application in the medical field.

In the present study, we showed that PPOLOS could be partially predicted using preoperative data from EHRs for various cancer types. Acceptable predictive performance of PPOLOS (AUC >0.8) was observed for stomach, breast, prostate, kidney, and bladder cancers. For lung, liver, ovarian, esophageal, and pancreatic cancers, the predictive performance of PPOLOS was relatively low. During surgeries performed on patients with stomach, breast, prostate, kidney, and bladder cancers, cancer metastasis beyond the affected organ is relatively uncommon and the extent of surgical removal is generally considered to be uniform. In other words, in surgeries for these cancers, organ removal is the most common surgical method, and patients with cancer beyond the organ are often not candidates for surgery as the initial treatment strategy. However, surgeries for lung, liver, ovarian, esophageal, and pancreatic cancers are considered to vary significantly in practice. We assume that the prediction of recovery after surgery and PPOLOS may be possible for cancer surgery with insignificant variations in the surgical methods or with limited extent of the surgical field.

We identified the top-ranking variables associated with PPOLOS for major cancers and confirmed that the following factors correlated with PPOLOS: malnutrition (albumin and globulin), cancer stage, type of surgery, pulmonary function, and BMI [4-8]. Doxofylline and theophylline, which were used for treatment of pulmonary diseases, were associated with PPOLOS after stomach and lung cancer surgeries, respectively. Digestive drugs (famotidine, metoclopramide, and others) and pain medications (acetaminophen and tramadol) also correlated with PPOLOS for various cancers. It could be interpreted that the underlying conditions associated with the use of drugs correlate with PPOLOS, but further research is needed to confirm that the effects of certain drugs contribute to PPOLOS. We further identified that social factors—including marriage, job, and education—affect the hospital discharge time. In a previous study [27], marital status was found to be a factor affecting health care utilization among Medicare beneficiaries.

We categorized the factors that affect PPOLOS and visually identified that there are differences in the relative weight of the factors affecting PPOLOS by cancer types (Figure 2). The effects of surgical factors were relatively high in surgeries for stomach, breast, colon, and kidney cancers. The cancer stage contributed the most to the determination of PPOLOS after thyroid, breast, and ovarian cancer surgeries. For liver cancer, underlying diseases and related laboratory parameters were a major factor when determining PPOLOS. Nutritional factors largely contributed to determining PPOLOS for stomach cancer. Compared with other cancer surgeries, subjective symptoms...
were an important factor in predicting PPOLOS after breast and thyroid cancer surgeries.

In this study, we aimed to predict the length of the hospital stay after surgery. However, owing to various factors occurring during surgery, it is difficult to determine POLOS. As it is difficult to evaluate the events that occur during surgery using quantitative data from EHRs, we analyzed the effect of operative time. It was observed that the predictive performance of PPOLOS increased markedly for colon, liver, ovarian, and esophageal cancer surgeries. It is believed that a model that predicts POLOS more effectively can be generated by combining preoperative data with intraoperative data, such as vital signs during anesthesia, loss of blood, and surgical instruments used.

Predictive modeling using data from EHRs is expected to improve the quality of health care and allocation of medical resources. However, studies using conventional statistical models have mainly focused on identifying risk factors for length of stay in hospital. Statistical models have limitations in processing numerous unrefined variables and in their application to real-world data. In recent years, machine learning has been used to develop predictive models [11,12]. In this study, XGB classifier and MLP showed slightly better performance than the LR model for surgeries of stomach, breast, colon, thyroid, and lung cancers, which each had more than 4000 cases. Therefore, we believe that machine learning models will be actively used as tools for predicting complex outcomes such as POLOS in the medical field.

One limitation of our study pertains to the fact that variables of data derived from the EHRs of a single cancer center in the Republic of Korea were used. Another limitation is that we used typical methods such as XGB classifier, MLP, and LR. For future study, we need to consider using multicenter EHR data and other methods for analysis. Also, we analyzed data from patients undergoing cancer surgery over a period of 18 years, during which there were likely to have been changes in patient characteristics, clinical practices (such as surgical methods), and patient care after surgery. These temporal trends may have conflated our models’ performance.

If our research results are advanced, we expect to be able to create a model that predicts POLOS before surgery. Following that, it may be possible to build an application into EHRs that can automatically determine the patient’s surgery day by considering the capacity of the ward.

Conclusions
In our retrospective study, we developed models that predict PPOLOS in patients with cancer and analyzed variables affecting PPOLOS. This approach could help to provide more efficient allocation of medical resources in cancer surgery by embedding machine learning models into the EHR system to support decision making for hospital management.
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Abstract

Background: Currently, existing biomedical literature repositories do not commonly provide users with specific means to locate and remotely access biomedical databases.

Objective: To address this issue, we developed the Biomedical Database Inventory (BiDI), a repository linking to biomedical databases automatically extracted from the scientific literature. BiDI provides an index of data resources and a path to access them seamlessly.

Methods: We designed an ensemble of deep learning methods to extract database mentions. To train the system, we annotated a set of 1242 articles that included mentions of database publications. Such a data set was used along with transfer learning techniques to train an ensemble of deep learning natural language processing models targeted at database publication detection.

Results: The system obtained an F1 score of 0.929 on database detection, showing high precision and recall values. When applying this model to the PubMed and PubMed Central databases, we identified over 10,000 unique databases. The ensemble model also extracted the weblinks to the reported databases and discarded irrelevant links. For the extraction of weblinks, the model achieved a cross-validated F1 score of 0.908. We show two use cases: one related to “omics” and the other related to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Conclusions: BiDI enables access to biomedical resources over the internet and facilitates data-driven research and other scientific initiatives. The repository is openly available online and will be regularly updated with an automatic text processing pipeline. The approach can be reused to create repositories of different types (ie, biomedical and others).

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(2):e22976) doi:10.2196/22976
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Introduction

Since the inception of the web, the amount of information available online has dramatically increased. Such an explosion can be mainly observed in the biomedical area, where the publication of the Human Genome Project [1] led to a myriad of new primary and translational projects. The latter produced a vast amount of additional “omics” information that needed to be remotely found, accessed, collected, managed, analyzed, and used. This acceleration in data production has been observed in biology and bioinformatics in particular [2,3].
To facilitate access to such a plethora of information, thousands of different databases were created by many scientists to exchange their knowledge and data with other colleagues and institutions. The number of database publications is continuously increasing; therefore, giving visibility and access to those resources can be a complicated task. A study on the usage of databases and software in articles available at PubMed Central (PMC) [4] found that the top 5% most popular resources accounted for 47% of all citations. In comparison, 70% of all detected resources were referenced just once. This focus on a few popular resources suggests a wasted opportunity for researchers to benefit from many informatics tools designed and published to support scientific research and clinical practice.

A successful biomedical information classification initiative was the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [5]. Led by Lindberg, Humphreys, McCray, and staff from the National Library of Medicine (NLM), UMLS’s original mission was to facilitate computer programs in understanding and accessing biomedical literature. However, the identification of databases in scientific articles is not straightforward within UMLS. This initiative focuses on the description of scientific research and the grouping of data under big repositories for clinical and genetic data, such as the Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine (SNOMED) [6] and Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) [7], while neglecting smaller databases that comprise the vast majority of the available resources.

Currently, most efforts toward detecting and including new databases in repositories have relied on manual approaches. Such a strategy involving human resources cannot scale properly. Previous work in manual database compilation includes, for instance, the Database of Databases (DoD2007) [8]. The DoD2007 repository has increased over the years, having reached a total of 1082 molecular biology databases at the time of writing. The journal Nucleic Acids Research (NAR) releases a yearly update on their molecular biology database collection, with the 2020 publication [9] containing a total of 148 scientific articles either presenting a new database or reporting an update to a previously existing database. Another study [10] collected a set of 112 widely used human-related biological databases. Fairsharing (formerly Biosharing) [11] is a regularly updated, curated, and crowdsourced collection of life sciences resources. As of May 2020, it contains 1470 databases as claimed on their webpage.

The resources mentioned have been of great use for the research community. However, using manual labor for such collection efforts is a costly endeavor. Figure 1 shows the number of new publications indexed in PubMed each year, a density distribution instead of a cumulative one. As can be seen, the publication rate has been accelerating continuously, especially since the start of the new millennium. In 1950, PubMed registered 85,792 new publications; in 2019, however, 1,392,830 new publications were registered. Such numbers imply an increase of 1623% in publication rate. Since the year 2011, more than one million articles have been registered on the platform each year.

In this context, we consider automatic methods for information extraction to be a good alternative, if not a necessary one. Here we present the Biomedical Database Inventory (BiDI), a collection of databases automatically extracted from the scientific literature by applying deep learning methods for natural language processing (NLP).

**Methods**

**Model Architecture**

To detect databases in the literature, we have created an ensemble of NLP models adapted from different reported architectures [12-14] for masked word prediction.

In Figure 2, we show a simplified version of the training process for masked word prediction. Initially, we replace a word from
the sentence with the special token [MASK]. Each input token is passed through a token embedding layer, thus converting each token into a vector representation. At this stage, [MASK] is just another input token and is represented by a single embedding, which is the same for all [MASK] tokens. These vectors are general word embeddings, which are randomly initialized and trained jointly with the rest of the network using gradient descent. The latter propagates through the entire network to the input token embeddings, including the [MASK] token, and, thus, they are updated just like any other model parameter.

**Figure 2.** The pretraining setup for the masked word (w) prediction architecture. Only one encoder block is shown. The sample sentence only contains three words. However, in practice each sentence has a length of 512, adding padding to the right when necessary. [MASK] is a special token that is used to replace a word from the sentence.

The network also learns positional embeddings, which refer to the token sequence of input. These are represented as a combination of sine and cosine functions of different frequencies, which provide the model with information regarding the token’s situation. Finally, each token is replaced by the sum of the static token embedding and the positional embedding.

Then, we apply the attention mechanism by which a contextualized embedding is produced for each word. This embedding is a weighted sum of all input vectors multiplied by a value matrix. The weight factor would be the attention score computed for each word. Finally, each of the contextualized vectors is fed to a fully connected layer to produce a new word. The loss is calculated as the cross-entropy loss between the masked word and the model’s output in that position, discarding the predictions for all nonmasked terms. We refer to Liu et al [12] and Devlin et al [14] for specific details about the underlying architecture.

By masking 15% of every sentence repeatedly with different masking schemes each time, the model learns to predict any word in any sentence. When the training process involves millions of sentences, the result is a general-purpose language model capable of capturing complex dependencies between words. We shall remark that the particular architecture we applied has a total of 12 encoder blocks, stacked one on top of another, and a replicated attention mechanism with 12 attention heads on each encoder block. Therefore, 12 different attention schemes are applied simultaneously to focus on different input aspects.

Our task is an instance of sentence classification. Therefore, we do not need to consider the final contextualized embeddings of each word. Instead, we can perform a forward pass on the model and extract only the first embedding, which corresponds to the special classification token [CLS]. The [CLS] token goal is to mark the start of a sentence, and it can be easily fine-tuned to represent global information about the whole input. In Figure 3, we represent our fine-tuning process.
Figure 3. Fine-tuning the setup for our model. Only one encoder block is shown. The sample sentence only contains three words (w). However, in practice each sentence has a length of 512, adding padding to the right when necessary. [CLS]: classification token.

As shown in the figure, we extract the [CLS] token and feed it to a new, fully connected classification layer to obtain a probability for the whole sentence. However, we update the parameter’s weights on the classification layer and every parameter in the encoder blocks by backpropagation. Therefore, the model transfers the relevant information regarding our task into the [CLS] embedding. Each encoder block adds information to that vector before feeding it to the classification layer.

We trained three different models under the same architecture. First, we developed a model to detect a database publication considering only the title of the article. Then we trained a second model to perform the same task with sentences extracted from the abstract. After considering the particular structure of a title sentence, we committed to this design, which usually contains vital information about the article. We aimed to train a model that focused on title sentences to extract all the information about them. Finally, we trained a model on the task of database link classification (ie, to differentiate between sentences with a link to a database homepage from sentences with a link unrelated to the database). This third model allows us to extract the right link from every article, achieving our goal of directly linking articles to data.

In Figure 4, we represent the complete procedure, which consists of an ensemble of the three models. The first step is to classify an article by the title; only when it is classified as a negative sample do we resort to the abstract sentences for confirmation. The third model is applied to sentences containing a link only if either the first or the second model delivered a positive label for the article.
Data Collection and Preprocessing

We performed database publication detection on two scientific article repositories: PubMed and PMC. For PubMed, we downloaded a total of 12,615,511 articles with abstracts. For PMC, we downloaded the Open Access Subset with a total of 2,710,216 articles. Aside from the number of manuscripts, the main difference between these data sources is that PMC offers full-text articles, while PubMed only provides titles and abstracts.

Article data were subject to a series of preprocessing steps before feeding them to the model for training. The process is depicted in Figure 5.

We now describe each step in the preprocessing pipeline:

1. Article filtering. We only considered articles starting from 2003 since this was the year that marked the completion of the Human Genome Project [1], a milestone for the life sciences research community. We also removed articles not containing at least one URL, as we aimed to link the publication to the database. The URLs were extracted by applying a regular expression, using the substrings “http” and “www” as anchors.

2. Text formatting:
a. Removal of symbols. The model used a subword vocabulary of about 30,000 items. Such a vocabulary included all the letters in the English language, making it possible for the model to represent any English word, even if it was never seen by the model before, as, ultimately, it can decompose it into each letter. For languages with an alphabet different from the one used for the English language, however, the coverage was not guaranteed. We removed such foreign characters.

b. Sentence tokenization. We used the Natural Language Toolkit library for Python (Python Software Foundation) to split the whole text into smaller sentences. This library provides a rule-based system that carries out this partition process while maintaining each sentence’s semantic integrity.
c. Word tokenization. Words in the text were tokenized according to WordPiece tokens, expanding every article’s word count each time a word was split into several subwords.
d. URL masking. In our experiments, we found that URL links are hard to process for the model. We wanted the model to know that a link is present in the sentence. For this reason, we decided to mask all URLs with the keyword “link.” At the same time, we stored the original URL links to retrieve them later.

In the end, the preprocessing stage produced a database with three different fields for each article. The first one contained the title sentence, the second one consisted of all the abstract sentences, and the third one included all sentences containing a link. The third field’s sentences were extracted from the abstract for PubMed articles and from the abstract and the body for PMC articles. The preprocessing stage resulted in a reduced set of papers: 24,437 manuscripts for PubMed and 450,777 for PMC. The PubMed data set reduction was quite drastic, as it is not a common practice to include a link to the resource in the abstract. This is a typical pattern that, in our opinion, restricts the capabilities of search engines to find such information and direct access to the reported databases, since PubMed only provides the abstract.

**Building a Labeled Data Set**

We compiled three annotated data sets, one for each of the models we trained. All data sets were developed from the same set of 1242 articles. We created labels for each analyzed manuscript for its title, abstract, and link sentences before considering the next one. All tags were either positive or negative, as in binary classification. The annotation was performed by two human annotators with biomedical informatics backgrounds—one of them also has formal training in the medical field. Each human annotator independently annotated the data sets. The degree of agreement regarding the annotations’ results for each category (ie, titles, abstract sentences, and link sentences) was assessed using Cohen κ. We obtained an almost perfect consensus for each of the categories.

In Table 1, we provide the count of positive and negative samples, the total number of labels for each data field, and annotator agreement evaluation per category. In all cases, the unit for the count is a sentence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Positive samples, n (%)</th>
<th>Negative samples, n (%)</th>
<th>Total, N (%)</th>
<th>Annotator agreement, Cohen κ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Titles</td>
<td>320 (25.8)</td>
<td>922 (74.2)</td>
<td>1242 (100)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract sentences</td>
<td>775 (7.5)</td>
<td>9535 (92.5)</td>
<td>10,310 (100)</td>
<td>0.991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link sentences</td>
<td>441 (34.3)</td>
<td>845 (65.7)</td>
<td>1286 (100)</td>
<td>0.988</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows some sample sentences extracted from the training set. The columns show the articles’ annotation, while the rows indicate the annotation per sentence (ie, titles and abstract sentences). A positively annotated sentence implies that the manuscript contains a database. Conversely, negatively annotated sentences can be found in positive and negative articles. Specifically, the sentence “Mobility changes in response to COVID-19” is the title of an article that presents a free access database to the community [15]; however, the title does not show evidence of this and, therefore, receives a negative label. Most of the abstract sentences do not present direct evidence of mentioning a database. On average, we found that only 2 sentences from the abstracts of papers that confirmed to be reporting a database were also positively annotated.
Table 2. Examples of trained sentences. Annotation of title and abstract sentences extracted from annotated articles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category and annotation of the trained set</th>
<th>Positive article (database found)</th>
<th>Negative article (database not found)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive title</td>
<td>CoV2ID: Detection and therapeutics oligo database for SARS-CoV-2</td>
<td>N/A(^a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative title</td>
<td>Mobility changes in response to COVID-19</td>
<td>Predicting care and repercussions for caregivers of surgical patients at home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive abstract sentence</td>
<td>We have created a comprehensive manually curated database of circular RNAs associated with diseases.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative abstract sentence</td>
<td>Recent studies have shown the role of circRNAs in a number of diseases.</td>
<td>A non-randomized and consecutive sample of 317 informal caregivers of surgical patients with abdominal surgery was included in the study.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)N/A: not applicable. No positive sentence from this category could be found in articles where no database was found.

Results

Overview

In Figure 6, we present the performance of the three models in their particular tasks. We assessed the models with a 5-fold cross-validation approach. We show the receiver operating characteristic curves and the associated area under the curve (AUC) values in the figure.

Figure 6. Receiver operating characteristic curve and area under the curve (AUC) values for the 5-fold cross-validation experiment on the three trained models. The dotted diagonal lines represent random chance. (A) Title classification; (B) abstract classification; (C) link classification.

As can be seen, the title classification model obtained very high AUC values for every fold, all of them above 0.95, showing high precision and recall scores under the different data partitions. Conversely, the model for abstract sentences achieved high AUC values (above 0.90) on some of the divisions but not on all of them, as two of them presented a score ranging between 0.80 and 0.85. Finally, the link sentences model showed consistent performance, with every AUC score within a 0.03 distance from 0.90.

We also evaluated the whole system by applying the ensemble model on database publication detection, following the algorithm described in Figure 4, and comparing the results to those obtained with its individual components alone, namely the title model and the abstract sentences. This validation was made with a single partition of 30% and 70% for training over the samples.

Note that this task was not the same as the one performed in the previous experiment. We illustrate this with an example: if an article shows evidence of reporting a new database in the abstract but not in the title, such a title is assigned a negative label. In contrast, the paper as a whole is labeled as a positive sample. When we apply the title model to the aforementioned article title, if the model outputs a negative prediction, it is considered a hit in the cross-validation experiment. However, it is a miss for the ensemble model evaluation experiment since the predicted label does not match the expected class.

In Table 3, we present the results regarding precision, recall, and F1 score. The highest precision was obtained with the title model, but this model also yielded the lowest recall score. On the other hand, the abstract sentences model had a lower precision but achieved a better F1 score. Finally, we can see from the table that the ensemble model yielded the best recall and the best F1 score, showing a higher overall performance than both individual models.
Table 3. Precision, recall, and F1 scores for the title sentence model, the abstract sentences model, the ensemble model on the article classification task, and the weblinks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1 score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title model</td>
<td>0.960</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td>0.870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract model</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td>0.917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensemble (title + abstract)</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>0.959</td>
<td>0.929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weblinks</td>
<td>0.922</td>
<td>0.893</td>
<td>0.908</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To build the BiDl database, we applied the ensemble model to all the articles collected from PubMed, PMC, and the COVID-19 Open Research Dataset (CORD-19). The total number of manuscripts that received a positive annotation, after removing duplicates, was 10,417: 5354 from PubMed, 5001 from PMC, and 62 from CORD-19. It is important to note that we found very few false positive cases in this list. One example was the article with the PubMed identifier 32226598, which was positive due to some sentences having reported computer resources and because it included an “Associated Data” category on the article’s header, but it was empty (ie, “Not applicable”).

Use Cases

BiDl provides a search engine based on the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) vocabulary [16]. This taxonomy, included in the UMLS Metathesaurus, is a controlled vocabulary, a collection of medical-related terms. The NLM uses MeSH terms to classify PubMed articles. As of January 2020, the taxonomy contains more than 29,000 elements. By allowing the user to filter papers by these terms, we enable the application of very specialized queries.

To demonstrate the utility provided by BiDl, we now present two use cases. Let us suppose that we want to find and access data repositories on single nucleotide polymorphisms for specific ethnic populations. Through BiDl, we performed a text search by typing “single nucleotide polymorphism,” accepting matches from either the title or the abstract. BiDl returned a total of 230 articles with associated databases. We then applied MeSH term filters to narrow the search. We selected the “Ethnic Groups” MeSH term, and after proceeding with the query expansion, BiDl presented two papers reporting databases relevant to our query. The final results are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Search results for single nucleotide polymorphisms databases in the Biomedical Database Inventory (BiDl) web platform.

Similarly, suppose that we want to find genomic databases related to coronavirus. We performed a text search by typing “coronavirus.” A total of 16 results were returned, including repositories with heterogeneous data types, such as fatality rates or Twitter messages regarding coronavirus. To narrow the search, we selected the “Genomics” MeSH term. The query returned three articles reporting coronavirus genomic databases.

Discussion

The number of publications and associated databases included in BiDl is one order of magnitude higher than those of manually collected database repositories. The possibility to perform automatic and regular updates is also a significant advantage. In that sense, our NLP system can analyze up to 42 articles per second on an average commercial graphics card, therefore updating thousands of manuscripts in minutes instead of hours or days, as would be expected if a team of human curators did the work.

Concerning general-purpose repositories such as PubMed, we consider BiDl a complement to them. Moreover, a PubMed weblink is provided along with every article when clicking on the title. BiDl cannot be directly compared to PubMed, as the former is a specialized subset of the latter, and it is not intended to be a replacement but an extension of PubMed. BiDl’s objective is to provide fast access to databases and their associated articles; therefore, a link to the data is included along with every paper. The PubMed platform does not directly acknowledge the resources presented in articles since its goal is to provide generic access to a large number of manuscripts.
Regarding performance, BiDI has shown high precision and recall scores with a training data set of moderate size. We can only expect better performance and generalization with more training data given the superior data scalability provided by deep learning models.

Given that we only considered articles providing URLs, the resulting repository acts as a direct link between the papers and the actual data sets; it then essentially becomes a bridge between research and data, as proposed in earlier studies. In particular, Hoogerwerf et al [17] described the efforts made by the OpenAIRE initiative [18] to promote discipline-independent linking practices between publications, data, project information, and researchers. BiDI complies with these guidelines and, in the future, it could be expanded to integrate project metadata and author information.

BiDI’s mission is to make scientific database resources easier to find and easy to access to facilitate biomedical scientists’ and clinicians’ routine work. Many authors currently do not provide easy access to their experimental data, after a deidentification process to prevent personal data rights violations. In this context, many initiatives have been launched to increase data sharing in science. For instance, the Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable (FAIR) Principles [19] defined a set of recommendations focused on improving findability, accessibility, interoperability, and scientific data reusability. BiDI contributes mainly to the first two principles and aims to extend its service to the community as more researchers align themselves with the FAIR Principles and share their data to catalyze scientific discovery.

We may think of medical imaging and the “omics” fields as obvious candidates to benefit from BiDI, due to the amount of data generated by experiments in those areas. However, almost any domain can benefit from our repository to a certain extent. Others can easily reimplement the approach to create their own search tools. Ultimately, BiDI may enable the reuse of biomedical resources and facilitate data-driven research and other scientific initiatives.

We integrated BiDI into an automatic text processing pipeline to update the repository regularly. BiDI is openly available online [20].
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Abstract

Background: Innovation in technology and automation has been increasingly used to improve conventional medication management processes. In Hong Kong, the current practices of medication management in old age homes (OAHs) are time consuming, labor intensive, and error prone. To address this problem, we initiated an integrated medication management service combining information technology, automation technology, and the Internet of Things in a cluster network of OAHs.

Objective: This pilot study aimed to evaluate the impact of the medication management program on (1) medication management efficiency, (2) medication safety, and (3) drug wastage in OAHs. We compared the time efficiency and the reductions in medication errors and medication wastage in OAHs before and at least 2 weeks after the implementation of the program.

Methods: From November 2019 to February 2020, we recruited 2 OAHs (serving 178 residents) in Hong Kong into the prospective, pre-post interventional study. The interventional program consisted of electronic medication profiles, automated packaging, and electronic records of medication administration. Using 3-way analysis of variance, we compared the number of doses prepared and checked in 10-minute blocks before and after implementation. We received anonymous reports of medication errors from OAH staff and analyzed the results with the Fisher exact test. We also calculated the quantity and cost of wasted medications from drug disposal reports.

Results: The number of doses prepared and checked in 10-minute blocks significantly increased postimplementation (pre: 41.3, SD 31.8; post: 70.6, SD 22.8; *P* < .001). There was also a significant reduction in medication errors (pre: 10/9504 doses, 0.1%; post: 0/5731 doses; *P* = .02). The total costs of wasted medications during January 2020 in OAH 1 (77 residents) and OAH 2 (101 residents) were HK $2566.03 (US $328.98) and HK $5249.48 (US $673.01), respectively.

Conclusions: Our pilot study suggested that an innovative medication management program with information technology, automation technology, and Internet of Things components improved the time efficiency of medication preparation and medication safety for OAHs. It is a promising solution to address the current limitations in medication management in OAHs in Hong Kong.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(2):e24280) doi:10.2196/24280
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Introduction

Reports from the literature have shown that medication errors in long-term care facilities are common and can have deleterious consequences. One study of 865 long-term care facilities in Japan found that the incidence rate of medication errors was 40.0 per 1000 residents [1]. A local study in Hong Kong reported that 46.4% of drug-related problems in old age homes (OAHs) were drug administration errors [2]. To address this problem, user-friendly information technology (IT) systems and electronic medication administration records (eMARs) have been increasingly used in long-term care facilities as they allow more reliable input and more rapid retrieval of medical information [3-5]. A systematic review summarized that adopting IT in healthcare services could successfully decrease medication errors, increase adherence to guidelines, and enhance surveillance [6]. While some less recent studies detected medication errors still existing after using automated dispensing system, Beobide Telleria et al found a reduction of 91% in dispensing errors after using an automated packaging system in seven nursing homes in Spain [3,7,8]. The use of automated packaging and dispensing systems has effectively improved safety in the dispensing and administration of solid drugs in nursing homes.

In Hong Kong, people 65 years or older constituted 15.9% of the total population in 2016. Among people in this age group, 8.1% were living in non-domestic households such as one of the 734 licensed OAHs [9,10]. Improving the drug distribution model in OAHs is one of the top priorities in Hong Kong as it is often associated with medication wastage. In most cases, OAH residents have regular medical follow-ups from the hospitals and clinics of the Hospital Authority (HA), which is part of the public health care sector [2]. As the time between each follow-up visit is long [11], 6-month to 1-year supplies of medications are typically dispensed at a single setting to ensure that there is sufficient medication to last until the next follow-up visit. However, as older patients may experience frequent symptom changes that lead to subsequent adjustment or early discontinuation of medications, a large quantity of surplus medication is wasted [11]. One study calculated that the total extrapolated annual cost of medications requiring disposal in all OAHs in Hong Kong was over HK $5,800,000 (US $743,589), including more than 10 million units of oral solid preparations that were estimated to be discarded [11].

Other than being associated with high wastage, the conventional medication preparation process is also labor intensive, time consuming, and error prone. In Hong Kong, OAH nursing staff manually prepare and check all medications, and all medication management activities (medication preparation, checking, and administration) in OAHs are made with reference to and recorded on their in-house paper medication administration records (MARs). This laborious process can result in medication errors and compromise patient safety. In a local survey, 36.8% of the OAHs reported that there was at least one incident of incorrect drug administration over the past 5 years [12]. There were 126 officially reported cases of suspected medication incidents in OAHs from 2008 to 2010 [13].

To address the limitations of the current medication management process in OAHs, the Hong Kong Pharmaceutical Care Foundation Ltd (HKPCF) [14], a local nongovernmental organization, initiated the Integrated Old Age Home Medication Management Program (“the Program”) in 2019. Funded by a philanthropic foundation, the Program aims to utilize various technological systems to provide an integrated medication management service to a cluster network of OAHs. This initiative is innovative and, to our knowledge, the first of its kind in Hong Kong.

To date, few studies have systematically evaluated both the efficiency and safety of such comprehensive medication management services. Therefore, we carried out a pilot study to evaluate the impact of the Program on (1) medication management efficiency, (2) medication safety, and (3) drug wastage in OAHs.

In this paper, we described the components of the medication management program and compared the time efficiency and the reductions in medication errors and medication wastage in OAHs before and at least 2 weeks after the implementation of the program. Based on this pilot study, we discussed potential limitations of the program and highlighted directions for future research.

Methods

Design and Study Population

The pilot study was a prospective and interventional study that included preintervention and postintervention evaluation of efficiency outcomes and medication error rates. Time-motion methods [15] were used to quantify the number of doses prepared and checked during the medication handling processes. Recruitment of OAHs started in August 2019, and pilot data collection ended in April 2020. Figure 1 summarizes the timeline of Program implementation and data collection for the 2 OAHs that we recruited for this pilot study.

Approval was obtained from the Survey and Behavioural Research Ethics Committee of the Chinese University of Hong Kong (reference number: SBRE-19-106) (Text S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1). We obtained verbal consent from the staff members observed in the OAHs and the HKPCF prior to the data collection period.
**Intervention**

The Program consisted of three components combining elements of IT, automation technology (AT), and the Internet of Things (IoT): (1) electronic medication profiles in the SafeMed Medication Management System (SMMS); (2) a centralized automation-assisted multidose packaging service using the Automated Tablet Dispensing and Packaging System (ATDPS); and (3) an eMAR app on mobile tablet devices. SMMS is an electronic medication management system developed by pharmacists at HKPCF for maintaining updated medication profiles of OAH residents with the support of a comprehensive drug database. ATDPS consists of an automated packaging machine that generates multidose drug pouches containing tablets or capsules to be administered to individual residents during different medication rounds. Automated multidose packaging is done with ATDPS such that medications of a patient at a particular time of administration are packaged in the same drug pouch. Automated packaging, instead of manual packaging, is adopted to diminish human errors under the fatigue of repetitive procedures of dispensing and packaging, hence improving medication safety. All beneficiary OAHs received all three components as the intervention except existing users of the SMMS, for which only (2) and (3) were provided in addition to the SMMS as the intervention.

Figure 2 summarizes the medication management workflow before and after the implementation of the Program. Before implementation of the Program (left), dispensed medications collected from hospitals and clinics are recorded, prepared, checked, and administered manually by OAH nursing staff. After implementation (right), nursing staff create medication information electronically using SMMS. The medications are collected by staff of the centralized dispensing hub for automated packaging and verification. Packaged medications are sent back to OAHs for checking and administration. Throughout the process of implementing the intervention, HKPCF pharmacists provided training, regular follow-up, and technical assistance for OAH nursing staff to familiarize themselves with the use of the new system. In the postimplementation phase, “medication preparation” of daily medications (including automation-assisted packaging and additional verification of packaging errors) was conducted by HKPCF in a centralized medication management hub (“the hub”). Medications packaged in drug pouches were delivered to the OAHs in batches of 2 to 3 days of medication supply. Paper MARs were replaced by the eMAR app, which possesses features such as bar-coded patient identification and electronic signatures, for “medication checking” and “medication administration.” Figure S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1 summarizes the flow of medications and information, and Text S2 in Multimedia Appendix 1 describes in detail the workflow and components of the Program.
Primary Outcome: Time Efficiency

The primary outcome of the study was the time efficiency of medication preparation and checking, represented by the mean number of doses prepared and checked in 10-minute blocks. The time-motion approach, which has been widely adopted to evaluate the efficiency of workflow, was used to observe the processes of medication preparation and checking.

During data collection, all staff members performed their duties as usual, and an investigator or a helper of the research team videotaped the processes. An investigator viewed the videos and calculated the number of doses prepared or checked in 10-minute blocks in the preimplementation and postimplementation phases. Time during which staff members were interrupted during the medication management processes was excluded. The postimplementation data were collected after at least 2 weeks of run-in time of full service implementation.

Secondary Outcomes: Medication Safety and Medication Wastage

The secondary outcomes were the number of medication errors and medication wastage. We evaluated the impact on medication safety by measuring the number of medication errors captured within 5 to 10 days during both the preimplementation and postimplementation phases. In the postimplementation phase, we collected data at least 2 weeks after the full implementation of the Program.

The OAH nursing staff voluntarily reported all medication errors identified during medication checking and administration using an anonymous incident-reporting form in Chinese, modified from the Medication Risk Management Report in Guidelines on Drug Management in Residential Care Homes 2018 [16]. Errors were calculated as the proportion of problematic doses over the total number of doses processed during the period of data collection from the SMMS.

We retrieved data on medication wastage in January 2020 from the drug disposal reports in the SMMS, which estimated the number of dispensed drugs that were not administered to the patient due to early discontinuation of treatment. Under the centralized automated packaging service of the Program, any unused oral solid medications (pills, tablets, capsules, sustained-release tablets, etc) that are originally dispensed for one patient would be repackaged and supplied to another patient that requires the same medication. Hence, we made a reasonable assumption that wastage could be almost completely eliminated when medications were centralized for redistribution to all residents and that the calculated cost would reflect the cost of wasted medication that could potentially be avoided after the implementation of the Program. In the drug disposal reports, medications were classified according to dosage forms and therapeutic classes in the British National Formulary (BNF) [17]. Based on residents’ prescriptions and the unit prices of medications derived from HA data, the quantity and cost of wasted medications in the OAHs were calculated to quantify the scale of medication wastage.
Data Processing and Statistical Analysis

We used SPSS, version 24 (IBM Corp), as the software for statistical analysis. We summarized the baseline characteristics of each OAH with descriptive statistics. We compared the number of doses prepared and checked in 10-minute blocks in the 2 recruited OAHs before and after the implementation of the intervention using 3-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). By calculating the standard deviation, we observed the variations within samples for medication preparation and checking for each OAH before and after implementation. To detect any significant changes in the number of medication errors, we conducted the Fisher exact test based on the number of correct and incorrect doses before and after implementation. We defined a statistically significant difference as a $P$ value of less than .05.

Results

Characteristics of OAHs

For this pilot study, we recruited 2 out of the 8 OAHs participating in the Program. Table 1 shows the baseline characteristics of the 2 recruited OAHs (referred as OAH 1 and OAH 2). The age of residents, number of staff members, staffing ratios, and number of medications per resident were similar in both OAHs. OAH 1 was a new user of the SMMS, whereas OAH 2 was an existing user of the SMMS at the time of enrolment into the Program.

Table 1. Baseline characteristics of OAHs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>OAH 1</th>
<th>OAH 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Care level$^b$ [18]</td>
<td>Care and attention home for the elderly</td>
<td>Care and attention home for the elderly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode of operation$^c$ [18]</td>
<td>Subvented home</td>
<td>Subvented home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District</td>
<td>Sham Shui Po</td>
<td>Kowloon City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residents, n</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age of residents (years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>87.2 (6.9)</td>
<td>86.4 (8.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>88 (8)</td>
<td>87 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>67-104</td>
<td>67-105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender of residents, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>18 (23.4)</td>
<td>36 (35.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>59 (76.6)</td>
<td>65 (64.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff members, n [18]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total staff members$^d$</td>
<td>52.3</td>
<td>52.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurses</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health workers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff-to-resident ratio</td>
<td>1:1.5</td>
<td>1:1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing staff-to-resident ratio$^e$</td>
<td>1:7</td>
<td>1:7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral medications per resident, n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>8.3 (3.6)</td>
<td>9.8 (3.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>8 (5)</td>
<td>10 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>0-21</td>
<td>1-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status of using SMMS$^f$</td>
<td>New user</td>
<td>Existing user</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$OAH: old age home.
$^b$Based on care level, OAHs in Hong Kong were classified into Homes for the Elderly (for older people with no or mild impairment), Care and Attention Homes for the Elderly (for older people with moderate impairment), and Nursing Homes (for older people with severe impairment).
$^c$Based on mode of operation, OAHs in Hong Kong were classified into Subvented Homes, Contract Homes, Non-profit-making Self-financing Homes, and Private Homes.
$^d$The number of staff members may not be an integer because some staff members were part-time employees.
$^e$Nursing staff refers to nurses and health workers.
Primary Outcome: Time Efficiency

The mean number of doses prepared in 10-minute blocks for OAH 1 increased from 13.1 (SD 3.7) in the preimplementation phase to 77.1 (SD 9.1) in the postimplementation phase, while for OAH 2, there was an increase from 35.3 (SD 7.7) to 84.8 (SD 15.3) doses. The mean number of doses checked in 10-minute blocks in RCHE 1 increased from 24.7 (SD 12.6) to 67.2 (SD 13.0), but in OAH 2, it decreased from 92.0 (SD 7.1) to 53.1 (SD 33.7) (Table S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1). In other words, the time required to prepare 1000 doses of medications had dropped from 560.6 (SD 320.1) minutes to 126.3 (SD 18.5) minutes (Table S2 in Multimedia Appendix 1).

The results of a 3-way ANOVA (Figures 3 and 4; Tables S3 and S4 in Multimedia Appendix 1) showed the mean number of doses processed in 10 minutes (error bars denote standard error), stratified by (a) preimplementation versus post implementation, (b) OAH 1 versus OAH 2, (c) pre- and post-comparison stratified by OAH, (d) pre- and post- comparison stratified by process (medication preparation/checking), and (e) pre- and post- comparison stratified by both OAH and process. Each of the main effect or interaction terms presented is statistically significant ($P<.001$) in the 3-way ANOVA analysis. Results showed a significant increase ($P<.001$) in the number of doses prepared and checked in 10-minute blocks after the implementation of the Program. These numbers also increased significantly ($P<.001$) in OAH 1 alone during the postimplementation phase. However, fewer doses were processed during checking in OAH 2 postimplementation.

Figure 3. Three-way analysis of variance results (considering the effect of one or two factors). OAH: old age home.
Secondary Outcome: Medication Errors

Due to time constraints and the expressed preference of OAH 1, we only collected the medication error data from OAH 2. During the data collection period in the preimplementation phase, a total of 9504 doses were handled, among which the nursing staff reported medication errors for 10 doses during medication checking and none during medication administration (Table 2). We classify the errors according to the nature of the errors and the medications involved in Tables S5 and S6 of Multimedia Appendix 1. We emphasize that the OAH nursing staff corrected all of these errors before medication administration, so they should be considered as “near misses” and did not result in actual errors.

During the data collection period in the postimplementation phase, there were a total of 5731 doses, among which nursing staff reported no medication errors during medication checking and medication administration (Table 2). Comparing the results before and after the intervention, we found a significant reduction ($P = .02$) in the number of medication errors using the Fisher exact test.

Table 2. Number of wrong and correct doses in preimplementation and postimplementation phases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Doses in OAH$^a$</th>
<th>Wrong</th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preimplementation phase</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9494</td>
<td>9504</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postimplementation phase</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5731</td>
<td>5731</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$OAH: old age home.

Secondary Outcome: Medication Wastage

In January 2020, the total costs of wasted medications in OAH 1 (77 residents) and OAH 2 (101 residents) were HK $2566.03 (US $328.98) and HK $5249.48 (US $673.01), respectively. We estimated that the annual costs of wasted medications in OAH 1 and OAH 2 were HK $30,792.36 (US $3947.74) and HK $62,993.76 (US $8076.12), respectively, which were equivalent to HK $399.90 (US $51.27) per resident in OAH 1 and HK $623.70 (US $79.96) per resident in OAH 2.

Based on the dosage forms (Table 3), 3199 and 6762 tablets and capsules were wasted in OAH 1 and OAH 2, respectively, in January 2020. In terms of costs, the greatest proportion of wasted medications in OAH 2 was oral solid medications, constituting 52.8% (HK $2769.41 or US $355.05) of wasted medications. Oral solid medications also contributed to 27.3% (HK $701.51 or US $89.94) of wasted medications in OAH 1.

Based on the therapeutic classes in the BNF (Table S7 in Multimedia Appendix 1), drugs for central nervous system disorders made up the drug class with the highest cost of wasted medications in OAH 1 (HK $1328.24 or US $170.29; 51.8% of the total cost). In OAH 2, the group with the highest cost of wasted medication was drugs for nutrition and blood disorders (HK $1613.70 or US$ 206.88; 30.7% of the total cost).
Table 3. Medication wastage based on dosage forms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dosage form (unit)</th>
<th>OAH 1</th>
<th>OAH 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>Cost, HK $ (US $^b$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral solid medications (tablets/capsules)</td>
<td>3199</td>
<td>701.51 (89.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral liquid medications (mL)</td>
<td>4355</td>
<td>158.13 (20.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inhaled medications (puffs)</td>
<td>1385</td>
<td>279.63 (35.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topical medications (grams)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transdermal patches (pieces)</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>1013.95 (129.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suppositories (suppositories)</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>255.71 (32.78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye drops (drops)</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>75.19 (9.64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprays (doses)</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>64.35 (8.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouthwashes (mL)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>7.48 (0.96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulin injections (insulin units)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other parenteral injections (μg)</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>10.08 (1.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>N/A^c</td>
<td>2566.03 (328.98)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^aOAH: old age home.  
^bUS $1=HK $7.8.  
^cN/A: not applicable.

Discussion

Principal Findings

To the best of our knowledge, this is one of the first studies to examine the efficiency and safety of a medication management service integrating the use of IT, AT, and the IoT through three components: electronic medication profiles, centralized automated multidose packaging, and eMARs. Our study found that medications were more efficiently prepared in the hub and more efficiently checked in the OAHs after implementation of the Program.

The use of technology can drastically improve the workflow of medication management in OAHs. In a paper-based workflow, OAH staff need to flip through the paper MARs and read the instructions on the medication labels one by one during medication preparation and checking. They also need to manually take out the medication bags one by one and dispense them into suitable containers during medication preparation. With the implementation of eMARs, nursing staff can check the packaged pouches using a dedicated electronic device app showing the patient’s medication regimen, with authentic photographs to help them identify the correct medications. The data from the residents’ electronic profiles are rapidly sent from SMMS to ATDPS, which can package up to 60 drug pouches per minute [19]. Therefore, the IT- and AT-assisted workflow is undeniably more efficient than the traditional paper-based and manual workflow, as shown by the increased number of doses checked postimplementation in OAH 1. However, we note that the findings for OAH 2 showed otherwise; this may be due to the insufficient run-in time (2 weeks in OAH 2 versus more than 1 month in OAH 1), leading to reduced efficiency during the initial implementation phase of the Program. One comprehensive systematic review on the effect of health information technology on quality and efficiency of health care highlighted that data on time use and efficiency metrics were inconsistent [6]. The impact of automation on improving time efficiency requires long-term prospective evaluation.

The traditional mode of operation for medication management in OAHs puts a disproportionately heavy burden on nursing home staff. In Hong Kong, there is neither a statutory nor an administrative requirement to have any pharmacists or dispensers (pharmacy technicians) in OAHs [20]. To save costs, Health Workers (registered non-nurse OAH employees who have attended an approved short training course) [20] are frequently assigned as the main personnel for handling medications despite their inadequate training for this responsibility. Therefore, nursing staff often spend considerable effort and time spotting and preventing medication errors. After the implementation of the Program, the responsibilities for medication preparation and verification were transferred to pharmacists and dispensers in the hub. They are professionally trained in the handling of medications, and their expertise may have contributed to the improvement in efficiency, as well as the reduction in medication errors.

The Program also enables more effective use of manpower in OAHs for direct patient care services. Conventional time-consuming medication management activities place a huge burden on nursing staff members, who are also expected to provide other care services for residents. In a study in Australia, medication preparation and administration constituted approximately one-quarter of nurses’ 8-hour shifts in OAHs [21]. Upon implementation of the Program, the nursing staff in this study were completely relieved of their medication preparation duties. Therefore, the Program helped the OAH nursing staff to spare more time for the provision of...
higher-quality, patient-oriented care services for residents, in turn improving the residents’ quality of life.

The reported medication error rate of 0.1% was already quite low in the preimplementation phase. However, in the postimplementation phase, the Program further significantly reduced the error rate to zero. This result matched with the study of Beobide Tellería et al, which found a reduction of 91% in dispensing errors after using ATDPS in 7 OAHs in Spain [3]. Several features of the Program may have contributed to the reduced rate of medication errors. First, the orderly arrangement of electronic medication profiles in the SMMS reduces transcription errors. Second, the assistance of the automated ATDPS, together with its unique features such as using a photoelectric sensor to ensure that medications are correctly sorted into the pouches, can reduce fatigue from repetitive processes that were traditionally carried out manually, thus improving accuracy. Finally, value-added services in the hub can also help reduce errors. Pharmacists apply their professional expertise to check for medication-related problems, such as the duplication of medication therapies, incorrect dosages, potential drug-drug interactions, and inappropriate long-term use of medications, upon receipt of new prescriptions in the SMMS and medications from OAHs. The pharmacists and dispensers can also further verify the contents of the drug pouches before delivery to the OAHs to ensure the accuracy of the medications packaged by the ATDPS. This multipronged approach provides additional layers of safety nets to reduce medication errors to a minimum and improve medication safety for the residents of OAHs.

We observed a considerable quantity of wasted medication in the OAHs. This problem not only increases expenditure in the public health care system, but also poses a threat to environmental safety from a public health perspective. The extra quantity of medication also puts pressure on the storage capacity of OAHs, as space is scarce in Hong Kong. Oral solid medications accounted for a particularly large proportion of wastage. Under the centralized automated packaging service of the Program, medication wastage could thus be potentially reduced, as unused oral solid medications originally dispensed for one patient can now be packaged and supplied to another patient who requires the same medication. Our pilot data suggest that technology may help to reduce the cost associated with wastage. Future work should be dedicated to evaluating the tangible benefits of the Program.

Despite the potential benefits demonstrated in this pilot study, the implementation of the Program was not without challenges. First, the mentality and learning capacity of OAH staff members were major barriers, as the Program brought a change in their usual workflow. Nursing staff might prefer to adhere to their familiar routine. A study showed that around 40% of nursing staff reported difficulty in making changes for improvement [22]. Many OAH nursing staff are also older and might be less familiar with the technologies used in the Program. Adequate training, on-site support, sufficient run-in time, changes in management, and leadership from the senior management of the OAHs are needed to help nursing staff adapt to the new service model in the Program.

Financial sustainability is also a major challenge in continuing the Program. Without extra funding support after the end of the Program, the centralized packaging service alone would cost HK $300 (US $38.5) per resident per month. None of the participating OAHs were willing to pay for such a service out of pocket due to tight budget constraints. Specifically, we need to identify strategies to fund the Program by harnessing the actual savings from reduced medication wastage, reduced dispensing and preparation work, and the elimination of certain redundant steps in the medication management process. For example, dispensing is done in both HA pharmacies and the hub (ie, it is duplicated). To streamline the current model, we propose that medications should be provided by the HA in bulk directly to the hub instead of dispensed individually to each patient at each medical follow-up. We anticipate that in the long run, this proposed model will make more cost-effective use of human and other resources, while fully unlocking the potential savings of unused medications. We will also negotiate with relevant stakeholders (including the HA and Social Welfare Department) and policy makers to advocate a more streamlined service model.

The results of this pilot study should be interpreted in light of a few important limitations. Compared with the study of Beobide Tellería et al [3], which recruited 7 OAHs, the inclusion of only 2 OAHs in this study, both of the same type, may not fully reflect the effect of the Program on other OAHs of different natures and types. The duration of data collection was relatively short and may not have sufficiently covered the variations in time efficiency and medication errors on different days. The 2-week run-in time of implementation before data collection was apparently not sufficient for the staff of OAH 2 to familiarize themselves with the new workflow. The COVID-19 pandemic caused delay to the implementation of the Program and data collection, limiting the duration and extent of the study. However, despite the modest sample size and short observation period, the pilot data demonstrated statistically significant positive outcomes.

In the time-motion study, there may have been social desirability bias, as the OAH staff might have felt scrutinized under the camera and behaved differently from usual. To reduce the pressure felt by OAH staff during data collection, only 10-minute excerpts were recorded, which may not have fully represented the time efficiency throughout the entire process. The interoperable nature of medication safety outcomes may have been limited by the small number of doses and underreporting of medication errors. Especially in the preimplementation phase, the OAH staff may have felt reluctant to report errors due to already heavy workloads or fear of negative consequences. Lastly, the drug disposal reports were based on residents’ prescription data entered in the SMMS, implying that the actual quantity of medication administered to patients may not have been completely accurate.

The Program consists of combining the three distinct components of SMMS, ATDPS, and eMAR. Hence, we are unable to differentiate the effect of each individual intervention in this pilot study. However, we can potentially observe differences in outcomes among other OAHs at different implementation phases of the program. The study only focused...
on the measurable aspects of medication preparation and checking, which may not have fully reflected the less quantifiable effects of the Program. It also did not evaluate the effect of the Program on medication administration, as it was not appropriate to videotape residents during administration and no attempt was made to detect administration errors. However, we anticipate that the use of eMARs probably enhanced the safety and efficiency of medication administration. The impact of other features of the intervention (Table S8 in Multimedia Appendix 1) on improving the conventional medication management process should be evaluated in future studies.

Future Work
Our future work includes recruiting a wider variety of OAHs in terms of care level, staff ratio, occupancy rate, and mode of operation. This would allow us to delineate whether the complexity of residents’ medications and the working practices of nursing staff can influence the outcomes of the Program. The unmeasurable impact of the Program would be evaluated through qualitative means, such as focus group discussions and structured interviews, to gather the perspectives of OAH staff on the user-friendliness of the Program. To capture the changes in OAH staff’s roles and responsibilities more comprehensively, we would explore how time that was relieved from medication packing and checking is redistributed to fulfil other nursing tasks during the postimplementation phase. A cost-benefit analysis would also be conducted to determine the best approach to implement this Program in a resource-limited setting. The eventual goal is to explore the prospects of adapting and applying this service model on other settings that involve complicated medication management, such as rehabilitation centers, hospices, schools for students with special needs, and other types of long-term care facilities.

Conclusion
An innovative medication management program with IT, AT, and IoT components improved the time efficiency of medication preparation and medication safety for OAHs. With streamlining of the workflow in the future, the Program might also reduce medication wastage. Therefore, the Program is a promising solution to address the current limitations in medication management in OAHs in Hong Kong. Our future work includes validating these findings prospectively in a larger sample of OAHs over a longer time horizon. Both the tangible and intangible impact of the Program on improving patient safety, efficiency, and staff satisfaction would be explored. From a service perspective, negotiation with relevant stakeholders and policy makers would be targeted at advocating a more streamlined service model so that OAHs can achieve safer and more efficient medication management service.
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Abstract

Background: Natural Language Understanding enables automatic extraction of relevant information from clinical text data, which are acquired every day in hospitals. In 2018, the language model Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) was introduced, generating new state-of-the-art results on several downstream tasks. The National NLP Clinical Challenges (n2c2) is an initiative that strives to tackle such downstream tasks on domain-specific clinical data. In this paper, we present the results of our participation in the 2019 n2c2 and related work completed thereafter.

Objective: The objective of this study was to optimally leverage BERT for the task of assessing the semantic textual similarity of clinical text data.

Methods: We used BERT as an initial baseline and analyzed the results, which we used as a starting point to develop 3 different approaches where we (1) added additional, handcrafted sentence similarity features to the classifier token of BERT and combined the results with more features in multiple regression estimators, (2) incorporated a built-in ensembling method, M-Heads, into BERT by duplicating the regression head and applying an adapted training strategy to facilitate the focus of the heads on different input patterns of the medical sentences, and (3) developed a graph-based similarity approach for medications, which allows extrapolating similarities across known entities from the training set. The approaches were evaluated with the Pearson correlation coefficient between the predicted scores and ground truth of the official training and test dataset.

Results: We improved the performance of BERT on the test dataset from a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.859 to 0.883 using a combination of the M-Heads method and the graph-based similarity approach. We also show differences between the test and training dataset and how the two datasets influenced the results.

Conclusions: We found that using a graph-based similarity approach has the potential to extrapolate domain specific knowledge to unseen sentences. We observed that it is easily possible to obtain deceptive results from the test dataset, especially when the distribution of the data samples is different between training and test datasets.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(2):e22795) doi:10.2196/22795
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Introduction

Every day, hospitals acquire large amounts of textual data which contain valuable information for medical decision processes, research projects, and many other medical applications [1]. However, the huge quantity of reports is unsuitable for manual examination, and automatic access is hindered by the unstructured nature of the data [2]. Natural Language Understanding can help to tackle this problem by automatically extracting relevant information from textual data [3,4]. In this paper, we will focus on a subtask of Natural Language Understanding called Semantic Textual Similarity, which evolved within Natural Language Understanding as a dedicated research question aiming to address tasks like question answering, semantic information retrieval, and text summarization [5-9].

In the clinical domain, Semantic Textual Similarity has the potential to ease clinical decision processes (eg, by highlighting crucial text snippets in a report), query databases for similar reports, assess the quality of reports, or be used in question answering applications [1]. Furthermore, clinical reports are often of poor quality due to time limitations or due to the fact that many text snippets are simply copy-pasted from other reports [10,11]. This introduces low-quality data samples that make it harder for Natural Language Understanding algorithms to extract relevant information. In this context, Semantic Textual Similarity can be a key processing step when dealing with redundant text snippets [2].

State-of-the-art Natural Language Processing (NLP) methods for assessing the Semantic Textual Similarity of nonclinical data are developed and benchmarked based on the Semantic Textual Similarity benchmark, which compromises the SemEval Semantic Textual Similarity tasks from 2012 to 2017 [5] and is part of the General Language Understanding Evaluation dataset. In order to strengthen the development of Natural Language Processing tools for clinical and biomedical text data, which are often not publicly available, the team of the National NLP Clinical Challenges (n2c2), formerly known as i2b2 NLP Shared Tasks, has issued several tasks and organized challenges since 2006. This paper reports our participation in track 1, “n2c2/OHNLP Track on Clinical Semantic Textual Similarity,” of the 2019 National NLP Clinical Challenges. We present the 3 submitted systems, a further best performing variation of the different approaches, and a statistical analysis of the dataset. The aim of the track in which we participated was to predict the Semantic Textual Similarity between two clinical sentences. A similar task was already tackled in the BioCreative/OHNLP 2018 ClinicalSTS track [3,4].

The winners of Track 1: ‘n2c2/OHNLP 2018 Track on Clinical Semantic Textual Similarity’ [3] proposed 4 systems that combined string, entity, and number similarity features with deep learning features. In their best performing system, the winners trained a ridge regression model based on the prediction score of 8 independently trained models [3,12]. The second best performing team proposed an approach using Attention-Based Convolutional Neural Networks and Bidirectional Long Short Term Memory networks [3].

In recent years, the general Natural Language Processing domain made a huge step forward with the breakthrough of transfer learning which allows leveraging semantic knowledge from huge amounts of unlabeled text data. That is, a model can be pretrained on enormous unlabeled text data with multiple unsupervised tasks. The trained model captures a universal language representation and can be effectively fine-tuned on different downstream tasks. For example, the 2018 language model, Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT), introduced a multilayer bidirectional Transformer that is trained on a massive amount of text in two unsupervised tasks: (1) next sentence prediction and (2) masked word prediction. To use the model for further downstream tasks, it is usually enough to add a linear layer on top of the pretrained model to achieve state-of-the-art performance for the desired downstream tasks [13]. Since the introduction of the Transformer and BERT, new variations of the original models perform even better by (1) introducing more pretraining tasks [14-16], (2) employing multitask learning approaches [17], and (3) combining the aforementioned approaches [18].

The application of pretrained models like BERT on clinical data comes with the question if the model can handle domain-specific nuances. One proposed approach to handling domain-specific nuances is to use transfer learning to adapt the model to clinical data [19-21]. Another approach is to incorporate already existing methods. To investigate the extent to which BERT can handle domain-specific nuances, we examined the performance of BERT on subgroups of sentences and found that it performed modestly with sentence types that were simply structured and highly specific (eg, sentences which prescribe medications). Based on these findings, we created 3 approaches with the aim to address the diversity of clinical sentences present in the given data.

To summarize our contributions (see Figure 1), we show that the use of BERT on clinical data can be enriched by the following:

- a simple modification of the BERT architecture by adding additional similarity features and employing a built-in ensembling method.
- a graph-based similarity approach for a subset of structured sentences in which the knowledge of the training set is extrapolated to unseen sentence pairs of the test set.

Additionally, we show that statistically analyzing the data reveals differences between the training and test datasets. This analysis made the process of interpreting the results easier.

The code to reproduce the results of this paper is available online [22].
Methods

Overview

Our methods were developed and tested on the data of the ClinicalSTS shared task, which consists of a collection of electronic health records from the Mayo Clinic’s dataset [4]. In total, 2054 sentence pairs were independently annotated to their degree of semantic textual similarity on a scale from 0 (not similar at all) to 5 (completely similar) by two medical experts. The focus of semantic textual similarity is whether two sentences have similar meaning and content in contrast to, for example, the number of words used in both sentences [3,4]. The created annotations are a mixture of integer and noninteger values, whereby the latter arise when averaging the result of multiple annotations. The training set consists of 1642 sentence pairs and the test set of 412. The performance of the different methods is measured by the Pearson correlation coefficient which aims to measure the linear correlation between the predicted similarity scores and the annotated similarity scores. More detailed information about the creation of the dataset, its properties, and its evaluation can be found elsewhere [1,3,4].

We started by applying ClinicalBERT [23] to the dataset to obtain a baseline. That is, we used the [CLS] token from the last layer of the BERT model and fed its values to an additional linear layer that consists of a single neuron performing the similarity regression task. The whole network, including BERT and the additional layer, were trained on the Mean Square Error.

We use the [CLS] token because it is designed for sentence classification and regression tasks. During training of BERT, [CLS] tokens are used for the next sentence prediction task. The [CLS] token is part of every sentence pair and captures the aggregated attention weights from each token of the sentence pair [13]. Next, we analyzed the predictions of BERT to find sentences with a high deviation from the ground truth. For this, we extracted InferSent embeddings for each sentence pair, as they are suited to cover the semantic representation of sentences [24], clustered them via -means, and calculated the absolute difference between the BERT scores and the ground truth for the whole cluster. The cluster analysis is shown in Figure 2. To make the comparison between the clusters easier, we show an overview of the absolute score differences per cluster in Figure 3. From these visualizations, we see that cluster 3 has the highest difference on average or, in other words, that BERT cannot handle these sentences well. Looking at the sentences, we see that this cluster is dominated by sentences which prescribe medication, for example “ondansetron [ZOFRAN] 4 mg tablet 1 tablet by mouth three times a day as needed” or “furosemide [LASIX] 40 mg tablet 1 tablet by mouth two times a day.”

This weakness was essentially the motivation for our third approach (medication graph) which focuses solely on the medication sentence type.

In the following section, we describe the approaches shown in our pipeline (Figure 1) in more detail. Information about the preprocessing steps and further implementation details can be found in Multimedia Appendix 1 and Multimedia Appendix 2.
Figure 2. Clustering of the sentences to reveal BERT’s weaknesses. Each point represents a sentence pair from the training set, and the corresponding absolute score difference is visualized as opacity, or, in other words, the more opaque a point is, the higher the deviation from the ground truth. The points are the t-SNE projected InferSent embeddings of all sentence pairs. For each cluster, the average absolute deviation from the ground truth as well as the distribution of the differences is shown in the legend. Best viewed in colour. BERT: Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers. t-SNE: t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding.

Figure 3. Box plot showing the absolute score differences for each cluster emphasizing the opacity information from Figure 2. The number below the bold cluster index is the cluster size. For each box plot, the following information is depicted: the box ranges from the lower to the upper quartiles with the notch at the median position. The whiskers extend up to 1.5 times the interquartile range. Remaining points (outliers) are not shown. The white square denotes the mean value.

Approaches

Approach 1: Enhancing BERT With Features Based on Similarity Measures

The motivation behind this approach is to enhance BERT with additional information that BERT might not be able to capture in its model. On a token level, BERT uses a predefined tokenizer based on a set of rules; however, it might be valuable to compare arbitrary tokens based on character -grams. On a sentence-level, BERT does have a classifier token, [CLS], to compare two sentences. However, the [CLS] token was not designed to be a sentence-embedding [25,26]. Therefore, comparing embeddings like InferSent, which are specifically designed to represent the semantic of a whole sentence, might add additional valuable information to predict the similarity between two sentences.

In this approach, we used two kinds of similarity measures: (1) token-based and (2) sentence embedding–based. For a token-based similarity measure, -grams of characters are created and then compared with each other. For example, Jaccard Similarity compares the proportion between the intersection and the union of -grams in two input sentences. For a sentence embedding-based similarity measure, the embeddings of two sentences are compared, for example by taking the cosine similarity between the two embeddings of the two input sentences. The similarity measures were inspired by Chen et al [12].

We combined BERT with two feature sets of similarity measures at two different positions in our pipeline (Figure 1). In a first step named Enhanced BERT, we enhanced the [CLS] token of BERT with similarity measures from the first feature set (Feature
Set I) before feeding the concatenated vector to the final linear regression layer. In a second step named Voting Regression, we fed the predicted output scores from Enhanced BERT together with a second feature set (Feature Set II) into several estimators (see Multimedia Appendix 3) whose predicted output scores were averaged with the help of a voting regressor [27]. Feature Sets I and II were created by successively trying out different combinations of similarity features in order to gauge the best performance. A breakdown of the two features sets can be found in Multimedia Appendix 3.

**Approach 2: M-Heads**
Ensembling methods have been very popular in recent machine learning challenges [28,29]. The general approach is to duplicate a model or parts of a model, repeat the prediction for each model, and aggregate the prediction results. The intuition is that different models can focus on various aspects of the input data (eg, different sentence types) so that they produce different predictions. The aggregation over these predictions can help to emphasize the group opinion over the dominance of a single model, thereby mitigating the risk that a model just reacted to noise in the input data [30].

We took up this point and decided to include a simple ensembling method directly into the architecture of BERT. More concretely, we duplicated the final linear layer (the head) which receives the last [CLS] token from the BERT model and which is responsible for calculating the regression (score prediction). We initialized each head layer with different weights to allow the different solutions per head. We employed a loss scaling which enforces specialization of the different heads similar to methods seen in other research [31,32]. A detailed description of our M-Heads updated scheme during training and how we performed predictions on new samples can be found in the Multimedia Appendix 4.

**Approach 3: Medication Graph**
In this approach, we focused on a subset of the sentence pairs which we named “medication sentences;” for example “ibuprofen 150 mg tablet 2 tablets by mouth every 7 hours as needed.” Further examples are listed in the discussion. These sentences are fairly structured and can be compared by analyzing individual entities. We used the MedEx-UIMA system [33,34] to extract medication related fields from the sentences and decided to use the entity’s active agent (“ibuprofen”), strength (“150 mg”), dose (“2 tablets”), and frequency (“7”). We considered the active agent as the major contributing factor in terms of the similarity of medication sentences. Hence, we modeled similarities between active agents that were then further modified by the remaining entities to retrieve a similarity score for each medication sentence pair.

Our general idea was to determine the property of similarity between active agent pairs as compared to unknown active agent pairs. That is, we assumed that the similarity of active agents A and B as well as B and C also contained information about the similarity between A and C. We generalized this process by constructing a graph containing all active agents as nodes with corresponding similarities assigned to the edges, using the shortest path between arbitrary active agents as a foundation to predict a similarity score which could then be further modified by the remaining entities (ie, every entity except the active agent).

In the following section, we describe how we dealt with the remaining entities, in which way we constructed the graph of all active agents, and how we used this information to predict similarity scores for new sentence pairs.

**Feature Construction**
Even though we considered the active agents as the central part regarding sentence similarity, we still did not want to neglect other influences and, hence, we constructed a set of additional features per sentence pair, which reflect the similarity of everything except the active agents. More concretely, we constructed a set of similarity features $\Delta_k$ and compared the entity value of the first sentence $e_{k,1}$ with the entity value of the second sentence $e_{k,2}$. For nominally scaled entities, we calculated $\Delta_k$ as

$$\Delta_k = \sum_{i,j} \lambda_{ij}$$

and for ratio-scaled entity types, we used the squared difference

$$\Delta_k = \left(\frac{e_{k,1} - e_{k,2}}{\text{max}}\right)^2$$

For entities like “strength” (eg, “4 mg”), we first separated the unit (“mg”) from the number (“4”), used the nominal approach to compare the unit, and applied the squared difference equation on the number part. This differentiation gives us $k=1, \ldots, N$ features per sentence in total ($N=5$ in our case, since we used strength with amount and unit, and dose with amount and unit as well as frequency).

**Graph Construction**
We used all medication sentences $S = (a_1, a_2, s, \Lambda_1, \ldots, \Lambda_6)$ from the training set with the active agents $a_1$ and $a_2$ from the sentence pair, the similarity score $s$, and the remaining entity features $\Lambda_k$. We constructed our similarity graph $G (V, E)$ by using the possible active agents $A_i$ as nodes $V=\{A_1, A_2, \ldots\}$ and connected all node pairs which occurred together in a sentence pair. More precisely, we constructed an edge set $E=\{(A_i, A_j, w_{ij})(\omega)\}$ with the set of all possible active agent pairs and the edge weight

$$w_{ij}(\omega) = k_{ij}$$

which models the modified similarity score $w_{ij}$ between the active agents. $C$ denotes the set of all sentence pairs with the same active agents, and $\lambda$ represents weights for the entity differences learned during the training process (see later text). $\lambda_C$ can be interpreted as a bias. The tanh($\times$) function limits the change of the similarity score, $s$, and the final result is clipped to stay in the valid range defined by $s_{\text{min}} = 0$ and $s_{\text{max}} = 5$.

The intuition here is that the weights, $w_{ij}(\omega)$ should model the similarities between the active agents without factoring in the remaining entities. However, the true similarity value is not available as the similarity score, $s$, is also influenced by the remaining entities. The idea is that the weighted sum between the weights, $w_{ij}(\omega)$, and the differences, $\Delta_k$, allows us to alter the
similarity score, $s$, in a way so that $w_{ij}$ models the true similarity between the active agents. The outer sum, responsible for averaging the items in the set $C$, is only necessary because it is possible that multiple sentence pairs with the same active agents exist.

**Inference**

The goal of the inference phase was to calculate a sentence similarity score, $s$, between two active agents, $A_i$ and $A_j$, based on a similarity score, $\Delta$, obtained from the graph and the entity differences, $\Delta$. This consisted of two steps: first, we calculated the active agent similarity via the graph, and then we altered this similarity to account for the remaining entity features $\Delta_e$. To do this, we used a formula for calculating the resistance of parallel circuits on the shortest path between $A_i$ and $A_j$.

Step 1: In its simplest form, the similarity between two active agents is just the weight of the edge between the two corresponding active agent nodes. For example, $w_{ij} = \Delta$. However, this is only possible when the weight already occurs in the training set and is not applicable in general, as $G (V, E)$ is not a complete graph, and it may be the case that an edge between the two active agent nodes does not exist. As we still wanted to make a prediction for these cases, we proposed to find the shortest path between these two active agent nodes and aggregate all edge weights along the way. This assumes a transitive relationship between the nodes or, for example, when there is a connection between $A_i$ and $A_2$ as well as $A_2$ and $A_3$, we can still say something about the nonexisting connection between $A_1$ and $A_3$. More concretely, we aggregate the information along the shortest path

$\Delta = \sum_{k \in \text{shortest path}} w_{ij}(k)$

where $p_i(1), p_i(2), \ldots, p_i(M)$ denote the indices of the nodes on the shortest path between $A_i$ and $A_j$. This equation resembles the formula for calculating the resistance of parallel circuits with the final resistance, $R_{eq}$, of the circuit and the resistances, $R_i$, of the individual flows. We chose this formula because the final resistance, $R_{eq}$, is always smaller than the individual resistances, $R_i$. For instance, $R_{eq} \leq \min (R_1, R_2, \ldots)$

[35]. In our case, this implies that the score $\Delta$ obtained from the graph is always lower than any of the scores along the shortest path. This relies on our assumption that it is not possible to restore dissimilarities; for example, if there is already a score of 1 (low similarity) on an edge, we do not want to increase this value further by adding more connections, as we already know that at least two active agents are dissimilar.

Step 2: The weight, $\Delta$, is the prediction for the similarity of an active agent pair. The final goal was to retrieve a prediction score, $s$, for a sentence pair which is also influenced by the remaining entity features, $\Delta_e$. We accounted for this by altering the predicted score again by

$\Delta' = \sum_{k \in \text{shortest path}} w_{ij}(k)$

to retrieve a similarity, $s$, for the sentence pair.

**Figure 4** shows an excerpt of the graph, which uses all the sentence pairs in the training set. The shortest path between the active agents “calcium” and “prednisone” is highlighted to visualize the prediction steps. Detailed calculations are available in the online version of the graph [36].

It may be possible that the sentences contain additional information that we do not cover in our approach, such as additional words, the relation between words, etc. For this reason, we combined the similarity score, $s_{\text{g}}$, from the graph with the BERT scores, $s_{\text{b}}$, in a Support Vector Regressor trained on all sentences in the training set to retrieve a final prediction score. We used Radial Basis Functions as kernel and optimized the regularization parameter $C$ as well as $\varepsilon$ ($\varepsilon$-tube without penalty) during the learning process of $\lambda_e$.  

![Figure 4](medinform_v9i1e22795_fig10.png) Excerpt of the medication graph, which models similarities between active agent pairs. On the edges, the modified similarity score, $\Delta'$, is shown. The full graph is available as an online widget, which provides further information and shows the graph calculations between arbitrary active agent nodes.
Learning $\lambda_k$

The parameters $\lambda_k$ are responsible for the transformation between the active agent and sentence similarities as they reflect the importance of each entity feature, which also includes scaling differences. We did not manually craft these weights but learned them in a random walk process instead. The general idea was to randomly change the weights and see whether this improved the graph performance and, only if it did, we kept the change.

For a more stable evaluation, we split the training data into 10 folds, built a graph based on each training set, and evaluated the graph performance based on the corresponding test set. For evaluation, we calculated the mean squared error between the prediction scores and the ground truth. We did not use the Pearson correlation coefficient here because the correlation on a subset may not be as helpful for the correlation on the complete dataset as a measure which directly enforces a closeness with the ground truth.

Let $\lambda = (\lambda_0, \lambda_1, \ldots, \lambda_N)$ denote the vector with the current value of the weights (randomly initialized in the beginning) and let $\text{MES}(\lambda)$ denote the error when using these weights with the predictions from all folds. Then, we randomly selected an index, $k$, and altered the corresponding weight $\lambda'_k = \lambda_k + \mathcal{N}(0,1)$ via a sample from a standard normal distribution so that we obtained a new weight vector $\lambda' = (\lambda_0, \lambda_1, \ldots, \lambda'_k, \ldots, \lambda_N)$ which we evaluated again on the graphs from all folds, keeping the change if $\text{MES}(\lambda') < \text{MES}(\lambda)$.

We repeated this process in two iterations, alternating with the process of hyperparameter tuning of the SVR model, until we observed no further improvements. For each random walk process, we applied 50 update steps. During development, we found that this setting was already sufficient and that the resulting weights tended to remain unchanged after these updates. For the SVR model, we applied a grid search to find values for the hyperparameters $C$ and $\varepsilon$-tube. We used the final weights to construct a new graph (based on all training data) used to predict the similarity of new sentences.

**Results**

**Dataset Evaluation**

In order to help with the interpretation of our results in the next section, we applied some basic statistical analysis on the training and test set, which revealed some imbalances. On average, the similarity score of the sentences in the training set (approximately 2.79) was higher than in the test set (approximately 1.76), whereas the standard deviation was slightly higher in the test set (approximately 1.52) than in the training set (approximately 1.39). This is also indicated by the left histogram chart of Figure 5, which, for example, reveals that sentence pairs with a score of approximately 1 are the most prominent ones in the test set, whereas in the training set, sentence pairs with a score of approximately 3 occur most often.

The right histogram chart of Figure 5 shows the distribution of the number of words of the training and test data. On average, the sentences in the test set tended to be shorter than in the training set, with an average sentence length of approximately 26 words per sentence pair (SD of approximately 7 words) in the former and approximately 42 words per sentence pair (SD of approximately 26 words) in the latter.

Finally, we calculated InferSent embeddings of the sentences in the training and test dataset and visualized them in a t-SNE (t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding) plot (Figure 6). This shows that the sentence types occurring in the test dataset represent only a subset of those occurring in the training dataset, with many clusters of the training set being unoccupied by the
test set, such as the blue cluster in the bottom of Figure 6 without sentences of the test set in the neighborhood.

Figure 6. t-SNE projected InferSent embeddings of the sentences in the training and test dataset. Different groups of points correspond to different sentence types. For example, the group on the left upper side corresponds to the medication sentences. t-SNE: t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding.

**Evaluation Results**

We evaluated all runs on 3 different sets. Firstly, we used the training set with $k = 150$ folds to reduce the influence of noise in the data, to increase the comparability of our models, and to easily employ another ensembling technique for the test set. We wanted to measure the correlation of the training set and not of one of the folds to get comparable results. For this, we concatenated the predictions from each fold together and then calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient only once based on all scores. That is, we did not calculate a Pearson correlation coefficient for each fold, but rather collected the scores from all folds first. The consequence of this approach is that we cannot provide information about the variance, because only one Pearson correlation coefficient value is available.

Secondly, for the evaluation of the test set, we employed an additional ensembling technique by using the model for each fold to calculate a prediction for a sentence pair and then averaged all predictions.

Table 1 gives an overview of our results for the different datasets and approaches. Our best result with a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.883 was achieved by combining enhanced BERT with $M$-Heads and the medication graph. For comparison, the winner of track 1 from IBM Research reached a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.901 in their best submission [4].

**Table 1.** Summarization of the different approaches and their results. Training and test Pearson correlation coefficient scores are rounded to 3 decimal places.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Training set</th>
<th>Test set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Approach 0: baseline</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClinicalBERT</td>
<td>0.850</td>
<td>0.859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach 1: voting regression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced BERT</td>
<td>0.851</td>
<td>0.859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voting Regression</td>
<td>0.860</td>
<td>0.849$^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach 2: $M$-Heads</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced BERT with $M$-Heads</td>
<td>0.853</td>
<td>0.876$^{a,b}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced BERT with $M$-Heads + Med. Graph</td>
<td>0.853</td>
<td>0.883$^c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach 3: medication graph</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voting Regression + Med. Graph</td>
<td>0.862</td>
<td>0.862$^a$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Our submissions.

$^b$We submitted a score of 0.869 for this setting because we were able to use only 10 $k$-folds due to a shortage of time.

$^c$Our best result of the test set.
**Discussion**

Our 3 approaches performed differently on the two datasets. In the following sections, we discuss the results in more detail and give our thoughts.

**Approach 1: Voting Regression**

Evaluating the pure ClinicalBERT model, we see that the Pearson correlation coefficient is slightly higher for the test set as compared to the training set. The Enhanced BERT architecture led to an almost negligible improvement in the training set and, in the test set, to no improvement at all. This indicates that, in this case, the additional features do not provide more information than what is already contained in the [CLS] token from the last hidden layer of BERT.

The Voting Regression approach showed an improvement of the Pearson correlation coefficient of the training set; however, for the test set, the performance decreased. These results might be traced back to overfitting of the training set. However, the decrease in the test set might also be explained by the imbalances between the training and test set.

**Approach 2: M-Heads**

Adding $M = 4$ heads to BERT increased the Pearson correlation coefficient of both the training and test set as compared to ClinicalBERT. Especially for the test set, this indicates that the combination of the different heads improves BERT’s performance.

**Approach 3: Medication Graph**

Replacing the scores of the sentence subset which prescribes medications (cluster 3) with the medication graph scores led, in both cases (approaches 1 and 2), to an improvement for the test set. For the training set, however, we saw only marginal improvements, such as 0.860 to 0.862 from approach 1 to approach 3. This might be due to the Pearson correlation coefficient metric. In our experiments, we also evaluated our approaches with the Mean Squared Error between the predictions and the ground truth only on the subset of medication sentences. Without applying the medication graph (approach 1), we obtained a Mean Squared Error of 0.70, and with the medication graph (approach 3) a Mean Squared Error of 0.58. Combining the M-Heads approach with the medication graph yielded our best results for the test set, which indicates that BERT does have problems handling this domain-specific knowledge and therefore cannot cope well with these specific types of sentences.

Why did the medication graph perform better for the test set than for the training set? First, we observe that the test set contained more low-ranked sentences (see Figure 5); in particular, the medication sentences had lower scores. For the training set, the mean and standard deviation of the scores was 2.03 and 1.05, respectively, whereas the scores for the test set had only a mean and standard deviation of 1.10 and 0.50, respectively. We also noticed that the medication graph tended to dampen the prediction or, in other words, it led to lower scores. For example, the mean prediction score was 2.58 before and 1.78 after score replacement of the 94 medication sentences in the test set (see Table 2), which shows some example sentences of how the medication graph altered the scores. This could be due to two reasons: (1) the scores on the edges in the graph tended to be low (1.87 on average), and (2) the weight combination enforced low scores when there was at least one edge with a low score, which could explain why the medication graph achieved better predictions. This effect is facilitated by the fact that the training dataset contained only 147 out of 1642 (8.95%) of sentences that prescribed medication, whereas the test set contained 94 out of 412 (22.82%) medication sentences.

**Conclusions**

To tackle the problem of semantic textual similarity of medical data, we developed 3 different approaches. We proposed to add additional features to BERT and to weigh different regression models based on the BERT result and other features. Moreover, we proposed the application of M-Heads and an attempt to automatically extrapolate medical knowledge from the training data. We observed that the success of the different methods strongly depended on the underlying dataset. In future work, it might be interesting to evaluate the methods on different and bigger datasets from other domains. The medication graph could be a powerful method with the possibility to be applied to other domains where it is necessary to extrapolate information from known entities and where it is not possible to calculate this information directly. It may also be used to model other concepts which exist in the medical domain, such as ontologies.
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Abstract

Background: Patient Priorities Care (PPC) is a model of care that aligns health care recommendations with priorities of older adults who have multiple chronic conditions. Following identification of patient priorities, this information is documented in the patient’s electronic health record (EHR).

Objective: Our goal is to develop and validate a natural language processing (NLP) model that reliably documents when clinicians identify patient priorities (ie, values, outcome goals, and care preferences) within the EHR as a measure of PPC adoption.

Methods: This is a retrospective analysis of unstructured National Veteran Health Administration EHR free-text notes using an NLP model. The data were sourced from 778 patient notes of 658 patients from encounters with 144 social workers in the primary care setting. Each patient’s free-text clinical note was reviewed by 2 independent reviewers for the presence of PPC language such as priorities, values, and goals. We developed an NLP model that utilized statistical machine learning approaches. The performance of the NLP model in training and validation with 10-fold cross-validation is reported via accuracy, recall, and precision in comparison to the chart review.

Results: Of 778 notes, 589 (75.7%) were identified as containing PPC language (kappa=0.82, P<.001). The NLP model in the training stage had an accuracy of 0.98 (95% CI 0.98-0.99), a recall of 0.98 (95% CI 0.98-0.99), and precision of 0.98 (95% CI 0.97-1.00). The NLP model in the validation stage had an accuracy of 0.92 (95% CI 0.90-0.94), recall of 0.84 (95% CI 0.79-0.89), and precision of 0.84 (95% CI 0.77-0.91). In contrast, an approach using simple search terms for PPC only had a precision of 0.757.

Conclusions: An automated NLP model can reliably measure with high precision, recall, and accuracy when clinicians document patient priorities as a key step in the adoption of PPC.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(2):e18756) doi:10.2196/18756
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Introduction

Older adults with multiple chronic conditions (MCC) frequently receive some of the most intensive and expensive health care, much of which is of uncertain benefit [1-3]. Care for these patients is often inconsistent and fragmented because the multiple specialists they see provide care based on single disease guidelines that do not take into account the complexities of MCC. Moreover, it often does not address what matters most to patients [1,2]. With input from patients, caregivers, clinicians, health system leaders, payers, and health care design experts, we developed Patient Priorities Care (PPC), which involves identifying, documenting, and providing care consistent with patients’ health priorities [4,5]. PPC is an intervention that aims to help clinicians provide health care to older patients with MCC that aligns with their priorities, which include their individual values (what matters most), desired outcome goals, and health care preferences [1-6].

In the PPC process, there are 3 key steps. First, a trained facilitator works with each patient to identify the patient’s health care priorities: their values, outcome goals, and health care preferences [1-3,5]. Values are the people, things, activities, and capabilities that matter most to a person, such as connecting with others, independence, enjoyable life, and balancing quality and quantity of life [7,8]. Patient values provide the basis for setting specific, measurable, attainable, realistic, and timely outcome goals (SMART goals). Health care preferences are the activities a patient is willing (or not willing) to do to reach their outcome goals. The second key step in PPC involves documenting patient priorities in the patient’s electronic health record (EHR) [4,5]. This makes information about patient priorities available to different clinicians working with adults with MCC. In the final step of PPC, the clinician uses documented patient priorities to make treatment decisions that align with patient priorities [3].

Social workers frequently serve as facilitators in the PPC approach. Social workers use a holistic approach and encourage self-determination while promoting dignity and worth of the individual. They are also uniquely qualified to provide a wide array of quality social work interventions, including care coordination, case management, individual and group therapy, and supportive counseling for older adults with MCC. Social workers address social determinants of health and provide proactive interventions for social conditions that contribute to poor health outcomes. Social workers facilitate communication between the patient and health care provider and act as an advocate on behalf of the patient.

The PPC process thus relies on identifying and documenting patient priorities in the EHR so facilitators can share priorities with other clinicians. This documentation is done in the free text of individual visit notes. To measure adoption of PPC, the free text of clinician notes must be analyzed. Analyzing the free-text notes as yes (PPC present) or no (PPC not present) is entitled as text classification [9]. Although the gold standard for text classification is human chart review, it is tedious, time consuming, expensive, and potentially risks patient privacy [10]. To overcome these limitations, natural language processing (NLP) has been introduced as an alternative or adjunct to manual chart abstraction [10]. NLP refers to the computational methods of concepts, entities, events, and relations extraction from free text [11]. NLP algorithms are used in a wide spectrum of health care–related purposes such as identifying disease risk factors, evaluating efficiency of care and costs, and extracting information from clinical notes [12].

The first aim of this study was to develop an NLP algorithm capable of confirming social worker use of PPC in the free-text notes of patients’ EHRs. We hypothesized that the NLP model could confirm documentation of patient priorities in the free text of facilitator notes. We compared the performance of the NLP model with a chart - reviewed reference standard by reporting performance measures (ie, accuracy, recall, specificity, precision, negative predictive value). To further evaluate the performance of the NLP algorithm, we compared its accuracy to a simple search terms approach. We also used the NLP algorithm to monitor the uptake of PPC among trained social workers following dedicated training sessions and track the persistence of PPC adoption over time.

Methods

Overview

To create the NLP model to assess the adoption of PPC, we used the notes of a cohort of social workers who were trained to be PPC clinicians over the course of 9 months. This cohort of social workers was hired through the VA Social Work in Patient Aligned Care Teams (PACT) Staffing Program. This program was developed in May 2016 and is the result of a partnership between the Veterans Health Administration (VHA) National Social Work Program Office and the Office of Rural Health. The goal of the program is to embed social workers in rural and highly rural areas to increase Veteran access to high-quality social work services. The innovative program supports the Office of Rural Health’s mission of breaking down barriers separating rural Veterans from high-quality care. Social workers are often one of the first clinicians a Veteran has contact with in the VHA. Social workers in this program provide interventions at numerous rural health VHA medical centers and outpatient clinics across the nation. Two cohorts of social workers were trained: 56 social workers from 5 VA health care systems in 2018 and 88 social workers from 12 VA health care systems in 2019. Social workers were trained to assess, evaluate, and select patients who were good candidates for PPC. Patients had to be older than 60 years of age and have at least two primary care encounters in a prior year. Social workers were trained to facilitate PPC conversations using patient and facilitator workbooks. Social workers were instructed to document all PPC-related interactions in the patient free-text
note including all components of PPC. A PPC rubric was provided to social workers to document components of PPC: patient values, outcome goals, and health care preferences (see Multimedia Appendix 1). After reviewing the PPC template and related notes, we recognized that all notes must have 2 phrases: “goal” and “value.” Notes without these 2 expressions are not considered as PPC.

Data Collection (Search Term Approach)
Notes of eligible patients were retrieved from the VHA Corporate Data Warehouse [13]. First, notes of all patients who visited with a PPC-trained social worker were retrieved from the Corporate Data Warehouse and included in a database. Notes were obtained from the first facilitated PPC visit through the end of the 2019 calendar year. The Baylor College of Medicine Institutional Review Board and the Veterans Affairs research service (IRB# H-41886) approved this study. Access to patients’ data was granted through the Veterans Informatics and Computing Infrastructure.

The Reference Standard
To develop the NLP algorithm, we extracted 778 notes from 658 patients who were seen by the social workers. We developed a reference standard for identifying PPC using a formal chart review. We provided complete copies of the notes from the 2018 and 2019 cohorts to 2 independent reviewers (EO and JF). The reviewers ensured the existence of language for values, outcome goals, and care preferences for each free-text note. Charts were labeled as 0 or 1; 0 refers to absence of documented patient priorities for the patient’s note, and 1 refers to documentation of priorities in free-text notes of patients. Any disagreement between reviewers was resolved by a third reviewer, a geriatrician involved in the development of PPC (AN). The agreement among reviewers is reported using the kappa statistic, and the significance level was set at $P < 0.05$; statistical analysis was conducted using SPSS software.

NLP Algorithm
The NLP algorithm was developed using 3 steps: preprocessing, processing, and postprocessing (Figure 1). In the preprocessing step, we cleaned the text, performed features extraction, and reduced the number of features to reduce the size of the feature space (dimensionality reduction). In the processing step, we developed a classification model to identify the yes-PPC from no-PPC notes. In postprocessing, we reported the performance models developed in the processing step and assessed the generalizability of the model.

![Figure 1. Process of developing the natural language processing (NLP) algorithm: (A) retrieving 106,505 notes from trained social workers after the first training workshop; (B) searching notes for existence of 2 expressions “goal” and “value,” which resulted into 778 notes; (C) review and resolution of disagreements; (D) labeling of notes as yes-Patient Priorities Care (PPC; 1) or no-PPC (0); (E) development of NLP algorithm.](https://medinform.jmir.org/2021/2/e18756)

**Preprocessing, Cleaning the Text**
We converted the stream of text into meaningful elements such as words, phrases, and symbols, called tokenization. We added the part of speech (eg, noun, verb, and pronoun) to each word. We removed stop words (eg, articles, conjunctions, and prepositions) and punctuation as they do not contain informational content. Words were normalized by reducing words to their word stem (stemming technique). For example, the words caregiver, caregivers, and caregiving would be reduced to “caregiv.”

**Cleaning, Features Extraction, and Feature Reduction**
To extract features from the text, we used “bag-of-words” (BoW). BoW (also known as a term-frequency counter) records the number of times that each individual word (unigram) appears in a document. We excluded unigrams with a frequency ≤2. These words must appear in the entire sentence related to goals
and values <2 times (Multimedia Appendix 2 visualizes the BoW).

**Processing Step, Developing a Classification Model**

We fit a linear regression model to the BoW as an independent variable and the document label of 0 versus 1 as a dependent variable. To develop the model, we used K-fold cross-validation, with K=10. The goal of cross-validation is to test an approach’s ability to predict new notes not used in training to avoid problems such as overfitting or selection bias [14]. In the 10-fold cross-validation, we randomly split our dataset into 10 equal sections [15]. We trained a model with 9 splits, and we validated the performance of the model on the remaining split. The process was repeated 10 times, and the average performance is reported.

**Postprocessing Step**

We tested each model using a validation cohort, using the model with the highest performance as compared to the chart review (validation of the model). To evaluate the performance of the NLP model in training, validation, and test phases, we used sensitivity or recall, specificity, accuracy, positive predictive value or precision, negative predictive value, and area under the curve [16,17]. To further validate the NLP approach, we compared its performance to an approach that used a simple search term assessment for the 2 expressions: “goal” and “value.”

**PPC Adoption**

As a second objective, we evaluated the adoption of PPC among trained social workers. We counted the number of yes-PPC notes in each month, and we created a time series of notes identified by the PPC algorithm. The x axis shows the month, and the y axis shows the number of documented notes with PPC language in the EHR. This evaluation helped to understand the implementation of the PPC approach among social workers who received formal training and the persistence of PPC adoption over time.

**Results**

**Data**

We collected 778 notes that had “goal” and “value” within their text. These notes were collected from 658 patients from 17 VA facilities by 82 social workers. Mean patient age was 70.4 years (SD 15.2 years), 91.6% (603/658) were male, 23.4% (154/658) had all-cause-of-mortality recorded, 91.8% (604/658) were of “Not Hispanic or Latino” ethnicity, 71.9% (473/658) were White, 6.7% (44/658) were “Black or African American,” and 47.4% (312/658) were married.

The 2 reviewers disagreed on 54 notes and agreed on 724 (724/778, 93.1%) notes. The level of agreement after removing the chance effect was reduced to 82% (kappa=0.820, standard error 0.023, \(P<.001\)).

**Model Performance**

The performance of the NLP model is shown in Table 1. The NLP model performance was calculated over notes (N=778) that had “goal” and “value” in their text. In the 10-fold cross-validation, the model validation reached an average of 0.92 (95% CI 0.90-0.94) for accuracy, 0.84 (95% CI 0.79-0.89) for sensitivity, 0.95 (95% CI 0.92-0.97) for specificity, 0.84 (95% CI 0.77-0.91) for the positive predictive value, and 0.95 (95% CI 0.93-0.96) for the negative predictive value.

### Table 1. Comparison of chart-reviewed, free-text notes and natural language processing (NLP) model for the training and validation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Training, mean (95% CI)(^a)</th>
<th>Validation, mean (95% CI)(^a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.98 (0.98-0.99)</td>
<td>0.92 (0.90-0.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity or recall</td>
<td>0.98 (0.98-0.99)</td>
<td>0.84 (0.79-0.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>0.99 (0.98-0.99)</td>
<td>0.95 (0.92-0.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive predictive values or precision</td>
<td>0.98 (0.97-1.00)</td>
<td>0.84 (0.77-0.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative predictive value</td>
<td>0.99 (0.98-0.99)</td>
<td>0.95 (0.93-0.96)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Reported for 10-fold cross validation.

In contrast, an approach using simple search terms (“goal” and “value”) applied to large text performed less well. The total number of notes that the social workers produced was 106,505. Table 2 describes the precision of this model. The precision of the NLP model was >0.99, while the precision of the simple search terms was 0.7571. In the other words, the simple search terms method falsely recognized 1 out of 4 notes as PPC.

### Table 2. Comparison of the natural language processing (NLP) model and simple search terms on all 106,505 notes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Search terms</th>
<th>NLP model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.9982</td>
<td>0.9999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity or recall</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.9999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>0.9982</td>
<td>0.9983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive predictive values or precision</td>
<td>0.7571</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative predictive value</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.9849</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2 describes the adoption of PPC within the notes of trained social workers over time. The 2 peaks represent the times immediately following training of social workers to use PPC. Figure 2 also demonstrates that several months following the cessation of training, the persistence of PPC adoption declined. The NLP algorithm was useful in tracking PPC adoption over time.

Discussion

Principal Findings

Our results demonstrate that an NLP algorithm was highly accurate in identifying patients’ free-text notes with PPC language. Such a design has shown promise in previous work identifying risk factors for heart disease [18]. The NLP model had a high performance of 0.84 in validation, and its precision was higher than an approach using only simple search terms. The NLP algorithm was also able to capture peaks in PPC adoption following social worker training and the eventual decline in PPC adoption over time. Such a tool may be used to monitor the overall implementation of interventions like PPC among trained social workers and to adjust the training process.

While this NLP model performed well, model performance (precision and recall) could improve with the use of more complex strategies such as utilizing bigram or n-gram BoW, other sophisticated feature extractions (eg, graph mining [19]), and nonlinear models (eg, deep learning [20]). To reduce the computational cost of developing and implementing a model to test the use of PPC by trained facilitators, we propose the NLP model as a method that reduces the time and cost with other methods of assessment. Further development of this model will offer assessment with more precision. Despite these limitations, the NLP model performed better than the simple search term method, which had a 1-in-4 notes rate of misclassification.

This study opens 3 new avenues for further investigation. By identifying PPC notes, we can longitudinally assess care for patients throughout VA facilities and understand changes in health care delivered after PPC encounters [6,21]. We can identify patterns and consistency in how social workers and other clinicians document patient priorities over the course of multiple interactions with patients [3]. By further expanding the NLP algorithm, we can also examine common priorities among our patient population and increase clinician, patient, and caregiver awareness of priorities recorded in the EHR. For successful implementation of PPC, we must assess other factors that play roles in the successful implementation of PPC, such as resource availability, adoption of PPC on a provider and facility level, and readiness of clinicians for implementation [4]. We can also use sociodemographic data to pinpoint the ways individual characteristics of patients might influence the implementation of PPC by clinicians. We can also provide individualized feedback to each clinician to enhance their patient engagement process. Using this algorithm, we can measure long-term outcomes of interest, such as mortality and independent living.

Implications

This study achieved its overall objective of developing a simple NLP model to identify free-text notes that show evidence of documented patient priorities as part of the PPC process. Our NLP model complements PPC by measuring the extent to which social workers trained in PPC identify and document patient priorities. The NLP model can enable trainers to provide feedback on the implementation of PPC in the EHR. Additionally, this method can analyze the free text of any note for documentation of patient priorities generally in an effort to link those documented priorities with many patient outcomes without requiring labor-intensive methods for individual chart review.
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Abstract

Background: The COVID-19 pandemic has not only changed the private lives of millions of people but has significantly affected the collaboration of medical specialists throughout health care systems worldwide. Hospitals are making changes to their regular operations to slow the spread of SARS-CoV-2 while ensuring the treatment of emergency patients. These substantial changes affect the typical work setting of clinicians and require the implementation of organizational arrangements.

Objective: In this study, we aim to increase our understanding of how digital transformation drives virtual collaboration among clinicians in hospitals in times of crisis, such as the COVID-19 pandemic.

Methods: We present the lessons learned from an exploratory case study in which we observed the introduction of an information technology (IT) system for enhancing collaboration among clinicians in a German hospital. The results are based on 16 semistructured interviews with physicians from various departments and disciplines; the interviews were generalized to better understand and interpret the meaning of the statements.

Results: Three key lessons and recommendations explain how digital transformation ensures goal-driven collaboration among clinicians. First, we found that implementing a disruptive change requires alignment of the mindsets of the stakeholders. Second, IT-enabled collaboration presupposes behavioral rules that must be followed. Third, transforming antiquated processes demands a suitable technological infrastructure.

Conclusions: Digital transformation is being driven by the COVID-19 pandemic. However, the rapid introduction of IT-enabled collaboration reveals grievances concerning the digital dissemination of medical information along the patient treatment path. To avoid being caught unprepared by future crises, digital transformation must be further driven to ensure collaboration, and the diagnostic and therapeutic process must be opened to disruptive strategies.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(2):e25183) doi:10.2196/25183
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Introduction

The impact of COVID-19, the disease caused by SARS-CoV-2, has not only changed our lives and interactions as human beings but has had substantial consequences for health care systems worldwide [1]. Above all, hospitals must slow the spread of SARS-CoV-2 and further ensure a certain level of daily routine to maintain regular care and treatment of emergency patients. In addition to changes to clinical routines [2,3], this process involves adjustments in the way that clinicians work together.

Collaboration among hospital employees, particularly between physicians and interconnected medical departments, is essential for the overall diagnosis and treatment process [4-7]. Because the health care system is interdisciplinary in nature, goal-driven collaboration enhances the performance of services, quality of care, and patient outcomes [8-11]. Collaboration in hospitals can be defined as a professional alliance between health care specialists from multiple medical disciplines with diverse backgrounds and varying expertise, who jointly provide benefits for patients [12,13]. Although collaboration is considered to be a top priority in hospitals [14], some common issues are frequently experienced by clinicians [15]. Insufficient communication, including improper exchange of medical information, is a prevalent concern [16]. Clinicians manage their tasks in isolation with a lack of mutual understanding, which prevents the sharing of knowledge across departmental boundaries and inhibits collaboration between disciplines [17,18]. Furthermore, hospitals operate in complex clinical infrastructures, with a wide range of information systems containing different medical information; these systems are disconnected from each other and operated by multiple professionals [19,20]. Consistent presentation of medical data is lacking, and the retrieval of information stored across diversified systems is a time-consuming procedure [21,22].

In addition to existing collaborative challenges in hospitals [15], clinicians are being confronted with issues emerging from the COVID-19 pandemic [23]. Medical workers must not only examine individuals who are infected with the novel virus but must also respond to normal emergencies and patient cases. The required response involves substantial dedication and demands the implementation of diverse organizational arrangements as well as safety precautions [24]. Changes in surgery include decreasing the number of elective procedures to gain more capacity for emergency interventions [25]. Staff caring for patients with COVID-19 are separated from those caring for other patients, and postoperative visits are suspended and replaced by telephone calls to prevent in-hospital spread [3]. Furthermore, clinics are divided into multiple teams to prevent quarantine of an entire department, thus providing patient care in the case of infection. The underlying objective of reducing interpersonal communication compensates for any shortfall and maintains clinical operations. However, due to these necessary adjustments, collaboration in hospitals has changed significantly and has rapidly shifted toward virtual environments. Clinicians have started exchanging information using social media or instant messaging, and meetings are increasingly being conducted using applicable and available technology [3,26].

The integration of technologies into existing processes is a key component of the digital transformation [27,28] that improves cross-functional collaboration and coordination among individuals [29,30]. Digital transformation is defined as “a process that aims to improve an entity by triggering significant changes to its properties through combinations of information, computing, communication, and connectivity technologies” [30]. Therefore, digital transformation addresses changes associated with the introduction of new information technology (IT) in current organizational structures [31,32]. Because digital transformation is concerned with improving collaboration between individuals [30], it is closely linked to the computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW) research stream. CSCW determines how technology can increase group communication and work efforts [33]; thus, it is a vital component for understanding the dynamics of digital transformation [34] and associated changes of collaboration in practice [30].

In health care, digital transformation deliberately seeks to answer the question of how the quality of care and its related services can be improved with technology, as both rely on accurate, relevant, integrated and quickly accessible information [35,36]. For example, recent research examined how processes and digital infrastructure must be aligned to drive IT-enabled innovations [37] and whether advanced technologies, such as the Internet of Things (IoT) and artificial intelligence (AI) [38,39], can be integrated to empower caregivers to make evidence-based clinical decisions [28]. Extant research is further concerned with the potential of health information technology (HIT) to improve patient outcomes while reducing costs [40]. One example of HIT that is fundamentally transforming health services is electronic health records (EHRs), which digitally capture patients’ retrospective, concurrent, and prospective information to guide medical treatment [41]. In this realm, scholars are exploring how technology is creating smart hospitals [42], that is, clinical environments with optimized and automated processes based on technological advancements and intelligent facilities to introduce new capabilities and provide an ideal surrounding for patients [42-44].

However, the increasing application of technology also serves as a basis for enhancing information exchange and collaboration in hospitals [15,45-47]. Collaborative visioning promotes joint decision-making and helps to overcome related issues frequently experienced by clinicians [48]. Communication is improved as information is presented transparently for involved experts. For example, central platforms coordinate the diffusion of reports and information exchange among participants [29,49]. The free transfer of medical information across departmental boundaries further establishes a closer alignment with collaborators from other departments, which dissolves silo thinking [50,51]. In addition, the introduction of standards simplifies complex clinical infrastructures and contributes to a feasible exchange of medical data between detached HIT systems; it also assists clinicians in gathering information more quickly [28].

In summary, the technological capacity for enhancing information exchange and collaboration focusing on patient outcomes is widely available [45-47]. Digital transformation and associated technologies are essential to facilitate the
We aim to increase our understanding of how digital transformation can improve collaboration among clinicians in the subject hospital and other hospitals. Moreover, it will demonstrate how the proposed IT improvements can ensure accurate, safe, and effective patient care not just for future crises but for daily operations. Researchers will be able to use our key lessons to understand the difference between regular installation and one made out of necessity, along with their advantages and disadvantages. Practitioners will be able to understand how our recommendations help to ensure goal-driven collaboration and how hospitals can benefit from them. We hope to guide decision makers who want to introduce IT to improve collaboration between clinicians and stimulate additional research in this important field by expanding the body of knowledge.

Methods

The German health care system is a highly developed sector in which the health of the population and life expectancy has continuously risen [56]. In the fight against SARS-CoV-2, wide-ranging countermeasures were backed by the German government and introduced at an early stage. A crisis taskforce was convened on February 27, 2020, and the first nationwide restrictions on public access were adopted on March 22 [57]. There is no evidence that the system was overburdened, as only 60% of the total of 33,051 intensive care beds were in use [58]. However, the new restrictions undoubtedly influenced hospitals and the ways in which their employees interacted with each other. To determine how collaboration between clinicians changed during the COVID-19 pandemic, we observed the introduction of an IT system at a large German hospital during the period from March 24 to April 24, 2020.

The hospital decided to introduce and provide Microsoft Teams (Microsoft Corporation) throughout the clinic. It was necessary to maintain collaboration between physicians, including those who were working from home, during the pandemic. Furthermore, restricted personal contact was needed to slow the spread of the virus. Microsoft Teams is a collaboration platform with features such as chatting, video calls, and file sharing. It can be used by many devices, such as personal computers, notebooks, tablets, and smartphones [59]. In response to the COVID-19 outbreak, Microsoft decided to offer the Teams software for free to help individuals stay connected [60]. Additionally, several organizational changes were initiated by the hospital. The departments were split into two different teams and worked in a weekly rotation to ensure that if one team was contaminated with the virus, the second team would be able to continue working and providing appropriate patient care. Furthermore, all elective procedures were reduced to a minimum, and only urgent surgeries were performed. However, the most crucial action was the minimization of any face-to-face exchanges between clinicians.

As presented in Figure 1, the case study preceded the implementation and test phase conducted by the hospital’s IT department. The decision to implement the corresponding emergency concept, including the rollout of Microsoft Teams, was made on March 17 by the hospital management. On March 24, the software was installed on the employees’ computers. Installation was followed by a week-long test phase during which additional hardware, such as cameras, microphones, and speakers, was installed. Because Microsoft Teams had not been used in the clinic before, clinicians had little or no knowledge of how to use the system. We provided advice and tips exclusively remotely, as visits to the hospital were forbidden to prevent the virus from infecting other patients and spreading. Finally, the first formal meeting and the official start of our support took place on April 1.

After the new system was introduced, we conducted 16 semistructured interviews with physicians. The interviews were designed to provide “questioning guided by identified themes in a consistent and systematic manner” [61]. We developed a guide containing relevant questions in advance. Our goal was
to make the guidelines as comprehensive as possible because physicians are typically available for a limited time, especially during a crisis. The guide was divided into chapters, with initial questions and subsequent follow-up questions (see Table 1).

Because we were interested in the meaning of the experts’ substantive statements and not in their linguistic habitus or expressions, which are not necessary for understanding the context, nor in their physical gestures or facial expressions, we decided to paraphrase the interviews instead of conducting verbatim transcriptions. The analysis of the interviews was based on the recommendations in the qualitative assessment of content analysis by Schilling [28]. Paraphrasing the data reduced the volume by removing unnecessary words to form short, concise sentences. We listened carefully to the interview recordings and paraphrased the content of the physicians’ statements. Next, we generalized and reduced the content to better understand and interpret the meaning of the statements [62]. The subsequent categorization was guided by the recommendations of Mayring [29] for an organization of data derived from the material itself. This inductive category formation approach described the data without predefined criteria, leading to an unbiased “understanding of the material in terms of the material” [63].

The physicians were aged between 25 and 42 years (mean 32.2 years, SD 4.4), with 9 female and 7 male experts, and their tenures ranged from 0.5-17 years (mean 4.3 years, SD 4.4). Of the participants, 3 were senior physicians and 13 were resident physicians from 3 different clinics. The interviews were conducted using Microsoft Teams, with which the physicians were by then familiar. The interviews lasted between 9:04 and 28:25 minutes and were recorded, analyzed, and deleted once the evaluation was finished to protect the privacy of the participants. An overview of our sample is outlined in Table 2. The results yielded novel insights on how physicians collaborate with the assistance of technology during a pandemic. They broadened our view on collaboration among physicians in hospitals.

Figure 1. Process of the introduction of Microsoft Teams in the hospital.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter</th>
<th>Content or questions</th>
<th>Follow-up questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before the interview</td>
<td>Introduction and summary of the purpose of this research, including an explanation of the interviewee’s rights and verbal consent for the interview to be recorded.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographic data</td>
<td>1. What is your name and how old are you?</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. What is your current position at the hospital?</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. What tasks does your current position involve?</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The conditions before the crisis/pandemic</td>
<td>4. How was the collaboration with each other (with your colleagues) before the crisis/pandemic?</td>
<td>a. With whom did you primarily collaborate?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. How did you collaborate?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>c. Which IT systems did you use for this purpose?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Where have been problems in the collaboration?</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The conditions during the crisis/pandemic</td>
<td>6. What was the goal of introducing Microsoft Teams in your hospital or clinic during the crisis/pandemic?</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. How has the introduction changed collaboration during the crisis/pandemic?</td>
<td>a. With whom do you collaborate?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. How has your collaboration behavior changed?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>c. What types of devices do you use for collaborating?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>d. Have your tasks or responsibilities changed?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>e. Has your culture within the clinic changed? Do you treat each other differently?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8. What advantages have resulted from the introduction in your collaboration?</td>
<td>a. Benefits for the team and/or individuals?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. Benefits for other hospitals employees?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>c. Benefits for patients?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9. What disadvantages have arisen from the introduction in your collaboration?</td>
<td>a. Surveillance?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. Data protection?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>c. Ethical issues or legal questions?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10. What challenges have been identified during the introduction?</td>
<td>a. Technical problems?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. Acceptance, handling, resistance?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The conditions after the crisis/pandemic</td>
<td>11. Would you like to receive further technical support for collaboration?</td>
<td>a. Further use of Microsoft Teams?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12. In which other areas would you like to get more support?</td>
<td>a. Artificial intelligence?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. Intelligent systems?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13. What recommendations would you give other hospitals or their staff to improve collaboration in their clinic?</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After the interview</td>
<td>Conclusion of the interview and the possibility for the expert to ask further questions or give closing remarks.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aIT: information technology.
Table 2. Sample overview of the expert interviews.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Tenure (years)</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Clinic</th>
<th>Length (minutes:seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E1</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Resident physician</td>
<td>Cranio-maxillofacial surgery</td>
<td>28:25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Resident physician</td>
<td>Cranio-maxillofacial surgery</td>
<td>19:21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E3</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Senior physician</td>
<td>Cranio-maxillofacial surgery</td>
<td>10:05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E4</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Resident physician</td>
<td>Cranio-maxillofacial surgery</td>
<td>17:31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E5</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>Resident physician</td>
<td>Orthopedics and trauma surgery</td>
<td>12:36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E6</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Resident physician</td>
<td>Cranio-maxillofacial surgery</td>
<td>09:04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E7</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>Resident physician</td>
<td>Otorhinolaryngology</td>
<td>10:57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E8</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Resident physician</td>
<td>Otorhinolaryngology</td>
<td>09:34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E9</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Resident physician</td>
<td>Orthopedics and trauma surgery</td>
<td>14:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E10</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Resident physician</td>
<td>Orthopedics and trauma surgery</td>
<td>14:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E11</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Senior physician</td>
<td>Cranio-maxillofacial surgery</td>
<td>16:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E12</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Senior physician</td>
<td>Cranio-maxillofacial surgery</td>
<td>14:40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E13</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Resident physician</td>
<td>Orthopedics and trauma surgery</td>
<td>14:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E14</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>Resident physician</td>
<td>Otorhinolaryngology</td>
<td>13:38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E15</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>Resident physician</td>
<td>Otorhinolaryngology</td>
<td>22:13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E16</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Resident physician</td>
<td>Orthopedics and trauma surgery</td>
<td>15:17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results

This section describes the level of collaboration between clinicians before the crisis, what has changed because of the pandemic, and how it should be organized in the future. Excerpts from the German interviews have been translated into English for the reader’s convenience. For the purpose of anonymization, the numbering of the interviewees does not correspond to the order of the interviewees as depicted in Table 2.

Figure 2 summarizes the results.

Figure 2. Summary of case study results.

Predeployment
- Collaboration primarily via personal contact followed by telephone and pager.
- Physical presence at meetings is mandatory.

During the COVID-19 Pandemic
- Collaboration assisted by Microsoft Teams.
- Reduction of personal contacts to help contain the virus.
- More effective and less stressful collaboration.
- Better patient-centered decision-making.
- Limited technological infrastructure and diverse stakeholders.

Future Vision
- Continue usage of Microsoft Teams.
- Expand digital support.
- Integrate in clinical processes.
Predeployment Conditions

In every clinic in the hospital, an early meeting is held in which all physicians meet to discuss patients collaboratively and to derive diagnoses and therapies (eg, E1, E2, and E5). Physicians from other disciplines frequently participate by offering their medical expertise. Afterward, physicians conduct ward rounds, perform surgeries, or treat patients. In many disciplines, additional meetings are held in the afternoon to discuss treatment procedures for specific patients:

*It depends a bit on the department, but it is generally discussed who is assigned where, the night shift is discussed, X-rays are viewed together with a radiologist, at noon there is another meeting in which current cases are discussed with the senior and chief physician.* [E5]

Collaboration between physicians in hospitals is characterized by face-to-face or telephone communication (eg, E4, E10, E12, E14). In many cases, personal communication is conducted on the same hierarchical level and within departmental boundaries. For example, information exchange among resident physicians takes place in person, while senior physicians or head physicians are usually approached via telephone:

*Much usually happens verbally, with colleagues from the same level.* [E3]

*Most personal communication with other resident physicians is according to our schedule. If I need to talk to a senior physician, I usually call him [or her].* [E2]

However, not every physician has their own phone; some have pagers (eg, E1, E6). If it is necessary to contact a physician, the number of their pager is called from any telephone in the clinic. The pager will then display the number of the caller with a request for a callback. The physician must find a telephone to respond to the call. Up to this point, the identity of the caller and the reason for the call remain uncertain. In our study, the physicians explained that no official IT system facilitates collaboration (eg, E1, E5, E12). It was also described that existing IT systems lack ease of use and are rather difficult to handle. Furthermore, the velocity of the current infrastructure needs improvement, and retrieving information is not straightforward because medical data are stored across systems (eg, E3, E6, E12):

*In the rarest cases communication is done by email, but only when I am sitting in my office. There is no use of any IT system; we are rather old-school.* [E6]

*Systems are frequently just slow. Handling is not intuitive and programs crash.* [E3]

The physicians reported that communication and collaboration in the hospital are sufficient but are dependent on collaborators adhering to certain organizational structures and communication channels (eg, E1, E7). Problems occasionally arise, such as misunderstandings in shift plans; colleagues can be difficult or impossible to reach, such as when a physician is in the operating theatre; or a faulty transfer from aftercare to day care can be made when information is captured in handwriting (eg, E2, E8, E9):

*There are problems when changing shifts if a list has only been filled out by hand and you do not see each other.* [E8]

However, the physicians explained that no serious issues arise during habitual collaboration (eg, E9, E13, E14) but likewise admitted that the current mode of communication is not being questioned and certainly could benefit from adjustments (eg, E1, E11, E12).

Collaboration During the COVID-19 Pandemic

Prior to the pandemic, Microsoft Teams was not used in the clinic, nor did any other standardized system exist for collaboration between clinicians in the hospital.

The technological support for the collaboration was equally accepted, but some behaviors changed. Due to the reduction of personal contact between clinicians, the communication was more professional and less social (eg, E2, E6, E10, E14, E16). Communication over the telephone decreased significantly, and many issues were resolved directly via chat. In addition, response times were shorter, and information was shared digitally (eg, E3, E8, E10, E14):

*It is already a somewhat different culture which is much more impersonal. There is less personal interaction.* [E5]

The experts saw various advantages in technical assistance for collaboration. Foremost was compliance with the current rules and hygiene regulations (eg, E1-E6). Collaboration between physicians became easier. Data could be shared directly with everyone, and information was immediately captured digitally. Physicians could access data from anywhere, and even a physician who had not attended a meeting could obtain information via digital protocols. Colleagues could be reached much more quickly, and interdepartmental communication was simplified (eg, E5, E9, E12):

*My colleagues are easier to reach, there is a closer connection between us. Medical information is available for everyone and decisions can be made faster and better.* [E8]

In addition, the IT system simplified group meetings. The experts often complained that in large meeting rooms, the presentation screen was simply too far away (eg, E1, E2, E16). Relevant information was more visible; for example, patient x-rays could be interpreted more easily. Resident physicians reported a learning effect from the joint discussions of pictures (eg, E9, E13, E16):

*When you look at the pictures, you get more opinions, they can be used as a basis for a decision, someone can also intervene, if you can see the pictures well, there is also a learning effect.* [E4]

Meeting via Microsoft Teams was also perceived by the physicians as less stressful and more efficient (eg, E5, E7). Information could be looked up quickly during an appointment. Subsequent discussions could be kept within limits, and there was no longer a need to wait for participants on their way to a meeting room (eg, E8, E13). In addition, there was no need to use unknown hardware from an unfamiliar room for a
presentation. Furthermore, experts reported that one could better prepare for transferring patient information:

As a physician, you can prepare yourself better, the information is already there. Everyone can prepare themselves and you don’t have to do it together. [E4]

In addition, the physicians recognized indirect advantages for patients. The more effective and efficient appointments saved time, which could be used for more relevant tasks such as diagnosis or planning treatment. Through the joint discussion of patient reports, several professional opinions could be obtained, possibly leading to better decision-making (eg, E6, E12, E14). Finally, in the time of the pandemic, the potential risk of infection was minimized:

I believe we physicians are the greatest threat to everyone. [E9]

This new type of collaboration requires cognitive effort and a high level of self-discipline. Physicians have a highly interactive job. During a pandemic, they are not always allowed to meet a colleague and must encourage themselves to participate in digital communication. There is a feeling of a need to be constantly available, which creates stress and the perception of being controlled (eg, E4, E8, E9). A physician is always expected to be up to date, even when working from home or when on vacation:

But it is expected that you always look in and up to date, even if you are at home you still look in there, you are afraid to miss something out. [E7]

Finally, challenges of the collaborative adjustment were described. In addition to the partially slow internet connection, the new hardware had to be purchased quickly. Very few computers were equipped with proper cameras, microphones, or loudspeakers; therefore, collaboration with colleagues was more difficult (eg, E1, E2, E12):

Everybody had to install the software by himself and hardware was only available little by little. I couldn't log in from the office. The internet connection was bad so that people couldn’t understand each other. [E2]

The system had many diverse users, such as resident and senior physicians. The system was used with varying degrees of intensity and not to its full extent. The full range of functions of the software was not manageable from the beginning, and the users were required to learn the functions themselves (eg, E2, E7, E12):

Everyone used it the way they thought was right. We just got it. [E11]

A Vision of the Future

In the last part of the interviews, we asked the physicians how a future collaboration supported by technology would look. Some stated that Microsoft Teams should continue to be used, as it is broadly accepted and adopted (eg, E1, E2, E7). In addition, the change from classical messaging apps such as WhatsApp toward Microsoft Teams for professional purposes was already visible (eg, E7, E8):

Organizational things are shared different. It just works better. [E7]

However, the different types and levels of use must be considered. On the one hand, the technological support for collaboration should be further integrated. For example, physicians tend to continue virtual meetings in the future, as those are particularly helpful when individuals from different clinical disciplines need to participate and the physical attendance of participants is not required (eg, E3, E4, E11). In addition, information exchange among physicians is likely to change, as medical data are easier to retrieve (eg, E6, E13):

I would like to keep the tumor board meetings going like this. Everyone sits at their own workplace; x-ray images are easier to see and disease patterns better to recognize; ad-hoc information for a specific case can be obtained quickly. [E5]

I think we should continue to use this especially for appointments that are attended by many people from different disciplines or in the future for such things as e-learning on surgery techniques. [E3]

There are some useful areas where we can use [Microsoft] Teams. A lot of our digital communication is conducted via email. I think this might be limitable or even replaceable for internal information exchange. [E6]

On the other hand, personal contact is still fruitful and frequently the more favored means of collaboration. Especially for younger physicians, who are at the beginning of their medical training and rather inexperienced, personal contact is indispensable for conveying medical knowledge and demonstrating practical techniques on patients (eg, E1, E15, E16). Furthermore, mere virtual communication may result in negative consequences for teamwork and team spirit in the hospital (eg, E2, E5, E13):

When someone explains something to me, it’s easier to understand when we meet in person. I can’t imagine how virtual meetings look like when treating or operating patients where it is about the practical execution. [E15]

We spend so much time together, I sometimes want personal interaction with my colleagues. Unfortunately, this is currently somewhat lost. [E13]

I think [virtual collaboration] is especially beneficial when you already know each other and each other’s work. [E5]

Therefore, not every type of collaboration should be supported or replaced by technology. However, the physicians explained that the current pandemic is forcing hospitals to undertake collaborative alignments (eg, E4-E8) as necessary endeavors to limit personal contact to a minimum, some of which should have been undertaken even sooner (eg, E4, E9):

We should continue this kind of virtual collaboration. I think we need to cope with the restrictions [due to the pandemic] for some time. [E10]

We need the implementation as quickly as possible during a pandemic. [E7]
Finally, technology may improve not only collaborations among physicians (and other clinicians) but those with external partners. For example, some physicians reported that scientific collaborations have been initiated for research purposes (eg, E1, E2) with participants across departmental boundaries, that is, from internal clinics, external laboratories, and independent institutions.

**Discussion**

In this section, we present the most relevant insights gained from our case study. We explain general key lessons learned and offer recommendations on how digital transformation can improve collaboration. Our goal is to guide hospitals and their decision makers who want to embrace digital transformation for collaborative purposes.

**Lesson 1: Organizational Change Requires Alignment of the Mindset**

Digital transformation can change the way clinicians collaborate in hospitals. Achieving organizational change is not easy in surroundings that are characterized by hierarchical and authoritarian individuals [36]. IT-enabled transformation does not always proceed as desired [40], as working practices in hospitals have not greatly changed in the last few decades. Although the technological possibilities have matured and investments continue to rise [64], collaboration is still conducted with common, proven instruments [65].

In our study, the physicians’ experience was that the assistance of an IT system simplified tasks in many areas of their daily working life. Simplification enhanced adaptations in the types of collaboration, moving from personal contact to a virtual environment. Aligning one’s mindset required a high degree of self-control to avoid falling back into habitual patterns. One expert described this as “a different kind of communication that requires effort and self-discipline in a profession that is strongly characterized by personal interaction” [E5]. However, physicians observed that this alignment is necessary because “otherwise everyone wants to do it like we did before” [E2].

Recommendation: Hospitals should develop an overarching adoption strategy to meet the varying expectations of involved stakeholders. The introduction of technology today differs from that of 20 years ago. IT is simply a means to an end, and it should not be the center of attention. Instead, it provides a new way of working and of transforming certain processes. The entrenched mindset can only be changed piece by piece, accompanied by a variety of formats. This deliberate process might include different training sessions or workshops, such as how clinicians can collaborate to jointly develop an IT system to support, improve, or even completely replace certain processes.

**Lesson 2: Develop and Adhere to Behavioral Rules for Collaboration**

Enabling new forms of collaborative work drives operational performance, not only within the clinic but across departmental boundaries [30,31]. The introduction of IT systems in hospitals is transformative and may be disruptive [66]. Furthermore, technological capabilities are broadly available to improve information exchange and collaboration [45-47]. The existence of technology does not necessarily describe how to handle that technology. Systems may be used in various ways; however, there is no “right” or “wrong” when it comes to the individual handling of a system.

In our work, physicians described a system that is used for different purposes with various functions. Some clinicians conducted video calls, while others used the chat function or shared files. Many questions remained unanswered: Which functions should be used at all? How quickly should one react to chat messages? Is a reaction also expected outside regular working hours? Which files are shared, and in what type of structure are they stored? Questions should be clarified in advance to ensure a structured collaboration. One expert explained that “there were communication problems, cameras were bought without anyone knowing. We need rules on how to act and how to behave” [E2].

Recommendation: Before or during the introduction of new technology, each clinic should define rules for its behavior and IT-enabled collaboration with stakeholders. Changes can never be initiated and sustained alone. The goal of improved collaboration and thus enhanced patient care can only be achieved if everyone participates and follows certain rules. The change should be embraced collaboratively.

**Lesson 3: Antiquated Technical Infrastructure Hinders a Shift**

Achieving cross-functional collaboration among hospital physicians presupposes the integration of suitable technologies to improve the overall treatment of patients [27,28]. To enhance the overall diagnostic and treatment process further requires IT systems with stored information to be accurate, relevant and integrated as well as quickly accessible when needed [35,36]. However, hospitals still struggle to adopt new technologies in their complex clinical environments and to integrate them into their underlying infrastructure [52].

Our results revealed that physicians appreciated the IT-enabled support and wanted to continue to use it; however, they felt restricted due to technical problems. The participants reported that the internet connection in the hospital regularly failed or was only adequate for transmitting sound without a video signal. In addition, the computers were all stationary and frequently outdated. The lack of devices, in turn, led to many physicians using private devices, on which data protection and security were problematic. Physicians simply observed that “the infrastructure must be available” [E1] and “the technology must be upgraded and ideally interlinked in all parts of the health care system” [E4].

Recommendation: Hospitals must provide technical fundamentals to promote IT-enabled collaboration between physicians. This training applies not only to the infrastructure itself, such as network availability, but to the technical equipment. Every physician could be equipped with appropriate devices such as notebooks, tablets, or smartphones. A positive outcome of this would be that the equipment managed by the
The rapid and unavoidable introduction of IT-enabled collaboration revealed profound grievances concerning the technological requirements of hospitals and the digital expertise of clinicians. Digital dissemination of medical information along the patient treatment path is not entirely complete. Medical data are exchanged verbally or in handwriting and are often not available throughout the hospital [15,22]. Technology has found its way into our everyday lives, but physicians are still not fully aware of the possibilities that digital transformation reveals [65]. There is a lack of practice and actual use within hospitals, as IT-enabled collaboration is not necessarily needed, and the health care sector traditionally lags in adopting new technologies [30,67].

To avoid being caught unprepared by future crises, digital transformation must be further driven to ensure effective and efficient collaboration even without personal contact. Such virtual collaboration requires the diagnostic process and subsequent treatment to be opened to disruptive strategies. Openness will not only contribute to faster change but will embrace patient-oriented behavior. Moreover, a rapid rollout contributes to quicker adoption. The adoption of pragmatic and innovative solutions will increase their acceptance for future use.
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Abstract
The COVID-19 pandemic has caused substantial global disturbance by affecting more than 42 million people (as of the end of October 2020). Since there is no medication or vaccine available, the only way to combat it is to minimize transmission. Digital contact tracing is an effective technique that can be utilized for this purpose, as it eliminates the manual contact tracing process and could help in identifying and isolating affected people. However, users are reluctant to share their location and contact details due to concerns related to the privacy and security of their personal information, which affects its implementation and extensive adoption. Blockchain technology has been applied in various domains and has been proven to be an effective approach for handling data transactions securely, which makes it an ideal choice for digital contact tracing apps. The properties of blockchain such as time stamping and immutability of data may facilitate the retrieval of accurate information on the trail of the virus in a transparent manner, while data encryption assures the integrity of the information being provided. Furthermore, the anonymity of the user’s identity alleviates some of the risks related to privacy and confidentiality concerns. In this paper, we provide readers with a detailed discussion on the digital contact tracing mechanism and outline the apps developed so far to combat the COVID-19 pandemic. Moreover, we present the possible risks, issues, and challenges associated with the available contact tracing apps and analyze how the adoption of a blockchain-based decentralized network for handling the app could provide users with privacy-preserving contact tracing without compromising performance and efficiency.
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Introduction
COVID-19, caused by the novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2, was unknown prior to its spread in late 2019 in Wuhan, China [1]. The infection began with 27 people in Wuhan, which has now grown to more than 42 million people globally [2]. Within a month of the initial outbreak, COVID-19 was declared a global public health emergency by the World Health Organization (WHO) in January 2020. SARS-CoV-2 is usually transmitted from infected person to healthy person via physical contact [3]. Several studies also claim that the disease is highly contagious and can be transmitted through air particles, which contributes to its uncontrollable spread. Infected people can be symptomatic or asymptomatic, but both types of patients can transmit the virus. Therefore, the only way to control the spread is to keep infected individuals in isolation for 14 days, as the incubation period ranges between 1-14 days, per research carried out in Wuhan [4]. Since COVID-19 appeared suddenly, there was no information about treatment and prevention. Although clinical trials and research are being carried out globally to deal with this pandemic, the availability of a vaccine to the public may not be possible in the near future. Therefore, as of now,
everybody must follow some simple practices every day like avoiding gatherings, maintaining social distance, washing hands, using hand sanitizers, and wearing masks and gloves when going out.

To combat this coronavirus, governments throughout the world are implementing several measures to avoid social contact among people to minimize spread. Complete lockdowns were imposed in several countries in which national and international borders were sealed, schools and universities were shut down, employees were asked to continue their work from home, malls and markets were closed, and gatherings and functions were suspended; all these efforts are being made to restrict human contact as much as possible. Nevertheless, the impact of these actions on the economy has raised global concerns, which makes it important to have a balance between prevention mechanisms and economic activities. Health organizations globally are keeping manual track of people who might have come into contact with COVID-19–positive persons, but this process is time consuming, prone to errors, and inefficient. Therefore, a digital contact tracing system is needed to identify, assess, and manage the people and locations that have been exposed to COVID-19–infected patients in order to prevent the spread of the virus and break the chain [5]. Digital contact tracing is a mechanism that utilizes the technological concepts as a tool to collect data to identify contacts and prevent transmission [6].

However, contact tracing means the continuous monitoring of data such as personal details and location of users and infected patients, which creates a sense of fear in society that their movements are being captured and broadcasted to the app managers. Furthermore, the privacy of individuals' data becomes a concern in a pandemic situation, as people become unsure how the government is going to use this collected information. In this paper, an outline is provided on how containment in pandemic situations such as COVID-19 can be achieved using digital contact tracing and elaborate on the issues and challenges that this mechanism imposes on society. A brief description is also provided on the contact tracing systems implemented specifically for COVID-19, followed by a discussion on blockchain-based decentralized contact tracing, which can handle users’ data in a transparent and immutable manner, thus providing security as well as ensuring privacy.

**Digital Contact Tracing**

It is necessary to have containment in order to limit the spread of communicable diseases and prevent them from reaching the level of a pandemic like COVID-19. Contact tracing is a mechanism of identifying infected people, keeping track of others who might have come in contact with them, and collecting relevant information about these contacts to take timely measures to minimize the spread of contagious diseases [6,7].

Traditional contact tracing has been employed in the past for controlling the spread of several communicable diseases. The process of traditional contact tracing is based on keeping track of people an individual has been in touch with, as well as places they have visited in the past few days or weeks. Traditionally, these details were kept on paper files, and people with a chance of infection were informed via mail or phone call. This is a tedious and error-prone method that demands too much labor. With time, everything has been digitized, including the process of contact tracing. Digital contact tracing is a mechanism that can keep track of these details through mobile phones, which can be used to identify people who might have come into contact with an infected patient [6]. The WHO has divided the mechanism of contact tracing into three steps as follows [8]:

1. **Identification of contacts:** when a person is diagnosed with a communicable viral disease, their contacts are identified by asking about the routine and activities of the infected person. These contacts could be anyone who had come in contact with the patient, such as family members, friends, colleagues, or health care practitioners.

2. **Listing of contacts:** after identifying the individuals who have come in contact with the infected person in the past few days, a list of these contacts is compiled. These contacts are then informed of the situation and guided about the practices that they must follow if they develop any symptoms. The contacts are also advised to remain under isolation or quarantine, if required.

3. **Follow-up with contacts:** periodic and regular follow-ups with the contacts are mandatory as they help in the timely monitoring of health symptoms and test results and prevent the further spread of the disease.

Nowadays, contact tracing is being implemented through smartphones. Development and deployment of several mobile apps are being done to resolve the problems associated with the traditional, manual contact tracing approaches. Bluetooth technology is one of the mainstream approaches for contact tracing apps to uncover the individuals who might have been in proximity of infected people. The Bluetooth-based approaches do not store the location or data of users; they only notify infected persons’ contacts with minimal interference to the user’s privacy. Such techniques could be centralized or decentralized. In case of decentralized techniques, the details are stored on the user’s device only, which gives users both power and control over their personal data. The analysis and processing of the data for tracking contacts are also done on the user’s device, which promotes transparency, privacy, and user consent [9]. In centralized apps, the analysis and processing are done on a central server, and users are alerted if required. **Figure 1** depicts how digital contact tracing works in decentralized and centralized setups.
Existing Digital Contact Tracing Techniques for COVID-19

There are several apps developed recently to effectively handle the COVID-19 pandemic. These apps help health care workers as well as the public to gain insight into the situation so as to make suitable decisions. Some of these apps are discussed below, followed by a comparison depicted in Table 1.

TraceTogether
TraceTogether is an app based on BlueTrace protocols that utilizes Bluetooth low-energy technology to determine and record the proximity details of users [10]. In order to run this app, users need to keep their mobile devices in the active state, which allows for the broadcasting of their location at all times. This, however, affects battery usage. Bluetooth has always been vulnerable to security attacks (eg, sniffers), and the chances of replay attacks are also high, which might generate false information leading to panic among the public. Furthermore, concealing the hardware device associated with Bluetooth technology is difficult and can lead to the exposure of user identity. Moreover, the proximity limit of Bluetooth is limited. The TraceTogether app works on a centralized network, which means that the identities of users might not be revealed to other users, but this identity is known to a central authority and an attacker might gain control of the data by hacking the central node of the network (single point of failure).

COVID Trace
Developed by Apple and Google, COVID Trace is an app that is based on Bluetooth technology that only collects necessary information like location with respect to time and does not retain any recognizable user data (eg, identity), thereby keeping the data anonymous [11]. In this app, if 2 individuals stay in proximity to one another for more than 10 minutes, tokens are exchanged and stored in the app. Whenever a person is diagnosed with COVID-19, this information is shared with the app server, which is referred to as escrow. These generated tokens are only shared to the public database with the permission of the user. This app keeps the users’ location records for the past 3 weeks, which is recorded only when the app user leaves their home. On the basis of the collected data, the symptoms, the area of exposure, and the number of days a person has been sick are stored. App managers are responsible for the anonymization of user location while uploading. Moreover, the exact time is not disclosed and is rounded off for privacy reasons. One of the drawbacks of this app is that the presence or absence of the disease is not verified. Nevertheless, it offers improved privacy properties as compared to storing raw Bluetooth device IDs such as in the previous example.

HowWeFeel
This app was developed specially for researchers, health care professionals, and doctors. It collects and aggregates the symptoms and personal information of users for the purpose of sharing it with health care practitioners who are working to have a better understanding of COVID-19 and ways to combat it [12]. The collected data are utilized to better understand the nature of its spread and to identify people at risk of infection, in order to take the necessary steps on time. Data are collected for both healthy and unhealthy individuals. The app asks users certain questions in terms of how they are feeling and whether or not they have gotten a COVID-19 test, as well as the result of the test. Moreover, a unique token is issued for the identification of every user. Firewalls, antivirus, and
cryptographic algorithms are also applied to ensure authorized access.

NOVID
NOVID is another app developed for contact tracing that utilizes the concepts of Bluetooth technology and ultrasonic sound waves for accurately counting the number of contacts to provide exact distance measurement [13]. The microphones of mobile phones are utilized in this app to listen to inaudible sounds by exploiting Bluetooth technology whenever a device passes another. Then the proximity among users is calculated without demanding any personal information or location. Whenever a new user is registered on the app, a unique user ID is generated randomly to identify the device. The user information gathered by this app does not link it with the users’ personal details such as name, email, or device without the user’s permission. The IDs of the tracked users are gathered and stored on a server, and if a person is diagnosed with COVID-19, then the user ID is encrypted and then sent to the other users of the app.

COVID Shield
The COVID Shield app collects the IDs of individuals using Bluetooth technology in a random manner and shares it with nearby users [14]. If a person is found to be COVID-19 positive, then their ID is shared anonymously with other users with a chance of exposure to the disease. The app downloads these randomly generated IDs from the server after an interval of time, and these IDs are mapped with user information extracted from personal devices to determine one’s chances of exposure to the virus in the past few days. COVID Shield encompasses a web portal, a server, and a mobile app. No personal information is directly collected on the app; instead, a random ID is assigned along with temporary keys and logs. The app uses the Google and Apple Exposure Notification framework to maintain the privacy of users’ data. The collected data are stored on AWS (Amazon Web Services) cloud, and users have complete jurisdiction over their data. Users are able to turn their notifications off and delete their exposure log.

Zero
The Zero app is installed on the user’s mobile device, through which data and user ID are collected and then stored on a centralized cloud storage provided by Google Cloud [9]. This app supports API (application programming interface) and TCN (Temporary Contact Numbers) protocols provided by both Apple and Google [15]. App managers can share the collected data with other entities for lawful purposes such as law enforcement or clinical research. The data remain anonymous while being shared. In order to maintain the security of the data, SSL (Secure Socket Layer) protocols are used. The users have the right to file a complaint with the app managers if their data are compromised in any way. However, the app providers do not assure the privacy of the collected information.

ShareTrace
When a new user registers on the ShareTrace app, a random ID is generated and assigned. Personal information, such as email, name, and location, is kept safe on the user’s device, and the mobile phone of the user communicates with the app server using the assigned ID only [16]. Contact tracing is done using Bluetooth technology, which shares users’ packets (i.e., Bluetooth ID of the device, symptoms, diagnosis, and contact history associated with the device) when 2 individuals come into physical contact with one another. The mobile devices of the users keep track of contact tracing along with the symptoms and infected people. The information is updated on the app server periodically, and the analysis on the data is performed while maintaining the privacy of user identities.

Safe2
This app uses the integration of both Bluetooth technology and GPS for efficient contact tracing. Bluetooth is utilized to detect droplets of coughs and sneezes, while GPS is used to trace the surfaces in contact with the infected individuals. Self-assessment results are stored and never leave the user’s device until a positive symptom is detected [17]. When the user gets infected, all the data (anonymized close contacts, location history, and exposure status) are uploaded to the alerting system of the app, which keeps user identity anonymous and notifies other users who have been in close proximity with the infected person. The Safe2 app managers have the right to release the user’s personal data to the government or law enforcement agencies if required.

Aarogya Setu App
This app was developed by the Government of India for the purpose of COVID-19 contact tracing. However, it remained controversial for a long time because people were worried about their privacy. This forced the Indian government to come out with a privacy policy for the app, elaborating on the type of data that is collected and how the data are used. Prominent features include automatic contact tracing via Bluetooth, self-assessment tests, travel advisories, risk status, location data, nationwide COVID-19 status, emergency helpline numbers, and more [18,19]. When an Aarogya Setu app user comes within the Bluetooth proximity of another user, the two devices securely exchange digital signatures related to this interaction. It contains the location data, time, proximity, and duration. These data are stored on the devices of all individuals. When a person tests positive, an alert notification is sent to all users who have been in proximity to that individual within the last 14 days and recommends suitable action. The updated risk of infection is closely monitored by the Government of India.

Exposure Notification
Google and Apple have recently announced a joint effort to fight COVID-19 by using Bluetooth technology for contact tracing to help governments and health care organizations to contain the spread of this virus. Called Exposure Notification, this system has been designed keeping in mind the importance of user privacy and security. A random ID is generated when a user installs the Exposure Notifications system on their mobile phone. To preserve the user’s privacy, these random IDs change every 10-20 minutes so that the identity of the user or the geographical location cannot be detected. The user’s mobile phone and those nearby will then continue to exchange these random IDs via Bluetooth. Data are collected, stored, and processed on the user’s mobile phone only. If, at any point in time, a user is diagnosed as positive for the virus, he or she updates their status in the app. Other users’ devices concurrently
and occasionally match all the random IDs with positive COVID-19 cases against its own random IDs. During the whole process, the user’s identity is not shared with anyone—not even with Google and Apple. Figure 2 outlines how the Exposure Notification system works [20].

**Figure 2.** The Exposure Notification system.

Users’ privacy is ensured as follows:

- Users have full control over the Exposure Notification system. It is up to the user when to turn the app on or off;
- The geographical location of the user is not shared with anyone—not even with the government, Google, or Apple;
- To preserve user privacy, the random Bluetooth IDs change every 10-20 minutes;
- Notifications are carried out on the user’s mobile phone only. To preserve the privacy of the user, if a person tests positive, their identity is not shared with other users or with Apple or Google;
- The objective of this system is to help the health care system fight COVID-19, which is why Google and Apple expect to deactivate this system when it is no longer needed.
### Table 1. Existing contact tracing techniques for COVID-19.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App name</th>
<th>Information-gathering technique</th>
<th>Type of data collected</th>
<th>Data storage and management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TraceTogether</td>
<td>Bluetooth</td>
<td>Anonymous IDs, proximity of contacts</td>
<td>Data corresponding to anonymous IDs are generated from mobile devices and stored on a central server; the real identity of the users is hidden from other users but known to the server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVID Trace</td>
<td>Bluetooth</td>
<td>Geographic location, temporal details, self-assessed symptoms</td>
<td>Location and temporal details are stored on the users’ personal device; data used only with permission from users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HowWeFeel</td>
<td>Manual</td>
<td>Age, sex, postal code, self-assessed symptoms</td>
<td>Self-reported data are integrated and stored along with user IDs; storage and management via a central app server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOVID [13]</td>
<td>Bluetooth and ultrasonic sound waves</td>
<td>Device details, OS version, time, language, Bluetooth, sonic signals specifications, proximity of contacts</td>
<td>Generates user ID and corresponding password; utilization and management by a central server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVID Shield</td>
<td>Bluetooth</td>
<td>Unique random ID, app logs, temporary keys for exposure</td>
<td>Data are not directly uploaded to a server; the generated user ID is uploaded to the central server in a secure manner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero (Safemap)</td>
<td>Manual and automatic</td>
<td>Mobile number, email ID, GPS information, IP address</td>
<td>Data are stored on users’ individual server, managed by a central server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ShareTrace</td>
<td>Bluetooth</td>
<td>Proximity of contacts, symptoms of users, diagnosis results</td>
<td>Data are stored on users’ individual server, managed by a central server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safe2 [17]</td>
<td>Bluetooth and GPS</td>
<td>Proximity of contacts, locations, self-assessed symptoms, lab test results</td>
<td>Generated random user IDs and data are stored on user devices; federated servers are used for handling data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aIP: Internet Protocol.*

There are several other apps and protocols that have been developed as a solution to handle the COVID-19 pandemic via contact tracing, such as NHS COVID-19, HealthCodeSystem, Pan-European Privacy-Preserving Proximity Tracing [23], Decentralized Privacy-Preserving Proximity Tracing apps, and others [24]. These apps work in a similar manner to the above-mentioned ones, with some minute differences. However, all of these apps face some issues related to security and privacy of the user’s data. Most have their own central server that stores and manages data, which creates vulnerabilities such as data theft, data manipulation, data leakage, single point of failure, etc. Moreover, there is no verification mechanism provided by these apps that assures whether a particular individual is actually infected or not, as there are chances that a malicious user might put fake information on the app to create panic among other users, which raises issues related to the trust and reliability of the app. Furthermore, the personal data being collected by the apps still remain the main concern of app users. Apart from these apps, there are certain other apps that demand permission to access users’ mobile phone contacts, media, location, files, phone ID, etc. Since these apps are constantly gathering user information for contact tracing, the privacy and security of the user’s data continues to be the biggest concern and needs to be addressed [25].

### Issues and Challenges Posed by Digital Contact Tracing

Contact tracing accelerates the process of identifying the individuals who could have come into contact with infected cases. However, there are certain issues, challenges, and concerns associated with this mechanism that need to be addressed.

**Data Privacy and Compliance With the General Data Protection Regulation**

One of the biggest concerns is that the people are hesitant in sharing their information, as they are not sure how their data will be used, who is going to be in charge of their data, and for how long. Contact tracing apps must gather data in compliance with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which states that any information related to a person that could make him or her directly or indirectly recognizable is said to be his or her personal information. Some important terms related to the GDPR are discussed below [26-29]:

- **Data subject:** refers to any individual who can possibly be identified directly or indirectly by means of an identifier such as a name, location data, personal ID number, or through some specific factors related to an individual’s physical, genetic, economic, cultural, or social identity;
- **Personal data:** according to the GDPR, data become personal data when any kind of identification of the subject is possible through that data;
- **Data controllers:** refers to the main policy and decision makers who control the purpose behind the data collection and method of data processing;
- **Data processors:** work according to the instructions provided by data controllers to process the data.
In addition, there are various rights given by the GDPR to users regarding data and privacy, which include [30]:

- Right to access: the individual has the right to access personal data. Additionally, they have the right to know how their data are being used, processed, stored, and transferred to other organizations;
- Right to be informed: the individual has the right to be informed before data are gathered and processed;
- Right to data portability: the individual has the right to transfer their data from one service provider to another at any time;
- Right to be forgotten: the individual has the right to have their data deleted if they are no longer customers, or withdraw their consent of data usage;
- Right to object: the individual has the right to object the use or processing of their data;
- Right to restrict processing: the individual can ask to stop processing of certain kinds of data;
- Right to be notified: the individual has the right to be notified within 72 hours in case of a breach of their personal data;
- Right to rectification: the individual has the right to request the data controller to update, modify, or correct their data.

In terms of health care data, the GDPR requires more protection; in the context of digital contact tracing apps, the wireless technology and app managers receive the data along with user identifiers, making it their responsibility to keep the data anonymous. All the strategies for contact tracing available today employ one simple and common mechanism that tracks the movement of the carrier of the virus and does not protect the privacy of users. Therefore, the people who have been diagnosed with the disease are afraid of losing confidentiality since details about their location is broadcasted publicly. Although the actual identity of the individual is not disclosed, they can be mapped easily due to the limited number of carriers on the same route. Once identified, people can start making speculations about their personal lives, develop incorrect perceptions, or generate rumors.

**Data Quality and Transparency**

COVID-19 is generating considerable amounts of data such as information on infected people, hospitalization and death rates, transmission details, etc. However, it is necessary to analyze these data so as to gain insights and make better and efficient decisions since the fight against the spread of COVID-19 is dependent on these decisions and the research being carried out. Therefore, it is essential that the data being analyzed are accurate and the quality of the data is assured. It must consist of metadata and context to avoid any misjudgment or discrepancy since lives are at stake. Moreover, the transparency of the data is another critical aspect; the origin and the generator of the data must be known to the researchers and/or users in order to increase trust and prevent the spread of false information or panic.

**Lack of Medical Understanding**

COVID-19 is a highly communicable disease that is not only caused by physical contact but can also spread through air, which makes tracking difficult since an individual can become infected without even coming into contact with an infected person [31]. Another issue that hinders the implementation of contact tracing is that scientific data on COVID-19 are limited at present. For example, it affects each individual differently. Some patients are facing difficulties in breathing and dying while others experience no symptoms but are found to be COVID-19 positive. Additionally, asymptomatic and presymptomatic patients can also infect other people, which makes it difficult to track the source of contamination, as there is a chance that person A, who was asymptomatic and unaware of their infection, came into contact with person B, who became infected and experienced a severe outcome (eg, complications or death) because of the infection.

**Availability of Testing**

The accuracy and efficiency of contact tracing is completely dependent on the amount of testing being performed. As of now, the government is only conducting tests on those who have a history of contact with an infected person or is experiencing symptoms related to COVID-19. Moreover, fees for the diagnostic tests are very high, making it difficult for the public in poor countries to get tested on their own.

**Trust Issues Between Governments and Citizens**

Several contact tracing apps have been developed in the past few months by governments to combat the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic; however, many people criticize this as they believe this to be an attempt by their governments to regulate their lives and breach their fundamental rights of privacy. For example, Israeli legislation has allowed government officials to monitor the mobile phone data of people suspected of infection [32]. Similarly, a publicly available database has been created by the government of South Korea that consists of the personal information of infected individuals such as their job, travel routes, gender, age, etc [33]. Furthermore, GPS-based apps capture and broadcast the location details of users, which invades individuals’ privacy [34]. Thus, it is necessary that the information being shared by users must be handled lawfully and with user consent.

**Technical Inefficiencies**

Various digital contact tracing techniques based on GPS tracking and Bluetooth technology have been employed in the past. However, there are certain issues with these technologies relating to surveillance, malicious users, snoopers, etc. One such technique based on Bluetooth was proposed in 2018 [35], which was used to detect whether or not certain individuals came into proximity with infected people. This can be estimated on the basis of the strength of Bluetooth signals, which becomes low if there are any kinds of obstacles in between (like walls). Thus, considering the current scenario where there is an abundance of large buildings, the effectiveness of such a technical solution is highly affected. Moreover, the adoption rate of such systems is not very high, which is also a reason behind its limited effectiveness. Although GPS has been used to retrieve the location details of users in a digital contact tracing app, it is not very safe and efficient since it is very easy for malicious attackers to create false information on GPS networks.
In addition, there is a chance that an app might provide users with false notions of safety. It is possible that a person might have come into contact with an infected person but failed to be notified by the app, thus the user remains unaware of the exposure and does not follow preventive measures.

Probable Attacks on Digital Contact Tracing Apps

Figure 3 displays some of the most common ways digital contact tracing apps can be compromised by a malicious user/attacker. Some of these attacks are generic while others are specific to the wireless technology being used [37].

![Probable attacks on contact tracing apps.](image)

**Resource Drain Attacks**

This is one of the most common types of attack that leads to denial of service. In such attacks, the attacker sends a massive number of trash messages, either valid or invalid, from their device to the server that forces the drainage of the other device’s resources (eg, battery life) [38]. These attacks have no impact on the digital contact tracing app but might lead to poor performance of the mobile device.

**Trolling Attacks**

In a trolling attack of a digital contact tracing app, the attacker spreads false information, such as lying about being exposed to the virus or being in close proximity with someone who has been diagnosed with the virus [34]. This misinformation creates panic among users, leading them to conduct diagnostic tests and inducing loss of trust in the system.

**Replay Attacks**

In replay attacks, the attacker uses one or more mobile device(s) at different instances to broadcast the same message multiple times. In the context of digital contact tracing apps, replay attacks might spread anxiety among the public as a malicious user who is diagnosed positive with the virus pretends to be more than one individual and sends alerts to even those users who were not near them [39].

**Proximity App Attacks**

The proximity information of the user is supposed to be confidential, but an attacker can hack into a user’s device and leak the information on users’ daily life events to others. This attack creates fear among users and makes them reluctant in using the app and sharing their proximity details.

**Blue-Jacking Attacks**

These attacks are specific to Bluetooth-based digital contact tracing apps, in which the attacker exploits Bluetooth and sends spam messages (containing the name and model of the sender device) to other devices that have their Bluetooth turned on. The receiving user has no idea about the sending user. The aim of such attacks is to make the receiving user behave in a certain manner and access the receiver’s device.

**Blue-Bugging Attacks**

Blue-bugging attacks are also specific to Bluetooth technology. In such attacks, the attacker tries to gain unauthorized access to a user’s device and attempts to give commands. It is the most
dangerous attack, as the attacker might acquire total control over the user’s device and misuse personal information.

**Spoofing Attacks**

These attacks are usually common in digital contact tracing systems based on GPS technology, where the attacker exploits GPS signals near a mobile device in order to transmit incorrect location data that affects the overall performance of the tracing apps and results in incorrect judgments and decisions [40].

**Blockchain-Based Digital Contact Tracing for COVID-19**

Digital contact tracing produces certain issues and challenges related to the privacy and security of users’ personal information as discussed in the sections above. Since users’ information is collected, traced, tallied, and broadcasted to the network, it becomes necessary to maintain confidentiality and prevent the divulgement of the user’s identity. However, in certain apps, consent is asked of users, which provides some control to users over their information. However, verification of the authenticity of the information being shared is still lacking, as well as assurances to the users that only data relevant for tracing COVID-19 spread is being captured and nothing else. Blockchain technology can play a significant role in contact tracing as it supports the distributed peer-to-peer connectivity of the network nodes that bridges the gap between the users and app managers. The technical features offered by blockchain allow for sharing of information while preserving the privacy of users [42]. Table 2 provides a brief description of how the default properties provided by blockchain technology can be utilized for contact tracing apps.

**Table 2. Features of blockchain technology and the corresponding application in the digital contact tracing process.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decentralized network</td>
<td>The management of the data is user centric, which gives the power of data ownership to the users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data security</td>
<td>The data within the blockchain is kept after applying encryption, which can only be decrypted by an authorized user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data provenance</td>
<td>The information being entered in the blockchain is stamped with the digital signature of the source, which proves the legitimacy of the source as well as the data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data availability</td>
<td>The data are distributed among all the nodes within the network, which makes them available all the time to every user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data immutability</td>
<td>The information in the blockchain is immutable, which means once a detail is entered it can never be modified. This provides reliability and transparency to all users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time stamping</td>
<td>The data within the blockchain network is time stamped, which eliminates the chances of discrepancies being present</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The privacy provided to the user and the performance of the app in terms of tracing contacts effectively should be the main focus of these apps. As most of the available apps lack the capability to protect user privacy, the main concern today is to provide effective tracing without compromising the users’ identity and privacy [43,44]. Furthermore, the sharing of the data for decision-making processes in a secure manner is another challenge that is difficult in a centralized network due to the risks of data manipulation. This could be handled in blockchain-based systems as the network is totally distributed and the identities of the users are made anonymous in the beginning. Apart from preserving users’ privacy, the app should also perform effectively in terms of tracing possible contacts, network coverage, infection prevention, etc. Currently, the apps that support decentralization are available for small geographical networks, which would not be beneficial for those who travel on a daily basis for work. Therefore, a blockchain-based decentralized network can provide accessibility and traceability at a global level and connect a larger number of users from different geographical locations without compromising their
privacy. Moreover, the information shared on blockchain can be collected from any means of technology (Bluetooth, GPS, etc) and can provide better and richer interactions.

The spreading of false information and rumors that might lead to panic among people is very dangerous and should be prevented. The reason behind the false information could be attributed to inaccurate details or a lack of transparency. It is necessary for health care organizations to have trustworthy authorities to verify and validate the information received to avoid inaccuracy or discrepancy in the data. Therefore, the blockchain network would be the best option, as it provides transparent tracing of contacts while maintaining privacy in a verifiable manner. Moreover, the privacy of the data should be ensured for the entire lifecycle of the data from its generation to its disposal, which is usually 14 days in the case of COVID-19. Blockchain technology provides users with full control over the management of their data from start to finish and allows them to share and withdraw their data any time they want. Figure 4 depicts a typical blockchain-based contact tracing app framework that shows how the information regarding proximity and health status of the user are collected, analyzed, and utilized. Any activity within a blockchain-supported architecture takes place in the form of transactions, and these transactions are requested and represented in the form of blocks. These blocks of transactions are broadcasted to every node of the network and validated only if the nodes within the network verify them. Figure 5 illustrates the flow of possible transactions in a blockchain-based contact tracing app.

Figure 4. Blockchain-based contact tracing app framework.
All users of the app, including the infected ones, will upload their data, that is, their unique ID and geographical information after applying encryption, to the blockchain network and perform matching on their own devices. When a user goes to the diagnostic center for a test, the results would be uploaded to the blockchain contact tracing app, which would then map the infected person to retrieve the details of their contacts with the help of the server. The servers basically read the data from the blockchain, and the network does the mapping using the geographical data available and provides the results back to the blockchain. The geographical data provided to the servers are collected using wireless technologies, such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, or GPS, that capture the location details of the users. The government monitors all data transactions occurring between users, path labs, server, geo-locators, and the blockchain.

**The GDPR and Privacy Preservation in Contact Tracing Apps**

Privacy experts fear that the widespread use of contact tracing apps could disrupt the development of privacy-preserving regulations. In this context, some of the concerns addressed by the GDPR include [45]:

- Emphasis is on Bluetooth low-energy technology rather than the collection of location data from users through contact tracing apps;
- When it comes to using location data, preference should always be given to the processing of anonymized data rather than personal data;
- Once the user is diagnosed as infected with the virus, only the persons with whom the user has been in immediate proximity and within a specified time period should be informed;
- Information related to proximity between users of contact tracing apps can be obtained without locating them. The main motive is that the apps should not use the location data;
- Given the complexity of anonymization processes, transparency regarding the anonymization methodology is highly encouraged;
- If the app is based on a centralized type of architecture, then in accordance with the ethics of data minimization and data protection by design, the data processing capability of a centralized server should be restricted to minimum;
- Information kept on a central server should not allow the controller to recognize infected users or those people who were in proximity of an infected person. Additionally, it should not allow for the interpretation of contact patterns that could lead to the identification of contacts;
- To preserve privacy, it is adequate to exchange pseudonymous identifiers through Bluetooth low-energy technology across the users’ device (mobile phone, tablet, watches, etc);
• These pseudonymous identifiers must be generated using various state-of-the-art cryptographic processes;
• The identifiers must be renewed at regular intervals of time to reduce the risk of physical tracking and linkage attacks;
• The app should not convey to the users information that allows them to infer the identity or the diagnosis of others. The central server must neither identify users, nor infer information about them.

Discussion

The prevention of subsequent waves of COVID-19 transmission is the top priority in many countries around the world. Consequently, contact tracing is gaining much attention. Contact tracing is a highly effective cornerstone in the fight against infectious diseases. A similar version can be used to identify various other infectious diseases, but this cannot be generalized to COVID-19. Alternatively, COVID-19 tracing involves observation or surveillance to detect the early outbreak of this infectious disease, protect the population, and monitor testing resources properly [46].

Other issues include:

• Testing resources need to be enhanced. In addition, the various protocols and guidelines for state-level testing need to be evaluated;
• Research suggests that contact tracing has been most effective in places where the number of circulating cases is low;
• COVID-19 essentially has both a long period of infectiousness spread and asymptomatic spread. This makes manual contact tracing difficult because its success relies on an individual’s ability to recall contacts while having been contagious, including prior to feeling ill;
• Research suggests that contact tracing and associated quarantine policies are not 100% effective, which burdens individuals in underresourced communities.

These challenges are real, but contact tracing needs to be done regardless because we have yet to come up with an effective treatment for COVID-19 [47]. Despite all these challenges, we need to adjust our strategies for handling this virus. Possible measure can be:

• Secure and confidential public health surveillance systems that are integrated with standardized reporting infrastructure;
• Monitoring of health system reports of patients feeling unwell and observe for concerning spikes, if any;
• Implementation of an enhanced surveillance model;
• Direct outreach to underresourced communities to monitor their health conditions to help expand the efforts against COVID-19;
• Prioritizing testing in high-risk groups to maximize the benefits of testing and consequent contact tracing.

Recently, a few entrepreneurs from India devised clever artificial intelligence (AI)–enabled technologies to keep workers safe from COVID-19. In a factory, for example, as soon as someone becomes infected, transmission is quick. As a result, it can be difficult to plan for production in such a work setting when it is unknown who is coming to work, who is well, and who is unwell. In order to curb this, one organization named BLP Group devised three AI solutions involving contact tracing to handle these challenges:

• Smart cameras monitored workers and detected whether or not they were wearing a mask via a model that uses computer vision to scan the workspace. This allowed for the detection of a person who was in close proximity to someone else as well as if they were wearing a mask. The cameras could even carry out regular temperature checks using thermal imaging. The issue is that employees must feel comfortable with these technologies. The right communication was critical to relay to workers the purpose of the tool (safety rather than policing). As soon as the workers were able to understand this purpose in terms of its benefits, they started responding to it well;
• Mobile phones were turned into an automatic alert system. When workers got too close to one another, their mobile phones started vibrating and ringing so as to create a warning system with no need for cameras;
• Wearable devices in the form of a wrist band buzzed when social distancing was breached.

Furthermore, if a worker became sick, data were collected from their wearables and contact tracing was quickly employed. This will, in turn, enable businesses to operate and isolate people who fall in the risk group. These technologies are also being used in some airports, hotels, and offices. This could be a way of building safer workplaces even when the pandemic is over. Such types of strategies can transform and disrupt the way businesses are carried out and could be used to formulate strategies for combating COVID-19.

Conclusion and Future Directions

The novel coronavirus has affected more than 42 million people throughout the globe and has been termed a global emergency by the WHO. The virus is highly contagious and spreads through physical contact and socializing; therefore, in order to combat such diseases, several digital contact tracing mechanisms have been developed by companies, researchers, and governments. Contact tracing techniques have been practiced for many years now, but with time they have evolved and now utilize wireless technologies and mobile devices. Nevertheless, users are reluctant in sharing and broadcasting their personal information and proximity details, due to uncertainties about how their information will be used, by whom, and for how long. Therefore, a blockchain-based digital contact tracing technique that efficiently provides contact tracing without compromising users’ privacy or confidentiality is required. Blockchain provides users with the total control over their data throughout the lifecycle and allows for withdrawal at any time. Moreover, the data stored are encrypted, time stamped, and immutable, making access by unauthorized persons impossible, which promotes transparency and eliminates discrepancy.

The success of any digital contact tracing app is dependent on trust and reliability and affects performance and wide-scale user adoption rate. In addition, the coverage of digital contact tracing apps should be high, as the apps can only run on smartphone...
devices, which makes its adoption in some countries like India, Bangladesh, and Pakistan, etc., challenging, as the marketing and usage of smartphones in such countries is low. People who are uncomfortable with technology may not want to run these apps, leading to unawareness of their proximity and exposure. Bluetooth is the most widely used wireless technology in digital contact tracing apps and its proximity range is relatively high. However, it is not intelligent enough to detect any object in between 2 devices such as walls or doors. It might create problems in cities where homes are congested and generate incorrect results such as false positives that might lead to panic among people [15]. To handle this, Apple-Google API has included the transmission signal strength, but this area requires more research.

Another domain that needs work in these apps is the promotion of trust between citizens (users) and governments. As the proximity of users is being broadcasted at all times with these apps along with their personal data, users can become suspicious about being surveilled by their government. Therefore, the information being shared by users must be handled lawfully, with user consent, and in compliance with the GDPR to keep personal information private and identities anonymous [48,49]. Some countries like China and India have made their contact tracing app mandatory for every citizen, while others have made it voluntary whereby only interested users can download and use it. Since the disease is spreading at a faster rate, it becomes necessary to have trust among citizens to improve adoption rates. Moreover, these apps should be transparent and ask for consent to assure users in terms of security and privacy. Apart from the aforementioned concerns, other issues needing improvement that affects app performance and user acceptance rates include glitches in the apps, interoperability, and proper detection of devices [50].
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Classification of the Disposition of Patients Hospitalized with COVID-19: Reading Discharge Summaries Using Natural Language Processing
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Background: Medical notes are a rich source of patient data; however, the nature of unstructured text has largely precluded the use of these data for large retrospective analyses. Transforming clinical text into structured data can enable large-scale research studies with electronic health records (EHR) data. Natural language processing (NLP) can be used for text information retrieval, reducing the need for labor-intensive chart review. Here we present an application of NLP to large-scale analysis of medical records at 2 large hospitals for patients hospitalized with COVID-19.

Objective: Our study goal was to develop an NLP pipeline to classify the discharge disposition (home, inpatient rehabilitation, skilled nursing inpatient facility [SNIF], and death) of patients hospitalized with COVID-19 based on hospital discharge summary notes.

Methods: Text mining and feature engineering were applied to unstructured text from hospital discharge summaries. The study included patients with COVID-19 discharged from 2 hospitals in the Boston, Massachusetts area (Massachusetts General Hospital and Brigham and Women’s Hospital) between March 10, 2020, and June 30, 2020. The data were divided into a training set (70%) and hold-out test set (30%). Discharge summaries were represented as bags-of-words consisting of single words (unigrams), bigrams, and trigrams. The number of features was reduced during training by excluding n-grams that occurred in fewer than 10% of discharge summaries, and further reduced using least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) regularization while training a multiclass logistic regression model. Model performance was evaluated using the hold-out test set.

Results: The study cohort included 1737 adult patients (median age 61 [SD 18] years; 55% men; 45% White and 16% Black; 14% nonsurvivors and 61% discharged home). The model selected 179 from a vocabulary of 1056 engineered features, consisting of combinations of unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams. The top features contributing most to the classification by the model (for each outcome) were the following: “appointments specialty,” “home health,” and “home care” (home); “intubate” and “ARDS” (inpatient rehabilitation); “service” (SNIF); “brief assessment” and “covid” (death). The model achieved a micro-average area...
under the receiver operating characteristic curve value of 0.98 (95% CI 0.97-0.98) and average precision of 0.81 (95% CI 0.75-0.84) in the testing set for prediction of discharge disposition.

Conclusions: A supervised learning–based NLP approach is able to classify the discharge disposition of patients hospitalized with COVID-19. This approach has the potential to accelerate and increase the scale of research on patients’ discharge disposition that is possible with EHR data.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(2):e25457) doi:10.2196/25457
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Introduction
The COVID-19 pandemic continues to present challenges for health care systems around the world [1-8], with over 32.7 million COVID-19 cases confirmed and 991,000 deaths worldwide as of September 27, 2020 [6]. The SARS-CoV-2 virus first appeared in Wuhan, China, in December 2019. The first case in the United States was confirmed January 20, 2020 [9], followed by rapid spread [2]. By the end of April, Massachusetts became the third hardest hit state, trailing New York and New Jersey [10].

To prepare for a possible second wave in Massachusetts, we set out to conduct a large-scale study of factors associated with outcomes in hospitalized patients at 2 large academic Boston hospitals. This effort required the significant task of reviewing medical records for over 1000 patients. For structured parts of the electronic health record (EHR), automated data extraction is straightforward. However, some essential information is exclusively or most reliably available only in semistructured or unstructured narrative medical notes, including patient-reported symptoms, examination findings, or social habits. Thus, developing automated approaches to EHR information extraction wherever possible is critical for more complete patient phenotyping.

Natural language processing (NLP) deals with automated analysis of unstructured text data. Recent advances in NLP machine learning have empowered computers to do several tasks such as machine translation, speech recognition, speech synthesis, semantic understanding, and text summarization [11,12]. NLP has the advantage of being much faster than human chart review of medical records [13-16].

Here we present an automated approach, using NLP, to extract a specific outcome from hospital discharge summaries: discharge destination or “disposition” (ie, anticipated location or status following discharge). Dispositions of interest included home, inpatient rehabilitation center, skilled nursing inpatient facility (SNIF), and death. Discharge disposition of patients with COVID-19 from health care facilities is important due to the high risk of transmission of the disease within nursing homes and hospitals when patients are discharged to locations other than home, and also because it represents an important measure closely related to functional outcome and level of disability following hospitalization, as well as overall costs of care. Furthermore, this information has the potential to aid health care facilities in resource planning to better prepare for the incoming flow of patients. Although our model is tailored for discharge disposition, the approach we developed is generalizable to other outcomes available in discharge summaries.

Methods

Study Overview
Data were extracted from the hospital electronic medical record under a research protocol approved for a waiver of informed consent by the Partners Healthcare Institutional Review Board. Clinical data were retrospectively analyzed for all adult patients who tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 infection between March 10 and June 30, 2020. A total of 1737 patients admitted to 2 major Boston hospitals, 1232 from Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) and 505 from Brigham and Women’s Hospital (BWH), were included. Only patients with a physician discharge summary and available known ground-truth discharge disposition were included.

Data Collection and Processing

Overview
Data consisted of discharge summaries, which are unstructured free-text notes written by physicians, and a ground-truth record of discharge disposition, used to assess the accuracy of the NLP results. The methodology for note preprocessing is shown in Figure 1. The upper part of the figure provides an overview of the text extraction for each field on the list of extraction fields depicted in Table 1. The lower part of the figure shows the methodology steps where the text extracted from all the fields is processed for modeling. The data were randomly stratified into train and test sets for modeling, which we address in the Model Development section.
Figure 1. Methodology steps for discharge summary notes preprocessing and modeling. The list of extraction field is depicted in Table 1.
Table 1. Information captured from discharge summaries, grouped in fields, and respective search tokens used in the regular expression.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Search token</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discharge disposition</td>
<td>“discharge,” “discharged,” “dispo,” “skilled nursing,” “snf”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td>“diagnosis,” “diagnoses,” “problem,” “reason for admission,” “chief complaint”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgeries</td>
<td>“surgeries this admission”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatments</td>
<td>“treatments”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tests</td>
<td>“tests”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allergies</td>
<td>“allergies,” “allergic”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diet</td>
<td>“diet,” “nutrition”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical history</td>
<td>“history”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital course</td>
<td>“hospital course”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory results</td>
<td>“labs”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>“activity,” “activities”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical exam</td>
<td>“discharge exam,” “physical exam”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical therapy</td>
<td>“physical therapy”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupational therapy</td>
<td>“occupational therapy”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge instructions</td>
<td>“instructions”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-up care</td>
<td>“follow up”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge plan</td>
<td>“discharge plan”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional orders</td>
<td>“additional orders”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code status</td>
<td>“code status”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Document Preprocessing

Admission, discharge, and birth dates were removed from the discharge summaries, as well as punctuation, special characters, blank spaces, and numerical digits. Notes were then subjected to lowercasing, tokenization, and correction using lemmatization, a procedure for obtaining the root form of the word, using vocabulary (dictionary importance of words) and morphological (word structure and grammar relations) analysis. WordNetLemmatizer from NLTK library in Python (Version 3.7; Python Software Foundation) was used with a part-of-speech (POS) tag specified as a verb. Patients’ names, addresses, health care facilities, and hospital unit names were removed, as well as single letters. Abbreviation expansion and spelling corrections were performed for a small list of frequently used clinical words (Table S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1). A list of commonly used and less informative stopwords was also removed from the notes (Table S2 in Multimedia Appendix 1).

Processing of Specific Discharge Summary Fields

Discharge summaries at MGH and BWH are semistructured, with a series of named fields containing specific types of mostly free-text information (Table 1). We present an example of discharge summary notes with protected health information removed (Table S3 in Multimedia Appendix 1). Text fields were identified based on information extracted from the notes using regular expressions with search tokens (Table 1). The function “str.extractall” from Python was used to extract a length of 200 letters of text onwards from all instances where the search token appeared.

Some notes contained a “discharge disposition” field used to list the discharge disposition. We deleted this field to avoid an overly “easy” solution, because this field is not universally available, and because we wished to assess how well the approach is able to perform when structured data is unavailable. In a field where more than one extraction was performed (ie, with more than one search token), the corresponding results were joined, and duplicated words were removed. To illustrate with an example, for the “Diet” field, using the regular expressions with search tokens “diet” and “nutrition,” 200 letters were captured for each search token, for a total of 400 letters. Since there might be repeated information in the discharge summary regarding diet and nutrition recommendations, duplicated words were removed from the captured text. Where no data was captured with the search tokens, an indication of missingness was set with the name of the field and the suffix “_missing.”

The texts extracted from all fields (depicted in Table 1) were joined to create a reduced version of the discharge summary, which was then subjected to tokenization, lemmatization, and abbreviation expansion, as described in the Document Preprocessing subsection. The vocabulary used for modeling was created based on these reduced versions of the discharge summaries contained in the training set. Documents were represented as a binary bag-of-words (BoW; ie, an ordered series of binary vectors indicating whether a given n-gram [word or
sequence of 2 or 3 words] is present in the document, disregarding grammar and word order). The function `CountVectorizer` was used with its default parameters from Python, except for the n-gram range, which was set as unigrams (1 word), bigrams (2 consecutive words), and trigrams (3 consecutive words). As a first step to reduce dimensionality, only features present in at least 10% of the reduced version of the discharge summary notes were considered. Multiclass logistic regression with the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) [17] was used to further sparsify the model.

**Outcome Measure**

The multiclass outcome measure was discharge disposition, composed of the classes: home, inpatient rehabilitation, SNIF, and death. “Home” included “home or self-care,” “home-health care services,” and patients who “left against medical advice.” SNIF included “Skilled Nursing Facility” and “Custodial Care Facility.”

**Model Development**

The training algorithm used the one-vs-rest scheme for multiclassification, where a binary problem was fitted for each class and the class weight was balanced. Logistic regression [18] with LASSO regularization was used as the classification model. The model estimator \( \hat{\beta} \) is depicted in equation 1 and the LASSO regularization objective can be written as in equation 2. \( \hat{\beta} \) corresponds to the design input matrix and \( \| \hat{\beta} \|_1 \) corresponds to the vector of observations, where \( n \) is the number of observations, in this case the number of discharge summaries or number of patients, and \( p \) the number of features in \( \hat{\beta} \). The vector of regression coefficients is given by \( \hat{\beta} \), corresponds to the L1 norm of this coefficients vector, and \( \lambda \) is the regularization parameter that controls the amount of shrinkage. The regularization adds a penalty on the weights to prevent overfitting [19]. The inverse of the regularization strength \( C \) was varied for the values \( \{0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 0.07, 0.08, 0.09, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5\} \).

Stratified random sampling was used to split the data set into a training set (70%) and a hold-out test set (30%). A randomized search was used for hyperparameter tuning during training with 100 iterations of 5-fold cross-validation. The solver was set to “liblinear” and the “warm start” hyperparameter was varied between true/false, where “true” corresponded to reusing the solution of the previous call to fit as initialization, and “false” corresponded to erasing the previous solution.

**Performance Measures**

The \( R^2 \) coefficient of determination score was used in cross-validation scoring to select the best model configuration in the training data. The one standard error rule was used to select the regularization parameter. The simplest model, whose \( R^2 \) mean score fell within 1 standard deviation of the maximum \( R^2 \), was selected.

To measure model performance on test data, the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) was calculated. The ROC curve is a function of recall (sensitivity) versus the false positive rate (FPR; ie, 1–specificity; Table S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1). The pair \((\text{Recall}_k, \text{FPR}_k)\) is called an operating point for this curve, where \( k \) is a threshold that is varied to generate the ROC curve. The equations for these metrics are presented in Table S4 in Multimedia Appendix 1.

The area under the precision-recall curve (AUPRC), which is an important measure in the presence of class imbalance, was also calculated. The pair \((\text{Recall}_k, \text{Precision}_k)\) is referred to as an operating point for this curve. Average precision (AP; Table S3 in Multimedia Appendix 1) summarizes this plot as the weighted mean of precisions achieved at each threshold, with the increase in recall from the previous threshold used as the weight.

The \( F_1 \)-score (Table S4 in Multimedia Appendix 1) was also assessed as another performance metric commonly reported for data sets with imbalanced numbers across classes [20].

In total, 100 iterations of bootstrap random sampling with replacement were performed to calculate 95% CIs for performance metrics.

**Results**

**Summary of Patient Population**

From 1917 patients’ medical records, 1752 had a physician discharge summary and a discharge disposition within the categories of home, inpatient rehabilitation, SNIF, and death. Only adults (aged ≥18 years) were included in the analysis, leaving a study cohort of 1737 patients. The cohort was split into train and test sets using stratified random sampling according to outcome. Age in the train and test sets was balanced, with a median of 62 and 60 years old, respectively (Table 2). The majority of patients were White (n=774; median 44.6%) and Black or African American (n=285; median 16.4%). Most were discharged home (n=1052; 60.6%). Among all patients with COVID-19 in this sample, there were 243 (14.0%) nonsurvivors.
Table 2. Baseline characteristics of the study patient population stratified by train and test sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Train set (n=1215)</th>
<th>Test set (n=522)</th>
<th>Total (N=1737)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), median (SD)</td>
<td>62.0 (18.2)</td>
<td>60.0 (18.2)</td>
<td>61.0 (18.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>545 (44.9)</td>
<td>244 (46.7)</td>
<td>789 (45.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>670 (55.1)</td>
<td>278 (53.3)</td>
<td>948 (54.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>533 (43.9)</td>
<td>241 (46.2)</td>
<td>774 (44.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic or Latino</td>
<td>52 (4.2)</td>
<td>19 (3.6)</td>
<td>71 (4.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black or African American</td>
<td>204 (16.8)</td>
<td>81 (15.5)</td>
<td>285 (16.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>46 (3.8)</td>
<td>21 (4.0)</td>
<td>67 (3.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian or Alaska Native</td>
<td>31 (2.5)</td>
<td>13 (2.5)</td>
<td>44 (2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander</td>
<td>2 (0.2)</td>
<td>1 (0.2)</td>
<td>3 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>347 (28.6)</td>
<td>146 (28.0)</td>
<td>493 (28.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institution, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts General Hospital</td>
<td>881 (72.5)</td>
<td>351 (67.2)</td>
<td>1232 (70.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brigham and Women’s Hospital</td>
<td>334 (27.5)</td>
<td>171 (32.8)</td>
<td>505 (29.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge disposition, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home</td>
<td>736 (60.6)</td>
<td>316 (60.5)</td>
<td>1052 (60.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inpatient rehabilitation</td>
<td>102 (8.4)</td>
<td>44 (8.4)</td>
<td>146 (8.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skilled nursing inpatient facility</td>
<td>207 (17.0)</td>
<td>89 (17.1)</td>
<td>296 (17.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death</td>
<td>170 (14.0)</td>
<td>73 (14.0)</td>
<td>243 (14.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Unknown includes “other,” “declined,” or “unavailable.”

The preprocessed data set for modeling was created based on the notes extracted in all fields except the “discharge disposition” and “code status” fields, as described in the Processing of Specific Discharge Summary Fields subsection. Before dimensionality reduction, where features present in at least 10% of the reduced version of the discharge summary notes were considered, there were a total of 15,182 tokens (unigrams). After applying this dimensionality reduction step, we were left with 477 tokens. With this set of tokens, 3497 combinations of n-grams were generated, leading to a total of 1056 features with duplicates removed. Thus, the total number of candidate features in the training vocabulary was 1056, including 460 unigrams, 329 bigrams, and 267 trigrams.

**Modeling Results**

The best model configuration parameters and performance results in the hold-out test set are presented in Table 3 with 95% CIs. The corresponding confusion matrices normalized by precision and recall are presented in Figure 2. The performance discriminated by discharge outcome is presented in Table 4. Higher performance was obtained for the outcomes of home discharge and death compared to inpatient rehabilitation and SNIF discharge outcomes. The model presented higher recall (0.95) and precision (1.0) for the death outcome. Home disposition also presented high performance for these metrics. For this model, 2 deceased patients were classified as discharged home. In experiments, for models where we included the discharge disposition field, extracted from the discharge summary, all deceased patients were correctly classified. The inpatient rehabilitation outcome presented the lowest recall (0.61) and 12 patients with this outcome were incorrectly classified by the model as discharged to SNIF. The outcome of disposition to SNIF presented the lowest precision (0.68) overall and 20 patients discharged home were incorrectly predicted as discharged to SNIF. Compared to the initial set of features in the training vocabulary, the final model contained approximately 83% fewer features, with a total of 179 features. The relative importance of the top 30 model features is presented in Figure 3, where the importance for each feature consisted of the sum of the absolute coefficients’ values across the outcomes.
Figure 2. Confusion matrices for the best model evaluated in the hold-out test set normalized (A) by recall and (B) by precision. SNIF: skilled nursing inpatient facility.

### Table 3. Model performance in the hold-out test set and configuration parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve$^a$</th>
<th>Accuracy$^a$</th>
<th>Recall$^a$</th>
<th>F$_1$ score$^a$</th>
<th>Average precision$^a$</th>
<th>Precision$^a$</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.98 (0.97-0.98)</td>
<td>0.88 (0.85-0.90)</td>
<td>0.88 (0.85-0.90)</td>
<td>0.88 (0.85-0.90)</td>
<td>0.81 (0.75-0.84)</td>
<td>0.88 (0.85-0.90)</td>
<td>Number of features (unigrams, bigrams, trigrams): 179 (95, 52, 32); C=0.09; warm start: true</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$The 95% CIs of bootstrapping results are in parentheses.
Figure 3. Relative importance of top 30 features obtained with the model coefficients estimates for (A) the sum of the absolute coefficients values and (B) the coefficients values discriminated by outcome. Coef: coefficient.
Among the top 30 common features between each train set and the original train set for 1018 (versus 1056) vocabulary features (AUROC 0.97 versus 0.95), the model achieved good performance with a higher number of patients in the train set (ie, more than half of the features in the top 30 from the original train set were selected as top 30 in at least two train sets). Finally, we observed that more than half of the features in the top 30 from the original train set were selected as top 30 in at least two train sets (Figure S6 in Multimedia Appendix 2).

Discussion

Principal Findings

In this study, a machine learning–based NLP pipeline was developed to classify the discharge disposition of adult patients hospitalized with COVID-19. The model achieved near-perfect identification of patients with outcomes of home disposition or death. For the intermediate outcomes of inpatient rehabilitation or SNIF, performance was imperfect but also acceptable. Due to this classification task being relatively easy, more complex and time-consuming modeling approaches, such as recurrent neural networks or bidirectional encoder representations from transformers were not considered. We acknowledge that for harder tasks, these approaches can improve performance. The final method is automated, thus enabling large-scale rapid processing of thousands of discharge summaries, a task that is infeasible when relying on manual chart review.

Limitations

The present analysis was limited to a cohort of patients with COVID-19, who may have specific medical symptoms related to the disease. Therefore, as future work, it is proposed to extend the model to other cohorts. Further, although results spanned 2 hospitals, they are located in the same geographic region (Boston, Massachusetts). Thus, our cohort may not be representative of other US and non-US populations. Moreover, decision making for discharge disposition may vary for different hospitals, according to the number of SNIFs or rehabilitation centers in the geographic area, which may affect the generalizability of the model. The models were developed with textual information from discharge summaries, while the addition of other clinical features (eg, physical or occupational therapy reports, social work or case manager notes) was not considered, which is a limitation of the study and can be pursued in future work.
Comparison With Prior Work

Extraction of information from clinical narratives is a growing application of NLP in health care. NLP has been used to extract information from hospital discharge notes about medical conditions such as postsurgical sepsis [21], pneumonia [22], or other potential medical problems [23], as well as to identify critical illness [24,25], detect adverse events [26], predict risk of rehospitalization [27], extract medication information [28], and risk stratify patients [29]. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first work on classifying hospital discharge disposition based on discharge summary notes using machine learning and NLP.

Conclusions

This study shows that a supervised learning–based NLP approach can be used to accurately classify the discharge disposition of hospitalized patients with COVID-19 in an automated fashion. This model, and the NLP approach used to develop it, have the potential to accelerate and increase the scale of research that is possible with EHR data.
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Abstract

Background: COVID-19 has overwhelmed health systems worldwide. It is important to identify severe cases as early as possible, such that resources can be mobilized and treatment can be escalated.

Objective: This study aims to develop a machine learning approach for automated severity assessment of COVID-19 based on clinical and imaging data.

Methods: Clinical data—including demographics, signs, symptoms, comorbidities, and blood test results—and chest computed tomography scans of 346 patients from 2 hospitals in the Hubei Province, China, were used to develop machine learning models for automated severity assessment in diagnosed COVID-19 cases. We compared the predictive power of the clinical and imaging data from multiple machine learning models and further explored the use of four oversampling methods to address the imbalanced classification issue. Features with the highest predictive power were identified using the Shapley Additive Explanations framework.

Results: Imaging features had the strongest impact on the model output, while a combination of clinical and imaging features yielded the best performance overall. The identified predictive features were consistent with those reported previously. Although oversampling yielded mixed results, it achieved the best model performance in our study. Logistic regression models differentiating between mild and severe cases achieved the best performance for clinical features (area under the curve [AUC] 0.848; sensitivity 0.455; specificity 0.906), imaging features (AUC 0.926; sensitivity 0.818; specificity 0.901), and a combination of clinical and imaging features (AUC 0.950; sensitivity 0.764; specificity 0.919). The synthetic minority oversampling method further improved the performance of the model using combined features (AUC 0.960; sensitivity 0.845; specificity 0.929).
Conclusions: Clinical and imaging features can be used for automated severity assessment of COVID-19 and can potentially help triage patients with COVID-19 and prioritize care delivery to those at a higher risk of severe disease.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(2):e24572) doi:10.2196/24572
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Introduction
COVID-19 has overwhelmed health systems worldwide [1,2]. Considering the various complications associated with COVID-19 [3-5], methods that help triage patients with COVID-19 can help prioritize care delivery to individuals at a high risk of severe or critical illness. COVID-19 severity can be categorized as follows: mild, ordinary, severe, and critical [6]. Severe and critical cases require intensive care and more health care resources than mild and ordinary cases. A high rate of false-positive severe or critical cases could overwhelm health care resources (ie, beds in the intensive care unit). Moreover, delays in identifying severe or critical cases would lead to delayed treatment of patients at a higher risk of mortality. Therefore, it is important to identify severe cases as early as possible, such that resources can be mobilized and treatment can be escalated.

Chest computed tomography (CT) scans provide important diagnostic and prognostic information [7,8]; consequently, they have been the focus of numerous recent studies using machine learning techniques for COVID-19–related prediction tasks [9-21]. Previous studies have focused on mortality predictions [9], diagnosis (identifying COVID-19 cases and differentiating them from other pulmonary diseases or no disease) [10-15,19,22-25], and severity assessment and disease progression [16-18,23]. Most current approaches have used deep learning methods and imaging features from CT scans [10-15,19,22-24] and X-ray imaging [18,20,21] with popular architectures including ResNet [10,12,14,23], U-Net [11,17], Inception [15,22], Darknet [20], and other convolutional neural networks (NNs) [18,21,26,27]. Recent reviews provide more details regarding these architectures [1,28-32].

Although automated assessment of chest CT scans to predict COVID-19 severity is of great clinical importance, few studies have focused on it [16-18,23]. Automated assessment of chest CT scans can substantially reduce the image reading time for radiologists, provide quantitative data that can be compared across patients and time points, and can be clinically applicable in disease detection and diagnosis, progression tracking, and prognosis [8]. While CT scans are an important diagnostic tool, previous studies reported that clinical data, such as symptoms, comorbidities, and laboratory findings, differed between patients with COVID-19 admitted to intensive care units and those who were not [33], and these data help predict the mortality risk [9]. A previous study compared the imaging data and clinical data of 81 patients with confirmed COVID-19 and suggested that the combination of imaging features with clinical and laboratory findings facilitated an early diagnosis of COVID-19 [34].

In this study, we used patient clinical data and imaging data to predict disease severity among patients with COVID-19. Considering this as a putative binary classification task, we predicted whether a patient diagnosed with COVID-19 is likely to have mild or severe disease. This study has 3 objectives. First, we compared the predictive power of clinical and imaging data for disease severity assessment by testing three machine learning models: logistic regression (LR) [35], gradient boosted trees (eg, XGBoost) [36], and NNs [37]. Second, since our cohort data are highly imbalanced, with the majority of cases being of mild/ordinary severity, we tested 4 oversampling methods to address the imbalanced classification issue [38-41]. Third, we interpreted the importance of features by using the SHapley Additive Explanations (SHAP) framework and identified features with the highest predictive power [42]. The predictive models evaluated herein yielded high accuracy and identified predictive imaging and clinical features consistent with those reported previously.

Methods
Participants
This retrospective study was performed using data collected by 2 hospitals in the Hubei Province, China. The study cohort consisted of patients with COVID-19 diagnosed through RT–PCR analysis of nasopharyngeal swab samples. A total of 346 patients from 2 hospitals were retrospectively enrolled, including 230 (66.5%) patients from Huang Shi Central Hospital (HSCH) and 116 (33.5%) from Xiang Yang Central Hospital (XYCH). These patients were admitted to hospital between January 1 and February 23, 2020, and underwent chest CT upon initial hospitalization. All participants provided written consent. This study was approved by the institutional review board of both hospitals (approval number LL-2020-032-02). Table 1 summarizes the demographic characteristics of the patients in the 2 cohorts.
Table 1. Demographic characteristics of the patients in the 2 cohorts (N=346).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>HSCH\textsuperscript{a} (n=230)</th>
<th>XYCH\textsuperscript{b} (n=116)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>COVID-19 severity, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild</td>
<td></td>
<td>7 (3.0)</td>
<td>1 (0.9)</td>
<td>8 (2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinary</td>
<td></td>
<td>212 (92.2)</td>
<td>104 (89.7)</td>
<td>316 (91.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe</td>
<td></td>
<td>7 (3.0)</td>
<td>6 (5.2)</td>
<td>13 (3.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical</td>
<td></td>
<td>4 (1.7)</td>
<td>5 (4.3)</td>
<td>9 (2.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td>49.0 (14.4)</td>
<td>47.5 (17.2)</td>
<td>48.5 (15.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender ratio (female to male)</td>
<td></td>
<td>120:110</td>
<td>57:59</td>
<td>177:169</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}HSCH: Huang Shi Central Hospital.
\textsuperscript{b}XYCH: Xiang Yang Central Hospital.

**Imaging and Clinical Data**

Chest CT scans of patients were collected upon initial hospitalization and preprocessed using intensity normalization, contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization, and gamma adjustment, using the same preprocessing pipeline as in our previous study \[43\]. We performed lung segmentation in the chest CT images by using an established model “R231CovidWeb” \[44\], which was pretrained using a large, diverse data set of non–COVID-19 chest CT scans and further fine-tuned with an additional COVID-19 data set \[45\]. CT slices with <3 mm\textsuperscript{2} of lung tissue were excluded from the data sets since they provide limited or no information about the lung. Lung lesions were segmented using EfficientNetB7 U-Net \[16\], which was also pretrained using a public COVID-19 data set \[45\]. The model indicated four types of lesions: ground-glass opacities, consolidations, pleural effusions, and other abnormalities. The volume of each lesion type and the total lesion volume were calculated from the segmentation maps as the imaging features and were further normalized by the lung volume. Figure 1 shows representative results of lung and lesion segmentation of a mild case and a severe case, wherein the upper row presents 3D models of the lung and lesions reconstructed using 3D Slicer (v4.6.2) \[46\], and the lower row presents axial chest CT slices with the lung and lesion (green: ground-glass opacities, yellow: consolidation, and brown: pleural effusion) boundaries overlaid on the CT slices.
Figure 1. Representative chest computed tomography scans and the lung and lesion models of (A) a mild COVID-19 case and (B) a severe COVID-19 case.

Clinical data collected from the patients included demographic characteristics, signs, symptoms, comorbidities, and the following 18 laboratory findings: white blood cell count (×10⁹/L), neutrophil count (×10⁹/L), lymphocyte count (×10⁹/L), hemoglobin (g/L), platelets (×10⁹/L), prothrombin time (s), activated partial thromboplastin time (s), D-dimer (nmol/L), C-reactive protein (mg/L), albumin (g/L), alanine aminotransferase (μkat/L), aspartate aminotransferase (μkat/L), total bilirubin (μmol/L), potassium (mmol/L), sodium (mmol/L), creatinine (μmol/L), creatine kinase (μkat/L), and lactate dehydrogenase (μkat/L).

All features were either continuous or binary—all binary features include signs, symptoms, and comorbidities. Continuous features were standardized to be centered around 0 (SD 1). Figure 2 shows the structure and dimensions of the features used in this study. These features were grouped into four feature sets: demographic characteristics and symptoms (a subset of the available clinical features), clinical features (demographic characteristics, signs and symptoms, and laboratory findings), imaging features extracted from the chest CT scans through deep learning methods, and a combination of clinical and imaging features.
Severity Assessment Models

We trained and compared three models to predict case severity: LR (with scikit-learn) [47], gradient boosted trees (XGBoost) [36], and an NN (fast.ai) [48]. We used the HSCH data (230 samples) for training and validation using 5-fold repeated stratified cross-validation. The XYCH data (116 samples) were withheld for testing. We reported the results for the test set with the area under the curve (AUC) and F1 scores averaged through independent runs.

Hyperparameter exploration and tuning were performed using the training/validation set. A random search was performed to tune the hyperparameters of LR and XGBoost. For NN, we used a 4-layer, fully connected architecture, with the first hidden layer having 200 nodes and a second hidden layer of 100 nodes. We determined the learning rate (0.01) using Learning Rate Finder [49]. All other NN parameters were set to default values. We explored a different number of nodes in the first and second hidden layers, with 200×100 images yielding the best results in the validation set. Of 346 patients, 167 (48%) had at least one missing feature (5.7 on average, mostly for the laboratory findings). Missing feature values were imputed with the mean for each feature.

Oversampling

The majority of cases in our data set were of mild/ordinary severity, with only a few cases of severe/critical severity. The imbalance ratio for the entire data set was 0.07; training/validation set, 0.05; and testing set, 0.10. We tested four oversampling methods to increase the ratio of the minority class: synthetic minority oversampling (SMOTE) [38], Adaptive Synthetic sampling [39], geometric SMOTE [40], and a conditional generative adversarial network (CTGAN) model for tabular data [41]. For these methods, we oversampled the training set, trained a model using the oversampled data, and reported results on the same test set. We adjusted the resampling ratio of all methods to 0.3 (thus setting the imbalance ratio to 0.3). Using CTGAN for oversampling, we fitted the CTGAN model with the training set, performed sampling to generate synthetic data, using only synthetic data for the minority class (severe/critical), and this was repeated until the minority-to-majority class ratio approached 0.3.

Results

Patient Characteristics

Table 2 summarizes the patients’ characteristics. The differences between the mild/ordinary and severe/critical groups were assessed with the Mann-Whitney U test and Fisher exact test. The median age of the entire cohort was 49 (IQR 38-59) years. The median age of patients with mild/ordinary COVID-19 was 48.5 (IQR 37.0-57.3) years and that of patients with severe/critical COVID-19 was 63.0 (IQR 52.5-69.5) years. We observed significant differences between patients with severe/critical COVID-19 and those with mild/normal COVID-19 with respect to age (P<.001) and comorbidities including cardiovascular disease (P=.002), hypertension (P=.002), diabetes (P=.01), and cancer (P=.01). From among all signs and symptoms, an increased respiration rate (P=.002) and dyspnea (P<.001) were more common among patients with severe/critical COVID-19 than among those with mild/ordinary COVID-19.
Table 2. Demographics and baseline characteristics of patients with confirmed COVID-19 (N=346). Symptoms including cardiovascular disease and shortness of breath were more likely in cases of severe/critical COVID-19.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>Mild/ordinary</th>
<th>Severe/critical</th>
<th>P value&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample size, n</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>N/A&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Demographic characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), median (IQR)</td>
<td>49.0 (38.0-59.0)</td>
<td>48.5 (37.0-57.3)</td>
<td>63.0 (52.5-69.5)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>177 (51.2)</td>
<td>168 (51.9)</td>
<td>9 (41.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>169 (48.8)</td>
<td>156 (48.1)</td>
<td>13 (59.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comorbidities, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular disease</td>
<td>40 (11.6)</td>
<td>32 (9.9)</td>
<td>8 (36.0)</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>34 (9.8)</td>
<td>28 (8.6)</td>
<td>6 (27.0)</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>51 (14.7)</td>
<td>42 (13.0)</td>
<td>9 (41.0)</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease</td>
<td>11 (3.2)</td>
<td>9 (2.8)</td>
<td>2 (9.0)</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic liver disease</td>
<td>7 (2.0)</td>
<td>7 (2.2)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic kidney disease</td>
<td>4 (1.2)</td>
<td>3 (0.9)</td>
<td>1 (5.0)</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>8 (2.3)</td>
<td>5 (1.5)</td>
<td>3 (14.0)</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Signs, median (IQR)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body temperature</td>
<td>37.8 (37-38.3)</td>
<td>37.8 (37-38.3)</td>
<td>38.1 (37.1-39)</td>
<td>.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart rate</td>
<td>85 (80-90)</td>
<td>85 (80-90)</td>
<td>90 (80-101.8)</td>
<td>.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breaths per minute</td>
<td>20 (20-21)</td>
<td>20 (20-21)</td>
<td>21 (20-28)</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood pressure high</td>
<td>120 (119.5-130.0)</td>
<td>120 (118.5-130.0)</td>
<td>127 (120-146.5)</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood pressure low</td>
<td>74 (69-80)</td>
<td>74 (69-80)</td>
<td>79.5 (71-89)</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Symptoms, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fever</td>
<td>275 (79.5)</td>
<td>256 (79.0)</td>
<td>19 (86.0)</td>
<td>.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cough</td>
<td>238 (68.8)</td>
<td>220 (67.9)</td>
<td>18 (82.0)</td>
<td>.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatigue</td>
<td>118 (34.1)</td>
<td>108 (33.3)</td>
<td>10 (45.0)</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyspnea</td>
<td>32 (9.2)</td>
<td>23 (7.1)</td>
<td>9 (41.0)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sore muscle</td>
<td>38 (11.0)</td>
<td>35 (10.8)</td>
<td>3 (14.0)</td>
<td>.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headache</td>
<td>34 (9.9)</td>
<td>31 (9.6)</td>
<td>3 (14.0)</td>
<td>.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diarrhea</td>
<td>23 (6.6)</td>
<td>20 (6.2)</td>
<td>3 (14.0)</td>
<td>.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nausea</td>
<td>9 (2.6)</td>
<td>7 (2.2)</td>
<td>2 (9.0)</td>
<td>.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>P values were compared using mild/ordinary and severe/critical cases were obtained with Mann-Whitney U test and Fisher exact test. As no patient in our cohort had a stomach ache, this feature was not factored into our model.

<sup>b</sup>N/A: not applicable.

**Prediction of COVID-19 Severity at Baseline**

Data from the HSCH (230 patients, 66.5%) were used for training and validation, and data from the XYCH (116 patients, 33.5%) were used as the independent test set. We compared model performance using four feature sets: demographic characteristics and symptoms, clinical features, imaging features, and a combination of clinical and imaging features (Figure 2). The optimal classification threshold for the sensitivity, specificity, and F1 score was identified using the Youden index [50]. Table 3 shows the severity assessment performance of an LR model, an XGBoost model, and a 4-layer fully connected NN model. Overall, LR models outperformed the other evaluated models, achieving the highest AUC, F1 score, and sensitivity for all four feature sets. While imaging features yielded substantially better results than clinical features, the combination of clinical and imaging features benefited only the LR model. Hence, the LR model displayed the best performance (AUC 0.950; F1 score 0.604; sensitivity 0.764; specificity 0.919) upon using the combination of clinical and imaging features.
## Table 3. Results of using different feature sets (values in italics indicate the best results).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature sets and model</th>
<th>Area under the curve</th>
<th>F1 score</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demographics + symptoms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR^a</td>
<td>0.819</td>
<td>0.382</td>
<td>0.627</td>
<td>0.825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XGB^b</td>
<td>0.763</td>
<td>0.363</td>
<td>0.318</td>
<td>0.956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN^c</td>
<td>0.730</td>
<td>0.332</td>
<td>0.427</td>
<td>0.880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>0.848</td>
<td>0.387</td>
<td>0.455</td>
<td>0.906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XGB</td>
<td>0.787</td>
<td>0.286</td>
<td>0.227</td>
<td>0.962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>0.647</td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td>0.309</td>
<td>0.881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imaging</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td>0.593</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td>0.901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XGB</td>
<td>0.904</td>
<td>0.486</td>
<td>0.636</td>
<td>0.896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>0.845</td>
<td>0.555</td>
<td>0.600</td>
<td>0.936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical + imaging</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>0.950</td>
<td>0.604</td>
<td>0.764</td>
<td>0.919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XGB</td>
<td>0.904</td>
<td>0.520</td>
<td>0.473</td>
<td>0.965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>0.782</td>
<td>0.413</td>
<td>0.486</td>
<td>0.907</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^aLR: logistic regression.  
^bXGB: XGBoost.  
^cNN: neural network.

### Prediction at Baseline Severity With Oversampling

Since the cohort was highly imbalanced, with the majority of cases being of mild/ordinary severity (imbalance ratio 0.07), we applied four oversampling methods to increase the ratio of severe/critical cases: SMOTE\(^{[38]}\), Adaptive Synthetic sampling \(^{[39]}\), geometric SMOTE \(^{[40]}\), and CTGAN \(^{[41]}\). Figure 3 shows the differences in AUC values and F1 scores obtained through oversampling, with negative values indicating a reduction in AUC or F1 scores and positive values indicating the opposite trend. Oversampling resulted in greater improvements in the F1 score than in the AUC. The greatest improvement in the F1 score (0.09) was observed for the clinical features (clinical) with XGBoost and SMOTE (XGB-smo); however, the AUC decreased by 0.08 with the same method. Considering both AUC and F1 scores simultaneously, the combination of clinical and imaging features (clinical + imaging) benefited most from oversampling. In particular, the AUC and F1 score for clinical + imaging features were increased by 0.01 and 0.06, respectively, using LR with SMOTE (LR-smo).
**Figure 3.** Differences in the (A) area under the curve values and (B) F1 scores with oversampling and without oversampling. Positive values (blue) indicate oversampling resulting in higher values, negative values (red) indicating oversampling resulting in lower values. smo: synthetic minority oversampling; ada: Adaptive Synthetic sampling; geo = geometric synthetic minority oversampling; gan: conditional generative adversarial network; LR: logistic regression; NN: neural network; XGB: XGBoost.

Table 4 presents the best results of the evaluated models using various feature sets after oversampling. Oversampling did not improve the performance of the LR model for the demographic characteristics + symptoms features, but SMOTE and geometric SMOTE increased the F1 scores for clinical features and imaging features, respectively. Notably, the performance of the LR model (Table 3) was optimal for the combination of clinical and imaging features, with improvements in the AUC (0.960 vs 0.950), F1 score (0.668 vs 0.604), sensitivity (0.845 vs 0.764), and specificity (0.929 vs 0.919), after oversampling with SMOTE.

Table 4. The best results obtained using different feature sets after oversampling (arrow indicates improved performance after oversampling).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature sets</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Area under the curve</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demographics + symptoms</td>
<td>LR^{a,b}</td>
<td>0.819</td>
<td>0.382</td>
<td>0.627</td>
<td>0.825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical</td>
<td>LR – smo^{c}</td>
<td>0.837</td>
<td>0.421</td>
<td>0.518</td>
<td>0.902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imaging</td>
<td>LR – geo^{d}</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td>0.599</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td>0.904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical + imaging</td>
<td>LR – smo</td>
<td>0.960  \uparrow</td>
<td>0.668</td>
<td>0.845</td>
<td>0.929</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^{a}LR: logistic regression.  
^{b}No improvement after oversampling.  
^{c}smo: synthetic minority oversampling.  
^{d}geo: geometric synthetic minority oversampling.

**Model Interpretation**

We used the SHAP framework [42] to interpret the output of the best-performing LR model through SMOTE oversampling. This framework helps determine the importance of a feature by comparing model predictions with or without the feature.

Figure 4 shows a SHAP plot summarizing how the values of each feature impact the model output of the LR model using all features (clinical and imaging features), with features sorted in descending order of importance. Figure 4A shows the feature importance scores sorted by the average impact on the model output, and Figure 4B shows the SHAP values of individual features. Furthermore, 4 imaging features, including consolidation volume (consolidation_val), total lesion volume (lesion_vol), ground-glass volume (groundglass_vol), and volume of other abnormalities (other_vol), are among the top 6 features, their high values increasing the likelihood of the model to predict a severe/critical COVID-19 case. Low albumin levels, high C-reactive protein levels, a high leukocyte count, and low lactate dehydrogenase levels make the model more likely to predict a critical/severe COVID-19 case. Moreover, older age and male gender increased the likelihood of the model to predict severe/critical COVID-19 cases.
Discussion

Principal Findings

In our cohort of patients with COVID-19, fever, cough, and fatigue were the most common symptoms, consistent with previous studies on COVID-19 [34]. The incidence of dyspnea and an increased respiratory rate was significantly higher in severe cases. Some symptoms such as sore muscle, headache, diarrhea, and nausea were present in 9–38 (2.6%-11.0%) of patients and did not differ significantly between mild and severe cases. Patients with severe COVID-19 tended to be of older age and had comorbidities (including cardiovascular disease, diabetes, hypertension, and cancer), concurrent with previous studies [1,3,5,34]. We observed no difference between males and females in our cohort, although the model did rely on gender for increasing the likelihood of predicting a severe/critical case.

A combination of clinical and imaging features yielded the best performance. Imaging features had the strongest impact on model output, with high values of consolidation volume, lesion volume, ground-glass volume, and other volume increasing the likelihood of the model to predict a severe case of COVID-19. Ground-glass opacity is an important feature of COVID-19 [14]. The inclusion of clinical features further improved the accuracy of severity assessment, with findings such as albumin levels, C-reactive protein levels, thromboplastin time, white blood cell counts, and lactate dehydrogenase levels being amongst the most informative features, concurrent with a previous study that also used laboratory findings to predict COVID-19–related mortality [9]. Furthermore, C-reactive protein was associated with a significant risk of critical illness in a study of 5279 patients with laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 [5]. Our model also relied on symptoms and patient characteristics such as gender, dyspnea, body temperature, diabetes, and respiratory rate for differentiating between mild and severe cases. Clinical features alone (demographics, signs, symptoms, and laboratory results), resulted in low sensitivity. Therefore, dependence on only clinical features poses the risk of predicting mild/ordinary COVID-19 among patients at the risk of critical/severe illness.

Oversampling yielded mixed results, although it revealed the best model performance in our study. The best model without oversampling (ie, the LR model) also yielded remarkable findings (AUC 0.950; F1 0.604; sensitivity 0.764; specificity 0.919), and SMOTE oversampling further improved the model performance (AUC 0.960; F1 0.668; sensitivity 0.845; specificity 0.929). Considering the propensity of health care data to be imbalanced [51-54], our results suggest the need for further analysis of oversampling methods for medical data sets. Self-supervision [55,56] may also help improve the performance of models using imbalanced medical data sets; in particular, future studies should evaluate the impact of self-supervision on tabular medical data.

Clinical Implications

The rapid spread of COVID-19 has overwhelmed health care systems, necessitating methods for efficient disease severity assessment. Our results indicate that clinical and imaging features can facilitate automated severity assessment of COVID-19. While our study would benefit from a larger data set, our results are encouraging because we trained the models with data from one hospital only and tested them using an independent data set from another hospital, albeit with high predictive accuracy.
The proposed methods and models would be useful in several clinical scenarios. First, the proposed models are fully automated and can expedite the assessment process, saving time in reading CT scans or evaluating patients through a scoring system. These models can be useful in hospitals that are overwhelmed by a high volume of patients during the outbreak by identifying severe cases as early as possible, such that treatment can be escalated. Our models, with low sensitivity and high specificity, are best used in combination with a model with high sensitivity and low specificity. A high-sensitivity model can identify patients with severe COVID-19, and our model (with high specificity) could identify false-positives; that is, patients with mild COVID-19 who were wrongly identified as having severe COVID-19.

Our models were developed and validated using 4 different feature sets, providing the flexibility to accommodate patients with different available data. For example, if a patient has neither a chest CT scan nor a blood test, the model based on demographics and symptoms can still achieve reasonably good prediction performance (AUC 0.819; sensitivity 0.627; specificity 0.825). Availability of the patients’ clinical and imaging features can improve the model’s sensitivity and specificity, with the potential to triage patients with COVID-19 (eg, prioritizing care for patients at a higher risk of mortality).

**Limitations and Future Prospects**

Our data set consisted of 346 patients with confirmed COVID-19, with data on 230 (66.5%) patients from HSCH used for training/validation and data on 116 (33.5%) patients from XYCH used for testing. Our data set was highly imbalanced, which could have made models overfit to the majority class. In addition, only the baseline data for patients were used in this study; therefore, we could not assess how early can COVID-19 progression be detected. We intend to further investigate the longitudinal data and design computational models to predict disease progression in our future studies.

While we explored various NN configurations, the results were not comparable to those of LR, presumably owing to the limited data set and the low dimensionality of the feature vectors. In this study, we used a complex NN model (EfficientNetB7 U-Net) to extract the imaging features and tested various models for classification using the combination of imaging features and tabular clinical data. Such 2-stage processing may simplify the classification task for these models, thereby reducing the need for another NN model for classification owing to low dimensionality of the features. Further exploration of NN architectures for tabular data would likely improve the performance of the NN model, especially if more data are available.

During training and validation, the performance of the models across cross-validation folds showed high variance owing to the small number of positive cases in the validation fold. A larger dataset would improve the reliability and robustness of the models. The data also consisted of COVID-19 cases which were confirmed through RT–PCR analysis of nasopharyngeal swabs. As such, our model is limited to differentiating severe/critical cases from mild/ordinary cases of COVID-19 and not for diagnosing COVID-19 or differentiating COVID-19 cases from those of other respiratory tract infections. Further studies are required to determine the efficacy of the severity assessments, including data from asymptomatic patients.

Using the Prediction Model Study Risk of Bias Assessment Tool [57], our models are at a high risk of bias owing to a potential bias in the participants domain (the cohort including participants [mean age 48.5 years, SD 15.4 years] who were admitted to hospitals) and the analysis domain (small sample size and class imbalance). Our models are at a low risk of bias in the predictor and outcome domains.

**Conclusions**

This study presents a novel method for severity assessment of patients diagnosed with COVID-19. Our results indicate that clinical and imaging features can be used for automated severity assessment of COVID-19. While imaging features had the strongest impact on the model’s performance, inclusion of clinical features and oversampling yielded the best performance in our study. The proposed method may potentially help triage patients with COVID-19 and prioritize care for patients at a higher risk of severe disease.
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Abstract

Background: Scientists are developing new computational methods and prediction models to better clinically understand COVID-19 prevalence, treatment efficacy, and patient outcomes. These efforts could be improved by leveraging documented COVID-19–related symptoms, findings, and disorders from clinical text sources in an electronic health record. Word embeddings can identify terms related to these clinical concepts from both the biomedical and nonbiomedical domains, and are being shared with the open-source community at large. However, it’s unclear how useful openly available word embeddings are for developing lexicons for COVID-19–related concepts.

Objective: Given an initial lexicon of COVID-19–related terms, this study aims to characterize the returned terms by similarity across various open-source word embeddings and determine common semantic and syntactic patterns between the COVID-19 queried terms and returned terms specific to the word embedding source.

Methods: We compared seven openly available word embedding sources. Using a series of COVID-19–related terms for associated symptoms, findings, and disorders, we conducted an interannotator agreement study to determine how accurately the most similar returned terms could be classified according to semantic types by three annotators. We conducted a qualitative study of COVID-19 queried terms and their returned terms to detect informative patterns for constructing lexicons. We demonstrated the utility of applying such learned synonyms to discharge summaries by reporting the proportion of patients identified by concept among three patient cohorts: pneumonia (n=6410), acute respiratory distress syndrome (n=8647), and COVID-19 (n=2397).

Results: We observed high pairwise interannotator agreement (Cohen kappa) for symptoms (0.86-0.99), findings (0.93-0.99), and disorders (0.93-0.99). Word embedding sources generated based on characters tend to return more synonyms (mean count of 7.2 synonyms) compared to token-based embedding sources (mean counts range from 2.0 to 3.4). Word embedding sources queried using a qualifier term (eg, dry cough or muscle pain) more often returned qualifiers of the similar semantic type (eg, “dry” returns consistency qualifiers like “wet” and “runny”) compared to a single term (eg, cough or pain) queries. A higher proportion of patients had documented fever (0.61-0.84), cough (0.41-0.55), shortness of breath (0.40-0.59), and hypoxia (0.51-0.56)
Word embeddings are valuable technology for learning related terms, including synonyms. When leveraging openly available word embedding sources, choices made for the construction of the word embeddings can significantly influence the words learned.

Conclusions: Word embeddings are valuable technology for learning related terms, including synonyms. When leveraging openly available word embedding sources, choices made for the construction of the word embeddings can significantly influence the words learned.
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Introduction

Background
COVID-19 has become a pandemic that is felt throughout the world. Scientists are developing new methods for determining infection rates, disease burden, treatment efficacy, and patient outcomes [1]. Our ability to detect and phenotype patients with COVID-19 and controls for clinical and translational studies requires clinical symptomatology, radiological imaging, laboratory tests, and associated disorders derived from electronic health record data [2]. Much of this information can be locked within the electronic health record clinical notes [3]. To accurately characterize each patient’s COVID-19 profile for study, we must develop natural language processing systems to reliably extract COVID-19-related information. One of the first steps to extracting this information is developing lexicons with adequate coverage for all synonyms describing each COVID-19 concept. In the clinical domain, lexicons have been developed using several techniques: standardized vocabularies [4], lexicosyntactic patterns [5], term expansion [6], and distributional semantics [7]. Moreover, word embedding technologies have become increasingly popular for identifying semantically and syntactically-related terms within vector spaces by assessing the distributional hypothesis that “words that share a common, relative vector space will often also share a common, semantic relatedness” [7].

Word Embeddings
Word embeddings represent a word in a vector space while preserving its contextualized usage. Word embeddings have been leveraged to learn synonyms to develop lexicons [8]. These vectors are commonly learned by training algorithms like Word2Vec [9], FastText [10], and global vectors for word representation (GloVe) [11] on large corpora, including domain-independent texts (eg, internet web pages like Wikipedia and CommonCrawl, and social media like Twitter and Reddit) and domain-dependent texts (eg, clinical notes like the Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care III [MIMIC III] database notes [12] and biomedical research articles like PubMed). These domain-dependent embeddings may capture richer biomedical information than domain-independent embeddings (eg, standard GloVe embeddings) and are becoming increasingly available to the community at large. For example, BioASQ released their embeddings trained using the Word2Vec algorithm on 11 million biomedical abstracts from PubMed [13]. Pyysalo et al [14] trained embeddings using Word2Vec on a combination of PubMed and PubMed Central articles along with Wikipedia to combine open domain and biomedical knowledge (biomedical natural language processing [BioNLP] corpus). Zhang et al [15] (BioWordVec corpus) and Flamholz et al [16] (Clinical Embeddings corpus) also leveraged PubMed and PubMed Central articles in addition to clinical notes from the MIMIC III to train embeddings using the FastText, GloVe, and Word2Vec algorithms [12].

Word Embedding Evaluations
Systematic evaluations of word embeddings can be broadly classified into two categories, intrinsic and extrinsic evaluations. Intrinsic evaluations typically evaluate these word embeddings against human annotations by measuring the similarity or relationship between the queried and returned word pairs. Pakhomov et al [17,18] and Pedersen et al [19] have developed data sets containing pairs of biomedical terms along with their degree of relatedness as rated by human annotators. Furthermore, Pakhomov et al [17] and Hliaoutakis [20] have annotated pairs of medical terms for their semantic similarity. One intrinsic evaluation for validating these human annotations entails computing the Spearman coefficient between word pairs. Others have intrinsically evaluated word embeddings by clustering biomedical terms from the Unified Medical Language System and Ranker [21], and assessing the cluster quality using metrics like the Davies-Bouldin index and the Dunn index. Word embeddings have advanced the state of the art for many intrinsic natural language processing subtasks (ie, reading comprehension [22], natural language inference [23], text summarization [24], vocabulary development [8], and document classification [25]). An extrinsic or summative evaluation of clinical word embeddings can involve evaluating the performance of machine learning models by using word embeddings to complete a biomedical research task or clinical operation such as patient phenotyping [26,27], patient fall prediction [25], and patient hospital readmission prediction [28].

COVID-19 and Word Embeddings
In recent years, there has been extensive work to leverage biomedical and clinical texts for developing clinical word embeddings to create concept lexicons [29]. For example, clinical word embeddings have been trained to identify drugs [30], substance abuse terms [8], and anatomical locations [16]. More recently, word embeddings have been used to understand the COVID-19 pandemic. For example, Schild et al [31] trained word2vec models for learning terms related to “virus” (“corona,” “covid,” “wuflu,” “coronovirus,” “coronavirus”) for...
understanding the emergence of sinophobic behavior on web communities like Twitter and 4chan’s /pol/ facing COVID-19 outbreaks. Klein et al [32] applied pretrained Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers to identify Twitter users with probable or possible COVID-19 infection using their self-reported Twitter messages and temporal-spatial information. However, to our knowledge, there has been no intrinsic evaluation of openly available word embeddings to identify COVID-19 terms related to symptoms, findings, and disorder concepts for encoding clinical notes.

Our long-term goal is to develop a COVID-19 information extraction system to support a variety of purposes, including clinical and translational research, observational studies, clinical trials, public health monitoring, and hospital capacity monitoring. Our short-term goal is to conduct an intrinsic evaluation to qualitatively analyze and compare various openly available word embedding sources by categorizing the most similar words returned for symptoms, findings, and disorders related to COVID-19, and to identify common patterns between returned terms and their associated COVID-19 query terms to better understand which of these word embedding sources and their configurations could support synonym discovery. An additional short term goal is to conduct an extrinsic evaluation to apply these terms and their learned synonyms to the discharge summaries of patients with pneumonia, acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), and COVID-19, and report the proportion of patients identified, with terms representing each concept for each disorder cohort.

Methods

In this University of Pennsylvania Institute Review Board–approved study (#831895, #843620), we conducted a literature review of open-source word embeddings. We identified 7 publicly available sources and characterized each resource according to the training source, unit of processing, context window embedding technology, preprocessing, embedding technology used, returned units, embedding size, and vocabulary size (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Author and source</th>
<th>Training source</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Context window</th>
<th>Preprocess (reduce case, remove stop words, term types)</th>
<th>Embedding technology (gensim, FastText, GloVe(^a), BERT(^b), ELMO, etc)</th>
<th>Returned unit (1-3 ngrams)</th>
<th>Embedding size</th>
<th>Vocab size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BioNLP(^c) Lab PubMed + PMC(^d) W2V</td>
<td>Pyysalo et al 2013 [14,33]</td>
<td>PubMed/PMC articles</td>
<td>Token</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Mixed case, no stop words, skip-grams</td>
<td>word2Vec</td>
<td>1 ngram</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>~4 billion tokens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BioASQ</td>
<td>Tsatsaronis et al 2015 [13,34]</td>
<td>PubMed abstracts</td>
<td>Token</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Lowercase, no stop words, continuous bag of words</td>
<td>word2Vec</td>
<td>1 ngram</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>~1.7 billion tokens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Embeddings W2V300</td>
<td>Flamholz et al 2019 [16,35]</td>
<td>PubMed/PMC/ MIMIC III(^e)</td>
<td>Token</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Lowercase, include stop words, skip-grams</td>
<td>word2Vec</td>
<td>1-3 ngrams</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>~300k tokens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BioWordVec Extrinsic</td>
<td>Zhang et al 2019 [15,36]</td>
<td>PubMed + MeSH(^f)</td>
<td>Character</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>lowercase, include stop words</td>
<td>FastText</td>
<td>1-3 ngrams</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>~2.3 billion tokens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BioWordVec Intrinsic</td>
<td>Zhang et al 2019 [15,36]</td>
<td>PubMed + MeSH</td>
<td>Character</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Lowercase, include stop words</td>
<td>FastText</td>
<td>1-3 ngrams</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>~2.3 million tokens</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)GloVe: global vectors for word representation.
\(^b\)BERT: Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers.
\(^c\)BioNLP: biomedical natural language processing.
\(^d\)PMC: PubMed Central.
\(^e\)MIMIC III: Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care III.
\(^f\)MeSH: Medical Subject Headings.
Constructing the Reference Standard

We generated a list of terms for COVID-19-related semantic categories of symptoms (“fever,” “high fever,” “cough,” “wet cough,” “dry cough,” “congestion,” “nasal congestion,” “pain,” “chest pain,” “muscle pain,” “shortness of breath,” “dyspnea,” “tachypnea,” “malaise,” “headache,” “sore throat”), findings (“hypoxia,” “opacities,” “bilateral opacities,” “infiltrates,” “lung infiltrates”), and disorders (“ARDS,” “respiratory distress,” “acute respiratory distress syndrome,” “pneumonia”) described in Cascella et al [1]. We queried each word embedding source detailed in Table 1 using these COVID-19–related phrases and retrieved the top 20 phrases based on ranked cosine similarity (terms closest to 1.0 signifying high similarity). Three annotators (a biomedical informatician, a clinical general internist and informantician, and a second-year medical student) encoded each returned phrase with the following semantic class types:

- **Negation (black):** a negation of the query term (eg, “afebrile” is a negation of “fever”)
- **Synonyms (green):** a lexical variant of the query term with highly similar or synonymous meaning, including misspellings and short forms (eg, “ARDS” is a synonym for “Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome”)
- **Symptom/signs (yellow):** any symptom, observation, finding, or syndrome that is not a synonym of the query term (eg, “fever” is a symptom returned by “cough”)
- **Disease/disorders (blue):** any disease, disorder, or diagnosis that is not a synonym for the query term (eg, “pneumonia” is a disorder returned by “dyspnea”)
- **Hyponym (light red):** a more specific semantic type of the query term (eg, “ground-glass opacities” is a hyponym of “opacities”)
- **Hypernym (dark red):** a broader semantic type of the query term (eg, “cough” is a hypernym of “productive cough”)
- **Qualifiers (teal):** any nonclinical temporal, spatial, quality, extent, or size descriptor (eg, “dry” is a qualifier for “cough”)
- **Anatomical location (orange):** any clinical anatomical or positional descriptor (eg, “lower lobe” is an anatomical location)
- **Therapeutic (purple):** any medication, therapy, or procedure (eg, “mechanical ventilation” is a therapeutic device)
- **Other (grey):** any semantic type that was not among the aforementioned or a nonclinical type (eg, “traffic” returned for “congestion”)

Assessing Interannotator Agreement

For each annotator pair, we computed the interannotator agreement for the semantic class types for each queried term using Cohen kappa [37] using sklearn [38]. Specifically, for each queried phrase (eg, “fever”), each annotator encoded the semantic type of the returned candidate term compared to the queried term (eg, returned term “pyrexia” encoded as a synonym for queried term “fever”). We report the overall interannotator agreement by category (symptom, finding, and disorder) and by queried term (“fever,” “dry cough”). We also depict semantic disagreements between each pair of annotators using heat maps generated using matplotlib [39].

Analyzing the Similarity Between COVID-19 Queried and Returned Terms

We depict the broad range of terms returned across openly available word embedding sources. For each queried term, the returned term will maintain the same semantic type across word embedding sources but might return a different cosine similarity or occur in only select sources. Therefore, for all unique returned terms within the top 20 ranked by cosine similarity, we visualized the returned term based on its frequency among the word embedding sources at any rank using word clouds generated with matplotlib. The size of the word is a weighted representation of how frequently the returned term occurred across the seven-word embedding source; the score is bounded between 0.14 (observed within only one of seven word embedding sources) and 1.0 (observed within all seven word embedding sources). Additionally, of the terms that occurred at least once among the top 20 ranked terms across the seven embeddings, we plotted the range of cosine similarities. Observed top-ranked terms may have cosine similarity values ranging from 0 to 1.0. If a top-ranked term was not found within another embedding source, the term received a value of –1.

Assessing the Semantic Distribution Patterns for Returned Candidate Terms by Source

We determined the distribution of semantic classes among returned candidates for each queried term according to word embedding source. Our goal is to identify common semantic themes among the queried-returned term pairs that might be driven by the word embedding source construction. We performed a content analysis with simple mean comparisons for each semantic category as well as terms with and without modifiers across embedding sources to identify additional association patterns (Table 2).
**Table 2.** Queried terms (symptoms, findings, and disorders) with and without modifiers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category and term without modifier</th>
<th>With modifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Symptoms</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“fever”</td>
<td>“high fever”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“cough”</td>
<td>“wet cough,” “dry cough”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“congestion”</td>
<td>“nasal congestion”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“pain”</td>
<td>“chest pain,” “muscle pain”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Findings</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“opacities”</td>
<td>“bilateral opacities”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“infiltrates”</td>
<td>“lung infiltrates”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disorders</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“ARDS”*</td>
<td>“respiratory distress,” “acute respiratory distress syndrome”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*ARDS: acute respiratory distress syndrome.

**Generating Symptom Severity Profiles for Patients With Pneumonia, ARDS, and COVID-19**

As a proof of concept, we compared the proportion of patients that can be classified according to COVID-19 illness severity groups using terms indicative of their clinical features for three cohorts: patients with pneumonia, ARDS, and COVID-19. For the patients with pneumonia and ARDS cohorts, we queried all inpatient encounters and their resulting discharge summaries with COVID-19–related disorders: ARDS (International Classification of Diseases [ICD] codes: 518.5, 518.81, 518.82) and pneumonia (ICD codes: 480-488) from the MIMIC III database [12]. For the patients with COVID-19 cohort, we queried all COVID-19 inpatient encounters from our EPIC PennChart COVID-19 registry from March 2020 to August 2020 and the resulting discharge summaries. In **Table 3**, we denote the clinical findings associated with COVID-19 respiratory illness severity categories [1]. We applied the expanded lexicon for COVID-19 respiratory illness severity clinical features using synonyms detected from all embedding approaches (*keywords + embedding expansion*). For each cohort, we report the proportion of patients with the clinical feature documented within one or more discharge summaries.

**Table 3.** Clinical findings according to the COVID-19 respiratory illness severity groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COVID-19 respiratory illness severity</th>
<th>Clinical features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mild illness</td>
<td>Mild fever, cough (dry), sore throat, malaise, headache, muscle pain, nasal congestion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate pneumonia</td>
<td>Cough and shortness of breath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe pneumonia/acute respiratory distress syndrome</td>
<td>Fever is associated with severe dyspnea, respiratory distress, tachypnea, and hypoxia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Results**

We queried seven embedding sources with 15 symptom terms, five finding terms, and four disorder terms, resulting in 10,080 annotations (top 20 returned candidate terms × 25 queried terms × seven word embedding sources × three annotators).

**Assessing Interannotator Agreement**

We observed high overall pairwise interannotator agreement between annotators (ie, A#Annotator#) for each semantic category: symptoms (0.86-0.99), findings (0.93-0.99), and disorders (0.93-0.99). For A1/A2 and A2/A3, we observed low to moderate interannotator agreement for “malaise” (0.40-0.41), “muscle pain” (0.6), “headache” (0.65-0.68), and “dry cough” (0.68). For A3/A1, interannotator agreement was consistently high (≥0.93). In **Figure 1**, we report the distribution of each queried term’s overall agreement between paired annotators. The color bar represents the third annotator pair. Overall agreement by COVID-19 category and by queried term for each annotator pair can be found in *Multimedia Appendix 1*. 
In Figures 2-4, for each returned term, we also computed interannotator agreement across semantic types. Across annotator pairs, we observed high interannotator agreement for all semantic types. Each heat map depicts systematic differences between annotators. In Figure 2, A1/A2 more often disagreed about whether a returned term was a hypernym, hyponym, or negation. In Figure 3, A2/A3 more often disagreed about whether a returned term was a synonym, disease or disorder, hypernym, hyponym, other, or negation. In Figure 4, A3/A1 most often disagreed about whether a returned term was a negation or other term.

Figure 2. A1/A2 interannotator agreement of returned terms according to semantic type.
Analyzing the Similarity for Returned Candidate Terms

We report the broad range of queried terms returned across word embedding sources. For brevity, we depict three COVID-19–related concepts, one of each semantic category: symptom (“fever”; Figure 5), finding (“lung infiltrates”; Figure 6), and disorder (“acute respiratory distress syndrome”; Figure 7). For “fever,” synonyms (eg, “pyrexia,” “fevers,” and “febrile”) and signs or symptoms (eg, “chills” and “diarrhea”) were common among the returned terms. For “lung infiltrates,” the most frequent semantic types included anatomical locations (eg, “lungs,” and “peribronchial”) and hypernyms (eg, “infiltrate” and “infiltration”) were among the returned terms. For “ARDS,” disease or disorders (eg, “SARS” [severe acute respiratory syndrome] and “aSARS-CoV”), synonyms (eg, “ards” and “respiratory-distress-syndrome”), and hypernyms (eg, “syndrome” and “syndrome-critical” were observed commonly among the returned terms.
In Figure 8, we observe that, given a queried term (e.g., “fever,” “lung infiltrates,” and “acute respiratory distress syndrome”), returned terms differ by cosine similarity and variance. For example, some returned terms have high cosine similarity and low variability (left most in red and orange only), while others demonstrate variable cosine similarity and high variability (right most in all colors). Examples of returned terms with high cosine similarity and low variability include “fever”; “fevers,” “fevering,” and “pyrexia”; “lung infiltrates”: “infiltration,” “infiltrates,” and “peribronchial”; and “acute respiratory distress syndrome”: “syndrome(ARDS),” “aSARS,” and “syndromeARDS.” Examples of returned terms with variable cosine similarity and high variability include “fever”: “fevered,” “fever-based,” and “fever-like”; “lung infiltrates”: “infiltrational,” “consolidations,” and “bronchioepithelial”; and “acute respiratory distress syndrome”: “syndrome-is” and “syndrome-level.”
Assessing the Distribution of Semantic Types for Returned Candidate Terms by Source

We determined the distribution of semantic classes among returned candidates for each queried term according to word embedding source. Our goal is to identify common semantic themes among the queried and returned candidate term pairs that might be driven by the word embedding source construction. We observed that the BioWordVec Extrinsic and BioWordVec Intrinsic embeddings (Figure 9 e-f) were more likely to generate synonyms (green), which is notably depicted for “fever,” “headache,” “hypoxia,” “dyspnea,” and “infiltrates.” Word embedding sources generated based on characters tend to return more synonyms (mean count of 7.2 synonyms) compared to token-based embedding sources (mean count ranged from 2.04 to 3.4 synonyms). We also observed more negation terms for “hypoxia” (mean count of 2.29 negations); “congestion” (mean count of 1.57 negations); and “dyspnea,” “wet cough,” and “tachypnea” (all had mean counts of 1.0 negations) compared to other terms (mean counts ranged from 0.00 to 0.71 negations).

We observed a high mean count of hypernyms for “dry cough” (mean count of 6.43 hypernyms), “high fever” (mean count of 5.57 hypernyms), and “acute respiratory distress syndrome” (mean count of 4.43 hypernyms) over other terms (mean counts ranged from 0 to 3.29 hypernyms). Across the other word embeddings (Figure 9 a-d and g), if a symptom or sign queried term was provided, we more often observed a symptom or sign returned term (mean average of 6.62 symptoms or signs) compared to nonsymptom or sign queried terms (mean average of 3.035 symptoms or signs). This also held true for disorders (mean average of 6.24 disorders) compared to nondisorders (mean average of 1.18 disorders). Across word embedding sources (Figure 9), we observed that qualifiers were more often returned when the queried term contained a qualifier for some terms (eg, “dry cough” and “wet cough” return time and consistency qualifiers like “wet” and “runny”), both mean counts of 4.14 qualified terms) over the nonqualified queried term “cough” (mean count of 1.71 qualified terms). Similar patterns were observed for “high fever” (mean count of 3.71 qualified terms), “fever” (mean count of 0.0 qualified terms), “bilateral opacities” (mean count of 6.14 qualified terms), and “opacities” (mean count of 2.71 qualified terms). Furthermore, if a queried term contained an anatomical location as an adjective in the term phrase (eg, “nasal congestion”), the returned terms were often anatomical locations compared to queried terms without adjectives. We observed notable differences in mean counts of returned terms with anatomical qualifiers for “nasal congestion” (mean count of 6.71 anatomical terms) and “congestion” (mean count of 0.42 anatomical terms), “chest pain” (mean count of 8.43 anatomical terms) and “pain” (mean count of 3.57 anatomical terms), and “lung infiltrates” (mean count of 10.57 anatomical terms) and “infiltrates” (mean count of 6.71 anatomical terms). In few cases, the standard GloVe embeddings, BioWordVec Extrinsic, and BioWordVec Intrinsic embeddings returned some terms with common term usage (eg, “congestion” returns “traffic,” “bypass,” or stop words such as “and,” “a,” and “of”).
Figure 9. For each symptom, finding, and disorder queried term, the distribution of semantic types for returned term colored by semantic type for each embedding source: (a) BioNLP Lab PubMed + PMC W2V, (b) BioNLP LabWiki + PubMed + PMC W2V, (c) BioASQ, (d) Clinical Embeddings W2V300, (e) BioWordVec Extrinsic, (f) BioWordVec Intrinsic, and (g) Standard GloVe Embeddings. ARDS: acute respiratory distress syndrome.

Generating Symptom Severity Profiles for Patients With Pneumonia, ARDS, and COVID-19

Figure 10 shows the proportion of patients from each disorder cohort (pneumonia, ARDS, and COVID-19) that have one or more terms documented within their discharge summary representing clinical features from Table 3. The total number of patients in each cohort varied: pneumonia (n=6410), ARDS (n=8647), and COVID-19 (n=2397). A higher proportion of patients had documented fever (0.61-0.84), cough (0.41-0.55), shortness of breath (0.40-0.59), and hypoxia (0.51-0.56) retrieved than other clinical features. Terms for dry cough returned a higher proportion of patients with COVID-19 (0.07) than pneumonia (0.05) and ARDS (0.03) populations.
**Discussion**

**Assessing Interannotator Agreement**

We observed high overall pairwise interannotator agreement for the symptoms, findings, and disorder categories. Annotators A1 and A3 were more often in agreement. For the A1/A2 and A2/A3 pairs, we observed low to moderate interannotator agreement for queried terms such as “malaise,” “muscle pain,” “headache,” and “dry cough.” Annotators A1 and A3 systematically classified notably fewer returned terms as hypernyms and hyponyms than A2. For example, “migraine” is a hypernym for “headache.” Additionally, A2 more easily identified negated terms through medical terminology. Many cases required more clinical domain knowledge to make these distinctions, which were easier for the general internist.

**Analyzing the Similarity Between COVID-19 Queried and Returned Terms**

When analyzing the cosine similarities between queried terms and returned terms, we observed that returned terms range from high cosine similarity and low variability to variable cosine similarity and high variability. We hypothesize that terms with high cosine similarity and low variability are more likely to be synonyms and useful for training an information extraction. In practice, the presence and cosine similarities of a term varied across word embedding sources. Our ability to identify and rank likely synonyms for lexicon development may be improved with additional processing steps and comparisons between the queried and returned terms for lexical similarity [40], morphological derivation [8], and short form construction and expansion [41].

**Assessing the Semantic Distribution Patterns for Returned Candidate Terms by Source**

We determined the distribution of semantic classes among returned candidates for each queried term according to the word embedding source. Our study intentions were to assess the distributional hypothesis that words with similar meanings are often used in similar contexts. Generally, if a symptom or sign queried term was provided, we often observed a symptom or sign returned term. This also held true for disorders. Furthermore, our goal was to identify common semantic themes among the queried and returned candidate term pairs that might be driven by the word embedding source construction. We observed that the BioWordVec Extrinsic and BioWordVec Intrinsic embeddings were more likely to generate synonyms. We hypothesize that this is likely due to training based on the characters rather than the token; thus, the returned terms often share a common set of characters (queried term: “fever”; returned term: “feverish”) or high lexical similarity. Character-based embeddings will often return lexical variations of the queried term. Although BioNLP, BioASQ, and Clinical Embeddings generated fewer synonyms, these were often medical terms for the lay queried term (eg, “lethargy” for “malaise,” “cephalea” for “headache,” and “rhinorrhea” for “nasal congestion”). To maximize the diversity of learned synonyms, multiple embeddings could be most beneficial. Returned negated terms were expressed with prefixes (eg, “non-pneumonia-related”), suffixes (eg, “fever-free”), or medical terminology (eg, “normoxia”). Hypernyms were commonly observed among queried terms with a nonclinical word sense (eg, “congestion” returns...). Moreover, we observed that qualifiers were often returned when the queried term contained a qualifier (eg, time, consistency, and anatomical location qualifiers). For developing a clinical information extraction system, these returned terms can be useful for brainstorming synonyms as inclusionary terms as well as antonyms as exclusionary terms. We suspect that a mix of hypernyms and qualifiers were often returned, given the semantics of the individual parts of the queried phrase. It was not surprising that standard GloVe embeddings returned some terms with a nonclinical word sense (eg, “congestion” returns...).
“traffic” or “bypass”) because they were trained using the CommonCrawl domain-independent corpora. Similarly, BioWordVec Extrinsic and BioWordVec Intrinsic occasionally return stop words, as these were not removed prior to training and perhaps should be for detecting meaningful synonyms.

Generating Symptom Severity Profiles for Patients With Pneumonia, ARDS, and COVID-19

We created an expanded lexicon of COVID-19 respiratory illness clinical features (Table 3) using synonyms detected from all embedding approaches. We assessed the proportion of patients from three disorder cohorts (pneumonia, ARDS, and COVID-19) with each clinical feature documented within their discharge summary. We observed that terms indicative of clinical features for fever, cough, shortness of breath, and hypoxia retrieved a higher proportion of patients than clinical features. For fever and cough, our lexicons for capturing contextualized mentions of these clinical features (eg, high fever or wet or dry cough) retrieved modest proportions of patient cases. This is likely due to the variability of qualitative and quantifications of these symptoms (eg, productive cough and fever of 102°F) in discharge summaries. Terms indicative of dry cough returned a higher proportion of patients with COVID-19 than pneumonia and ARDS populations. This is not surprising given that this is a prominent symptom reported among patients with COVID-19.

Limitations and Future Work

Our study has a few notable limitations. We began this study during the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic when the symptomatology was less understood. COVID-19 is a heterogeneous disease with emerging symptomatology identified through ongoing clinical observational studies. Emerging COVID-19–related symptomatology (ie, loss of smell, loss of taste, and COVID toes) were not included in our analysis, as their association with COVID-19 were not well understood at the time of our study. We leveraged existing word embedding sources to better understand the utility of embeddings for synonym generation. We recognize that further experimentation is needed to support broader claims of their utility. As a proof of concept of patient information retrieval, we applied an expanded lexicon of terms representing clinical features of COVID-19 to three disorder cohorts (pneumonia, ARDS, and COVID-19). Although these terms retrieved a high proportion of patients, we acknowledge that additional terms might be necessary to accurately identify these features and that contextualization (ie, negation, severity, experiencer, and temporality [42-44]) is critical to generating accurate patient profiles. We look forward to addressing these issues as next steps within our clinical information extraction pipeline powered by Linguamatics [45]. These text-derived and contextualized variables will be available through our clinical research databases—COVID-19 Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside database [46] and Penn Genotype and Phenotype database supported by the Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership common data model [47]—at the end of Spring 2021.

Conclusion

Word embeddings are a valuable technology for learning semantically and syntactically related terms including synonyms and useful for text classification and information extraction tasks. When leveraging openly available word embedding sources, choices made in the development of the embeddings can significantly influence the types of phrases and information learned.
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Abstract

Background: The COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated the challenges of meaningful health care digitization. The need for rapid yet validated decision-making requires robust data infrastructure. Organizations with a focus on learning health care (LHC) systems tend to adapt better to rapidly evolving data needs. Few studies have demonstrated a successful implementation of data digitization principles in an LHC context across health care systems during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Objective: We share our experience and provide a framework for assembling and organizing multidisciplinary resources, structuring and regulating research needs, and developing a single source of truth (SSoT) for COVID-19 research by applying fundamental principles of health care digitization, in the context of LHC systems across a complex health care organization.

Methods: Houston Methodist (HM) comprises eight tertiary care hospitals and an expansive primary care network across Greater Houston, Texas. During the early phase of the pandemic, institutional leadership envisioned the need to streamline COVID-19 research and established the retrospective research task force (RRTF). We describe an account of the structure, functioning, and productivity of the RRTF. We further elucidate the technical and structural details of a comprehensive data repository—the HM COVID-19 Surveillance and Outcomes Registry (CURATOR). We particularly highlight how CURATOR conforms to standard health care digitization principles in the LHC context.

Results: The HM COVID-19 RRTF comprises expertise in epidemiology, health systems, clinical domains, data sciences, information technology, and research regulation. The RRTF initially convened in March 2020 to prioritize and streamline COVID-19 observational research; to date, it has reviewed over 60 protocols and made recommendations to the institutional review board (IRB). The RRTF also established the charter for CURATOR, which in itself was IRB-approved in April 2020. CURATOR is a relational structured query language database that is directly populated with data from electronic health records, via largely automated extract, transform, and load procedures. The CURATOR design enables longitudinal tracking of COVID-19 cases and controls before and after COVID-19 testing. CURATOR has been set up following the SSoT principle and is harmonized across other COVID-19 data sources. CURATOR eliminates data silos by leveraging unique and disparate big data sources for COVID-19 research and provides a platform to capitalize on institutional investment in cloud computing. It currently hosts deeply phenotyped sociodemographic, clinical, and outcomes data of approximately 200,000 individuals tested for COVID-19. It supports more than 30 IRB-approved protocols across several clinical domains and has generated numerous publications from its core and associated data sources.

Conclusions: A data-driven decision-making strategy is paramount to the success of health care organizations. Investment in cross-disciplinary expertise, health care technology, and leadership commitment are key ingredients to foster an LHC system.
Such systems can mitigate the effects of ongoing and future health care catastrophes by providing timely and validated decision support.
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**Introduction**

As of December 31, 2020, over 90 million COVID-19 cases had been confirmed worldwide [1]. The COVID-19 pandemic has tested the limits of human resilience, leading to innovation in several facets of clinical and academic medicine [2,3]. Prior to the pandemic, the health care industry had already been on the precipice of a digital revolution driven by big data, machine learning, and artificial intelligence for a long time. The pandemic brought to bear a dire need for investment in robust health data infrastructures and pipelines (DIPs) such that barriers and latency to gather, assimilate, validate, and share data widely and swiftly can be minimized or eliminated [4]. Establishing and maintaining robust clinical DIPs are resource intensive and require a cross-disciplinary approach. Effective utilization of health care data to drive clinical and operational decision-making, in the context of a true learning health care (LHC) system, warrants organizational commitment—both at the technical level and as a behavioral paradigm shift.

For several health care organizations, the urgency to synthesize epidemiological and clinical evidence for understanding the rapidly evolving COVID-19 pandemic has underscored the need for innovation in two separate yet overlapping processes: (1) the review process for approval of COVID-19–related minimal risk research while maintaining stringent federal and institutional standards of human-subject research and (2) the critical and fundamental need to establish a reliable and valid DIP to serve as the backbone for swift and accurate reporting. Organizations with an LHC focus and infrastructural investment are highly likely to be agile and adaptive to such rapidly developing needs and thus be on the forefront of combating health care catastrophes.

This paper provides an overarching account of how the needs for data accessibility, rapid research, and reliable reporting evolved in the face of the COVID-19 pandemic across a large health care system and its associated research enterprise. Both the health care system and research enterprise are located in a very populous and diverse US metropolis (Houston, Texas) that became a hub of the second wave of the COVID-19 pandemic during the summer of 2020. We share our experiences of the methodology implemented for addressing the aforementioned needs, which included (1) assembling and leveraging expertise from interdisciplinary and multispecialty teams; (2) listing considerations that include regulation and ethics of COVID-19 research; (3) leveraging organizational aspects of coordinating and harmonizing cross-institutional data and research needs; and finally, (4) the development, technical design, and implementation of the Houston Methodist COVID-19 Surveillance and Outcomes Registry (CURATOR). All these items are in line with the health care system’s institutional goal of fostering a true LHC.

**Methods**

**Implementation Setting**

**Greater Houston Metropolitan Area and the Houston Methodist System**

Like other large metropolitan areas across the United States, the Greater Houston area experienced a rise in COVID-19 cases in early March 2020. The Greater Houston Metropolitan Statistical Area—officially designated by the Office of Budget and Management as “Houston–The Woodlands–Sugar Land”—is the fifth most populous area in the United States, with an approximate population of 7 million [5]. The Greater Houston area is also considered to be one of the nation’s most ethnically diverse regions [6]. Harris County, whose county seat is Houston, is the third largest county in the United States in terms of population, whereas the city of Houston is the fourth most populated US city [5]. On March 1, 2020, there was only 1 known and officially reported case of COVID-19 in the Harris County/Houston area, which increased to almost 6000 over an 8-week period. The first surge, which peaked in mid-April, saw later a 3- to 4-fold increase in cases by early July 2020 [7]. The total number of COVID-19 cases in the 9-county Houston Metropolitan Statistical Area is estimated to be over 315,000, as of December 31, 2020 [8].

Houston Methodist, along with its centers of excellence in cancer, heart and vascular, digestive disorders, neurology, orthopedics and sports medicine, and transplant, and an academic affiliation with Weill Cornell Medicine and New York Presbyterian Hospital (New York, USA), comprises one flagship tertiary care hospital (Houston Methodist Hospital) and six large community hospitals, with an additional long-term care hospital, spanning across the Greater Houston area. Additionally, the system has an expansive emergency medicine and ambulatory health care network including an Accountable Care Organization [9]. Houston Methodist Research Institute and Houston Methodist Academic Institute lead the basic science, translational, clinical and epidemiological outcomes research, and training portfolio for the system [9,10].

**COVID-19 Clinical, Administrative, and Research Data Needs at Houston Methodist**

Houston Methodist became the clinical hub for COVID-19 in the Greater Houston area and the first in the United States to perform plasma transfusion as part of COVID-19 treatment [11]. As soon as Houston Methodist started testing for COVID-19 and providing care to infected patients, the urgent need for validated, ongoing data on COVID-19 treatment and...
outcomes mandated institutional prioritization. Data requirements came from three broad categories of stakeholders. First, the frontline care teams needed data to support the clinical decision-making process; second, hospital administration and leadership needed data to efficiently manage hospitals’ resources and outwardly communicate to the public; and third, clinical researchers needed data to explore innumerable important research questions. Anecdotal information on potentially beneficial therapies and effective management algorithms started flowing in, and there was a dire need to “validate” treatment efficacies and management modalities in the local context. Administrators needed quick and reliable metrics on not only the number of COVID-19 cases but also precise projections on mortality rates, length of stay, days in intensive care units (ICUs), and utilization of critical hospital resources such as ventilators and personal protective equipment. In addition, several centers of excellence and clinical departments immediately needed access to data of patients with COVID-19 to analyze important disease patterns and consequences on their respective patient populations. Consequently, there was an overwhelming outpouring of proposals and research ideas that started flowing to the Institutional Review Board (IRB). To provide rapid responses while preserving research integrity, two system-wide subcommittees were established: the Clinical Trials Task Force, which was tasked to evaluate proposals for therapeutic clinical trials, and the Retrospective Research Task Force (RRTF), which was set in place to facilitate the review and coordination of all observational (retrospective and prospective) research across the system. Many authors of this manuscript (FSV, HDS, BAK, SLJ, KN, and JRM, along with representation from the IRB and corporate and research information technology departments) constituted the membership of the RRTF.

Current Implementation of Electronic Health Record System

The past decade has seen a dramatically increased propagation of electronic health records (EHRs) in the United States. This phenomenon was largely promoted through large US government-initiated programs to encourage the adoption of EHRs in routine practice (eg, Meaningful Use, Certification Commission for Health Information Technology; inducements in the Affordable Care Act; Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act in 2009; and the mandatory submission of quality measures electronically). Although certain benefits of EHRs are undeniable, they are most often designed and implemented with the administrative end-user in mind. In most cases, a system with a focus on administration, with streamlined billing and coding features, is not adapted for the assimilation of research data. Coincidentally, this same system contains a plethora of social, demographic, and medical information on thousands of patients in one location and is quite possibly one of the largest underutilized resources in modern medical research. However, at the time of the cusp of the COVID-19 pandemic, many health care facilities, including our own, lacked EHR add-ons that would allow for a rapid assimilation of research datasets. As the COVID-19 pandemic ensued, our research infrastructure faced an unprecedented need for validated datasets to support clinical trials and observational studies. Hence, to support research activities based on EHR, the RRTF decided to set up the Houston Methodist CURATOR. The goal of CURATOR is to serve as a unified, longitudinal, cross-institutional registry for COVID-19 data, to fulfill ongoing and long-term observational research data needs and enable availability of data for planning of prospective clinical trials.

Results

Structure, Workflow, and Output of the Houston Methodist COVID-19 RRTF

The RRTF was established on March 20, 2020 as a pre-IRB step after the institutional leadership effected a decision to accelerate the internal review, triage, and operationalization of a growing number of observational research protocols that were received by the IRB. The overarching clinical and academic structure of the Houston Methodist system, and the RRTF process framework in relation to the IRB, is schematically represented in Figure 1. The top two panels represent the organizational distribution of several physicians, physician scientists, translational and epidemiological scientists, and trainees spread across various hospitals, centers of excellence, clinical departments, programs and specialized centers, and an expansive primary care network. The solid black arrows represent communication pathways between investigators across this clinical and research enterprise and various elements of the COVID-19 RRTF and the Houston Methodist IRB. The RRTF initially reviewed all protocols related to COVID-19 and communicated back to the investigators directly in situations where the projects had opportunities for further development, were not technically sound, or did not require a full IRB review (see bottom-left brown and dark green text boxes in Figure 1). All other protocols, with specific comments and recommendations were forwarded to the IRB for a full evaluation (see bottom-right green text boxes in Figure 1). The Center for Outcomes Research (COR) at Houston Methodist Research Institute was tasked to set up the charter and workflow for the RRTF. The COR leadership team assembled the preliminary process documentation for the RRTF and a team comprising experts in epidemiology, health systems research, health policy, clinical domains, data sciences, information technology, and research regulation.
To accelerate and prioritize review of the influx of COVID-19–related protocols, all protocols received either directly or indirectly via the IRB are evaluated independently by RRTF members with a prioritization matrix and discussed on a weekly basis. The outcome of the RRTF process is communicated back to the investigators. During the extensive review activities developed by the multidisciplinary RRTF team, it was observed that many promising observational studies required similar data resources, leading to the development of a central COVID-19 data infrastructure to expedite research output for all scientists engaged in COVID-19 research [12]. For this purpose, the RRTF decided to develop and actively maintain a registry for COVID-19 surveillance and intrahospital outcomes as a key tangible output of its research-acceleration function. The design, data aspects, and front-end of this registry are addressed in the next section.

The Houston Methodist CURATOR Protocol

CURATOR Design and Cohorts

The Houston Methodist CURATOR protocol was developed by the COR leadership and was approved by the Houston Methodist IRB on April 11, 2020. The CURATOR database comprises two cohorts. The first cohort includes all individuals who were tested (regardless of the test result) for COVID-19 at any Houston Methodist location (hospital or a free-standing clinical establishment) with any of the SARS-CoV-2 diagnostic tests, including antigen tests and the polymerase chain reaction test, or for SARS-CoV-2 serology. All clinical encounters dating back to June 2016 are included without a prospective end date. This means that the database includes, for each patient, the records of all prior (pretesting) and subsequent (posttesting) clinical encounters (ie, hospitalizations, emergency department or primary care visits, laboratory tests, imaging reports, medications, and specialists care) that happen either as standard of care, or as a part of systematic long-term follow-up (such as follow-up in specialized COVID-19 recovery clinics). The second cohort comprises COVID-19 patients who were managed at Houston Methodist facilities but originally tested elsewhere. Like the first cohort, any instances of clinical encounters prior to hospitalization or postacute care are included. More recently, CURATOR’s protocol has been amended to include all individuals who have received or will be receiving a COVID-19 vaccine, regardless of their COVID-19 status.

The design elements of CURATOR allow for two salient aspects that strengthen methodological approaches in hypothesis generation and testing. First, by tracking records per patient, CURATOR creates a longitudinal array of individuals’ health status. Availability of data from clinical encounters prior to testing and/or hospitalization permits granular, time-dependent, and accurate risk stratification for comorbidities based on longitudinally obtained medications, imaging, and laboratory test results, rather than cross-sectional documentation of...
comorbid and pre-existing conditions at the time of COVID-19–related hospitalization or clinical encounter. Similarly, the information obtained from subsequent (post–COVID-19) encounters will provide information on recovery and outcomes. The second unique design element of CURATOR is the readily available data from a control population. By including data on all tested individuals, capturing retrospective and prospective clinical encounters of individuals who tested positive as well as those who tested negative for COVID-19, a large number of potential controls are available in CURATOR for hypothesis testing. For instance, matched case-control studies or prospective cohorts for incidence-based analyses can be used when developing COVID-19–related hypotheses. Figure 2 provides an updated schematic of the total number and proportion of individuals who underwent COVID-19 testing, those who tested positive or negative, and those who were hospitalized with at least one prior clinical encounter in the CURATOR.

**Figure 2.** Schematic representation of the total number and proportion of individuals who underwent COVID-19 testing, those who tested negative and positive, and those who were hospitalized with prior clinical encounters, based on data from COVID-19 Surveillance and Outcomes Registry (CURATOR).

**CURATOR Data Elements and Data Structure**

CURATOR is a relational structured query language database that is directly populated with the back-end data originating in one of the market-leading EHR vendors in the United States. The COR was uniquely equipped to undertake the creation and implementation of CURATOR with data scientists experienced in working with EHRs. The initial effort was to assemble back-end data by grouping disparate but related information from different locations within the EHR. Then, the database was iteratively refined to create meaningful tables and views of the data in an analytic data set that can be useful for researchers. The EHR back-end data refreshes every 24 hours based on live instances of the institutional EHRs.

The extract, transform, and load (ETL) procedures from EHR to the CURATOR database have been designed, developed, and implemented by a multispecialty team of COR scientists (big data and data science leads, epidemiologists, and physicians), data scientists, data engineers, and application analysts. In parallel, other ETL processes across the institution have also been simultaneously implemented by business intelligence teams to support clinical, operational, and administrative decision-making. The CURATOR team has undertaken an ongoing validation process with the business intelligence counterparts to streamline the ETL process and assess internal validity of COVID-19–related data across the system. Targeted smaller COR–business intelligence teams have been working together to this end. Updates and issues resulting from this cooperation are reviewed in weekly, biweekly, and monthly meetings. Currently, CURATOR is being populated with 1004 data items aggregated and organized across 87 tables and views. CURATOR is updated weekly by using an automated ETL process designed and implemented by the COR Big Data & Artificial Intelligence team. This process has been optimized to achieve efficiency and version control.

**Current Data**

Currently, CURATOR contains extracted information for approximately 200,000 individuals, of whom approximately 25,000 tested positive for COVID-19, with approximately 14 million hospital encounters. For each patient, basic demographic (e.g., age, sex, zip code, geocoding, marital status, and education level), ethnic identity (ethnicity and race), and baseline health (e.g., BMI, ICD-10 code Charlson comorbidities, clinical morbidities, and immunizations) data are included. In addition, the CURATOR database includes the time-detailed ordering and results of laboratory tests, imaging, and procedures for each patient. For instance, the laboratory tests include cultures, real-time reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction tests, and SARS-CoV-2 antigen and antibody tests, among 3709 other COVID-19–related and unrelated tests for a total of approximately 76 million laboratory tests and results. The imaging results include multi-region computed tomography (CT)–coupled angiograms, abdomen, chest and heart CT scans,
echocardiograms, and multi-vessel interventional radiology, among 1977 other distinct imaging results, with approximately 1.8 million results in the database. The procedures include isolation; intraosseous infusions; red blood cell transfusion through peripheral veins; introduction of sera, toxoids, and vaccines into muscles; insertion of a tunnel vascular devices into the patient’s chest; prone status; and 10,063 other procedures, with a total of approximately 400,000 procedures in the database. Furthermore, CURATOR contains time-resolved registries of the medications ordered (for inpatients and outpatients) and administered (inpatients), results on clinical trials, and the outcomes of each patient, including details on discharge status, discharge location, length of stay, oxygen therapy, ICU stays, the usage of mechanical ventilators, extracorporeal membrane oxygenation and endotracheal intubation, among many other variables informed by numerous research proposals that have traversed the RRTF process. The CURATOR database is continually growing to address wider research needs.

**CURATOR Integration with Other Internal and External Data Sources**

CURATOR’s design and implementation allows for seamless integration with other unique and siloed sources of big data across Houston Methodist. The virtual ICU (vICU) provides continuous, digitalized intensivist coverage for over 300 ICU beds at Houston Methodist. This remote ICU monitoring environment with embedded advanced telehealth capabilities captures real-time continuous physiological data on all ICU patients (including those with COVID-19) and provides an opportunity to develop predictive analytical tools to proactively identify critical risk factors and anticipate patient decompensation. The vICU platform at Houston Methodist was rapidly expanded following the COVID-19 pandemic [13]. Thus, vICU information is being integrated into CURATOR to broaden research perspectives and enrich the case histories with streaming physiologic data captured in real-time.

Additionally, Houston Methodist hosts one of the very few advanced translational imaging centers in the United States. This image center includes one of the most powerful 7-Tesla magnetic resonance imaging machines available. These advanced imaging modalities are rapidly being leveraged for the assessment, prognostication, and prediction of the effect of COVID-19 on pulmonary, cardiac, and neurological tissues. The outcomes of advanced COVID-19 imaging analyses will also be integrated into CURATOR.

Furthermore, Houston Methodist utilizes an innovative digital care navigation and data collection system for patient communication, education and awareness, and capturing patient-reported outcomes measures in postacute and long-term care setting (CareSense, MedTrak, Inc [14]). By using automated yet customized phone calls, text messages, emails, and app notifications, patients on various digital pathways are followed up with overarching goals to provide effective transition of care, promote safe recovery, and prevent complications. Success of these pathways has been previously reported and similar pathways are actively used for patients with COVID-19 [15]. The structure of CURATOR allows for seamless integration of the data sources obtained from the digital care navigation system.

Finally, CURATOR data is linkable via direct or probabilistic matching with external sources such as state-wide or national claims and administrative data sources. Certain derived data elements, such as area deprivation index [16], are now integrated into the routine workflow of CURATOR data updates.

**Regulation and Governance (Annual Audit, Review, and Stewardship)**

The CURATOR protocol is governed and regulated by the Houston Methodist IRB. The protocol, training, and delegation logs, data governance policies, and data release and sharing procedures have been approved by the IRB, are maintained and updated by COR project management, and are subject to annual IRB audits. The governance committee comprises the COR leadership. All projects proposing to utilize CURATOR are subject to an independent review by the IRB. Projects led by Houston Methodist investigators that do not warrant sharing of protected health information may be exempt from an IRB review. However, these assessments are undertaken by the RRTF that has IRB representation. To date, CURATOR actively supports more than 30 IRB-approved COVID-19 research protocols across Houston Methodist (Textbox 1).
Textbox 1. Current list of projects at Houston Methodist approved by the Institutional Review Board and supported by COVID-19 Surveillance and Outcomes Registry (CURATOR).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COVID-19 projects categorized by clinical discipline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cardiology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Echocardiographic Findings in COVID-19 Patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance Imaging of Myocardial Damage in COVID-19 Patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Vascular Disease and Complications of COVID-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Troponin Elevation and Myocardial Infarction in COVID-19 Patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Statin Therapy, Lipid Control, and Severe Illness in COVID-19 Among Patients With Cardiovascular Disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Area Deprivation Index and Indicators of Severe COVID-19 Among Patients With Cardiovascular Disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Neurology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Stroke Outcomes Among COVID-19 Patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Cognitive Outcomes Among COVID-19 Patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Infectious disease</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Epidemiology of COVID-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Biospecimens Related to COVID-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public health or disparities</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Race and Ethnic Disparities in SARS-CoV-2 Susceptibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Race and Ethnic Disparities in COVID-19 Hospitalization and Mortality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sex Differences in COVID-19 Outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Characteristics and Outcomes of COVID-19 Across Various Pandemic Phases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Medication Outcomes Surveillance for COVID-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ICU Ethics for COVID-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Surgery</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Emergency Surgical Volumes during COVID-19 Pandemic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Outcomes among Transplant and Non-transplant Recipients with COVID-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Surgery during COVID-19 Pandemic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Critical care</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Corticosteroid Use in COVID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hydroxy Chloroquine Use and Outcomes in COVID-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Proning Associated Outcomes in COVID-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Tocilizumab Use and Outcomes in COVID-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• NISQIP and COVID-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• COVID-19 Treatment Algorithms and Outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rehab or physical therapy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Physical Therapy in COVID-19 ICU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Front-end User Interface

Data availability and democratization is a key component of the acceleration function of CURATOR. End-users can rapidly test hypotheses and identify feasible research lines based on preliminary studies using the database. Nonetheless, the access of end-users to data must be IRB-regulated, and processes and procedures to protect the data set from mishandling must be implemented. For this purpose, the CURATOR registry contains a web-accessible front-end that allows the end-user access to IRB-approved parts of the database via customizable, interactive charts. The charts are developed on static copies of CURATOR that are updated weekly; hence, accidental information disarrangement or system resources overconsumption is practically avoided. Our end-goal is to make the front-end of CURATOR available as a research tool across the health sciences communities. The front-end will also provide a seamless web-based communication platform between investigator teams, CURATOR management, and the IRB.

Discussion

Principal Findings

In this paper we describe how demanding data requirements were addressed by an administratively situated, EHR-integrated data structure for rapidly updated surveillance and outcomes data in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic.

The initial protocol was approved in less than 4 weeks from submission to the IRB review due to the critical need, via intensely responsive investigator–IRB communication. The scope involved several components that trigger particular IRB deliberation, including data pulled from various sources retrospectively and prospectively, with identifiers intact, under waiver of consent and Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) authorization, with future data banking planned. To simplify that deliberation and expedite the launch of a functional registry, components such as data sharing and data linking with potential external partners, sub-study personnel and scope of sub-studies, and secondary use of research data (including follow-up contact with patients in the registry) were relegated to future amendments or addenda to be reviewed by the IRB at a later date. This afforded the researchers’ envisioned data governance committee time to convene and establish thoughtful policies on these matters; most importantly, the transparent promise of future amendments presents the IRB with information in an amount and at the time when necessary for implementation.

In our experience, it takes a unique multidisciplinary team, empowered by close contact with executive leadership, and a balance between ethics/rigor and speed during a pandemic to be able to drive impactful and meaningful observational research. At Houston Methodist, the integration of this team as a pre-IRB approval task force allowed us to design tools for fast-tracking research proposal triage, review, and operationalization. Furthermore, close contact with the hospital’s leadership was key for the rapid dissemination of the RRTF duties, competences, and activities. In addition, the creation of a centralized task force unit allowed the RRTF to identify a set of common data elements across research proposals by performing transversal analysis, thus allowing the data teams to begin data extraction in parallel with the IRB process to expedite the availability of the data to various research teams once they have secured IRB approval for their study. The insight into what was “in the research pipeline” allowed our data team to deliver data into the hands of researchers much more quickly than if IRB approval and data gatekeeping had been a serial process, as it ordinarily is.

Having one unified database as a single source of truth (SSoT) allowed us to focus resources on developing a database maintained with the highest standards. Additionally, the multidisciplinary nature of the team allows us to continuously enlarge the CURATOR database by looking at the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic from different angles and for different applications. Finally, the transition of CURATOR from a registry to a live source for hypothesis testing and research-line identification is being carried out by developing a front-end for this database. The availability of this front-end will not only reduce the querying loads to the back-end maintainers of the CURATOR database, but it will also help practitioners and researchers shorten the hypothesis test-validation cycle, leading to improved practice and research performance, respectively.

In addition to creating an SSoT, we aligned our approach and efforts with several other established principles of driving an effective digitization of health care industry [17]. First, CURATOR aims to break down data silos and create true functional interoperability between heterogeneous data sources such as the traditional EHR, vICU, CareSense, and imaging data warehouses across the system. Second, we continue to evaluate and develop the analytical maturity of our informatics pipelines. As an example, the CURATOR infrastructure provides a concrete context and platform to utilize leading cloud-based technologies for analysis of continuous waveform data, develop machine learning and artificial intelligence models for image synthesis, and harness Natural Language Processing for some of the applications described below as current limitations. Third, by generating a validated cross-linkage between CURATOR and other business intelligence–driven data process across Houston Methodist, we aligned CURATOR’s goals with that of the organization at large. Even though CURATOR has been set up as a research-oriented data resource, harmonization across the institution adds value and helps in engaging a wider array of stakeholders and resource allocation for continued support. Fourth, collaborating with the IRB and institutional leadership, we have set up robust governance structures that are clearly communicated and disseminated. Finally, our front-end interface provides data insight, data exploration, and communication tools that essentially facilitate regulated yet efficient data democratization and is a platform for developing further stake-holder driven applications.

The CURATOR model has significant implications for future research. In addition to providing a COVID-19–specific research platform, the CURATOR model also establishes a replicable DIP framework across several other clinical disciplines, particularly in the context of an LHC system. We believe that the focus of our institutional leadership on fostering a true LHC system enabled us to successfully resurrect and implement this infrastructure during a global pandemic. A systematic effort to
set up a similar framework across cardiology and neurology service domains is underway and significant investments have been made across other clinical domains. The CURATOR model, although catalyzed by the COVID-19 pandemic, is not a “one-and-done” project; instead, it is an ardent representation of a data centric health care organization that has poised itself to lead medicine and health care delivery and overcome health care digitization challenges of the future.

Comparisons to Prior Work
In the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, the need for validated data sources has been appreciated widely across the health care industry. Broadly, two approaches have been adopted and reported in literature. First, existing registries and data warehouses have been modified to include data elements pertaining to COVID-19. In most cases, such resources are clinical domain–driven, such as the American Heart Association’s Get With The Guidelines Registries [18], the American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeon’s Registry [19], the American College of Surgeons COVID-19 Registry [20], the American College of Radiology COVID-19 Imaging Research Registry [21], and the American Academy of Dermatology Association COVID-19 Registry [22]. This approach capitalizes on an existing network of participating organizations and has an advantage of a fairly well-established data pipeline and governance structure. However, this approach is specific to individual clinical domains and is therefore of limited utility to a wider array of stakeholders.

The second approach entails establishing dedicated data repositories for COVID-19 research, agnostic to other clinical domains. Data and information regarding such registries are, however, limited. Theoretically, these could be single or multi-institution endeavors. The Innovative Support for Patients With SARS-CoV-2 Infections Registry (INSPIRE) has been registered with ClinicalTrials.gov with a primary outcome of ascertaining incidence of myalgic encephalomyelitis or chronic fatigue syndrome across 8 institutions [23]. The INSPIRE investigators propose to enroll 3600 patients with COVID-19 and 1200 controls over a 2-year period. Other emerging examples of single-center COVID-19 registries include the Stanford University COVID-19 registry [24], Rice University COVID-19 Registry [25], and Johns Hopkins COVID-19 Precision Medicine Analytics Platform Registry (JH-CROWN) [26]. Dedicated COVID-19 registries have the strength of providing a platform for comprehensive analyses of COVID-19–related hypotheses, regardless of patients with pre-existing comorbidities or other clinical conditions. However, considerable de novo ETL efforts may be required to set up such resources. Furthermore, as the evidence indicates, establishing cross-institutional partnerships will take considerable additional effort in creating common data definitions models, harmonizing data processes, and setting up regulatory and governance structures.

CURATOR exemplifies a single, large health care institutional COVID-19 registry. However, given the pre-existing institutional commitment and investment in an LHC system, it was established at a rapid pace and, as we have discussed, conforms to several of the fundamental principles of health care digitization. Without much information published on other institutional COVID-19 registries, a direct head-to-head comparison is not feasible. However, CURATOR capitalizes on several unique data sources and currently supports COVID-19 projects across several domains along with work already published from CURATOR data and its associated resources across Houston Methodist [7,27-32].

Limitations
Although the architecture of CURATOR was designed and automated to retrieve new and updated data in a near-real-time implementation, it is limited to a single-center, longitudinal medical history record. In its current iteration, CURATOR cannot capture clinical encounter information from systems outside of Houston Methodist. In the context of a global pandemic, this is a significant limitation. However, the CURATOR leadership currently partners with local, regional, national, and international consortia, which provides an ongoing opportunity to establish common data element models for harmonization with external data sources. There are also significant challenges with other incomplete, yet highly relevant data (eg, presenting symptoms data is largely unstructured and incomplete with regards to salient elements such as timing, progression and severity of symptoms, as well as palliative measures). Future implementation of natural language processing pipelines is envisioned as a solution. CURATOR, like all retrospective registries, relies on “samples of convenience,” and hence suffers from a certain degree of selection and information bias. Systematic selection of COVID-19 patients and planned follow-up in COVID-19 recovery clinics across Houston Methodist will minimize the influence of such potential bias. Finally, quantifiable assessment of true impact of CURATOR on reducing research timelines across our organization is not currently possible due to the limitation of resources that would be needed to perform a comparison across historical data or collect specific metrics on investigators’ perspectives. However, CURATOR metrics are being actively monitored and documented and such assessments would be possible in future. Despite these limitations, CURATOR and similar efforts are powerful tools in finding the signal in the noise when confronted from every angle with the unknown, as we are, during the outbreak of any novel pathogen.

Conclusions
In the face of rapidly evolving COVID-19 pandemic, the health care industry’s challenge of meaningful digitization has been exacerbated. Developing a data-driven, clinical, operational, and research decision-making strategy is paramount to the success of health care organizations. We share our experience of how a large, tertiary care health care organization and its research enterprise rapidly adapted to this challenge and created COVID-19–centric mechanisms of efficient and validated decision-making across a complex health care enterprise. The cross-disciplinary expertise, investment in health care technology, and leadership commitment are key ingredients to establish and foster an LHC system. Such systems, if optimally developed, can mitigate the effects of ongoing and future health
care catastrophes by providing timely and validated decision support mechanisms.
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Abstract

Background: Health care systems in transitional countries have witnessed unprecedented challenges related to adequate and continuous health care provision during the COVID-19 pandemic. In many countries, including Libya, institutions and organizations have begun to implement telehealth technology for the first time. This serves to establish an alternative modality for direct physician-patient interviews to reduce the risk of COVID-19 transmission.

Objective: This study aimed to assess the usability of telehealth services in Libya and to provide an overview of the current COVID-19 scenario.

Methods: In this cross-sectional study, an anonymous web-based survey was administered to Libyan residents between April and May 2020. Participants were contacted through text messaging, emails, and social media. The survey items yielded information on the sociodemographic characteristics, availability and accessibility of health care services, effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on health care services, mental health status, and the feasibility and application of the telehealth system.

Results: We obtained 2512 valid responses, of which 1721 (68.5%) were from females. The participants were aged 28.2 (SD 7.6) years, of whom 2333 (92.9%) were aged <40 years, and 1463 (58.2%) were single. Regarding the health care services and their accessibility, 786 (31.1%) participants reported having a poor health status in general, and 492 (19.6%) reported having a confirmed diagnosis of at least one chronic disease. Furthermore, 498 (19.9%) participants reported varying degrees of difficulty in accessing health care centers, and 1558 (62.0%) could not access their medical records. Additionally, 1546 (61.6%) participants experienced problems in covering medical costs, and 1429 (56.9%) avoided seeking medical care owing to financial concerns. Regarding the feasibility of the telehealth system, approximately half of the participants reported that telehealth services were useful during the COVID-19 pandemic, and 1545 (61.5%) reported that the system was an effective means of communication and of obtaining health care services. Furthermore, 1435 (57.1%) participants felt comfortable using the telehealth system, and 1129 (44.9%) felt that they were able to express themselves effectively. Moreover, 1389 (55.3%) participants found the system easy to understand, and 1354 (53.9%) reported having excellent communication with physicians through the telehealth system. However, only 1018 (40.5%) participants reported that communication was better with the telehealth system than with traditional methods.

Conclusions: Our study revealed high levels of usability and willingness to use the telemedicine system as an alternative modality to in-person consultations among the Libyan residents in this study. This system is advantageous because it helps overcome health care costs, increases access to prompt medical care and follow-up evaluation, and reduces the risk of COVID-19 transmission. However, internet connectivity and electricity issues could be a substantial barrier for many resource-limited communities, and further studies should address such obstacles.
Introduction

Since December 2019, COVID-19 has disrupted health care systems in many countries [1,2]. SARS-CoV-2, the causative virus of the severe viral pneumonia COVID-19, has infected more than 14,000,000 individuals and resulted in approximately 600,000 deaths worldwide [3,4].

The emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic has posed unprecedented challenges on health care systems in many countries, resulting in the cancellation of surgical procedures, closure of clinics, and an increase in the burden on health care services from patients with COVID-19 who require careful consideration and more care [5-7]. In response to this disruption, many countries have started implementing strategies to reduce the risk of disease transmission and to provide adequate health care services, especially among individuals with chronic diseases who need more care [8-11].

Therefore, many countries have started using telehealth services; that is, advanced technologies such as video, audio, and other means to provide health care services and promote the well-being of individuals while being physically distant from the health care provider [12-14]. Telehealth services offer several advantages to both patients and health care providers. The benefits of this system among patients include a shorter waiting time, a reduced need to travel long distances from their homes for health consultations, total avoidance of transport, and a reduced risk of infection, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic. The telehealth system offers several advantages to health care workers, including a marked reduction in patient interaction, the ability to assess patients with different diseases, the ability to perform follow-up evaluation and record outcomes, and a reduction in stress related to the COVID-19 pandemic.

The Libyan health care system operates primarily through public health centers and primary care centers, at which health services are provided at no cost. However, this manner of health care provision lacks sophisticated and advanced health services. In addition, a large number of private centers provide paid health services that may confer more advantages over traditional public health care services. However, these expensive private care services might represent a barrier to care provision among many Libyan residents. Although some large companies provide health insurance to their employees, such as policies that cover the main services provided by private health care centers, this provision is limited to a very specific portion of the population.

The Libyan health care system was not prepared for the COVID-19 pandemic. Hospitals and health care workers in Libya need better training and more resources to combat the pandemic, and there have been shortages of personal protective equipment, a lack of health services, and few prepared intensive care units [15,16]. These difficulties, along with the current ongoing civil war, pose challenges on the Libyan health care system, resulting in a high demand for urgent and determined action [17].

Many institutions and organizations have initiated telehealth programs for the first time during the COVID-19 pandemic in Libya to help patients avail of health care services and consultations without the need to visit hospitals and to reduce the risk of COVID-19 transmission. Since this is the first time telehealth services have been introduced in Libya, their usability by the Libyan population and their health-related effects need to be assessed, and the challenges faced by health care authorities and organizations in implementing these new strategies need to be determined. In this study, we aimed to assess the usability of telehealth services in Libya and to provide an overview of the current COVID-19 scenario.

Methods

Participant Recruitment

In this cross-sectional study, we distributed an anonymous web-based survey among Libyan residents between April and May 2020 via text message, email, and social media platforms. The inclusion criteria were that participants should be Libyan residents aged over 18 years. Incomplete questionnaires with >30% missing data were excluded from the analysis. We marked essential questions with the “required” function to ensure high quality of the data collected.

Measurement Tool

The web-based survey was conducted in accordance with the Checklist for Reporting Results of Internet E-Surveys [18]. The first section of the survey included questions on demographic characteristics such as age, gender, social status, economic stability, residential status, smoking status, and general health. The second section of the survey comprised questions on the availability and accessibility of health care services, including the distance travelled to access nearest health care facility and the time taken to reach it, mode of transport available, and ability to cover medical costs. The third section comprised questions related to the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on health care services. A subsequent section contained questions on mental health status, screening symptoms of anxiety and depression using the self-administered 9-item Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9) [19,20], wherein a score of ≥15 was considered the threshold for depression. The 7-item Generalized Anxiety Disorder scale [21] was used to assess anxiety, with a score of ≥15 as the threshold for anxiety. The final section of the questionnaire assessed the usability of telehealth in accordance with the telehealth Usability Questionnaire devised by Parmanto et al [22] and validated by Zhou et al [23]. The telehealth questionnaire was translated to Arabic by two independent translators using the forward-backward translation method. Any discrepancy in the translated versions was resolved through further discussion until consensus was reached. The translated...
questionnaire was piloted with 30 participants, and the internal consistency was determined from a Cronbach $\alpha$ of .74 in the translated Arabic version. The telehealth usability survey included 3 items on the usefulness of telehealth, 3 items on the ease of use and learnability, 4 items on interface quality, 4 items on the quality of interaction, 3 items on reliability, and 4 items on satisfaction. Each of these items was scored on a 3-point Likert scale (0=agree, 1=neutral, 2=disagree).

Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics are presented as frequency and percentage values. Continuous variables are presented as mean (SD) values. We performed a chi-square test to investigate associations between basic study characteristics and gender. Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS software (version 25.0, IBM Corp). A $P$ value of ≤.05 was considered significant.

Ethical Considerations
The study was approved by the Bioethics Committee of the Biotechnology Research Centre (Tripoli, Libya; 109.3-2020). Participants provided written informed consent and their anonymity was maintained.

Results
Participant Characteristics
We obtained 2512 valid responses. In total, 1721 (68.5%) respondents were female and 791 (31.5%) were male. The study participants were aged 28.2 (SD 7.6) years. Most participants (n=2333, 92.9%) were aged <40 years and 1463 (58.2%) were single. In total, 766 (30.5%) participants were students and constituted the majority of the cohort by occupation. A total of 492 (19.6%) respondents reported having a chronic disease, 1137 (45.3%) reported having an excellent health status, and 786 (31.1%) reported having a poor health status. Table 1 summarizes the baseline demographic characteristics of the study population. We observed a significant association between gender and age ($P<.001$), marital status ($P=.002$), employment status ($P<.001$), stable income ($P=.03$), smoking status ($P<.001$), chronic disease ($P=.02$), and living arrangement ($P=.03$).
Table 1. Baseline demographic characteristics of the study population (N=2512).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Total, n (%)</th>
<th>Female (1721), n (%)</th>
<th>Male (n=791), n (%)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age range (years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-25</td>
<td>1062 (42.3)</td>
<td>748 (43.5)</td>
<td>314 (39.7)</td>
<td>&lt;.001a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-40</td>
<td>1271 (50.6)</td>
<td>878 (51.0)</td>
<td>393 (49.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;40</td>
<td>179 (7.1)</td>
<td>95 (5.5)</td>
<td>84 (10.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.002b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>971 (38.7)</td>
<td>707 (41.1)</td>
<td>264 (33.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>1463 (58.2)</td>
<td>960 (55.8)</td>
<td>503 (63.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorced</td>
<td>58 (2.3)</td>
<td>39 (2.3)</td>
<td>19 (2.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widowed/widower</td>
<td>20 (0.8)</td>
<td>15 (0.9)</td>
<td>5 (0.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>766 (30.5)</td>
<td>527 (30.6)</td>
<td>239 (30.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business and management</td>
<td>180 (7.2)</td>
<td>119 (6.9)</td>
<td>61 (7.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering and manufacturing</td>
<td>68 (2.7)</td>
<td>42 (2.4)</td>
<td>26 (3.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health care</td>
<td>315 (12.5)</td>
<td>213 (12.4)</td>
<td>102 (12.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching and education</td>
<td>266 (10.6)</td>
<td>205 (11.9)</td>
<td>61 (7.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science and pharmaceutical</td>
<td>65 (2.6)</td>
<td>47 (2.7)</td>
<td>18 (2.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retails and sales</td>
<td>12 (0.5)</td>
<td>3 (0.2)</td>
<td>9 (1.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homemaker</td>
<td>377 (15.0)</td>
<td>327 (19.0)</td>
<td>50 (6.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laborer</td>
<td>24 (1.0)</td>
<td>17 (1.0)</td>
<td>7 (0.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freelance</td>
<td>54 (2.1)</td>
<td>10 (0.6)</td>
<td>44 (5.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retired</td>
<td>4 (0.2)</td>
<td>2 (0.1)</td>
<td>2 (0.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>316 (12.6)</td>
<td>177 (10.3)</td>
<td>139 (17.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>65 (2.6)</td>
<td>32 (1.9)</td>
<td>33 (4.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stable income</td>
<td>846 (33.7)</td>
<td>556 (32.3)</td>
<td>290 (36.7)</td>
<td>.03b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking</td>
<td>104 (4.1)</td>
<td>35 (2.0)</td>
<td>69 (8.7)</td>
<td>&lt;.001a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having chronic disease</td>
<td>492 (19.6)</td>
<td>329 (19.1)</td>
<td>163 (20.6)</td>
<td>.02b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living arrangement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.03b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With family</td>
<td>2065 (82.2)</td>
<td>1396 (81.1)</td>
<td>669 (84.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alone</td>
<td>447 (17.8)</td>
<td>325 (18.9)</td>
<td>122 (15.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General health status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>1137 (45.3)</td>
<td>766 (44.5)</td>
<td>371 (46.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>61 (2.4)</td>
<td>44 (2.6)</td>
<td>17 (2.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>528 (21.0)</td>
<td>376 (21.8)</td>
<td>152 (19.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>786 (31.1)</td>
<td>535 (31.1)</td>
<td>251 (31.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aN<.001.
bP<.05.

Accessibility of Health Care Services
Most participants reported an adequate level of ease in accessing health care centers, with 715 (28.5%) responding with “very easy” and 1299 (51.7%) responding with “easy.” Regarding their mode of transport, almost half of the participants (n=1140, 45.4%) reported driving their own car, and 1097 (43.7%) hired a taxi or a private driver. In addition, 989 (39.4%) respondents reported that it took them 15-30 minutes to reach a health care facility, whereas 804 (32%) reported that they needed less than 15 minutes to reach their nearest facility. Furthermore, 1407 (56%) participants reported that they could consult with a
specialist physician within 2 days, whereas 1558 (62%) reported that they could not access their medical records or files.

Most participants (n=1546, 61.6%) found it difficult to cover the costs of medical care. More than half of the participants (n=1429, 56.9%) reported that they avoided seeking medical care for the fear of being financially burdened. Some participants (n=1225, 48.7%) reported difficulties in availing of emergency health care services. Most participants (n=2171, 86.4%) agreed that the working hours of clinics needed to be extended; however, approximately 1264 (50.4%) reported that it was easy to interact with physicians and nurses during health care counseling, and the remaining 1248 (49.6%) participants responded with “neutral” or disagreed with the statement, “Interactions with nurses and doctors are easy.” The findings of the assessment of the accessibility of health care services are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Accessibility of health care services among the study participants (N=2512).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Total, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ease of traveling to the health care center</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very easy</td>
<td>715 (28.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat easy</td>
<td>1299 (51.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slightly difficult</td>
<td>441 (17.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very difficult</td>
<td>57 (2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mode of transport to the health care center</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private car</td>
<td>1140 (45.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friend’s or relative’s car</td>
<td>83 (3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public transport</td>
<td>93 (3.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxi or private driver</td>
<td>1097 (43.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking</td>
<td>99 (3.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>How long does it take to reach the health care facility?</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;15 minutes</td>
<td>804 (32.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-30 minutes</td>
<td>989 (39.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-45 minutes</td>
<td>362 (14.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46-60 minutes</td>
<td>129 (5.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2 hours</td>
<td>132 (5.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;2 hours</td>
<td>96 (3.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>If you get sick and need to see a specialist physician, how long does it take to get an appointment?</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤2 days</td>
<td>1407 (56.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 days to 1 week</td>
<td>704 (28.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2 weeks</td>
<td>228 (9.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-4 weeks</td>
<td>70 (2.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;4 weeks</td>
<td>103 (4.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The health care center provides me with the results of all my laboratory tests</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>615 (24.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rarely</td>
<td>193 (7.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sometimes</td>
<td>536 (21.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usually</td>
<td>568 (22.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Always</td>
<td>600 (23.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>If I want to see my medical records, the health care center allows me to have them</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1558 (62.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rarely</td>
<td>172 (6.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sometimes</td>
<td>276 (11.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usually</td>
<td>207 (8.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Always</td>
<td>299 (11.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>I find it difficult to cover my medical care costs</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
<td>42 (1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>220 (8.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>704 (28.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>899 (35.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>647 (25.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component</td>
<td>Total, n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I avoid seeking medical care owing to financial concerns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
<td>106 (4.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>396 (15.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>581 (23.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>746 (29.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>683 (27.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I find it challenging to obtain prompt medical counseling in emergencies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
<td>83 (3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>392 (15.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>812 (32.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>797 (31.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>428 (17.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital care is always accessible without difficulty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
<td>119 (4.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>479 (19.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>777 (30.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>849 (33.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>288 (11.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can get medical advice whenever I need it</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
<td>70 (2.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>465 (18.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>842 (33.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>879 (35.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>256 (10.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working hours of clinics should be further extended</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>49 (2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>292 (11.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>1001 (39.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>1170 (46.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactions with nurses and physicians are easy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
<td>130 (5.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>516 (20.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>602 (24.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>853 (34.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>411 (16.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic on the Participants' Health**

Only 90 (3.6%) participants agreed that the lockdown had affected their health, while most participants (n=2207, 87.9%) disagreed with that statement. Most participants (n=1264, 86.8%) disagreed with the statement that the lockdown had psychological effects. However, 1531 (60.9%) participants were worried about being afflicted with COVID-19, and 1974 (78.6%) were worried about their family members becoming infected. **Table 3** provides an overview of the effects of COVID-19 on the survey participants.
Table 3. Effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on the health of the study participants (N=2512).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Total, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The lockdown affected my health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
<td>1241 (49.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>966 (38.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>215 (8.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>90 (3.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The lockdown markedly affected my psychological status</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
<td>1155 (46.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>1025 (40.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>138 (5.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>194 (7.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are you worried about getting COVID-19?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1531 (60.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>981 (39.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are you worried about the current government policies and responses of the society members to prevent and control the spread of COVID-19?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2004 (79.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>508 (20.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mental Health Outcomes
In total, 454 (18.1%) participants had scores of ≥15 on the PHQ-9, which indicates that they had symptoms of depression. Furthermore, 382 (15.2%) participants had scores of 20-27 on the PHQ-9, which indicated a high likelihood among these participants to experience symptoms of depression. In addition, 372 (14.8%) participants had scores of ≥15 on the 7-item Generalized Anxiety Disorder scale, which indicates that they had anxiety symptoms.

Telehealth Usability
Approximately half of the survey respondents agreed on the usefulness of telehealth services during the COVID-19 pandemic. In addition, more than half of the study participants reported that it was easy to avail of telehealth services and trusted this type of health care service. More than half of the study participants (n=1435, 57.1%) reported that they felt comfortable seeking the telehealth services, and 1389 (55.3%) reported that the system was easy to understand. Furthermore, 1354 (53.9%) participants reported that they could easily communicate with physicians through the telehealth system. However, only 1018 (40.5%) participants reported that communication with physicians was easier through the telehealth system than through other traditional methods. Regarding the reliability of the system, 1034 (41.2%) participants reported that the efficiency of the system was similar to that of in-person physician consultations, while 1175 (46.8%) participants responded with “neutral” to this statement. Additionally, 1439 (57.3%) participants felt comfortable communicating with physicians through the telehealth system, while 1545 (61.5%) reported that the system provides an effective means of communication when availing health care services. More than half of the participants (n=1383, 55.1%) felt satisfied with the telehealth system and were willing to use it in future. Table 4 provides an overview of the participants’ perception of the usability of telehealth services during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Table 4. Usability of telehealth services among the study participants (N=2512).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Agree, n (%)</th>
<th>Neutral, n (%)</th>
<th>Disagree, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Usefulness</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The telehealth system has improved my access to health care services</td>
<td>1134 (45.1)</td>
<td>1058 (42.1)</td>
<td>320 (12.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The telehealth system saves me the time I spend going to a hospital, clinic, or specialist</td>
<td>1407 (56.0)</td>
<td>959 (38.2)</td>
<td>146 (5.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The telehealth system satisfies all of my health care needs</td>
<td>1331 (53.0)</td>
<td>978 (38.9)</td>
<td>203 (8.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ease of use and learnability</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The system is simple and easy to use</td>
<td>1479 (58.9)</td>
<td>877 (34.9)</td>
<td>156 (6.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It was easy to learn how to use the system</td>
<td>1348 (53.7)</td>
<td>1024 (40.8)</td>
<td>140 (5.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I trust that I can quickly get results with this system</td>
<td>1367 (54.4)</td>
<td>979 (39.0)</td>
<td>166 (6.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interface quality</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handling this system is very comfortable to me</td>
<td>1435 (57.1)</td>
<td>959 (38.2)</td>
<td>118 (4.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like to use this system</td>
<td>1224 (48.7)</td>
<td>1073 (42.7)</td>
<td>215 (8.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The system is simple and easy to understand</td>
<td>1389 (55.3)</td>
<td>974 (38.8)</td>
<td>149 (5.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The system is able to perform all the tasks that I want it to perform</td>
<td>1158 (46.1)</td>
<td>1142 (45.5)</td>
<td>212 (8.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interaction quality</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can easily talk to a physician when using the telehealth system</td>
<td>1354 (53.9)</td>
<td>942 (37.5)</td>
<td>216 (8.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can clearly hear the doctor when using the telehealth system</td>
<td>1048 (41.7)</td>
<td>1194 (47.5)</td>
<td>270 (10.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I felt able to express myself effectively</td>
<td>1129 (44.9)</td>
<td>898 (35.7)</td>
<td>485 (19.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeing a physician through the telehealth system was as easy as having an in-person consultation</td>
<td>1018 (40.5)</td>
<td>1247 (49.6)</td>
<td>247 (9.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reliability</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician consultations using the telehealth system were as efficient as in-person consultations</td>
<td>1034 (41.2)</td>
<td>1175 (46.8)</td>
<td>303 (12.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If any error occurs when using the system, I can correct the error quickly and easily</td>
<td>1225 (48.8)</td>
<td>1072 (42.7)</td>
<td>215 (8.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The system sends messages when errors occur, and that precisely guided me on how to correct errors</td>
<td>1444 (57.5)</td>
<td>902 (35.9)</td>
<td>166 (6.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Satisfaction and future use</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I felt comfortable when communicating with a physician through the telehealth system</td>
<td>1439 (57.3)</td>
<td>855 (35.2)</td>
<td>188 (7.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The telehealth system is an acceptable way to receive health care services</td>
<td>1545 (61.5)</td>
<td>785 (31.3)</td>
<td>182 (7.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I will use the telehealth service again in the future</td>
<td>1383 (55.1)</td>
<td>949 (37.8)</td>
<td>180 (7.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In general, I am completely satisfied with the telehealth system</td>
<td>1451 (57.8)</td>
<td>861 (34.3)</td>
<td>200 (8.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

Principal Findings

This study aimed to assess the accessibility, applicability, and feasibility of telehealth services in Libya during the COVID-19 pandemic. Most study participants reported being able to access health care facilities. However, most participants found it difficult to cover the cost of the health care services, and more than half of them avoided seeking these services owing to the difficulty in covering their costs. Our study participants reported high levels of telehealth usability and applicability. More than half of the participants (n=1435, 57.1%) reported feeling comfortable using telehealth services, 1389 (55.3%) reported that the system was easy to use, and 1354 (53.9%) reported an enhanced level of interaction with health care providers. Furthermore, 1018 (40.5%) participants reported that communication with physicians was better through the telehealth system than through traditional health care methods, while 1034 (41.2%) reported that the telehealth services were equally as efficient as in-person health care services. In addition, our participants experienced moderate levels of symptoms of anxiety (n=372, 14.8%) and depression (n=382, 15.2%).

Regarding the accessibility of the telehealth services, most participants did not report any difficulty in reaching health care facilities or arranging an appointment with a specialist. However, the participants reported difficulties in accessing their laboratory findings and hospital records, which may be
influenced by the unavailability of electronic health records in most hospitals and the unavailability of laboratory facilities in several major hospitals, where patients have to visit another facility to obtain the results of laboratory tests.

**Comparison With Previous Studies**

Our results suggest that the telehealth system potentially provides an alternative to traditional health care services, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic, concurrent with Mclean et al [24] who reported no difference in outcomes between traditional and telehealth services. Telehealth services offer more flexibility in securing appointments and are more comfortable for individuals living far from health care facilities, especially cancer patients or individuals with chronic diseases who might be at increased risk of severe COVID-19 [25,26]. However, further development of telehealth services is needed to supply the demand for several specialties that require a specific eHealth-based health care infrastructure [27]. A recent study from China [28] reported that telemedicine and telehealth services were effective and feasible and allowed for substantial improvement in health care services for patients with COVID-19. Another study from China [29] on the role of internet hospitals in the COVID-19 pandemic reported that telehealth services and internet hospitals can offer essential support in controlling the pandemic by reducing the cross-infection risk, thus curbing the spread of COVID-19. However, several barriers and challenges regarding the implementation of internet hospitals remain, and further studies with large samples are required to focus on testing specific prototype internet hospitals [30].

Another example of the efficiency of telehealth services is based on individuals with diabetes; telemedicine has been reported to substantially improve health-related outcomes among individuals with diabetes [31]. Another study that used big data and artificial intelligence approaches for diabetes care supported this finding [32].

Our study provides an overview of the mental health status of the Libyan population. Mental health services constitute a major application of telehealth, with several smartphone apps yielding positive outcomes during self-management of depression [33]. The demand for these interventions is high, given the current state of mental health during the COVID-19 pandemic, and telehealth facilitates follow-up evaluation of patients with psychiatric disorders without the need for hospital visits. On-demand mental health telehealth systems have shown promising outcomes in reducing the symptoms of depression [34].

Several challenges are associated with the implementation of telehealth services in Libya. The first issue relates to finances. The government and health care authorities need to provide support for telehealth services and provide funding opportunities to help new organizations and health care centers change their traditional approaches for care provision to a remote system to reduce the risk of COVID-19. This is critical because Libya is faced with a financial crisis, and it would be difficult for Libyan residents to cover the cost of such expensive health care services. Second, Libyan residents have been facing problems with electricity provision and internet access over the last few years. It would be majorly challenging to implement these services during the civil war when internet connectivity is troublesome.

Another issue that needs to be considered in Libya is the protection of patient confidentiality and the ability to devise methods that protect the personal and clinical data of patients. Our study clearly highlights this issue; 1558 (62.0%) participants reported that they could not access their health reports. However, it is also concerning that several private telehealth services are providing care without any formal agreements or specific policies to protect patient data or let patients access their own health records. Therefore, further studies should address this issue and focus on data protection and on providing patients easy access to their health data.

**Strengths and Limitations**

This study has several strengths. First, to our knowledge, this study is the first to validate the Telehealth Usability Questionnaire as an instrument in Arabic. Second, this study is the first to provide an overview of the usability of telehealth and the health status of the Libyan population. Third, our study included a large sample of 2512 individuals with complete data and assessed several health-related issues with a special emphasis on accessibility and the mental health status of the Libyan population. Furthermore, to our knowledge, this study is the first to assess the usability of telehealth services during the COVID-19 pandemic in a transitional, resource-limited country. Our study further supports the current understanding of the usability of telemedicine in transitional, resource-limited countries, and our results support the implementation of telehealth programs despite certain potential challenges associated with them.

The study has several limitations that should be addressed in future studies. First, it was a cross-sectional survey carried out during the COVID-19 pandemic simultaneously with the introduction of telehealth services, and some participants may not have used telehealth services during this period. Second, we did not assess internet connectivity and electricity provision, which are potential factors affecting the ability of some communities to access telehealth services; these factors need to be addressed in future studies. Third, this study was an online cross-sectional survey, and most participants were young and without major comorbidities or chronic diseases; therefore, we may have overestimated the usability of these services because older individuals may face more challenges in using these technologies and may require more assistance. Therefore, further studies are required to assess elderly individuals and those with special needs and to investigate how telehealth systems could be implemented for these specific groups of patients. Fourth, we used self-reported scales, which may have increased the risk of bias. We also used a 3-point Likert scale for the Telehealth Usability Questionnaire; this may have influenced our findings.

**Conclusions**

Telehealth services can substantially replace in-person consultations and prevent nosocomial infections in Libya during the COVID-19 pandemic. Our study provides an overview of the accessibility and usability of telehealth services, and our results suggest that telehealth services help reduce the workload.
of physicians and direct contact with patients during the COVID-19 pandemic. Our results support the implementation of telehealth services; however, further studies are required to focus on the protection of patient confidentiality and personal data.
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Abstract

Background: During the COVID-19 pandemic, there was an urgent need to develop an automated COVID-19 symptom monitoring system to reduce the burden on the health care system and to provide better self-monitoring at home.

Objective: This paper aimed to describe the development process of the COVID-19 Symptom Monitoring System (CoSMoS), which consists of a self-monitoring, algorithm-based Telegram bot and a teleconsultation system. We describe all the essential steps from the clinical perspective and our technical approach in designing, developing, and integrating the system into clinical practice during the COVID-19 pandemic as well as lessons learned from this development process.

Methods: CoSMoS was developed in three phases: (1) requirement formation to identify clinical problems and to draft the clinical algorithm, (2) development testing iteration using the agile software development method, and (3) integration into clinical practice to design an effective clinical workflow using repeated simulations and role-playing.

Results: We completed the development of CoSMoS in 19 days. In Phase 1 (ie, requirement formation), we identified three main functions: a daily automated reminder system for patients to self-check their symptoms, a safe patient risk assessment to guide patients in clinical decision making, and an active telemonitoring system with real-time phone consultations. The system architecture of CoSMoS involved five components: Telegram instant messaging, a clinician dashboard, system administration (ie, back end), a database, and development and operations infrastructure. The integration of CoSMoS into clinical practice involved the consideration of COVID-19 infectivity and patient safety.

Conclusions: This study demonstrated that developing a COVID-19 symptom monitoring system within a short time during a pandemic is feasible using the agile development method. Time factors and communication between the technical and clinical teams were the main challenges in the development process. The development process and lessons learned from this study can guide the future development of digital monitoring systems during the next pandemic, especially in developing countries.
Introduction
To combat the COVID-19 pandemic, digital technology has been used extensively for health information dissemination, contact tracing [1], population surveillance, and forecasting modeling [2]. It provides a platform for real-time updates of COVID-19 cases, performs modeling studies to forecast COVID-19 disease activity, and disseminates public health education [3]. However, there are issues related to technology use during a pandemic; there are occasions when urgency supersedes accuracy, which may compromise patient and public safety. The accuracy and security of a technology must be considered carefully and scrutinized systematically to ensure patients’ safety. Also, false information may cause unnecessary alarm and chaos in the population or may fail in the detection or monitoring of those at risk of infection [4]. Privacy and data protection concerns have been raised with large-scale digital data collection during the pandemic [5]. Therefore, there is a need for research, risk assessments, and pilot studies before technologies roll out to the public in order to avoid harms.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, several COVID-19 remote monitoring tools were developed and rolled out to reduce the burden on healthcare systems and to free up hospital spaces. In France, Covidom, a web-based application, was used as a remote surveillance tool for COVID-19 patients with mild to moderate symptoms in order to preserve medical resources for more severe patients and limit in-person interactions during the pandemic [6]. COVID-19 symptom monitoring tools could potentially reduce the burden on the healthcare system. A practical and systematic structure is required to link digital monitoring tools with teleconsultation and local healthcare service systems. However, a detailed description of the developmental process and practical operational steps in developing a digital monitoring system for urgent use in a pandemic was lacking in the literature.

COVID-19 cases in Malaysia have increased since March 2020, with a total number of 70,236 confirmed COVID-19 cases as of December 5, 2020. It is estimated that for every positive COVID-19 patient diagnosed, there are 16 other suspected COVID-19 patients (ie, patients under investigation [PUIs]) and asymptomatic close contacts to be taken care of in Malaysia. These patients were quarantined and required daily follow-up [7]. In Malaysia, PUIs and close contacts of a confirmed case, who was fit to be discharged home, were given a home surveillance tool that included a checkbox list of COVID-19 symptoms [8]. Public health officials from the district health offices would call each patient via phone to monitor their symptoms daily for up to 14 days. This manual surveillance work is time-consuming and labor-intensive. Hence, there is an urgent need to use digital technology to monitor PUIs and close contacts during COVID-19 to reduce the burden on the health care system in Malaysia.

Conventionally, digital health systems are developed based on software development life cycle models, such as the waterfall, spiral, V-shaped, and rapid application development models [9]. In developing our COVID-19 Symptom Monitoring System (CoSMoS), an automated self-monitoring system that is the focus of this paper, the agile model was preferred because it uses an adaptive approach that easily adapts to changing requirements. This characteristic is important because the guidelines and clinical evidence of COVID-19 were changing rapidly, especially in the early phase of the pandemic, which would change the requirements, expressed as user stories, during the development. The agile method is more appropriate and feasible for developing a digital health app within a short period during a pandemic.

The development of CoSMoS was a time-intensive process requiring commitment on the part of the experts; in this context, that includes the expert in digital software development and the healthcare professionals who were actively involved in providing care during the pandemic. This paper aims to describe the development process of a COVID-19 monitoring system, CoSMoS, using the agile model within a short period during the COVID-19 pandemic as well as the lessons learned.

Methods
Overarching Development Framework and Phases
The agile software development life cycle was used to develop CoSMoS because it was urgently needed for patients suspected of having COVID-19. The development of CoSMoS was divided into three phases: requirement formation, development testing iteration, and integration into clinical practice. All requirements, development, and testing work were conducted online via Zoom, WhatsApp, Slack, Trello, and email. No physical meetings were held due to the COVID-19 movement control order (ie, lockdown) in Malaysia. The whole development process took 19 days, from study inception on March 21, 2020, to the launch of CoSMoS on April 9, 2020. The detailed timeline is shown in Multimedia Appendix 1. This study was approved by the Medical Research Ethics Committee of the University of Malaya Medical Centre (UMMC) (MECID No. 202043-8434).

Development and Research Team
An interdisciplinary team-based approach, which has been commonly used for mobile health solutions in the literature, was adapted for the development of CoSMoS [10]. The core team, which was in charge of the overall study inception, development, and execution, comprised primary care physicians (n=6), computer science academicians (n=3), a patient advocate (n=1), and an eHealth research fellow (n=1). The clinical team (ie, six primary care physicians and an eHealth research fellow) was responsible for the content of CoSMoS and the integration of CoSMoS into clinical practice, including the workflow, monitoring, and teleconsultation. The technical team, which...
was in charge of the system development, consisted of the three computer science academicians, an eHealth research fellow, 26 students and graduates from the Faculty of Computer Science and Information Technology, and one user experience designer. The technical development process was led by an associate professor in computer science, who is an expert in software development and the agile model; this team member oversaw the development process; designed the system architecture, task, and workforce management; and supervised the developers. A high number of technical team members volunteered to develop CoSMoS so they could play a part contributing to combating the pandemic. The eHealth research fellow straddled across all teams and acted as the project coordinator between the clinical and technical teams. There were two postgraduate clinical master’s students in primary care medicine involved in integrating CoSMoS into clinical practice.

**Phase 1: Requirement Formation**

**Problem Identification and Requirements**

The core team first met via Zoom to explore the problems in depth. This discussion was led by the clinical team, which consisted of a panel of seven experts in primary care health services, infectious disease, and health informatics. The panel obtained expert input from the district health officials and infectious control team from UMMC to have a clearer picture of the current COVID-19 situation.

The objectives of this discussion were to (1) identify the major problems in the process of monitoring PUIs and close contacts at home and the limitations of the existing system, (2) identify areas in which digital technology could help to reduce the burden on health care workers (HCWs) and provide a better home monitoring service, and (3) identify the target users of CoSMoS.

The problems identified were then converted to the requirements of the system, including the functions and features. The integration of CoSMoS into the existing clinical workflow was also discussed.

**Algorithm and Content Drafting**

With the list of requirements at hand, the clinical team started to draft the content and algorithm of CoSMoS. The clinical expert panel developed the clinical decision-making algorithm based on the World Health Organization and the Malaysian Ministry of Health guidelines of COVID-19 monitoring [7,8]. A decision tree method was used to develop the clinical algorithm, establish whether a patient was safe to continue monitoring at home, and establish whether a patient should call HCWs for teleconsultation [11]. The panel selected the variables to be included in the decision tree and assessed the importance of each variable in clinical decision making. We also considered the selection of clinical relevance variables when developing the algorithm. After the variables were selected, a decision node was determined, representing a choice that would divide the patients into asymptomatic or symptomatic. An if-then-else rule was used to create a decision tree pathway. The clinical team tested the algorithm using different clinical scenarios and revised the algorithm iteratively.

**Phase 2: Development Testing Iteration**

**Overview**

The requirements and the contents drafted were presented to the technical team. The technical team explored potential solutions to achieve the requirements. The technical team reviewed several software development platforms and tools and made selections based on their suitability to deliver the solution; availability of development resources, including the team’s existing skill sets; security; affordability for the end users; and cost.

**Continuous Integration and Continuous Deployment**

The development of the CoSMoS system involved several short cycles comprising the following activities: elicit requirements, develop and test, review and feedback, and revise requirements. The continuous integration and continuous deployment (CI/CD) pipeline was used to enable swift flow from one activity to the next within a cycle, uninterrupted integration of deliverables (ie, software codes) of a cycle with deliverables of previous cycles, continuous testing by the core team, and deployment of the tested system into the production environment. CI/CD has two environments: staging (ie, nonproduction) and production. Any changes requested are first pushed to the staging environment for testing. Once the revision has been tested and finalized, it is swiftly pushed to the production environment.

**Iterative Development Testing Cycles**

Among the technical team members, there were nine developers focusing on testing before CoSMoS was tested by the core team members in a daily manner. The core team members reviewed CoSMoS (ie, the system’s Telegram bot and dashboard) in terms of its utility (eg, accuracy of the algorithm, the wording of the content, timing of daily ping messages, and correctness of patient categorization in the dashboard) and usability (eg, button size and position, layout, and the flow of content). The change requests with screenshots were compiled in a Word document and sent to the technical team, who would implement the changes in the evening. Managing change requests was crucial in ensuring that the requirements of CoSMoS were properly documented and updated.

**Phase 3: Integration Into Clinical Practice**

CoSMoS was presented to the stakeholders, including the primary care clinic management team and clinicians, the hospital’s COVID-19 task force committee, and the emergency department. Live demonstrations of the system were used during these presentations, and the stakeholders could test out the CoSMoS Telegram bot. Feedback from the stakeholders on the utility, usability, and feasibility of the system was collected to further improve the system. Medicolegal aspects of the clinical implication and teleconsultation were discussed.

Repeated simulations with different clinical workflows were tested to identify the most effective and suitable clinical workflow for CoSMoS integration. Role-playing with clinic staff was done to test out the CoSMoS workflow in the actual clinic setting. Barriers and weaknesses in the workflow were identified. Careful consideration was done to reduce the physical contact between HCWs and patients with suspected COVID-19.
We finalized the clinical workflow for the integration of CoSMoS after several rounds of testing. Training was conducted for all clinic staff, including the system’s objectives, functions, features, and operational guides; how to integrate CoSMoS into the existing workflow; the teleconsultation guide; and possible issues. Simulations were done during training to ensure familiarity with the new workflow. We installed the CoSMoS dashboard onto the desktop computers in the clinic. The doctors used designated smartphones with the CoSMoS Telegram bot installed for monitoring and teleconsultation. A technical help desk was set up to assist the doctors should any technical issues arise.

Records of patients recruited for CoSMoS will be kept in the hospital electronic medical record system and the CoSMoS system. These data will be kept confidential. Only the researchers, research assistants, and CoSMoS doctors have access to the medical record system, using designated log-in credentials. Data are transmitted over the https secure communication protocol and stored on cloud storage with adequate security protection.

**Results**

**Phase 1: Requirement Formation**

**Problem Identification and Requirements**

The expert panel identified the target users and sites for CoSMoS. The target users were the PUIs and close contacts who attended the primary care clinic and emergency department in the UMMC and the health care providers who used CoSMoS to monitor the patients. The expert panel identified four main problems in the existing home monitoring system for PUIs and close contacts that could be solved by digital innovation (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problems with the existing home monitoring system</th>
<th>Requirements for CoSMoS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High workload for the district health officials in calling the patients to assess their daily symptoms</td>
<td>A daily automated messaging and reminder system sends active reminders for patients to key in their symptoms every day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issues of surveillance using phone calls (ie, patients did not pick up the calls, patients worried about scam calls, and long phone conversations to assess each symptom)</td>
<td>Development of a simple system that is easy to use, secure, interactive, and trustworthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of coordinating care and continuity of care for the patients under investigation and close contacts, especially coordinating care between COVID-19 centers and district health officials</td>
<td>Development of a system to monitor patients with continuity of care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unnecessary clinic or emergency department visits due to change of symptoms or administrative issues (ie, letter of quarantine) expose the patients and health care workers (HCWs) to COVID-19 infection risk</td>
<td>An automated system performs patients’ risk assessments safely and guides patients in clinical decision making, whether to continue home monitoring or to seek medical attention; a dashboard system provides active monitoring and facilitates the HCW in identifying patients who require teleconsultation and unreported patients</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Besides the three main functionalities, the additional requirements proposed included (1) materials to be sent to patients (ie, privacy policy, user guide, and educational materials), (2) additional notes in the dashboard so that CoSMoS can be used independently without relying on electronic medical records, and (3) a data export function in the dashboard for external data analysis. A storyboard on how CoSMoS will be used from enrollment to completion of monitoring was used to illustrate the system more clearly and thoroughly (see Figure 1).
Algorithm and Content Drafting

A total of 13 iterative cycles, including major and minor changes, were done to refine the clinical algorithm (see Multimedia Appendix 2). The text for questions and answer options were refined so that they were easily understandable by the layperson. An end message would be sent to patients automatically based on the algorithm to inform patients whether they could stay at home or call the HCW for teleconsultation. A safety net message advised the patients to attend nearby health care facilities if they were unable to reach the HCW for teleconsultation. The algorithm had a lower threshold to prompt a patient to call the HCW because patient safety was taken into significant consideration. A free-text remark field was created as another safety net measure for the patients. The algorithm was translated into Malay and Chinese languages to suit local needs.

Phase 2: Development Testing Iteration

Development Platform

The technical team first proposed to employ WhatsApp as the platform to deliver the symptom assessment function, as WhatsApp is widely used in Malaysia. However, the plan was halted, as obtaining the WhatsApp Business application programming interface required a long approval time. The team then proceeded with Telegram, as it could provide the solution without complicated approval.

CoSMoS is hosted on the DigitalOcean cloud infrastructure. GitHub was used for code repository, Trello was used for task management, Slack was used for discussions on technical issues, and WhatsApp was used for communication between core and technical teams. Development tools and languages included the React JavaScript library for the clinician dashboard and Go for the back end. Firebase was first chosen for the database and Algolia for the search engine, but it was switched to MongoDB due to performance and cost considerations. Docker Hub was used for container images, and Sketch software was used to create CoSMoS’s logo. In addition, Freshdesk was used to set up a technical help desk, through which the technical team received issues and reports from the clinical team. Kibana was used for logging server activities and for auditing purposes. The CI/CD pipeline enabled the seamless integration of multiple tools used in the development CoSMoS.

System Architecture

The architecture of CoSMoS is shown in Figure 2. From the user’s end, the Telegram bot retrieves PUIs’ records from the database through the back end. Ping messages are sent to the PUIs at 9 AM, 12 PM, and 1 PM daily to remind the patients to report their symptoms. The PUIs use the Telegram bot to...
report their daily symptoms. The symptoms are sent to the back
end before being stored in the database; the HCWs monitor
PUIs’ symptoms through the clinician dashboard at 2 PM every
day. PUIs’ daily statuses are grouped into four main categories:

1. Category A. Reported: unstable and called the HCW.
2. Category B. Reported: unstable, but yet to call the HCW.
4. Category D. Not reported.

**Figure 2.** System architecture of the COVID-19 Symptom Monitoring System (CoSMoS). HCW: health care worker.

For category A, the patient would be assessed immediately over
the phone (ie, teleconsultation) as they called the HCW. For
categories B and D, the HCW would contact patients at 2 PM
during the clinical review. There is no need to contact patients
for category C unless the HCW identified serious comments in
the open-ended remark box during the review. The HCWs may
update the PUIs’ records, such as changing a PUI’s status from
asymptomatic to symptomatic or completed monitoring, entering
a PUI’s swab test result, and adding a note to a PUI’s record.
The HCWs can also export PUIs’ records in comma-separated
vector format. Retrieving, updating, and storing PUIs’ records
between the dashboard and database would also be done through
the back end, preserving data security and integrity with
mechanisms such as authentication, authorization, and
validation.

**Iterative Development Testing Cycles**

There were many cycles of specify-develop-test-revise of
CoSMoS, as this study used the agile development method. The
tester team, which was independent from the developers,
documented test cases that were used and reused to ensure
quality and efficiency of testing; see example test cases in

**Multimedia Appendix 3.** The core team continuously gave
feedback to the technical team after testing new deployments
to the staging environment daily. However, there were three
main prototype checkpoints—CoSMoS prototype 1, CoSMoS
prototype 2, and finalized CoSMoS—to present major changes
made to the system. Thus, it can be considered that the
development process comprised three major agile cycles.

The clinicians were the main help desk contact people when
patients had any technical issues. Patients could call the hotline
to the clinician directly for technical issues. If the clinicians
could not solve an issue, the technical issue would be channeled
to the technical help desk system.

**Phase 3: Integration Into Clinical Practice**

Textbox 1 shows the technical and clinical implementation
barriers identified during the simulation and role-playing. The
workflow was improved by introducing new strategies, such as
refining the patients’ recruitment criteria for CoSMoS and
creating a communication script for HCWs to explain CoSMoS
to patients. We also prepared a patient’s and doctor’s guide to
CoSMoS and Telegram bot installation.

**Technical barriers:**
- Poor internet connectivity
- Insufficient digital storage to download the Telegram app by suspected COVID-19 patients
- Inadequate mobile data quota to download an app

**Clinical implementation barriers:**
- Ineffective communication between health care workers (HCWs) and patients (ie, enrollment in CoSMoS)
- CoSMoS prolonged the consultation time (ie, longer contact time between HCWs and suspected COVID-19 patients) for enrollment and the installation of CoSMoS
- Patient factors (ie, unfamiliarity with digital technology)

Because of the high infectivity of COVID-19, necessary precautions were taken to ensure the safety of both patients and HCWs. Patient enrollment procedures, informed consent–taking, and CoSMoS installation were done remotely by a CoSMoS doctor via phone call to reduce the physical contact time. Figure 3 shows the clinical workflow of integrating CoSMoS into clinical practice. The teleconsultation of CoSMoS was done following the Malaysian Medical Council advisory on virtual consultation [12]. The CoSMoS app served as a complementary service to the existing manual home monitoring system by the public health offices, not as a replacement, to ensure that the safety of patients was not compromised.

**Figure 3.** Integration of the COVID-19 Symptom Monitoring System (CoSMoS) into the clinical setting. ED: emergency department; PPE: personal protective equipment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Doctor at registration counter</th>
<th>Patient goes for swab in ED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient arrives at clinic</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COVID-19 screening</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Suspected COVID-19</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register patient</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Under patient to isolation room</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Triage nurse</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinic consultation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wearing PPE</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Explain about CoSMoS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Provide patient information sheet (PIS)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Doctor on call</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CoSMoS doctor</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register patient to the CoSMoS dashboard</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Call patient who is still in isolation room</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Guide patient to install Telegram via phone call</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Guide patient to link to CoSMoS bot</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient signs consent in Telegram</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arrange for security officer to send patient to ED for swab</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fill notification form and inform district health office</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inform CoSMoS doctor on patient’s details</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient’s note entry in the electronic medical record</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

This paper presents the agile development process of a digital health innovation during the COVID-19 pandemic within a short period. CoSMoS was the first automated monitoring system aimed at the Malaysian population to provide home monitoring and phone consultation for patients with suspected COVID-19. There was an urgent need for CoSMoS to reduce the burden on the health care system while providing a better home monitoring service to patients in Malaysia. This paper reports on a systematic approach to its development involving clinical experts, evidence-based clinical guidelines, data security and privacy considerations, and real-life clinical integration of an eHealth app during a pandemic.

Several COVID-19 symptom monitoring systems were developed and deployed in developed countries, such as France, China, and Korea [6,13,14]. Covidom, a web-based application developed in France, was used on a large scale for home monitoring of patients with COVID-19 [6]. A similar approach was used in China, where the telemedicine system was developed based on a popular social media platform, WeChat, to monitor those who needed to be quarantined at home [13]. In this study, the CoSMoS symptom monitoring bot was
delivered via the Telegram app; this app is commonly used among Malaysians, as government ministries and agencies disseminate COVID-19 news and health awareness via Telegram. Using the existing digital platform would be more user friendly for patients as they are familiar with the app. In the Korean military hospitals, a similar COVID-19 symptom monitoring app was developed with an additional model prediction programming interface to predict whether a patient requires attention from health care professionals [14]. This function was not developed in CoSMoS because of limited time, data, and resources required to accurately predict patient outcomes. The automated CoSMoS was useful in alleviating the burden on the health care system, reducing physical contact, and reducing the risk of delayed hospitalization [6,13]. The detailed developmental process described in this paper could be transposed to other developing countries where resources are limited to engaging commercial developers. Using existing local expertise and available resources, developing a digital solution for a COVID-19 symptom monitoring system is feasible and applicable for urgent use in the local setting.

The time factor was the most critical challenge to the development of CoSMoS because an automated COVID-19 home monitoring system was urgently needed in the health care system to combat the COVID-19 pandemic. Compared to the usual developmental process of a monitoring system for chronic diseases [12,15,16], conducting a detailed patient needs assessment was not feasible during the COVID-19 pandemic, due to Malaysia's movement control restriction situation. Hence, the initial requirement formation from Phase 1 was done with input from clinical experts who would be the users for the system and with a review of the existing guidelines for COVID-19 home monitoring. We were able to develop CoSMoS in 19 days because many experienced developers were organized into specialized teams according to their expertise (ie, front end, back end, Telegram bot, and infrastructure) and were led by computer science academicians who worked long hours. Each development task was systematically delegated to the designated team using a task management tool (ie, Trello). Each task was granular enough to be executed by a team member for accountability. Progression of the task to completion was also monitored using Trello. Thus, the development project was adequately managed amid changing requirements. Using an existing app, such as the Telegram app that was used in this study, instead of developing a new bot system reduced the development time. CoSMoS is an independent system that does not require integration into the existing electronic medical record system; its development and deployment into clinical practice were simpler.

This study recognized that the successful development of CoSMoS required effective communication between the technical and clinical teams. Communication and cooperation challenges are common in the development process of an eHealth project, especially where experts from different working cultures and backgrounds are involved [17]. In this CoSMoS project, communication was conducted via virtual meetings (ie, Zoom) and electronic platforms, such as chat groups and emails, due to the movement control restriction in Malaysia. However, communication was effective as both clinical and technical teams understood each other's languages and terminologies, work processes, work practices, and limitations as the team collaborated for a few years. The team leaders and patient advocate in the development team also played a prominent role in coordinating the collaboration. The change requests for CoSMoS were made via virtual meetings during the initial development phase using the agile development method. The communication method had changed from virtual meetings to the help desk method after CoSMoS was developed to enable better management and documentation of system evolution.

The consequential feature of CoSMoS development was the concept of combining a home monitoring app and teleconsultation with doctors. Consideration of patient safety was of the utmost importance, especially in designing the decision-making clinical algorithm and the active telemonitoring system that would help patients be safely monitored at home [18]. There were several challenges in the integration of this interactive and real-time patient monitoring system in clinical practice. Given the high infectivity of COVID-19, research and clinical ethics were considered in the clinical workflow process. The enrollment process was done via phone call to reduce patients’ and doctors’ exposure times in order to prevent transmission of COVID-19 infection to the health care providers. Several rounds of role-playing between the CoSMoS core members and the clinic staff provided useful feedback and change requests to improve the CoSMoS app and dashboard. The role-playing managed to streamline the integration process, identify technical problems, and reduce the risks. To ensure patients’ safety, the clinical workflow of CoSMoS was parallel to the usual care provided by the district health officer so that the care of patients would not be compromised with the introduction of new technology. Patient data privacy and confidentiality is often a main concern, especially during a pandemic [19]. There was social stigma toward patients with confirmed COVID-19 infection [20]. Privacy and data protection were ensured in CoSMoS by applying authentication and authorization mechanisms. Thus, only authorized personnel were granted access to the data according to their rights of access. Each of the health care providers had their own access identity and passwords to access the CoSMoS dashboard. The data from CoSMoS were not shared with other parties or service settings. Data were transmitted over the internet using https secure communication protocol, Telegram messages were encrypted end-to-end, and the database was hosted on a trusted cloud infrastructure provider (ie, DigitalOcean) with clearly defined privacy and security policies. Internally, the technical team had also set a security policy to control access to the patient database.

**Strengths**

Strengths of this paper include a full description of the CoSMoS development process, which could be replicated for future health system development during a pandemic. We used a patient-centered care approach in the development process to consider the system’s integration into clinical practice. The development process of CoSMoS prioritized the health and safety of patients and health care providers.
Limitations
A limitation of this development process was that usability testing was only done among computer science students and health care providers. It was a clinical challenge to test the system on real patients given the infectivity of COVID-19 and considering researchers’ safety. The usability testing reported in this paper did not represent the target population. The usability and utility evaluation via a qualitative study was conducted separately.

Conclusions
In view of the urgent need of a COVID-19 symptom monitoring system during the COVID-19 pandemic, we have shown that one can be developed systematically and practically within a short period using the agile model. With effective communication between the technical and clinical teams, developing a digital health care monitoring system is feasible and practicable without compromising patient safety. The development process described in this paper and the lessons learned could guide the development of a digital monitoring system during the next pandemic.
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